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1 Introduction 

Nominal sentences have always been treated as a special issue in the grammars of 
some non-Indo-European languages, but the discussion was not placed within a 
definite theoretical framework until Meillet (1906-08) treated the nominal 
sentence in Indo-European (IE) languages. 1 This discussion has since been the 
concern of mainly French linguists. In the tradition ofMeillet, pragmatic linguistic 
investigators 2 have treated nominal sentences as a formally defined, separate 
phenomenon. Yet there has also been a debate in general linguistics. 3 The debaters 
have constantly tried to unite nominal sentences with verbal sentences under the 
common heading of some linguistic universal, usually expressed in terms of sub
ject/predicate (S/P). In this debate, the questions of the copula and the state of the 
verb "to be" have turned out to be the crucial points. 4 Benveniste (19 50, recently 
modified by Guiraud, 197 6) concluded this tradition al discussion, taking the 
nominal sentence (without the verb "to be") as an assertive sentence (p. 27) which 
occurs in a certain distribution (1) "liee au discours direct" and is interpreted as 
(2) "des assertions de caractere generale, voire sentencieux" (p. 30, on a material 
from Old Greek). Those two points are of a textual and semantic, even stylistic 
character, and, though suggestive, they do not constitute a linguistically complete 
description of the nominal sentence. 

The French discussion has presented some select materials but has mainly been 
devoted to the general issue of nominal sentences without extensive, close obser
vation of their linguistic conte-xts. When such general statements are exhausted, 
there remains the possibility of approaching the nominal sentence in a pilot study. 
The language chosen may be an individual one and the stage of language may be 
limited as in the following investigation, but the phenomena of this special 
language have to be observed from every possible point of view. 

1 An account ofthe history ofthe discussion ofnominal sentences is given by Schiefer (1974). 
2 Bloch (1906-08), Marouzeau (1910), Brugmann (1925, pp. 57-83 et passim), Benigny 

(1929), Chantraine (1963, pp. 1-11), Guiraud (1962), Moreschini Quattordio (1966) and, as far as 
non-IE languages are concerned, Gauthiot (1908-09) and Sacleux (1908-09). 

3 For example, Bally (1922) and Hjelmslev (1948). 
4 Cf. Schiefer (1974). Jespersen (1924, pp. 150 ff.) also points out the issue ofindefiniteness (par

ticulars and universals), which is a matter of philosophy and logic. A study in which the nominal 
phrase is not accepted as an issue on its own is that of Kahn (1973). 
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1.1 The problem 

The linguistic analysis of nominal sentences made by traditional grammarians has 
primarily been concerned with the surface feature of their having two basic com
ponents. Immediate constituent analysis of sentences in IE languages happens to 
coincide with the identification of subject (S) and predicate (P).5 Moreover, the 
definition of "sentence" has usually been based upon the function of P, as con
trasted with the function of S. This traditional view of nominal sentences as equal 
to verbal sentences has been accepted and even stressed in grammatical ap
proaches that establish constituent structures. It has been taken for granted that 
the structure of nominal sentences is S plus P, just as it is in verbal sentences. 

If, however, we juxtapose two observations, firstly, that a nominal sentence 
consists mainly of two nominal components 6 and, secondly, that the functions of 
words as S and P give the distributional basis of classification of the words as 
nominal and verbal, we must then discuss the resultant question: is an analysis in 
terms of S and P actually valid for nominal sentences? 

This is the basic, theoretical question which has prompted this study. The 
necessary, more empirical approach is formulated in another question. Can an 
attempt at close interpretation of a select material of nominal sentences help to 
define their interna! structure? A partly internal-linguistic and partly philological 7 

interpretation of particular nominal sentences will be made, in order to investigate 
the validity oflinguistic concepts such as Sand P, as well as to investigate the con
verse-whether these categories are of any value for the interpretation of actual 
sentences or whether other linguistic approaches might not be more fruitful. 

1.2 The hypothesis 

Every linguistic item may be approached foom more than one angle. The final aim 
of an investigation about nominal sentences must be to make as exhaustive a 
descdption of their structure as possible, and this must be done by making par
ticular descriptions on different levels. 

Briefly, three levels may be attained, viz. the logical, the communicative and the 
grammatical leve!. From an ontological background the information about the 
reality branches, on the one hand, into the linear, linguistic message on the com-

5 Lyans (1968b, p. 210): "There is an obvious parallelism between immediate constituent 
analysis and the traditional procedure of 'parsing' sentences into 'subject' and 'predicate' ... ". 

6 I start simply from what a nominal sentence in Sanskrit looks like, thus disregarding the whole 
complex question of the copula. 

1 "Philological" should here be taken in the European (non-Anglo-American) sense, as con
trasted with "linguistic", with special regard to the content of the linguistic message. 
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municative leve!, and, on the other, the logical, non-linear structuring on the 
logical leve!. Those two levels converge into the third leve!, the grammatical ex
pression, which has to be the starting-point of every linguistic investigation. 

The traditional way of dealing with the grammatical expression has been to 
relate it chiefly to the purely logical leve! but also to some general semantic 
background. 8 In this investigation, the traditional, logi ca! background of grammar 
is accepted, but, instead of general semantic speculations, the more restricted leve! 
of communication is introduced. The concept of a semantic leve! will not be ex
ploited here at all, as its traditional definition seems to cover both the ontological 
fäets and the logical and communicative levels of this mode!. Instead, the term 
"semantic" is used as a description of the expressive needs which initiate the 
whole process accounted for in the suggested mode!, and accordingly the term 
"semantic" can also be referred to the resulting linguistic expression. 

The working hypothesis here is that a particular nominal sentence can be ap
proached from two angles and that these two angles must be kept distinct. The 
first angle is the question of how the nominal sentence functions on the gram
matical leve!, that is, what possibilities there are of labelling the elements as S and 
P, with the logical leve! as far as possible left aside or merely tacitly supposed. 
Secondly, we may discuss how the communicative force of the nominal sentence 
can be interpreted in terms of topic (T) and comment (C). Observations on the 
grammatical and the communicative levels should thus provide the tangible 
evidence fora linguistic mode! anda semantic interpretation ofnominal sentences. 

To be able to apply these two views to nominal sentences, it is necessary in 
same measure to adopt some kind of working definitions of, on the one hand, the 
concepts of subject and predicate and, on the other, the nations of topic and com
ment. 

1.2.1 Subject and predicate. A working definition of "subject" and "predicate" 
would seem to be quite simple, provided that these concepts may be looked upon 
as a purely linguistic formalization of the two components upon which a fun
damental, interna! relation of the sentence is founded. 9 

No linguistic issue can be quite as easy as that, since every linguistic expression 
is the form of some thought, and consequently any formalization, even a super
ficial one, of the expression is connected in one way or another with all the 
problems involved in logical formalization and logical terms. If, however, the 
semantic relations are disregarded and only the forma! features are considered, 
the only possible working definition of "subject" (S) and "predicate" (P) must 

8 Cf. also the well known concepts of /angue/parole and competence/performance. 
' The alternative is not to restrict the use of the terms to the merely linguistic. This is represented, 

for example, by the advanced discussion of Shaw (1976), who distinguishes many different levels 
but keeps the nations of S/P on them all as designating an overall working relation. 
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start from the traditionally established grammatical relation between S, which 
(from a statistical point ofview) is usually a nominal item, and P, which isa verbal 
item; here only the forma! state of S, as "governing" the morphological 
characteristics of P, has to be taken into account. 

The consequence is that we must apply different criteria to the nominal 
sentence, in order to determine to what degree it behaves like a verbal sentence. 
All linguistic items appearing in nominal sentences, such as adjectives, relative 
groups, pronouns, etc., must be scrutinized to determine whether they can be used 
in any way to identify the S and P concepts. If this is the case-but not until it is 
proved-we shall be in a position to describe more definitely the nominal sentence 
in the grammatical terms S/P, as defined here. In the course of this investigation, 
the terms S/P will accordingly be used only for the purpose of deciding whether 
they are applicable to the nominal sentence. 

l.2.2 Topic and comment. The simplest working definition of the nations of 
"topic" and "comment" is that the concept in the communication which is given, 
i.e. explicitly qf implicitly known, is the "topic" (T) and the connected, new con
cept is the "comment" (C). 10 To this, I wish to add a description of T and C as an 
expression of the linearity of realized language, forming a contextual chain. The 
application ofthe concepts Tand C does not involve any need to decide the inter
na! relation between the elements of the sentence, which is a purely logical issue. 
Through Tand C, the connection, but not the relation, oflinguistic components is 
disclosed. Furthermore, it must be stated that, as no Sanskrit informants are 
available, it is the listeners' and not the speakers' apprehension of T and C that 
matters here. 

Clearly, such definitions do not provide a useful tool of simple formalization for 
the reason that nothing in them suggests the textual boundaries within which the 
concepts of T and C could be identified. It must be added that, for practical 
reasons, we must choose the sentence as the basic unit which includes one T and 
one C. This is the normal, intuitive procedure used in handling the concepts of T 
and C. 

In fact, the nation of "sentence" needs some clarification. For one thing, it has 
to be taken in the sense of "basic" or "kernel" sentence, irrespective of its state as 
sentence or clause. Furthermore, there is a parallelism between the com
municative capacity of the sentence as "meaning something" and its logico
grammatical capacity for predicativity. It is not possible to take this parallelism 

10 Hockett (1958, p. 201): "The most general characterization of predicative constructions is 
suggested by the terms 'topic' and 'comment' for their ICs: the speaker announces a topic and then 
says something about it" (cf. Lyons, 19686, p. 335: "Hockett's now widely accepted ter
minology"). For the time being, I refrain from discussing the extensive literature on the nations and 
the method, which will be evaluated after the investigation, in the final chapter. 
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for granted at the outset, in attempting to apply the distinction between T and C to 
a nominal sentence, but it would be practical to start from some vague nation, for 
example, the term "assertion", 11 which, at least in the case of nominal sentences, 
may overlap the leve! of communication (message), the logical leve! (predication), 
and the linguistic leve! (sentence). Here, an attempt will be made to use Tand C as 
terms for the information given in the nominal sentence, which will be the 
technical term used in this investigation for an assertion containing two nominal 
elements. The only means of identifying T and C is by judging the context (cf. 
Lyons, 1968, pp. 335 f.), since the difference between Tand C only appears from 
their relation to the context, whereas the S and P are to be identified by means of 
the systemic structure of the sentence itself. 

Obviously, we are still left with the problem of delimiting the context in its wider 
sense (cf. Lyons, 1968, p. 413). This is, however, a general problem for semantic 
theory and Textlinguistik, and will be left aside here. In using the merely heuristic 
method of judging the actual eon text ad hoc and identifying T /C, one lays oneself 
open to criticism as to how the validity of such a method may be established by 
any kind of objective criteria, i.e. how the judgments of a small or a wide context 
may be justified. Any judgment of the context will a priori be regarded as in
tuitive. The intuition must definitely be based on optimal knowledge of the in
tended message of the text as a whole, of the entire milieu in which the text is 
rooted. The desired, optimal knowledge is difficult to obtain, but every increase in 
any part of the field of such knowledge may have a direct bearing on any par
ticular interpretation-a fact which is well known in all philological interpretation 
(cf. footnote 7, above). The identification ofT and C must sometimes vary accor
ding to the width and the knowledge of the context within which it is referred to. 
The procedure for distinguishing between T and C in an assertion therefore can
not be supported by any "criteria", like the S/P functions, but can merely be used 
as a discursive method. 

By keeping the T/C leve! strictly separate from the S/P leve!, we gain two ad
vantages. In the first place, we obtain minimal terms for an ordering ofthe content 
in a sentence, without cutting it off from the context. In the second place, the use 
of the terms S and P can be restricted to deciding the terms in a forma! relation 
within the sentence, as suggested above. So we now have two quite clear-cut ap
proaches, by which we may examine the material. The effects of these two ap
proaches will be discussed in the final chapter (Chapter 4). 

11 The terms in this field actually have to be chosen and stated ad hoc. In fäet, any possible 
term-sentence, proposition, statement, utterance, speech act, etc.-is loaded and may certainly im
ply different perspectives. 
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1. 3 The material 

A certain number of nominal sentences from the oldest Upani~ads (cf. Deussen, 
1966, p. 23) will be examined in the following investigation. These Upani~ads are 
mainly in prose (excluding inserted verses). There seems to be no fundamental 
difference between prose and metrical texts, as regards the occurrence of nominal 
sentences, but I have chosen prose texts in order to avoid complex stylistic con
siderations. 

The main part of the material to be examined consists of some fifty nominal 
sentences from the Chandogya-Upani~ad (ChU), but in the discussion additional 
sentence material is used, mostly from the B~hadaraJ?,yaka-Upani~ad (BÄU), 
which is in fact even richer in nominal sentences than ChU, as its syntactical style 
expresses a content dominated by conceptual enumerations. The Taittiriya
Upani~ad (TaittU), Aitareya-Upani~ad (AitU), Kau~1taki-Brahma1?,a-Upani~ad 
(Kau~U), and in a few cases the Kena-Upani~ad (KenaU) and also the metrical 
Katha-Upani~ad (KathaU) will be adduced. ChU and BÄU are quoted from the 
editions in the Änandasrama Sanskrit Series, No. 14 (1934) and No. 15 (1939), 
respectively, including the commentary of Sarp.kara with the sub-commentary of 
Änandagiri. The other Upani~ads are primarily cited from the text printed in the 
Upani~ad collection of Renou. For the interpretational sections of the discussion, 
other texts are also quoted (see the bibliography). 

Sandhi have not been dissolved. Independent words are separated as far as this 
can be done without dissolving sandhi and rewriting the phonemes; in the case of 
vocalic sandhi, the words cannot always be separated. No capitals or hyphens are 
used and the punctuation adheres strictly to the minimum number ofpauses given 
by dary<ja in the editions used, even though this punctuation may be described as 
"ohne jede Konsequenz" (Morgenroth, 1958, p. 14). 

The material contains what Renou ( 1961, pp. 507 f.) has called "pure" nominal 
sentences, 12 that is, sentences with participles ("des phrases semi-nominales"), 
such as ChU 1,3,6 anne hidan,z sarvan,z sthitam, are excluded in this preliminary 
discussion. In practice, such a !imitation affects mostly the -ta and -na participles. 
Although this also applies to paradigmatic participles, they very seldom occur as 
one of the components in a nominal sentence. Meillet (1906-08) and Bloch 
(1906-08) both include participial forms in their material. Bloch actually finds 
reasons (pp. 56 ff.) for taking them as a special, adjectival kind of nominal 
sentence in Sanskrit. 

Nominal sentences with adjectival components are included in this investigation, 
whereas sentences with participial components are excluded, since a genetically nominal 

12 According to the definitions of Meillet (1906-08) and Benveniste (1950), "pure" nominal 
sentences are nominal sentences without personal verbal forms ( copula). 
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ch~racter is supposed for the adjectives and a verbal one for the participles. In fäet, the 
adJect1val sentences must be included, as they are not so easily sorted out from the 
nominal sentences with only substantival components, due to the forma! lack of distinc
tion between substantives and adjectives (cf. 3.1.2), whereas the participles in -ta and -na 
are formally homogeneous and exhibit an actional (and thus also a temporal) quality. In 
c~ntrast to_ a_ purely nominal sentence, there is no interpretational ambiguity in a sentence 
w1th a partlc1ple. Such sentences may be interpreted as having an obvious S/P structure. 13 

The translations into modern languages with predominantly verbal characters also fre
quently e_mphasize ~he verbal character of the participles in sentences with noun + partici
ple, makmg them mto verbal predicates in the target language. 

In addition to the main material, about 10 examples have been adduced from 
ChU in which the verb takes two accusative forms; 14 in fact, only upaVäs is 
represented here. 15 The reason for including such a construction in this investiga
tion is that it presents the same problem of interpretation in the texts as the simple 
nominal sentence. From the logical point of view, the relation between the two 
nominal components in such a construction raises the same problem of identifica
tion or equivalence as the nominal sentence. From a purely linguistic point of 
view, a verb with two accusatives presents a picture parallel to the nominal 
sentence, as it juxtaposes two nominal words in the same case without any other 
morphological marks by which they may be distinguished from each other. 

Both linguistically and with regard to their contents, the texts chosen have an 
archaic position in the Indian tradition. An unbroken continuity follows in later 
grammar and linguistics, as well as in philosophy. In later literature, especially 
scientific, a nominal style is gradually developed as characteristic of the Sanskrit 
language. This may be seen as being foreshadowed in the extensive use of nominal 
sentences in the Vedic prose. 

The archaic philosophy of the Upani~ads also has, as its main connection with 
the later philosophy, the exposition of the central idea of equivalence/identity or 
identification. "Relation" is a most important issue in Indian epistemology and 
logic (cf. 2.6 and 4.2), as expressed by the philosophical and linguistic schools. It 
is expressed in the nominal sentences in the Upanisads. The ideas of the 
Upani~adic texts seem to be in some way related to "identificational" doctrines 

.. 
13 

Ickler (197_\P· 105): "Sie driick:,n nä~mHch immer einen Umstand aus, d%Pl!vzeitweise 
fur das zugehonge Substantiv g1lt. Th1s 1s associated straight off with ... its function as 
"prädikative", not "adjektivische Attribu1r': "Daher ist auch ihre Beziehung zum Prädikat des 
Satze_s enger." Hartmann (1955, p. 130):" ... es wird nicht, wie bei der Identifikation im reinen 
Nommalsatz (Nomen als Apposition), der Zustand an sich bezeichnet sondern der Zustand eines 
Subjektes, das einmal Objekt war und als solches irgendwie behandelt'wurde (verbale Apposition 
durch das Partizip ermöglicht)." ' 

• 
14 Cf. Thieme (1968, p. 718, _n. 2). Nominal sentences and constructions with upaVäs are 

w1t,~out any doubt equalled by Sarµkara (cf. BSBh 4,1,5-6, discussed below in 2.6). 
· The cases of upa Väs + iti are not discussed here. lckler (19 73, pp. 124 ff.) has adduced some 

other construction_s as "prädikative Ergänzung". Passages with äVcak~ show an equation between 
two, s1milar, nommal concepts, but äVcak~ lakes an accusative + a nominative with iti. 



and they are often condensed in the nominal sentences. There are many con
clusions to be drawn from the discussion of the context of the passages which can 
only be hinted at in a general manner at the end ofthe investigation (Chapter 4). 

1.4 The procedure 

In Chapter 2, same examples will show the extent to which general rules of inter
pretation of the nominal sentences in the Upani~ads lead to dubious results. 

Chapter 3 includes the examination proper of the material. At the beginning of 
each section of the chapter, I shall successively take a close look at several gram
matical features which are to be found together with the material under discus
sion. Each section will be concluded by an attempt to apply the descriptional ap
proach (T/C) to same individual cases, which are obviously not to be solved by 
analysis of the observed, particular, grammatical feature. 

In Chapter 4, the concluding description of the nominal sentence in old 
Sanskrit prose in both the linguistic and the communicative respects will include 
an evaluation of both the results of the investigation and the method used. Aten
tative view ofthe semantic capacity ofthe nominal sentence will conclude the final 

chapter. 

2 Previous views on the material 

Before analysing the material in detail, it may be of same interest to briefly ex
amine earlier treatments of it. Apart from the statements in the manuals of 
Sanskrit grammar about nominal sentences 16 and a few explicit discussions of 
special cases in the Upani~ads, the actual interpretations ofthe nominal sentences 
are expressed in the existing translations inta other languages. The translator of a 
Sanskrit text inta any other language is forced to take note of the occurrences of 
the nominal sentences and to same extent to analyse them, owing to the incongrui
ty between the structures of different languages (cf. 2.4), a general problem which 
closely cancerns a translator .17 

In this chapter, Ishall give, with same parallel critical remarks, a survey ofhow 
various translators have grappled with the problem and how the interaction 
between grammarians and translators has resulted in an insufficient theory about 
nominal sentences in Sanskrit. As will be shown here, the word order is obviously 
the main criterion by which the translators have traditionally identified S and P in 
the nominal sentences in the Sanskrit material.Even if syntactical analysis is dis
regarded and the translation process is taken to be only a transfer of information 
based on the T/C concepts, word order is of central significance. This interaction 
of T/C and word order is, however, not primarily a problem of translation, but a 
general linguistic problem common to both the source language and the target 
language, both ofwhich are involved in the translation process. 

2.1 Diff erences in the translations 

To return to the material mentioned in 1.3, we get inta difficulties in comparing 
different translations of the Sanskrit sentences. A translation of ChU 1,1,5 väg eva 
rk as "the Rig is speech", which, when seen only in the context of the English 
translation of H ume, seems to be obvious, is nevertheless rendered as "Speech, in
deed is Jl-k" by Radhakrishnan, quite contrary-as regards the order of the 
elements-ta what Hume suggests. Thieme renders ChU 3,19,1 ädityo brahmety 

16 Cf. Speijer, 1886, pp. 1 ff.; Renou, 1961, pp. 507 ff.; Gonda, 1971, pp. 134 f. 
17 Nida, 1964, p. 17 3: " ... the obligatory categories of various languages give them their distinc

tive character, and at the same time impose serious restrictions on the extent to which correspon
ding expressions can be made fully equivalent." It is to be noted that (p. 174) " ... one must fre
quently specify in the receptor language something only poorly defined (i.e. ambiguous, obscure, or 
merely implicit) in the source message." 
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as "Das brahman ist die Sanne", whereas both Deussen and Böhtlingk write "Die 
Sanne ist das Brahman". There are numerous more complicated cases, of which 
ChU 3,14,1 sa11Jam khalv idaff} brahma may be chosen as an example. The 
following are translations (in chronological order) into modern languages: 
Mitra: "All this verily is Brahma" 
Miiller: "All this is Brahman" 
Böhtlingk: "Das Brahman ist dieses All" 
Deussen: "Gewisslich, dieses Weltall ist Brahman" 
Hertel: "Das Brahman ist alles dies (= die ganze Welt, das Weltall)" 
Hume: "Verily, this whole world is Brahma" 
Papesso: "Il brahman e tutta questo (universo)" 
Hillebrandt: "Das Brahman ist diese ganze Welt" 
Senart: "Tout ce qui est est brahman" 
Jha: "All this is Brahma" 
Ruben: "Alles dies wahrlich ist Brahman" 
Tuxen: "Hele denne Verden er Brahman" 
Radhakrishnan: "Verily, this whole world is Brahman" 
Morgenroth: "Alles dieses freilich ist das Brahman" 
Thieme: "Das brahman ist ja dieses All" 
The translators do not seem to be in agreement and the translations do not express 
exactly the same thing. This appears in the different word orders and also to some 
extent in the different choices of definite and indefinite forms. There seems to be 
same obscurity in the message of the Sanskrit text, an obscurity which I hope to 
elucidate in this investigation. The problem of obscurity has, in one sense, a 
probable connection with the question of identity-how the world is brahman and 
brahman is the world-which is also discussed with emphasis in the commentary 
of Sarpkara upon this passage. But the obscurity can, in another sense, also be 
seen as a problem of different linguistic structures (cf. 2.4). 

Translations may be adduced in the discussion in order to show the degree of 
indistinctness of the Sanskrit text by comparison. It is quite another and much 
more complicated matter to attempt to judge which translations are the "right" 
ones. 

2.2 The order ofthe elements 

In investigating how some translators 18 treat 53 cases of nominal sentences, in
cluding same cases of upaV <is with two accusatives, in ChU, it may be observed 

18 I have not aimed at making a complete inventory of translations into all languages. The figures 
are drawn from the most important translations available to me: Böhtlingk (1889b), Deussen 
(1921), Hume (1921), Jha (1942), Miiller (1879), Papesso (1937), Radhakrishnan (1953), Senart 
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that in about one-third of the cases there is an almost total consensus about the 
translation. In these cases, the translated concepts are placed in the same order as 
they have in the original Sanskrit text. Such a counting of cases is quite förmal and 
has nothing to do with any ideas about which element is S and which is P in any 
language. In the rest of the material, the proportions vary greatly, from the dis
tribution in which one author chooses the Sanskrit order and 11 the inverse order 
ta the quite opposite distribution. But there is, in the material as a whole, a general 
preference for choosing the same order as in the Sanskrit. When the translations 
consulted for ChU are compared in 53 passages (not all the translations contain 
the entire text, but, for every passage, at least 9 but not more than 13 translations 
have been checked) and added together, the Sanskrit order is followed in 358 
cases and not followed in 190, that is, about two-thirds contra one-third. 
Morgenroth has in his translation deliberately and consistently followed the 
Sanskrit order (cf. 2.3.3b), with the exception of three unclear cases. If this quite 
special kind of translation is included, the figures will be 409/ 192. 

As for the individual translations, there are same differences in the distribution 
of choice between the same or the opposite word order. The figures below include 
the complete translations of ChU, except the one made by Morgenroth. Ofthe in
complete translations, only that of Thieme is taken into account. 

Same order Reverse order 

Jha 47 6 
Radhakrishnan 43 10 
Tuxen 37 16 
Deussen 36 17 
Senart 36 17 
Hume 34 19 
Muller 33 20 
Papesso 29 24 
Böhtlingk 18 35 
(Thieme 3 15) 

The average ofthe whole material, two-thirds for the same order and one-third for 
the opposite order, is followed fairly close by Tuxen, Deussen, Senart, Hume and 
Muller. These five translators differ so little in these figures that it is too hazardous 
to draw conclusions from them about their different dispositions-Danish, Ger
man, French, English and English-speaking German, respectively. Morgenroth 

(1930) and Tuxen (1953). There exists a still older translation by Mitra (1862), but this and the one 
by Jha (1923) have not been used here. Morgenroth (1958) is of importance but has not been in
cluded in the figures. The incomplete translations of Hertel (1921), Hillebrandt (1923), Ruben 
(195 5) and Thieme (i 966) have also been checked. The opinions about a few cases expressed by 
Canedo (1937) and Whitney (1890) have been included in the figures. 
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has consciously followed the order in the Sanskrit original without claiming to 
give a stylistically satisfactory translation, and no conclusions of interest can be 
drawn from the statistical point of view, as we are not discussing the grammatical 
result in German, as regards S and P in nominal sentences, in this chapter. More 
obvious are the two Indian translators into English cited above, who, in spite of 
serious stylistic pretensions, are very much predisposed to follow the Sanskrit 
order, the slightly more sophisticated Radhakrishnan being not quite as rigorous 
as Jha. 

A more interesting case is when the choice of the inverse order predominates, 
as in Böhtlingk's translation. Though the number of cases for which we can take 
Thieme's translation into account is very small, these cases hint at a preference for 
changing the order of the original. There is a striking reason for the distributions 
of these translators. They have both deliberately discussed the problem of how to 
treat the word order in translating nominal sentences from Sanskrit. Before 
reviewing their arguments, it should perhaps be added that Böhtlingk seems in the 
former part of the translation of ChU to be much more aware of the decision he 
has made (cf. 2.3.3a); nearly all ofthe 18 cases in which he follows the order ofthe 
elements in Sanskrit are to be found in the last three prapä(hakas, some of these in 
fact being of the most indistinct type of nominal sentences. 

2.3 Word order in nominal sentences in Sanskrit 

What conscious considerations have guided the translators in their works? It may 
be presumed that an intuitive apprehension of the Sanskrit text and its message 
was their main method, but in the standard Sanskrit grammars there are actually 
formulated some basic rules that have reference to nominal sentences and some of 
the translators have upon occasion discussed these rules. 

2.3. l Current suggestions about nominal sentences in Sanskrit. Delbriick (1888) 
supposes a traditional word order for Sanskrit (S-P), including comprehensive 
rnles for it (pp. 15-25). There are occasional divergences from this word order (P
S), induced by the necessity of putting the most important word at the beginning 
of the sentence. 19 In nominal sentences, defined as sentences with nominal Ps, the 
word order may be the ordinary one claimed to be valid for verbal sentences, with 
the S first, but"Viel häufiger aber ist in diesen Sätzen die occasionelle Stellung des 

19 Speijer (1886, pp. 9-13) presents the same idea, adducing stylistic circumstances as well. 
Staal (1967, p. 51) points out, without any exact indication of the sources, that this view of 
habitual/occasional word order in Sanskrit was defended earlier by Benfey and Bergaigne. 
Bergaigne (1878, pp. 181-184) also takes inta account a difference between sentences with verbs 
and sentences with the verb "to be". 
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Praedicatsnomens, welches ja meist, als das Neue im Satze enthaltend, stark be
tont ist. Ja man kann geradezu als Regel aufstellen, dass das Praedicatsnomen den 
Satz eröffnet. .. " (p. 17). 

Speyer (1896) also presents a traditional word order in his rules (p. 76) but 
proceeds to say: "Diese Wortfolge wird häufig modificirt. Es kommt hier 
folgendes in Betracht: 1. In Sätzen, welche nur aus Subject und nominalem 
Prädicat im Nom. bestehen, wird das Prädicatsnomen gewöhnlich voran
gestellt. .. ". He further breaks up the primary rules in showing, generally in ex
amples (p. 77), how ordinary word order often yields to "entweder rhetorischen 
oder metrischen oder Bedeutungsriicksichten". 

Renou (1961) takes a looser attitude. He also admits "l'ordre habituel" (p. 
540). In the case of nominal sentences, he proposes (p. 541): "La place du 
predicat nominal est libre; a date ancienne, il precede le sujet, au moins si le sujet 
n'est pas un pronom, type srotram anvähäryapacana!J, sä sraddhä Vädh S IV,6 
'l'A. est l'oreille, il est la foi'; rigoureusement dans les equivalences, en 
propositions non subordonnees; en litterature profane, l'ordre est inconstant, 
Käd. 32, 4 suiv." 

There are two special investigations of word order in Sanskrit, carried out on a 
more extensive material. Neither Thommen (1903) nor Canedo (1937) denies 
Delbriick's main thesis about the word order as habitual contra occasional. But 
both of them have drawn conclusions from the nominal sentences in their material 
which lead them to question Delbriick's ideas concerning that kind of sentence. 
Neither, however, goes so far in his conclusions as to definitely reject the principle 
of an order S-P or P-S in nominal sentences. 

Thommen (1903, p. 13) states: "Unsere texte [i.e. parts of Mbh, 
Dasakumäracarita, Vetälaparicaviipsatikä, Asoka inscriptions and Jätaka texts] 
kennen alle die occasionelle voranstellung des prädicatsnomens; doch ist sie nicht 
vorherrschend". Canedo (1937) argues against Delbriick (pp. 36 ff.), claiming 
that putting the S first in simple nominal sentences " ... viel häufiger ist als die 
Voranstellung des Prädikatsnomens" (p. 3 7). As a rule, he says, the S commonly 
comes first, especially when it isa pronoun. But when he treats ChU, which is one 
of the texts he uses, 20 he is more undecided: "Das Prädikatsnomen in Ch.-Up. ist 
mehr oder weniger durch beide Typen vertreten, und beide sind gleich geläufig, 
nur die Endstellung desselben scheint natiirlicher" (p. 3 7). Without giving any 
criteria, he simply mentions (p. 38) that in ChU 4,1,3 (sic; must be 4,3,l), 4,3,3, 
4,5,2, 4,6,3, 4,7,3, 4,8,3, 5,1,1, 5,5,l and 7,23,l the S precedes the P, while the op
posite is true of ChU 1,1,5, 4,10,5 and 5,18,2 and "es folgen weitere Beispiele, 
aber im Ganzen ist die andere Konstruktion viel häufiger". 

20 The other texts from which he fetches his material are Taittiriya-Sarphita, Asoka inscriptions, 
Digha-Nikaya, Mi_-cchakatika and Mahara~\ri-Erzählungen (ed. by J acobi). 



The same difficulties in finding firm rules also caused Bloomfield ( 1912-13) to 
claim that there isa general instability in Sanskrit word order, especially in short 
sentences. These he exemplified, inter alia, by (pp. 162 f.) "short sentences whose 
predicate is a substantive". 

The word order in ChU is especially treated by Ickler (1973). Concerning the 
principles, she positively adheres to Delbriick, but she also distinguishes between 
"absolute Wortstellung", which "weist einem Wort oder Satzteil seinen Platz in 
Bezug auf den ganzen Satz zu", anda "relative Wortstellung", which "die Reihen
folge der Satzteile untereinander regelt" (p. 2). The results fuse into a descriptive 
survey of the distribution of word classes in the sentences (pp. 129 f.); as regards 
the syntactical parts of the sentence, she rightly confines herself to describing the 
relative word order. Because of this the nominal sentences, in which the words 
could not easily be contrasted as instances of classes, somehow seem to evade her 
scheme, although she treats them under the heading "Das Prädikatsnomen" (pp. 
112-123; cf. below, pp. 25f.) as inevitably associated with the question of attri
butive and predicative adjectives. She does not explicitly draw any summarizing 
conclusions about the nominal sentences. 

Concerning "die prädikative Ergänzung" (treated on pp. 124-128), which she 
treats without explicitly combining them with nominal sentences, she has in fact 
attributed them to the "relative word order" by calling them "prädikative Ap
position", "ein Spezialfall der attributiven Apposition" (p. 124). The term "ap
position" gives them a place "n a c h ihren Beziehungswort" (p. 127). The effect is 
a translation to ChU 1,2,3 atha ha väcam udgitham upäsän:z cakrire as "Und sie 
verehrten die Stimme als Udgitha" against most translators and especially against 
Thieme's decided standpoint (cf. below, p. 25). 

Staal (1967) has described word order in Sanskrit from the point of view of 
transformational grammar; thus, he provides a descriptional, but by no means an 
explanatory alternative to Delbriick. He analyses critically the notion of 
habitual/occasional word order, as based on countings ofitems, but refers this at
titude toa predominant interest in performance (i.e. occurrences and frequencies; 
cf. pp. 61 f.), while Indian theorists, whose works he also discusses, were really in
terested in competence, i.e. rules, and accordingly regarded the Sanskrit word 
order as free. He finds the common explanation of both these attitudes in the fact 
that word order in Sanskrit may be described as having no grammatical 
significance (p. 60). In his own descriptive mode!, he also adheres to this; he does 
not present any extra-grammatical motives for choices of word order. For some 
reason, however, he finds it possible that word order in nominal sentences may be 
grammatically decided (p. 68), which would mean that an otherwise optional 
ordering rule must more or less necessarily be applied (cf. 4.1). For the completion 
of the mode! suggested by Staal, the mere fact of "free" word order in general in 
Sanskrit is of decisive importance, whether it is described as lack of rules or as 
habitual/occasional word order. However, I cannot see that the word order of 
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nominal sentences is an argument of any value whatsoever, in his discussion, es
pecially since he has overlooked some of their main features (cf. Hägg, 1972). 
Staal's mode! is of the greatest value, as regards the issue of word order and 
language typology, but it is not to be used as rules of grammar and certainly not 
as a key to the syntax of Sanskrit nominal sentences. 

2.3.2 The concepts oj habitual and occasional word order. The primary criticism 
of the general views on nominal sentences, with particular focus on their word 
order, must be that the established rules seem to be merely statistically justified. If 
these rules really have been formulated by well-grounded, statistical methods, 
they may perhaps be of some help to a potential translator into Sanskrit, but they 
cannot, of course, be of any help in judging an individual passage in a given 
Sanskrit text. Even Delbriick (1878), whose later statements (1888) have been 
basic on this point, has in fact pointed out that it is sometimes difficult to decide 
which noun is Sand which is P: "So können nun auch manche Sätze im <;.B. (z.B. 
1,4,1,10) zu Zweifeln Anlass geben, die ich hier nicht auffiihre, weil ich ein 
Kriterium för sichere Entscheidung nicht gefunden habe" (p. 28). 

Whitney (1892, p. 302) directly criticized Delbriick (1888) as follows: "To lay 
it down as a principle ... that the predicate noun comes first in a sentence and the 
subject later is, in my opinion, to put the case too strongly; numerous and impor
tant errors have followed from its adoption by some translators". 

The basis for any statistical method in the case discussed here is still weaker. 
Obviously, if there is a quite unsatisfactory foundation for any individual judg
ment of S and P in a nominal sentence, there is accordingly a very weak possibility 
indeed of using the individual examples statistically. This means that conclusions 
about a general word order in such sentences are impossible and that even a vague 
discussion of habitual and occasional word order is of no use and may even be 
erroneous. This is furthermore the explanation why there are actually quite differ
ing opinions on the matter; in particular, one may note the difference between, on 
the one hand, a prescriptive grammarian like Delbriick and, on the other, 
Thommen and Canedo, who have examined numerous individual sentences in an 
extensive corpus. 

The concepts of habitual and occasional word order may well be pertinent to 
verbal sentences in Sanskrit, where S and P can be identified primarily by forma! 
criteria, and they may very well be used in describing word order, both as a gram
matical and a stylistic device, in other languages, as far as concerns verbal 
sentences and clearly verbalized sentences, But, for nominal sentences in Sanskrit, 
they must remain quite vague, lacking all relevance. 

2.3.3 Upaniij_adic nominal sentences. It was earlier indicated that there have been 
more explicit discussions of the translation of some of the nominal sentences that 
occur in the Upani~ads. 



(a) Whitney and Böhtlingk. Whitney (1890) examines the translations that 
Böhtlingk made ofChU and BÄU, both published in 1889. When Whitney studies 
the text in detail, he immediately stops (on p. 422) at the problem which presents 
itself in ChU 1,1,1 om ity etad ak~aram udgftham upäsfta. Böhtlingk follows 
Delbriick and takes ak~aram as "the (in this case, objective) predicate" and in 
both this and similar cases he ignores the demonstrative merely to suit his own 
purposes, according to Whitney. Böhtlingk translates: "Man verehre den Udgitha 
als die Silbe Om". Whitney comments: "The difference, it may be said, is very 
small, like that between a = b and b = a; yet there is areal difference whether one 
starts from the one point or from the other in making comparison". From this 
point of view, he finds that the first member of such a nominal construction is 
often stressed, as regards the content, by using a demonstrative, a relative group, 
consistent order between elements in repeated constructions, or the like. In his 
view, the stressed element must be the S. Among the examples that show the 
weakness of Böhtlingk's translation on these points, he cites ChU 2,3,1 var~ati sa 
udgftho. Whitney renders Böhtlingk's German translations as "the udg{tha is the 
rainfall", instead of the doser translation "it rains-that [is] the udgftha" and this 
serves as a starting-point for his more fundamental explanation as to why the S 
comes first: "Not only the usages of the language, but also the mode ofthought of 
the Hindu of the Brähmary.a age, oppose this inversion. Such a Hindu look ed into 
the nature in order to explain and account for it by the parts of the sacrifice and 
their relations, not the contrary; he says 'because this ceremony is thus and thus 
performed, therefore such and such a thing happens in the world' ". 

Böhtlingk (1891, p. 81) rep lies to Whitney cautiously: "Es ist im Sanskrit oft 
schwierig mit Sicherheit zu entscheiden, ob a = b oder b = a gemeint ist. In einem 
und demselben Paragraphen wechseln bisweilen a und b die Stellen." This is ob
vious in BÄU 1, 1, 1, where, in the enumeration of the cosmic equivalences to the 
parts of the aivo medhya!J, in two out of more than 20 instances of nominal 
sentences the nominal elements have differing orders. Böhtlingk points out the 
possibility of saying both "eine grosse Wohlthat ist der Regen" and "der Regen ist 
eine grosse Wohlthat", thus as a matter of fact reducing the result of the employ
ment of "habitual/occasional word order" to a stylistic device. Modestly, he says, 
concerning his view of an P-S order in the nominal sentence: "Ich bin meiner 
Sache nicht ganz gewiss und will sie gelegentlich noch einmal griindlich bedenken 
und mit Anderen besprechen". Against the psychological ideas of Whitney con
cerning the "thought of the Hindu", Böhtlingk wishes to draw a distinction 
between the Brähmary.as and the Upani~ads. Even if "das Opfer mit allen seinen 
Theilen als das Prius erscheint" in the Brähmary.as, it has to be said about the 
Upani~ads that "die Ceremonien von gar keinem Belange, dass sie, so zu sagen, 
N achbildungen von Naturerscheinungen seien". 21 These speculations of Whitney 

21 
Morgenroth (I 958, p. 20 I) takes sides against Böhtlingk and with Whitney in this particular. 

and Böhtlingk may have some bearing on the analysis ofword order as a contex
tual factor but are not relevant in discussing word order as a possible grammatical 

rule. 
But Böhtlingk seems to stick to his original idea. Böhtlingk (1897) isa comment 

on Deussen's newly-published translation of 60 Upani~ads. He has decided (p. 83) 
that in ChU 3,14,l sarvan:z khalv idan:z brahma the order is P-S and not, as 
Deussen has it, S-P. For such an order in general, he has now mobilized two kinds 
of arguments. Of course, an adjective is Pin nominal sentences, and there are ex
amples of adjectives preceding the noun, such as ChU 6,5,4 annamayan:z hi 
saumya mana äpomaya!J prär;as tejomayr väg iti. 22 The second argument is of a 
semantic character: "Bei solcher Auffassung [i.e., the order is P-S] ergiebt sich, 
was man erwarten konnte, dass das Subject als ein bisher Unbekanntes mit etwas 
Bekanntem, oder als ein ganz Bekanntes, das im Ritual oder sonst eine Rolle 
spielt, mit etwas ganz fem Liegendem, hier nicht Erwartetem identificirt wird" (p. 
84), the first alternative being exemplified by ChU 3,14,1 sarvan:z khalv idan:z 
brahma and the second by ChU 3,16,1 puru~o väva yajnas. Whether these two 
ideas are consistent with each other may well be discussed. According to them, 
any choice would be permitted; they cannot serve as rules, as they are not based 
on forma! criteria for S and P but rather belong to the description of the possible 
functions of nominal sentences. Accordingly, in this investigation, the nations of 
"bekannt" and "unbekannt" are better referred to the T/C identification. In every 
case, Böhtlingk admits the possibility of breaking the alleged rule of P-S: "Liegt 
ein besonderer Nachdruck auf dem Subjecte, weil eben von ihm gesprochen 
wurde, dann geht es varan" (examples in ChU 7,3,1 and 7,15,1). 

Special problems seem to Böhtlingk to be presented by ChU 4,3, 1 väyur väva 
samvargo, because, even if one translates a P-S into German as "ein Ansichraffer 
ist der Wind", "Wind" is still felt to be S. He has not drawn the conclusions that 
this is valid for the German sentence alone and that in the German sentence there 
is a contrast between definite and indefinite form. The arguments Böhtlingk has 
adduced, he says, have to some extent justified his consistent attempts to use P-S 
as the order in the translated nominal sentences. 

(b) Morgenroth. Böhtlingk's arguments, however, have not been convincing. 
Morgenroth (1958, pp. 200-201) claims that these arguments are not enough. In 
general, he himself prefers in this translation "die W ortstellung des Originals 
möglichst weitgehend beizubehalten". This is a consistent and straightforward 
starting-point, keeping the Sanskrit order between the concepts when translating, 
but it may well be discussed whether this brings out the intended message. In fact, 
Morgenroth's translation gives a stiff and somewhat artificial impression 

22 He also refers to 6,6,5, which has the same text as 6,5,4, 6,7,1 ~oqasakalah saumyapuru~ah, 
8,12,1 martyan:z vä idam sarfram and 8,12,2 asarfro väyur. 



throughout, with many phrases that are foreign to German. Besides the lack of 
consideration for style, this is also due to the very consistent, general attempt to 
transfer, rather than to interpret, the special te~ms into German. As for the 
nominal sentences, this förmal method solves the practical problem of interpreting 
their message by identifying one thing with another. But in the theoretical con
siderations concerning the nominal sentences, Morgenroth also makes the mis
take of deliberately connecting such a standard in translating with the analytical 
process of identifying the elements as S and P and furthermore of transferring the 
identification ofS and Pina German sentence to its Sanskrit counterpart. Accor
dingly, he is also forced to introduce the notion of "stress": "Ich behaupte nicht, 
dass in der Chiindogya-Upani~ad die Folge 'Subjekt-Prädikat' [sic! He must 
mean 'Prädikat-Subjekt'] nicht vorkommt. Immer aber ist dann das Prädikat be
tont, so dass wir es auch im Deutschen voranstellen können." 

Of the 53 cases here investigated, Morgenroth has indisputably used the 
Sanskrit element order in 50 cases and in most of them the resulting German 
sentence can be interpreted as obviously S-P; in many cases, Morgenroth has 
used definite forms freely, as a means of producing normal German sentences, 
which is perhaps more easily done in these short, unmarked sentences than in 
other, more complicated parts of the text. In a few cases, it looks like inverted 
order in German, due to some unavoidable grammatical category in the German 
translation (4,11,1 the verb "bin" as copula; 6,5,4 and 6,7,1 qualifying, adjectival, 
words preceding; 8,5,1, correlate separated from the preceding relative clause); 
that they are unavoidable in German does not mean that their value in that 
language may be traced back to their Sanskrit counterparts. All this, however, 
neither tells against his vague description ofthe S-P/P-S possibilities nor confirms 
his statements as a settled theory. 

(c) Thieme. A very definite attitude to the translation of nominal sentences is 
taken by Thieme. In my view, it rather stresses than solves the problems involved. 
In 1966, he published Upanischaden. Ausgewählte Stiicke. In that translation, he 
sticks very close to his general idea about nominal sentences, so far expressed 
only in a footnote in his article on ädesa (I 968, p. 718, n. 2). He points out "die 
Wichtigkeit der Unterscheidung von Subjekt und Prädikat im Nominalsatz und 
bei Konstruktion mit doppeltem Akkusativ" and he stresses that Whitney (I 890) 
has "im Einzelfall falsch entschieden, da er nicht beachtet hat, dass das Prädikat 
• • 2:.0) 

1m alten Sansknt vorausstehen pflegt (im Unterschied zu Deutsch und English)". 
Of the 5 3 examples of which the translations are discussed in this chapter, there 
are 18 in the parts of ChU translated by Thieme. In 15 of these cases, he obvious
ly follows the principle of inverting the concepts in the Sanskrit text when he 
translates them into German. In 13 of these 15 cases, the word order seenfto be a 
natura! German one. But this is just an illusory proof of the validity of the princi
ple of P-S in Sanskrit nominal sentences, as in most of these 13 cases a translation 
following the order of the elements given in the Sanskrit text would also have 

produced translated sentences valid as S-P in German: ChU 1,2,3 atha ha väcam 
udgrtham upäsän:z cakrire "Da verehrten sie den udg"itha als Sprache"; ChU 
3,14,1 sarvan:z khalv idan:z brahma, "Das brahman istja dieses All". There are in 
my view no grammatical criteria for deciding the S and P in these sentences, and 
the interpretation can be defended only on the basis of contextual factors. An in
version would have produced an S-P sentence in German as well. 

In some cases, Thieme's translations may even produce a stylistically marked 
kind of German sentence. In ChU 5,4,1 asau väva loko gautamägnis, "Wahrlich, 
Gautama, ein Feuer ist jene Welt", the stressing factor asau in Sanskrit is still 
more stressed when translated by the German "jene" and on top ofthis comes the 
translation of agnis as the indefinite "ein Feuer". Even ifT-C and S-P often coin
cide in German, such things as the distinction between definite and indefinite 
forms and stress may produce another relation, and in this case the German 
sentence must presumably be interpreted grammatically as P-S. But this cannot 
be directly transferred to the Sanskrit sentence, where asau has a more semantic 
than grammatical value and the Sanskrit must be interpreted contextually and not 
grammatically. 

For some reason, the same also happens in two of the three cases in which 
Thieme follows the Sanskrit order of the concepts ( cf. the figures above, p. 17; in 
the third one, 3,14,3, a following adjective in Sanskrit is given as an unmarked, 
following Pin German as well). In ChU 1,3,1 ya eväsau tapati tam udgftham up
äsfta ("Der dort gliiht ( ... ), als den soll man den udg"itha verehren"), he has kept 
the relative group and its correlate at the beginning ofthe sentence. In ChU 6,5,4 
annamayan:z hi saumya mana ("Denn aus Nahrung, mein Lieber, besteht der 
Verstand"), the qualifying ( adjectival) member of the Sanskrit text is kept in the 
initial position also in German. In fact, there seem to be no contextual factors 
which demand a stylistic value for 6,5,4 different from that for 6,7,1 ~ocfasakala~ 
saumya puru~a~ ("Der Mensch, mein Lieber, besteht aus sechzehn Sech
zehnteln"), for example, or for 1,3,1 compared with 4,15,1 ya e~o 'k~mJipuru~o 
d,:syata e~a ätmeti ("Das Selbst ist jener Mann, den man im Auge sieht"). 

It must be stated that the grammatical principle Thieme claims to follow has 
not been proved. The mere fact that the outcome is so variegated stylistically is 
enough to give rise to suspicion that Thieme's translation does not produce any 
conclusion about P-S order in nominal sentences in Sanskrit, as contrasted with S
p in such sentences in German, even if it implies a necessary criticism of the 
earlier discussion on the matter. In any case it can be argued that the linguistic 
facts about nominal sentences are not quite as straightforward as Thieme has 
assumed. 

(d) Ickler. As mentioned above (p. 20), Ickler (1973) treats the nominal 
sentences in ChU. She interprets some passages to serve as examples in a discus
sion on the matter. Ofthe nominal sentences, she sorts out "nicht identifizierenden 
Prädikatsnomina von identifizierenden" (p. 113). For the former group, she seems 



to use her personal judgment about the extension oftwo concepts, pointing out in
stances with one more or less adjectival member. When a decision on S/P is made 
in this way, the result, as regards word order, is by no means fixed. The same goes 
for the "identifying", nominal sentences, which she realizes could not be judged 
otherwise than in terms of "Theme/Rheme" (p. 113; cf. T/C); such syntactical 
devices as demonstrative pronouns (p. 113), relative constructions (pp. 117 ff.; 
they are even judged as substitutes for "Satzakzent", p. 121) and anaphoric 
possessive genitives (pp. 122 f.), however, are considered to be helpful in pointing 
out the "Theme". But also in such cases she transfers the T /C identified in the 
Sanskrit item to a translated S/P and in the discussion she uses the T /C concepts 
to identify S/P in the Sanskrit text, although she does not draw any conclusions 
about word order. For the German, she also uses the T/C as S/P in a fixed order 
S-P. Of course, as a result of these attitudes, at least the pure nominal sentences in 
Sanskrit, in which every syntactical device is missing, must thus be translated with 
an undramatic, stylistically neutral straightforwardness, which to a certain extent 
seems to express an uncomplicated, unanalysed view of the message of the iden
tifications. The outcomes of certain interpretations look quite sound, and my only 
general objection to Ickler is that the discussion lacks the support of a coherent 
translation of ChU, in which each plain nominal sentence is actually treated by a 
contextually satisfactory T /C analysis, coherently defined in advance and con
sistently applied overall. 

2.4 Language structures and translation 

It is perhaps possible to make some general statements about the nature of the 
languages into which the Upani~ads here treated have been translated. It seems 
that, in contrast to Sanskrit, nominal sentences are more grammaticalized in such 
modern European languages as English, German, and French in the direction of 
equality with the structure of the verbal sentences. In these languages, such 
devices as definite forms, fixed word order, intonation (made conscious by the 
continuous presence ofinformants) and, above all, obligatory copula cooperate to 
give a more definite syntactical interpretation to the nominal sentences than is 
possible in Sanskrit, where such phenomena are lacking. The nominal sentences 
may, at least in their most substantival occurrences, tum out to be ambiguous in 
their grammatical functions even in these contemporary languages, but it seems to 
be rather more possible to use at least a grammatical terminology for the nominal 
sentences of modern European languages, while the Sanskrit nominal sentences 
call for extreme caution in this respect. 

2.4.1 The traditional way oj defining S/P. Without definitely deciding what 
criteria are valid in distinguishing S and P in nominal sentences in each modern 
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European language, one may normally accept the traditional S/P labelling of the 
elements in these languages. This amounts to claiming that an English sentence 
like "The Rig is speech" (ChU 1,1,5 in Hume's translation) can be labelled for our 
purpose as S-P, as well as the German "Die Ric ist Rede" (Deussen), because of 
the use of definite/indefinite forms. In such cases, the analysis of S/P is still based 
on the structure of the verbal sentence (cf. 1.2.1), but the basis might be extended, 
according to Jespersen (1924, p. 150): " ... the subject is comparatively definite 
and special, while the predicate is less definite, and thus applicable to a greater 
number of things." 23 

But, in many examples, it is necessary to stick to word order in these languages, 
when the components are of the same nature. For example, sentences like "The 
sun is Brahma" (ChU 3,19,1, Hume), "Die Sonne ist das Brahman" (Deussen) or 
"Verily, a person isa sacrifice" (ChU 3,16,1, Hume) are much more dubious than 
the above-mentioned example. But, to some extent, it may be admissible to label 
these sentences also as S-P. This would depend on the description of the 
predicative force in nominal sentences taken for granted in ordinary grammars of 
modern European languages. Pro prima, the copula is everywhere taken as the 
verbal part of the sentence ( cf. 4.1 ). Pro secundo, the following noun is closely tied 
up with the copula. For example, in the structural mode! given by Quirk et al. 
(1972, p. 36, and passim), the copula has the place of V (verb), even though it 
must obligatorily take a complement, according to former English grammarians. 
Erben (1972, p. 141) says "Zu prädizierenden (einem Besprochenen ein 'Prädikat' 
zuordnenden, mit einem 'Prädikats-nomen' verbundenen) Verben treten 
Nennwörter als Art oder Zustandsangabe, Merkmals- oder 
Wesensbestimmung, im Nominativ ... ". The general grammatical ter
minology makes an "Attribut" out of a "Prädikatsnomen" and gives it a secon
dary rank, compared with the S. By such descriptions, they suggest that the S 
should be identified by word order: the "Prädikatsnomen" isa complement to the 
copula and in all such reasoning has its implicit place in the second part of the 
sentence, together with the copula. 

Word order, however, is nota specific criterion for identifying S/P-probably 
other means are of greater value. Much more obviously, it serves as a means of 
identifying T/C in modern languages. Quirk et al. (1972, p. 34): " ... the subject of 
the sentence has a close general relation to 'what is being discussed', the 'theme' of 
the sentence, with the normal impli(;ation that something new (the predicate) is be
ing said about a 'subject' that has already been introduced in an earlier sentence. 
This is of course a general characteristic and not a defining feature." The further 
comment is made that (p. 945): "The initial element of a clause (with the exception 

23 The further exposition which J espersen makes on this basis shows that he cannot quite solve 
the logical problems. 



ofinitial adverbials ... ) may be called its THEME." Erben (1972, p. 143) hints at 
the same thing: "Rollencharakterisierend wirkt vor allem die Wortstellung, d.h. in 
der Regel die Endstellung ... : Wind ist Luftbewegu~g .. . ". 

In any case, it must be presumed that the nominal sentences must be analysed 
on both the S/P leve! and the T/C leve!, even in these modern European 
languages. In these languages, there is apparently a high degree of coincidence 
between S and T, on the one hand, and between P and C, on the other. Such a 
degree of coincidence is not indicated for Sanskrit, owing to the difficulties of iden
tifying the S/P concepts. 

2.4.2 Translation and the different structures of languages. The easy-going and 
defensible identification of S/P in nominal sentences in their own languages is the 
primary, unanalysed supposition underlying the reasoning of those Sanskrit 
scholars who have discussed nominal sentences. This seems to me to be a 
reasonable assumption. But the second supposition is, indeed, the key mistake 
they have all made, namely, that the S/P structure is directly transferable to 
another language. That is why all attempts to explain nominal sentences have con
centrated on word order and have produced a mixture of arguments of quite 
different merits. 

If it were possible to establish some connections between S/P and T /C in 
Sanskrit, the question would still be open as to whether such connections are the 
same in other languages. The word order is perhaps in some way generally con
nected with T/C in any language and it is also probable that the common basis of 
the original text and the translation may be found on that leve!. But the order 
between S and P in the nominal sentence as an explicitly grammaticalized species 
of sentence cannot a priori be supposed to be the same in different languages, 
because every language has its individual grammaticalization. It may even be 
doubted from the start whether the order can be taken as general in any individual 
language, as long as the conditions for word order are connected with such non
normative devices as T/C and, even more, are influenced by extra-linguistic 
elements. 

2.5 Conclusions about the translations and their theoretical foundations 

The obvious failure ofthe translators and their critics to find a satisfactory theory 
of nominal sentences is not solely to be referred to the primary, theoretical mis
take oftalking about habitual and occasional word order (cf. 2.3.2). An even more 
fundamental, logical mistake has been made. By introducing grammatical notions 
and applying them to the item to be translated, all the authors and translators dis
cussed here have more or less worked on the supposition that the structure of 
Sanskrit is indeed transferable piece by piece to any language. The procedure of 
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translating is more complicated. The connection between the original and the 
translated item is to be found on the leve! of content and message, the leve! on 
which T and C can possibly be identified equivalently in both languages. But there 
is no direct connection between the different grammatical structures in that 
process. Various languages may well have widely differing relations between the 
T/C and the S/P levels. And that is the main thing to be investigated before we 
claim that there are rules for translating in a right or a wrong way. According to 
these considerations, neither those translations which more or less rigidly follow a 
supposed, habitual, word order in nominal sentences (Böhtlingk, Thieme) nor 
those which accept the order between the elements given in the Sanskrit (Jha, 
Radhakrishnan and especially Morgenroth) are satisfactory. 

Another problem has appeared in this chapter. Is it possible to identify S/P in 
actual sentences by the evaluation of certain grammatical elements connected 
with nominal sentences? Böhtlingk and others have hinted vaguely at such devices 
as relative groups, adjectives and pronouns, not to mention such difficult, 
linguistically relevant concepts as stress and so on. Do such things have any in
fluence upon the theoretical evaluation of the grammatical structure of the 
nominal sentences? This is an issue of purely syntactical interest, but it can also be 
used as a secondary help-not a primary, as Delbriick and his followers seem to 
think-in translation problems, when it actually comes to connecting the S/P and 
T /C levels with each other. 

2.6 Nominal sentences in Indian grammar and logic 

Indian grammar and logic seem never to visualize the question of nominal 
sentences, in spite of its growing frequency in the development towards a nominal 
style of the language. There seems to be a gap between grammatical fundamentals 
in India, as displayed by Yaska and Pal)ini, and this nominalizing tendency, as the 
grammar is obviously focussing on the actional qualities of language. 

Yaska hasa symmetrical, semantic definition ofthe entities ofnoun and verb,24 

which leaves the function of the nominal sentences undefined. Pal)ini is obviously 
concerned about the actional and factitive functions in his main issue of käraka 
(Al-George, 1958), but these functions are (solely) ontological relations and are 
not bound to such an entity as the verb as part of speech or sentence function. 25 

24 I doubt that Al-George (1958, p. 45) is right in taking the phrase in 1,1 tad yatrobhe 
bhdvapradhdne bhavata~ as a statement about sentence function; it is rather only a solution ofthe 
problem of nomina actionis "in the case in which two of them (a verb and a noun) have bhdva as 
their basis" (se. "they may be distinguished in the following way"). 

25 In modern case-grammar, the deep-case relation is pertinent between both NP/NP, NP/Verb 
and NP/S. 
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Thus, the grammar of PiiI.1ini is pertinent also to a language with nominal style. In 
principle, his system would be able to cope with the nominal-sentence function, 
but there is no independent information about it. The only explanation of this is 
that for lack of a concept of the sentence, the nominal sentences are not con
sidered as a special issue distinct from nominal composition, for example. There 
are no rules for selecting attributivity and predicativity; a semantic factor, 
sämänädhikaral'}ya, 26 af morphological import is the important relation. PiiI.1ini 
himself used only the grammatical nation of being congruent, samänädhikaral'}a, 
for which also a semantic background may be assumed, as for most of Pii9ini's 
terms. The grammatically important relation of sämänädhikaral'}ya has been 
described as "etat de congruence ou d'apposition entre determinant ou epithete et 
determine ou substantif, ou bien entre san:zjiiä et san:zjiiin" (Renou, 1942 (2), p. 
143). The significance of the term is confirmed by its fundamental import in 
logic. 27 In the tradition of Piinini, it is not essential to ask which käraka a nominal 
sentence expresses. The non}~ive case seems also to escape this question (cf. Piif.l 
2,3,46). 28 The exegesis of this siitra in PatMBh has in fact assumed that the 
character of the nominal sentence is possibly due to a specific use of the 
nominative. 

Finally, it would be necessary to tum to the Indian speculations about the 
sentence, which mainly fall outside the (Pii9inean) grammar. The position of the 
nominal sentence may be concluded from the speculations of different schools 
about the sentence. I have no space here to report this vast discussion (for exam
ple, Kunjunni Raja, 1963, Chapter 4). Mimiirµsii has the same interest as the 
grammarians in the actional aspect of the sentence as a philosophy of "result". 
Nyaya, on the other hand, regards the entities ofthe world and their relations and 
has actually devoted some discussion to the subject. 29 The relation between 
nominal entities, which is recorded in nominal sentences, seems, however, not to 
be singled out from any other linguistically expressed relation (in verbal sentences, 
attributive phrases, compositions), and these in their tum seem to be discussed 
without being distinguished from ontological relations, the main cancern of 
language being säbdabodha. In this sense, there is interest in the analysis of a 
sentence, i.e. the analysis ofthe relations expressed (cf. Matilal, 1966, pp. 386 ff.). 
The overall definition of the sentence is, however, synthetic and considers the 

26 The right ontological nation of this is abheda, but this term is totally unconnected with the 
linguistic aspect and has to be approached solely from the aspect of the philosophical content and 
not through any discussion of form. 

27 There are certain difficulties in harmonizing the ontological and the grammatical significance 
of sämänädhikara1Jya (cf. footnote 207, below). 

28 This sutra is perfectly elucidated by Thieme (1956, pp. 1-10). 
29 Cf. Matilal (1966). He assumes that this "nominal" interest of Nyaya philosophy actually 

emanates from the nominal diction of Sanskrit (p. 380). 
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väkya as a completed whole. 30 Of course, nominal sentences, as distinct from 
other nominal compositions defined as words (pada), may have an intuitively 
acknowledged position in this discussion. There has been no need to select the 
nominal sentence as a deviant linguistic structure. 

When we approach the special material of nominal sentences in the Upani~ads 
and find their interpretations doubtful, it is of interest to see if Sarµkara finds the 
same problem. In individual cases, he mostly takes his stand immediately and in
terprets on semantic grounds, guided by certain basic trends of thought, which 
might even be called prejudices. Sometimes, however, he actually argues about the 
interpretation, and there is even a general discussion of the problem in BSBh 
4,1,5-6, starting from the grammatical indistinctness. The introduction to this 
passage runs kim ädityädid,:~(ayo brahmal'}y adhyasitavyä~ kin:z vä brahmad,:~(ir 
ädityädi~v iti I kuta~ san:zsaya~ I sämänädhikaral'}ye käral'}änavadhäral'}ät I atra 
hi brahmasabdasyädityädisabdai~ sämänädhikaral'}yam upalabhyate I "ädityo 
brahma" "präl'}o brahma" (Kau~U 1,2) "vidyud brahma" (BÄU 5,7,1) ityädi
samänavibhaktinirdesät I-Sarµkara argues in favour ofthe second interpretation, 
that "there is an aspect of brahman in the sun etc.", the main reason being the 
utkar~a af brahman and the occasional occurrences of iti (brahmeti) in such con
nections. In 4,1,6, he adduces many examples, some with and some without upa
V äs and some with locative and genitive forms. The interna! ranking in these ex
amples is different; neither of the two nominal constituents is superior, as 
brahman; instead, säman, udgftha, etc. are combined with such concepts as the 
sun, the worlds, väc, etc. The question is kim ädityädiriidgfthädid,:fi(ayo vidhzyante 
kin:z vodg{thädif!V evädityädid,:fi(aya iti. This question is due to the fact that both 
äditya and udgftha are vikära. Sarµkara discusses many different arguments-the 
act of upäsana in terms of karman/phala, metaphorical interpetation, lak~al'}ä, 
the position of eva, the performance of säman, and locative and genitive case 
together with accusative case. Finally, he finds the second of the two initial alter
natives to be the best one, i.e. that the sun etc. should be attached to udgftha etc.: 
tasmäd anangäsrayä ädityädimatayo 'nge~iidgfthädi~u kfiipyerann iti siddham. 
Thus, an Indian interpreter may very well decide on the basis of pragmatic reason
ing, and the problem seems to be what is the locus and what is imposed upon the 
locus. Deussen (1887) has altered the problem in a doubtful way by translating 
the final judgment of Sarµkara in terms of predication, as if äditya is predicated 
about udg{tha. Sarµkara's discussion, however, seems not to be concerned with 
what is predicated about what, but whether a statement about a locus should be 
interpreted as a statement about what (äditya) is in the locus (udgaha) or a state
ment about which locus (udgftha) something (äditya) has. A far-reaching conclu-

1° Cf. Kunjunni Raja (1963, pp. 151 ff.). The main nation, based on artha, is äkäliksä and this 
seems to be derived from the same fundamental concept that has developed certain · important 
offshoots, such as spho{a, dhvani, etc. 



sion from the discussion of Sarp.kara on this passage is that a fundamental am
biguity of nominal sentences causes two basically different questions about the 
meaning to be posed in the western and the Indian philosophies oflanguage regar
ding existence and localization respectively. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the development of the nominal sentence as a 
linguistic means with semantic implications is important in Sanskrit. How far it 
has been observed in India in the tradition of grammar and the philosophy of 
grammar and how it was situated with regard to the conscious reflections upon 
language has only been hinted at here and the question deserves a thorough in
vestigation. 

1? 

3 Syntactic features and interpretation of nominal sentences in 
Sanskrit 

A closer look at the above-mentioned 53 cases oftranslated nominal sentences in 
ChU (pp. 16 f.), will perhaps provide an inkling of what may have gone on in the 
minds of the translators, who have in some cases had fairly uniform ideas about 
the form of the translation, as far as the order is concerned. There are 33 cases in 
which one way of translation is totally predominant or is questioned by only one, 
two or three translators out of at least 9. In all these cases, the content may very 
well have been the main factor which determined the course taken by the 
translators, some reason of expressivity suggesting to them that they should take 
one particular element before the other. But just as the word order in the 
translators' own languages seems to be grammatically relevant and even to have 
connections with the S/P structure of the sentence ( cf. 2.4.1 ), it may be supposed 
that, when there is congruity in the translations, it may also, whether correctly or 
not, have been suggested by some grammatical device already present in the 
Sanskrit text. 

From the Sanskrit material, some recurrent features can be induced. Above all, 
more or less adjectival (or adverbial) words (3,14,2-3, 4,3,1, 7,2,1, 7,25,1) 
suggest very similar, although in some cases (5,1,1, 6,5,4, 6,7,1) not quite con
curring translations. Relative constructions also seem to give the translators cer
tainty in some cases (3,12,2, 3,13,1, 6,4,1) and justa little less certainty in others 
(3,16,1, 4,15,1, 7,23,l). Another feature is perhaps some sort of deixis expressed 
by pronouns (1,7,5, 3,15,2; less certainly in 1,1,3, 2,9,1, 3,1,l, 5,4,1-2). In the 
remaining cases, no common grammatical feature is to be seen and they must be 
further investigated as to their content. An obvious contextual suggestion is seen 
in 1,5,1, where identity is expressed by a=b and b=a. At any rate, some kinds of 
grammatical devices in Sanskrit may be related to the question of how nominal 
sentences may be analysed. 

Even ifthe suggested grammatical features have in some cases led to consensus 
in the translations, this does not mean that the same features everywhere give 
predominance to any particular translation. As we saw above, there are real 
divergences, i.e. a few translators actually give different orders, even when adjec
tives etc. are involved. For 8,12,1 martyan:z vä idan:z sariram, there are seven 
translations with the same contra six with a different order. The relative group, for 
example, in 1,3,l ya eväsau tapati tam udgftham upäsita, has produced six 
translations with the same order and five with the reverse order. 

The primary aim of this chapter is to examine very closely certain grammatical 
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concepts. Adjectives, relative constructions pronouns and finally also particles 
will be observed in the nominal sentences of the oldest Upani~ads. Contextual 
analysis is also to a certain degree inevitable in connection with the grammatical 
discussion of the present examples, in which grammatical devices may be pointed 
out. The proof of any grammatical interpretation is to be found in the contextual 
interpretation. Difficult passages, which have been variously translated, will also 
be tested against the possible criteria, if there is any hint of such. But such difficult 
passages will be treated at the end of each section in a way which stresses the in
terpretation ofthe context in terms ofT and C more than the grammatical devices. 

3.1 Adjectives 

According to Böhtlingk (1897, pp. 83 f.), an adjective, when it occurs, is 
necessarily the P of the nominal sentence, in which the general order P-S is fixed 
(cf. 2.3.3a). In examining the eight cases out ofthe 53 from ChU in which one ele
ment in the nominal sentence may be classified as an adjective (cf. the conclusions 
of 3.1.2), we find that in three cases the order is noun-adjective (4,3,l, 5,1,1, 
7,2,1), in two cases adjective-noun (6,5,4, 6, 7, and in three cases adjective
noun-adjective (3, 14,2-3, 6,8,4, 8, 12, 1). Apart from any remarks on what can be 
identified as S and P in the receptor languages in these cases, it may be noted here 
that there is total consensus among the translators in only two of the cases ( 4,3, 1, 
7 ,2, 1 ), though they all show a clear tendency to follow the Sanskrit order. N o con
clusions whatsoever can be drawn from these figures, concerning word order 
neither in the actual sentences or in nominal sentences in general in Sanskrit. 
However, the main questions to be considered in this section are whether 
sentences with noun+adjective may be analysed as having an S/P structure and 
whether they can be equated with sentences with noun+noun in this respect. 

There seems to be a difference of frequency in the corpus of nominal sentences 
between the material from the Upani~adic texts and any texts from a modern IE 
language. Nominal sentences with adjectival force are far more frequent in our 
linguistic consciousness than the one-sixth identified in the ChU (and the one
quarter in the BÄU) material of nominal sentences. Whether this fact, referred to 
the languages, is to be seen as an expression of different modes of thought or 
whether it is a particular stylistic feature of the texts treated here isa general ques
tion that cannot be settled here. The comparatively low frequency of nominal 
sentences with an adjective in the material is merely pointed out as a general 
feature, since, regardless of its general and stylistic importance, it must have 
some connection with the lack of forma! distinction between nouns and adjectives 
in Sanskrit, discussed below (3.1.2). 

Nevertheless, in picking out the sentences with noun + adjective for treatment 
in this section, one is obliged to state same kind of difference. I shall try to es-
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tablish a working definition of adjectives, which will justify my sorting out the 
cases of nominal sentences with noun + adjective, without involving too many 
evaluations on the logical leve! of the language. Of course, logical considerations 
cannot be quite passed over. Incidentally, the discussion about nominal sentences 
may even contribute to the discussion about the logical relation between the 
classes of substantives and adjectives. 

The procedure in this section on adjectives will primarily be to establish a ten
tative and more or less general definition of adjectives, as explained in 3.1. l. The 
way this definition and the lexical categories work in Sanskrit, and in particular in 
its nominal sentences, is expounded in subsections 3.1.2-3. In 3.1.4 some samples 
of possibly adjectival cases are discussed as regards their contextual message. 

3.1. l The concept oj adjectives. The classifying of words as fixed parts of speech 
is a matter belonging to a language as a whole. The semantic aspect is inevitably 
involved, especially in national definitions (cf. Lyans, 1968b, pp. 147 f.). The 
semantic force of adjectives as mainly suggested by modern, non-Oriental, IE 
languages, is descriptive and in very general terms, it is usually connected with 
such nations as properties, qualities and relations. 3 1 Thus, it has a special 
reference to such logical concepts as classes, definitions and perhaps even to the 
classification expressed in an opposition of universals and particulars. 

Furthermore, these national definitions have caused adjectives to be classified 
as a subclass of nouns, especially in the logical, linguistic tradition of the Alexan
drians (cf. Lyans, 1968b, pp. 323 f.) underlying our western grammatical theory 
based on IE languages. In addition, there are also logical implications as regards 
the syntax. The adjectives share the logical function of being undefined as regards 
extension with the verbs, and this is the basis of the logical tradition, as opposed to 
the grammatical one, concerning adjectives from Aristotle until now. 

It is in practice impossible to dispense with the logical nations when it comes to 
the interpretation, both grammatical and as regards content, of each particular 
sentence. In an interpretation, it must be shown whether the nominal sentence is 
most likely to be interpreted by taking one element as adjectival-that is, at
tributing a property to the other element-ar non-adjectival-that is, establishing a 
"substantial" category, with which the other element is equated. A logical inter
pretation is, however, not taken as primary in this investigation 32 but is considered 
from the point of view that it interferes with the grammatical interpretation. 

31 Jespers en (1924, p. 81) allows the following as a semantic explanation, though he rejects it as a 
grammatical criterion: " ... substantives are broadly distinguished as having a more special 
signification, and adjectives as ha ving a more general signification, because the former connote the 
possession of a complexity of qualities, and the latter the possession of one single quality." 

32 That is why I would not start by sorting out the non-identifying nominal sentences from the 
identifying ones, as Ickler (1973, p. 113) does (cf. 2.3.3d). 



All this, though, may be left aside for the moment in favour of a more restricted 
effort to use any possible form al definitions on the syntactical leve!. 33 What 
happens on this leve! is that a particular word with a potential, specialized and in 
this case adjectival quality is taken from the lexicon and that quality is realized by 
some functional device in the sentence. This is the syntactical procedure. When 
this procedure can be recognized as recurrent, then something can be truly said 
about a general, grammatical class of-in this case-adjectives. But the crucial 
point in using this distributional method is that there must be areal, formally ex
pressible criterion by which the adjectival (or in other cases nominal, verbal, etc.) 
quality is functionally identified. Strictly speaking, a word in a lexicon cannot be 
classified exclusively as adjective (noun, verb) until it necessarily takes the presup
posed, forma! characteristics every tJme it is in use. This is chiefly possible for 
verbs and nouns and is scarcely a straightforward matter when it comes to adjec

tives. 
One feature which superficially seems to characterize adjectives is their ap

titude for taking comparative (and superlative) forms. 34 But this isa semantic no
tion, and the distribution of such forms merely helps us to label a word as adjec
tive in the lexicon. The comparative or superlative form is already there, on ac
count of some specific semantic need, when the word is picked out from the lex
icon. But the form the word receives in the grammatical structure is quite another 
matter. The grammatical structure is initiated by various, individual, semantic 
needs, but, in addition, the form expressing it depends on the particular relations 
in the sentence, which is not the case with the foregoing choice of comparative or 
superlative forms. 

There are some indications that intonation, i.e. accent (cf. Wackernagel & 
Debrunner, 1929-30, p. 88), and perhaps also word order may be decisive syn
tactical functions, but the question will be omitted for the time being, as it is very 
difficult to deal with, especially in Sanskrit. 

W e are thus left with the common, forma! criteria by which the class of adjec
tives is established in those languages to which this category is pertinent. In 
Sanskrit and in other IE languages, they are of purely nominal character (cf. 
Lyons, 1968b, pp. 323 f.): the adjectives take gender, number and case from a (in 
some way or other) governing noun. 35 

33 Cf. Jespersen (1924, p. 81): " ... whether a certain word isa substantive or an adjective: that 
must be settled in each case by forma! criteria varying from language to language." 

34 Delbriick (1888, p. 188) takes this as one of the two forma! criteria. "Die Adjectiva un
terscheiden sich von den Substantiven äusserlioh durch den Besitz der Comparativ- und Superlativ
suffixe (wenn auch diese Unterscheidung weder durchaus urspriinglich noch auch durchgehend ist) 
und durch die Motionsfähigkeit, welche die Anpassung an das Substantivum ermöglicht." 

35 Though this would seem to have been a feature which developed in IE languages at a fairly ad
vanced stage (Jacobi, 1897, pp. 3 f.), what Delbriick (1888, p. 79) says nevertheless applies to 
Sanskrit: "Die Congruenz zwischen dem Substantivum und dem eigentlichen Adjectivum wird 
streng durchgefiihrt." 

In other words, the criterion presupposes a kind of realized relation between an 
adjective and a substantive. The possible syntactical relations in this case may be 
of two different kinds. One is the close attributive relation, in which the forma! 
criteria just mentioned are, in Sanskrit, necessarily realized. Other criteria, such as 
the order of the governing and the governed element or intonation, may be 
decisive in other languages. The distribution of this relation is the main förmal 
basis for establishing the lexicon of adjectives in any language, besides the inevita
ble notional functions which may be said to distribute the adjectives semantically. 

The second syntactical relation between a substantive and an adjective is the 
predicative one, which is the main concern in nominal sentences. This relation the 
adjective shares with both verbs and substantives. For the verb, it is the dis
tributionally primary function, but for the noun this is not the case. In a 
predicative relation, the förmal characteristics of the adjective are in function. The 
problem then is that the forma! marks, as such, are not exclusively adjectival but 
betong to the substantives as well and are also predicatively combined in the 
nominal sentences. As regards case, the nominal sentences demand that two sub
stantives shall also be in concord. Furthermore, in a nominal sentence, gender and 
number may also easily be in accidental concord without any grammatical inten
tions, especially due to the morphological character of the nominative (and ac
cusative) case. Thus, the förmal criteria do not always discriminate sufficiently 
clearly to enable us to decide whether the state ofthe noun is independent and sub
stantival or dependent and adjectival. And if the forma! criteria break down, the 
interpretation of the sentence is always more doubtful, as will be seen in the ex
amples, and then we must needs consider the notional characters distinguishing 
substantives and adjectives, but now with reference to each particular case. 

Thus we find ourselves in the middle of the processes of what are commonly 
called substantivization and adjectivization. Such processes are of special impor
tance in the Sanskrit language. The importance of this issue in Sanskrit has to be 
seen in the material, and the material itself has to serve as a description of the state 
of affairs. 

3.1.2 Substantives and adjectives as categories in Sanskrit. Renou (1965, p. 231) 
remarks: "On discute sur la question de savoir si tel mot est adjectif ou substantif, 
nom d'agent ou nom d'action: la decision est souvent arbitraire, parce que la 
categorisation n'est pas sentie comme telle." The difficulties of this categorisation 
are explained by Speijer (1886, p. 179) as follows: "In ancient languages the 
difference between adjective and substantive is generally not so strongly marked 
as in modern ones. So especially in Sanskrit. Both classes of nouns have the same 
declension, and a great number of them have sometimes an adjectival meaning, 
sometimes they are substantives." Wackernagel (1905, p. 1) confirms this: "Die 
Kategorien Substantiv und Adjektiv stehen einander nicht so scharf gegeniiber 
wie im Deutschen, sondern das Verhältnis ist ähnlich wie in den klassischen 



Sprachen." Although Wackernagel here establishes that there is little difference 
between the categories, he reassures us in the following paragraph that "Innerhalb 
des historischen Ai. finden vielfäch Ubergänge aus einer Kategorie in eine andere 
statt. Am leichtesten zwischen Substantiv und Adjektiv." In subdivisions a-å, he 
exemplifies both how adjectives become substantives and vice versa. Thus, he 
gives the categories in Sanskrit the same value as in modern western languages, 
although the Sanskrit grammarians did not introduce any such terminological dis
tinction until a quite late stage, 36 and even then on a notional and functional 
logical basis, not for forma! and syntactical reasons. They did not by any means 
refer to items lexically fixed by distribution, concepts like usual/unusual being 
quite unfämiliar to their methodological modes of thought. 

It may be said that using a nominal word in a Sanskrit sentence is not a 
problem, as long as it is not translated into a language in which the distinction 
between substantives and adjectives is necessarily established by forma! means. As 
hinted at in the discussion about how to define adjectives (3.1.1), the distribution 
of word categories is differently realized in individual languages, and this is ap
proachable by examining the forma! features. The more a feature predominates, 
the more easily a category may be established. In accordance with such dis
tributional fäets, it is even possible that differences between the notional stress in 
different languages can be observed. As regards Sanskrit, the distribution shows 
that there are in fäet possibilities of establishing a lexical category of adjectives, as 
opposed to substantives, but that the neutral value ofnominal words competes for 
predominance. It may even be suggested that this has something to do with the 
logical state which the Sanskrit expresses, the quality and the qualitied matter not 
being seen as separate in all contexts. This may be the case especially in texts with 
religious contents, like archaic philosophical texts. 37 The state of the Sanskrit 
language as a whole in respect of the distinguishing of substantives and adjectives 
may be described as one of structurally transitional character. 

Some types of nominal words necessarily function as names of things and con
cepts in Sanskrit, as well as in a target language, but every word with any potential 
qualificatory force in Sanskrit must be translated either as an adjective or as a 
substantivized adjective. This becomes obvious when we consider a Sanskrit 
sentence like BÅU 1,3,1 tata~ käniyasä eva deväjyäyasä asuräs. In any language 
possessing articles or definite forms, a choice must be made as to whether they are 
to be used or not: by saying that something is "beautiful", one means something 

36 Of väcya/väcya/inga (Wackernagel, 1905, p. l), there are no instances before the 13th cen
tury. Older, but not corresponding terms, referring to the logical, functi.onal relation of 
qualifying/qualified, are mentioned by Speijer (1886, p. 179, footnote I). 

37 Renou (1965, p. 231): "La phrase vedique, sous sa forme elementaire, est un groupe 
d'elements juxtaposes, qui sant des qualifications, soit de l'invocateur humain (dans ses rapports 
avec la divinite), soit du dieu." 

other than if one said that it was "the beautiful". Returning to the Sanskrit 
material, this definiteness may in some cases be suggested by the context, as when 
a superlative is combined with a partitive genitive, "the best of something" TaittU 
2,2 annan:z hi bhiitänäm jye~[ham). Or perhaps a pronoun and/or particles or 
some stressing relative group may express some deictic value in a sentence (cf. 
ChU 3,14,1 sarvan:z khalv idan:z brahma). sarva may be lexically classified as an 
adjective on distributional grounds, but the deixis here indicates substantival use. 
Still, in many cases we are left with a both lexically, formally and functionally 
neutral value in Sanskrit, which must be translated in one way or another. In the 
case of ChU 4,3, l väyur väva san:zvargo, it is not possible to assign any fixed lex
ical state to san:zvarga, as it is a nomen agentis and, as such, easily lends itself to 
signifying both a quality (a "how") and a naming definition (a "what") in the eon
text The formalia here do not establish any significant contrast in the sentence. 
On the other hand, the context gives a syntactical parallelism in this case: it is said 
later on in 4,3,2 that väyur hy evaitän sarvän san:zv,:rikta ity adhidaivatam, which 
has been used to assign a qualifying instead of a defining value to san:zvargo. 38 

This may perhaps be the case, provided that S/P is not directly connected with 
T/C, the latter not being parallel in the two sentences (cf. below, footnote 64). 
Such a parallelism of syntactical order does not in any case solve the translation 
problem as regards word order, which pertains more to T/C: the translation ofthe 
lexeme in itself, as stated at the outset, is doubtful and no translators choose to 
solve this problem by making it into an adjective instead of a substantive. 

As regards "substantivization", it may be generally stated that such a procedure is not 
pertinent to Sanskrit. This term is necessitated only through the intermediary of a western 
language, when it comes to choosing a translation for a nominal word in a sentence. To 
describe Sanskrit itself on this point, it would be better to apply the idea of "Le caractere 
incertain de la categorie d'adjectif, favorise par l'absence de critere formel", mentioned 
only in passing by Renou (1961, p. 286), 39 thus regarding the values of qualifying nominal 
words as unmarked values expressing "quality/qualitied". Contextually, the nominal word 
may be marked as meaning the qualitied if something of deictic significance is expressed in 
the immediate context, but there are no obligatory grammatical formulas of this kind in 
Sanskrit. Instead of calling the use of adjectives discussed here substantival, it may be 
better to call it a definite sense of primarily neutral nouns. The same may also account for 
the relation between bahuvrihi and other composita,4° that is, the tatpuru!)a must by no 
means be regarded as preceding the bahuvrihi type. Additionally there is no reason what-

38 
Ickler (1973, p. 117) quotes the verbal sentence in 4,3,2 after having said "Dass hier 

san:zvarga~ tatsächlich Prädikatsnomen i.st, zeigt der Satz desselben Abschnitts". 
39 

Renou ( 1961, pp. 285 f.) gives a concrete description of what he calls "substantification": "En 
principe, tout adjectif comportant une attribution animee peut devenir n. d'agent; tout adjectiffour
nit couramment des noms concrets, objets, plantes, etc. (categorie abondante den. de maladie en 
-i); le passage a la valeur abstraite des adjectifs neutres (qui se fait au sing. plutöt qu'au plur.) est 
loin d'etre aussi commun, mises a part des formules." 

"
0 

Renou (1961, p. 120): "La distinction entre tatpur. et bahuvr. n'a pas de valeur absolue, en 
raison notamment du flottement qui existe entre les classes d'adjectif et de substantif'. 



soever to introduce the so-called adjectivization of substantives (Wackernagel, 1905, p. 3), 
since there is no forma! distinction between attributively and appositionally used nominal 
words; this is especially obvious in Sanskrit, in which any word order seems to be possible. 

There is no clear tendency to use neutral singular or masculine plural adjectives in an 
abstract or collective sense in Sanskrit as in Latin (Kiihner & Stegmann, 1955, pp. 222 
ff.), a language which, like Sanskrit, has no expression for definite forms. In Sanskrit, in
distinctiveness seems to predominate between quality and qualitied. There is no special 
need to abstract the quality to form a general name for a logical class, a feature that seems 
to have developed in Latin. In Sanskrit, abstraction is instead realized in the parallel 
development of special suffixes for abstract concepts and of the special nation of class, 
jäti, in Indian logic, two issues not quite equivalent to the Latin kind of collective and 
abstract values or to the western, logical concept of class respectively. 

To sum up, the corpus of Sanskrit adjectives exhibits the following picture. On 
functional grounds (distributional and semantic), there are Sanskrit nomina to be 
classified in the lexicon as adjectives. For this purpose, some criteria may be 
enumerated, for example, gerundive endings, -ta and -na participles, suffixes like 
-ka and -maya, comparative and superlative forms, and perhaps certain logical 
values, at least a variable and relational value ("whole", "other", "same", 
"middle"). Another question is whether a nominal word in an individual passage is 
used in an adjectival function. On this point the superficial means of syntax 
( congruence) is not sufficient for judging. Nevertheless, an adjectival use has a 
decided semantic function of qualification. There are some few syntactic uses 
which clearly exhibit such a function, for example, bahuvrfhi function, com
parative and superlative, together with case forms, so that sreyas obviously means 
"better than" and not "the better one". Also such a stylistic device as enumeration 
may, if it is obvious that a definition of a central concept by qualifications is given, 
exhibit an adjectival function ofthe enumerated concepts. Finally, however, when 
all these aspects are lacking or are too weak to be used as criteria, we are com
pelled to accept that the probably logically prior 41 function of a nominal concept 
does not distinguish the meanings of "how" and "what" something is. In Sanskrit, 
there is no direct sign of distinction between the nations of property and 
membership of dass respectively, for which modern languages have a fairly good 
tool in the use of definite forms. 

In judging the individual nominal sentence, the relation-attribution or 
equalization-between two nominal elements will be of a certain interest, and so a 
restricted, but nevertheless contextual judgment has to be added to the forma! one. 
Isolating the judgments on the form of and the relation between nominal elements 
in a nominal sentence, we are left with the idea of contrasts between the elements, 

41 Usually also eonsidered as a genetieally original feature (ef. Speyer, I 896, p. 2): "Von allen 
idg. Spraehen hat vielleieht das Indisehe diesen Grundzug der proethnisehen Spraehe am treusten 
festgehalten ... Differenzirungen des Adjeetivs und Substantivs ... Die Grenze zwisehen beiden ist 
viel weniger markirt als bei uns." 

Ar\ 

a forma! and a logical one, working in opposite ways. If a forma! contrast as to 
gender or number really exists, an interpretation as two substantival words in the 
nominal sentence is preferable, whatever the basic values of the nominal words 
are. This is clear in cases like ChU 7 ,23, 1 bhumaiva sukhan:,, and BÄU 1,6,3 
prä7Jo vä am,:tan:,, nämarupe satyan:,,. In certain other cases, there is no forma! 
contrast, but a logical one seems suggestive enough to determine one ofthe com
ponents of the nominal sentence as adjective. In quite a number of cases, however, 
there is no forma! contrast and a conclusion about a logical contrast is uncertain, 
although an adjectival value for one of the words may be suspected, for largely 
lexical reasons. To settle the question in such individual cases, the wider context 
and its aims must be discussed, the method of interpretation by grammar obvious
ly being unsatisfactory. 

For the moment, we must consider the sentences which may possibly be said to 
contain one qualifying adjectival word. From the material, it will be established 
that it is not possible merely to dispense with the whole concept of adjectival func
tion and qualifying sense, as would be called for in a restrictive theory about pure
ly dominating neutral values of nominal words. The nominal sentence in this 
language is rather an arena in which the competition of juxtaposing and 
hierarchical structures is presented. 

3.1.3 A note on the general character oj nominal connections in Sanskrit. There 
is a situation of the Sanskrit sentence function which has been described as 
follows (Renou, 1965, p. 231): "La situation linguistique admet comme procede 
normal l'asyndete, consistant en particulier a faire de succeder deux noms de sens 
analogue ... ". Any relation between two nominal items in Sanskrit may be iden
tified as a neutral use with regard to attribution and apposition (in the traditional 
meaning of the term), 42 and this holds for both the relation within a nominal 
phrase and the relation that establishes a more or less completed sentence. This 
loose connection is dependent on the basic, neutral, lexical state of the nominal 
constituents. 43 The very frequent kind seen in BÄU 3,7,3 e~a ta ätmäntaryämy 
am,:ta~ may be described as such a neutral attributive/appositional connection. 
The other variant-necessarily translated by predicative expressions-includes a 

42 When Seiler (1960, pp. 35 f.) shifts the boundary between attribute and apposition aeeording 
to a division between nucleus and satellite, this fits very well with the fäets of Sanskrit grammar, 
where attribute and apposition are not in main opposition. Whether the nucleus-satellite relation 
(see footnote 79, below) is applieable to Sanskrit remains to be seen. Its semantie variants, ealled by 
Seiler "Spezifikation/Charakterisierung", are not equivalent to sueh variants as qualifi
cation/equalization, bound to the

1 
adjeetival/substantival use here treated. The eriterion of intona

tion whieh Seiler finds for German is, in fäet, not applieable here, and word order (loosely 
suggested on pp. 30 f.) seems not to be of the same signifieanee in Sanskrit as in Latin. 

43 Kurzova' (1972, p. 50) states that Greek has both a funetional, fused eategory ofattribute/ap
position and a loose sentenee strueture. 
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deictic value: ChU 3,18,2 tad etac catul'!päd brahma, 4,2,2 raikvemäni /'la( satäni 
gaväm ayan:z nil'!ko 'yam asvatar(ratho, BÄU 3,8,11 tad vä etad akl'!aran:z gärgy 

adr:l'!(an:z dral'!(r asrutan:z srotr amatan:z mantr avijnätan:z vijnät,:, BÄU 4,3,21 tad 
vä asyaitad aticchando 'pahatapäpmäbhayan:z rupam. This whole complex is con
cerned with the general structure of the sentences, and it must be pointed out that 
a kind of nominal deixis44 is very frequent (especially in BÄU), not only in 
answers to questions, like BÄU 3,2,1 yäjnavalkyeti hoväca kati grahäh katy 

atigrahä iti al'!(au grahä G/'!(äv atigrahä iti, or in a kind of heading, like BÄU 
1,5,17 athätah san:zprattir, but also interwoven in the text like BÄU 3,9,26 etäny 

al'!(äv äyatanäny G/'!(au lokä G/'!(au devä al'!(au puru!'!äh. 

The basic neutral values ofnominal words, on the one hand, and the loose func
tional relation between nominal elements, on the other, are characteristic of 
Sanskrit and must necessarily be contrasted with the requirements for decisive ex
pressions in these respects in modern languages. 45 The demands for definite or in
definite forms in many such languages are indicated in 3. l.2 (p. 40). There may 
also be an obligatory choice between attributive and predicative expression, i.e. 
either the copula should be added in reproducing the nominal items as a whole 
sentence, 46 the message ofwhich refers toa total fäet, or the two nominal elements 
should be taken together as a dependent noun-phrase of analysable value. This 
choice having been made, there may also in both cases be different devices for ex
pressing attributive or appositional character (cf. Seiler, 1960). The translation 
problem is evident. 

3.1.4 Some passages interpreted. (a) ChU 4,3,1. The text runs: väyur väva 

san:zvargo yadä vä agnir udvayati väyum eväpyeti yadä suryo 'stam eti väyum 

eväpyeti yadä candro 'stam eti väyum eväpyeti Il I Il yadäpa ucchul'!yanti väyum 

eväpiyanti väyur hy evaitän sarvän san:zv,:nkta iti adhidaivatam Il 2 Il athädhyät
man:z präryo väva san:zvargah sa yadä svapiti präryam eva väg apyeti präryan:z 

cak!'!uh prärJan:z srotran:z präryam manah prä1Jo hy evaitän sarvän san:zv,:nkta iti Il 
3 Il tau vä etau dvau san:zvargau väyur eva devel'!u präryah präryqu Il 4 Il-The 
preceding kharycf,as (4,1-2) contain a story about how Jänasruti, most likely a 
lqatriya, is told by some passing birds (han:zsäs) about sayugvä Raikva, whose 
ability is in some way compared with winning at dice.47 Jänasruti searches for him 

44 
Lyans (1968a, p. 500): " ... there seems to me to be good evidence in natura! language for the 

connexion between existential and deictic (or 'ostensive') sentences ... ". 
45 

For the state of this syntactical function with regard to the typology of languages, cf. Hart
mann, 1955, pp. 206 ff. 

46 I would not say with Ickler ( 197 3, p. 114) that the difficulty lies in the lack of the copula in 
Sanskrit but rather in its necessary use in modern languages. 

47 Since Böhtlingk's conjecture in 4,1,4 and 6 krtdya vijitvardya was tacitly rejected by mast 
translators and expressly by Luders and Senart, the vijitdya has mostly been kept. A possible con
jecture may be k,:tdya vicitdya, assuming that Caland's suggestion (1908, in his criticism of Luders, 

and finally finds him. The bribes of J anasruti being rejected, 48 Raikva, perhaps 
seduced by the beautiful fäce of Jänasruti's daughter, 49 nevertheless tells Jänasruti 
what he asks for, 4,2,2 anu ma etän:z bhagavo devatän:z sädhi yän:z devatäm upässa 
iti (Hume: "Now, Sir, teach me that divinity-the divinity which you reverence)". 
After the summary instruction (quoted above) follows another short story; ob
viously concluding the message of the 3rd kharycf,a of this 4th prapä(haka. The 
concluding story 50 seems to take up the concept of san:zvarga as an act of devour
ing, introduces the anna 51 and by a elever chain of associations anna-virä/ 2-kr:ta 

the idea of the dice game is recalled. 
The outline of this story has aroused different kinds of interest and the exposi

tion is to some extent a paradigm for the method of introducing teachings in the 
old Upani~ads. There is also a more or less conspicuous network of interna! 
associations. Luders ( 1916) hints that in the interpretation further stress might be 
laid upon the idea of gambling and he points out such words as sayugvan and 
san:zvarga. He might also have considered the bhallakl'!a in 4, 1,2,53 discussed in 
other places. 

Luders calls his article "san:zvargavidyä" and so does Hauschild (1968). The 
commentary of Rangarämänuja tells us that san:zvargavidyä prastuyate in 4, 1 and 
Saqikara and Nityänanda denominate the whole as a san:zvargadarsana. It would 
be of interest if it could be established whether such a technical term was known to 
the author of the text. 54 In fäet, such knowledge cannot be obtained, and, as we 
have received it, it is merely a summarizing headline used in the discussion about 

1907) that one early procedure in the game was the collecting of "dice" or "counters" (aya) is cor
rect. 

"'According to the conjectural suggestion of Ickler (1973, p. 54), the bribes are really accepted 
by Raikva, something that I find rather probable. 

49 The verb 4,2,5 dläpayi~yathd iti has been discussed at length. The discussion is summarized 
by Hauschild (1968, pp. 358 ff., also followed by Ickler 1973, pp. 54 f.), and in greater detail in the 
commentary of Morgenroth (I 958) on this passage. Whether the roat is meant to be Vlap ar V/i, 
and the form future, imperative or conditional mood, the word seems to be an ironical comment 
upon Raikva's susceptibility to a pretty face, irrespective of whether Raikva or the author is 
responsible for the irony. 

50 Hauschild (I 968, p. 363) thinks that it "nur in lasern Zusammenhang zu stehen scheint", with 
which I cannot agree. 

51 In discussing the inserted stanzas, Renou (1955, p. 101) says "Le leitmotiv, de part et d'autre, 
est la nation de 'nourriture' et de 'manger', qui domine l'episode et s 'apparente a la sarnvargavidyä, 
theme majeur du kh." 

52 Mauss ( 1911) stresses the connection between anna and viräj and Renou ( 19 52a) displays the 
implications of the concept of virdj. 

53 A bahuvrFhi consisting of bhadra "fortunate" and ak~a "die" may have been vulgarized in this 
way. Cf. Morgenroth, 1958, pp. 511-514, on the previous discussion ofthe word. The discussed 
kam vare af 4,1,3 is dubious and may even be same parallel nickname. Ickler (1973, p. 71) rightly 
rejects the suggestion karnbare (very infrequent). iaka(a in 4,1,8 may also be tested; Luders (1907, 
pp. 137) mentions something of the kind among gambling terms. 

54 Luders (1916, p. 293) expressly claims that the author has "den Ausdruck san:zvarga nicht 
etwa einer älteren Quelle entnommen". 



this particular passage of the text. However, there seems to be some specific trend 

of thought to which this passage adheres. This is clearly indicated in the portion 

from JaimUpBr, 55 with which Luders (1916) compares the Upani~adic text. Not 

only the resemblances but also the differences 56 must be accounted for, and they 

are clearly treated by Luders. He proposes a direct influence of chronological 

order. Another possible solution is that there might have existed some trend of 

thought introducing a cosmic and psychological parallelism of process, not 

necessarily in one-to-one concomitance with a regulated numbering of elements, 

and that this trend has been individually worked out indifferent texts. Through the 

analysis of Frauwallner ( 1926), it is even possible to trace the well known Rgvedic 

puru~a myth (R V 10,90), in which the connective forces of cosmic and psy

chological factors are conspicuous. Variants are to be found in AitÄr 2,1,7 and in 

SBr 10,3,3,6-8 and there is a later one in Kau~U 3. 57 The special term 

"Atemlehre" (Frauwallner, 1953, pp. 58 f.) should not be used in such a fixed way 

as to exclude connections with other trends of thought in which the emphasis lies 

elsewhere. 58 Anyhow, the variant in ChU is quite clear and is regulated by a 

systematic number of concepts in the central part (4,3,1-3), with a short sum

mary following in stanza 4. 

What is the real intention of the saying väyur väva sa11_1vargo? From the preceding text, 
it is certain that an instruction is given by a certain person. The message seems to express 
some kind of identification. But there may be yet another connotation. If Liiders's fairly 
well-founded suggestion that sa11_1varga may introduce a gambling term 59 is accepted, the 
whole picture of the brahman Raikva may have a special nuance, different from the 
JaimUpBr variant. May it even be a question of an ironical instruction and also a faint 
suggestion of the conflicting ideas of brahmans and k!iatriyas?60 The gambier, a scabby 
brahman (according to the translation of Hume, he is scratching himself underneath a 
cart; the cart probably indicates a village, instead of a serene, secluded, forest habitat ac-

55 JaimUpBr 3,1-2. Cf. Liiders (1916, pp. 295ff.), who refers to Oertel (1891-93). 
56 One main difference seems to be that JaimUpBr does not use san:zvarga but chooses another 

concept, grahäs. The plural form is used and is equated with astam right at the beginning, which 
gives the adhidaivatam part of the story another, more overt astronomical/cosmological nuance. 
On the ?ther hand the adhyätmam part merely focusses on the process of apiVi. 

57 In SBr 10,5,1-2 the passage onprärJa (10,5,2,14-15) may be a variant and not necessarily, 
as Frauwallner (1926, p. 32) presumes, an interpolation of a given, developed doctrine. 

58 For example, there may be connections with the speculations about dream and äkäsa 
(Frauwallner, 1926, pp. 32 f.) andpuru~a in the eye and in the sun (ibid., pp. 9 ff.), in all ofwhich 
präna is hinted at. 

59 This is not contradicted by the fact that san:zvarga is used in cognate texts with no obvious 
connotation of that kind, cf. BÄ U 6,3,4, where it is said of agni, and Kau~ U 2, 7, where it is referred 
ta äditya. 

60 The suggestion of Liiders (1916, p. 305), that the k~atriya Abhipratärin is the one who dis
putes with the brahman (nota brahmacärin) in the Jaiminiya variant ofthe parable inserted in ChU 
4,3,5-8, is rather weak, but there is perhaps some hidden problem in the tradition of ChU, a 
k~atriya Abhipratärin and a brahman Saunaka together disputing with a brahmacärin. 

,1.1 

cording to the Indian commentaries 61
) gives a strict but ambiguous instruction. The con

cluding story should then be referred, not to the compiler of the text but to what the poor 
Raikva has to say, the final aim being to defend the game, since it is productive, in so far as 
anna may arise from it. 

The interna! and minimal stress in the text, according to Luders's (1916) 

suggestions, 62 leads us to decide what for us as listeners (cf. 1.2.2) may be cailed 

the T of the passage. sa'!lvarga is to be defended and justified by connections 

leading to religious, cosmic and psychological concepts. 63 There is no expression 

whatever of a superior identification, such as that everything converges into 

brahman. Perhaps this was never meant, even though every later Upani~ad inter

pretation is apt to infer brahman at every point, especially in the identifications 

and/or equivalences. The interpretation, as given here, should try to establish how 

we can apprehend the elements of the nominal sentence väyur väva sa'!lvargo; I 
would suggest that we take sa'!lvargo as the given concept, T, and väyur as the 

new one, C. No linguistic criteria are used, 64 neither the possibly adjectival 

character of one of the words nor the present particle, intonation or word order, 

because the starting-point was not the linear, linguistic sentence but the 

simultaneous presence of two concepts. We have observed the expression in the 

Sanskrit text; from the knowledge which we have acquired by analysis, we also 

obtain hints on how to put it into other languages, so as to obtain approximately 

the same meaning, even though we have no complete knowledge of how the 

linguistic linearity of T /C is realized in the source and the target languages. 

(b) ChU 1,13,1-3. aya'!l väva loko häiikäro väyur häi'"käras candramä 
athakära~ I ätmehakäro 'gnir fkära~ 11 1 11 äditya ukäro nihava ekäro visve devä 
auhoyikära~ prajäpatir hilikära~ präfJ,(1~ svara 'nna'!l yä väg virä{ Il 2 Il 
aniruktas trayodasa~ stobha~ sall}caro hull}kära~ Il 3 Il-The khm;cf,a is con

cluded dugdhe 'smai väg doha'!l yo väco doho 'nnavän annädo bhavati ya etäm 
eva'!l sämnäm upani~ada'!l vedopani~adall} veda Il 4 Il-The first prapä{haka of 

ChU concentrates on udg{tha, the central part of a säman. udgftha is venerated in 

etymologies, identifications/equalizations, and some anecdotes. In the 10th and 

11 th kharyqa the säman in its entirety is introduced and its parts are analysed: the 

61 His awkward position is stressed if the very good reading, abrähmana instead of brähmana 
proposed by Rau in 4,1,7 yaträre 'brähmarJasyänve~anä tad enam iccheti [Böhtlingk's conject~r~ 
for archetil, is accepted (see Ickler, 1973, p. 82). 

62 Hauschild (1968, pp. 339 ff.) promotes the sar,:zvarga as the "given" concept still further by 
first translating sayugvan by "Ansichraffer" and subsequently san:zvarga by the semantically akin 
"Zusammenraffer". A general emphasis of this kind is obvious also to Renou (cf. footnote 51, 
above). 

,.1 san:zvarga is in fact much more relevant to the discussion than the corresponding grahäs in the 
JaimUpBr variant (cf. above, footnote 56). 

64 Not even the linguistic context is used here, i.e. the parallelism with the verb samvnikte in 4 3 2 
(cf. P· 39 above). The verbal form is the C on the T, väyur, in that sentence, but this· d~es not affe~t 
the interpretation of the initial sentence, because T/C is a matter of Jinearly given knowledge. 



kharJcj,as obviously point towards the secondprapäfhaka, the main point ofwhich 
is to give an overall view of the säman by means of identifications/equalizations 
between its parts with different objects. But there ar·e two smaller pieces more 
loosely inserted, the khm;cf,as 12 and 13. KharJcj,a 12 in the first prapä(haka tells a 
humorous story, showing how even the dogs, by their special means of expression 
(hin), use the udgftha for the purpose of getting food and drink. It is to this story 
and to the preceding praise of the säman that stanza 1,1 must be referred, i.e. 
the conclusion about how säman (viz. sämnäm upani:::;adam) gives food, 
something which throughout the ChU is displayed as the best, the most necessary 
profit from any pious act, be it worship, ritual or insight. In this quite coherent 
context, stanzas 1, 13,1-3 do not give the impression of being wholly integrated, 
the association between the hin of the dogs to the stobhas being rather vague. 
Furthermore, the close interpretation of the three stanzas gives rise to many 
problems. 

The main point at issue here is to decide whether there is anything in the eon
text to tel1 us how to stress and distribute the series of five nominal words with the 
same case and gender in stanza 3, which has been very differently translated. It 
seems to be allowable in the discussion to limit its relevant eon text to stanzas 1-3. 
In this passage, the listener is to be informed about a technical device connected 
with the performance of säman, the stobhas, not by any technical description or 
definition but merely by an Upani~adic technique of equating a number of them 
with different concepts. How are we to evaluate the concepts adduced as equals to 
the stobhas? Is there any system to be found for, on the one hand, the list of 
stobhas and, on the other, their equivalents? 

The suggestions as to such a system made by Faddegon (1926-27) may have some 
relevance, especially the symmetry6 5 observed by him as far as the first six concepts are 
concerned. But the nihava between the cosmic and divine series is not easily explained in 
any system, and the concluding concepts are also difficult. 66 If there is any system at all, it 
has not been examined for any exact connection with the ritual procedure 67 and especially 
with the performance of sciman, which is treated part by part in the followingprapci(haka. 
But, for the final purpose of explaining stanza 3, it is necessary to leave the question of 
systematic equalizations and to concentrate upon the stobha concept. The stobhas in stan
zas 1-2 by no means form a closed, fix ed, traditionally established and all-inclusive set. 68 

65 Faddegon (! 926-27, p. 188): " ... earth beneath, wind above; moon above, man beneath; 
fires beneath, sun above" -all this is a description of the surroundings of the sacrifice. 

66 nihava is to Faddegon the invitation to the Gods, and the three middle concepts then are the 
introduction to the sacrifice, while the concluding prdlJa, anna, virdj are the gifts, the effect of the 
sacrifice. 

67 The connections with the sacrifice proposed by Faddegon are of a rather general kind. 
68 An example is to be found in ChU 2,24,4 (and in stanzas 8, 12 and 13 as well), lo3kadvdram 

apdvd3n1u 33 pasyema tvd vaya1n rd33333 hu3 m d 33 jyd 3 yo 3 d 32111 iti, where the lengthen
ing of a in meaningful words and also at least hum are used together whith the numera! notations of 
tones. Morgenroth (1958, p. 402) calls this "'Ein liturgisches Stiick von grösserem Alter". Perhaps 

The list given here may be an arbitrary combination or it may be a specific series, hinting 
at the formation of some definite sciman in some definite Siima Veda school, but in any 
case the stobha concept, as such, is an extensive, seemingly quite open category, to which 
are referred interjections of different kinds-syllables, words or phrases-which are in
serted in the performances of sciman. 69 The three available commentaries on the text. 
(Saqikara, Rangariimänuja, Nityänanda) take the category of stobhas to be far too 
familiar to need explaining. The sub-commentary of Änandagiri on Samkara's commen
tary gives the technical hint that they are distinct from the syllables of ,:g, devoid of mean
ing and complete the song: ,:gak!iarci!Ji gzyante tadvyatiriktäni vcicyasunyäni gftisiddhy
arthcini stobhcik!iarci!Ji paribhci!iyante. He proceeds with the more theological interpreta~ 
tion of their sacrificial purposes: "They ought to be performed (in upcisana), since they 
convey results by means of their completion of the sacrificial act (karman)" (tcini ca kar
mcipurvanirvrttidvcire!Ja phalavattvcid upcisycini), and their position at the end is of impor
tance (tadupcistividhiparam uttaran:i vcikyam ity artha!J). van der Hoogt (I 929) showed 
how the class of stobhas as a means of performing sciman has been treated, especially in 
the stobhcinusan:ihara, forming apart of the ritual texts in the Siima Veda schools. The 
early reference to the stobhas in ChU 1,13 is merely touched upon by him (p. 6) with a 
remark on the Upani~adic text ("for this is no prescriptive ritual-textbook"). Our passage 
is probably of no consequence to the category, as such, in the continuous, detailed perfor
mance of sciman through the ages. As a traditional passage, it probably merely exemplifies 
the category and has served as a confirmation ofthe authority of stobha. 

If the passage under discussion is seen as a whole, it is impossible to take the 
stobhas ofthe säman to be Cs; they must be Ts. The message intended is to make 
them nirukta, i.e. explained by other concepts, either through their contents or 
through their etymologies. The cosmic, mythological concepts in stanzas 1-2 
have a counterpart in the simple word aniruktas in stanza 3, which is pushed 
forward to the same initial position as ayan:z laka~ etc. in the preceding stanzas. 
This means parallelism which may be incidental. Because of the order of the 
elements, there is still a great uncertainty in the last equalization in stanza 2, väg 

virät; are the majority of the translators really correct in putting väc on the leve! of 
a stobha and not viriij? 70 

Faddegon (1926-27) remarks (p. 189) that svara is no "dadaism" like the other 
stobhas but was put in as "poetical license", while vcic may be a stobha as well as a 
meaningful word. But ifthis idea were carried through, it might be said that such concepts 
as prci17a and anna and even vcic/vircij are on the same leve!; why should not the cor
responding stobhas be on the same leve! al so-and accordingly is not yä the du bious one 

also same syllables in the dags' singing in 1,12,5 o3m adti3mom pibti3mon:z3 devo varu1Ja~ pra
jdpali~ savitd2 'nnam ihti2harad annapate3 'nnam ihti2harti2haro3m iti allude to the stobha per
formance treated immediately after, regardless of the question of whether the numbers in the MSS 
refer to tones or just vowel lengths. 

69 Siiyai:ia applies the determination of the stobhas as gftyupdyds in his introduction to SV (cf. 
van der Hoogt, 1929, pp. 2 f.). 

10 virdj is a difficult word with a conspicuous etymology and a not very decisive application. 
Renou (I 952a, p. 14 7): " ... mais la valeur largement predominante, dans la prose briihmai:ia, est 
celle de v0 comme nom de metre". Luders (1916, pp. 308 f.), however, stresses virdj as a concept of 
metaphysical consequence when he interprets ChU 4,3,8. 



here? Another suspicion might arise from the close position of anna-virdj, (cf. above, foot
note 52), and the existence of vdc does not directly contradict their relationship here. It 
would even be tempting to take yd as a relative pronoun if it were not for the trayodasa 11 

in stanza 3, which makes it impossible to reduce the number of equalizations in stanzas 
1-2. 

When we turn to stanza 3 and its interpretation, there are other words than the 
discussed stobha, which are not easy to translate. trayodaia cannot be interpreted 
as anything other than an ordinal number, as it is adjectivally joined to singular 
words. And hurr;kära is established as "the sound of hum", 12 the stobha in ques
tion in this stanza, by the preceding haiikära, etc. anirukta-also translated, in ad
dition to "undefined", by "nicht unmittelbar verständlich", "qui n'est pas nette
ment emis" and "unhörbar" -is more difficult because of its development into a 
technical term. Can this occurrence be exactly located in the development or does 
it in fact keep its pretechnical meaning? As a minimum, it may be said that the 
word has something to do with a property of being expressible, explicable or 
definable in some way, a conclusion drawn regardless of its adjectival state as a 
-ta participle. But no lexical decision provides us with a final clue to the place of 
anirukta in the sentence. The lexical meaning says nothing about its actual func
tion as attribute or predicate. The same is true of sarr;cara. 

It is translated as "unstät", "variable", "Hindurchgang", "indistinct", "variabile", 
"indefinite" and "flakkende"; a footnote to Senart's translation mentions for "sancaro ou 
sancdro" the meaning "intermediaire", i.e. "entre un murmure et une articulation deter
minee". One might suggest a plain, non-technical meaning, in which the etymology is still 
conspicuous: "a going together with", meaning either that the hun_i is applied differently 
according to the circumstances or that it constantly accompanies the recitation of sdman. 
The latter is to be preferred if a systematic order of the earlier-mentioned stobhas is sup
posed. The technical meaning of san_icara as "passage", i.e. the fixed ways of walking on 
the area of sacrifice, is predominant in the surrounding texts, the brdhmalJaS and the 
siltras. Böhtlingk has put "Hindurchgang" in brackets in his translation. Faddegon 
(1926-27) stresses it to the extent ofputting "Passing-through" as predicate in his English 
translation. He has thus made samcara into an equivalent of hun_ikdra parallel to the 
preceding equivalences and especiaily parallel to the nihava I ekdra equivalence in stanza 
2. anirukta to him then means merely "inaudible". 

The meaning of other texts cannot be construed as proof of this individual case 
of sarr;cara in a non-ritualistic text. No conclusive proofs of the meaning of the 
sentence are given by lexical considerations. Apart from necessary lexical choices, 
stanza 3 must be interpreted chiefly by the hints of parallelism. Judging from the 
contextual fäets, taken as broadly and neutrally as possible, I would suggest the 

71 van der Hoogt (1929, pp. 4 ff.) points out that a note made by Satyavrata Samasramin on 
Sayana's introduction to SV gives the figure pancadasa instead of trayodasa. 

72 The translators, however, have also chosen other words, such as "particle", "syllable" and 
"Interjektion". 

word stobha and the word anirukta as the main components of the sentence. It is 
also possible, in the name of parallelism, to take hurr;kära as one main element 
and stobha as the other in an equalization, those two being the most clearly sub
stantival words. In fact, many of the translators have done so (see Deussen and 
Morgenroth). But to me it seems that, in view of their significance, the parallelism 
between the concepts is more important than their outward appearance. stobha is 
not of such significance that it may have the same relationship to hurr;kära as 
ayaf!Z loka has to haiikära etc. 

In any translation with identified T and C, the remaining three words must be 
introduced as in some way dependent on the two main words, even though such a 
hierarchical structuring is by no means shown in the original Sanskrit text. The 
only possible solution is to point out the syntactical looseness in the Sanskrit 
sentence and the total lack of hierarchizing elements and then to choose a transla
tion which must be bound by the expressive means of the target language, a 
translation which by some device-S/P, word order or flexional forms-explains 
the minimal intention of the sentence in terms of T and C (in my present inter
pretation, stobha and anirukta respectively ). Perhaps the looseness of the Sanskrit 
syntax is better shown in a translation by appositional than by attributive 
relations of secondary words. The intended meaning would be that "the thirteenth 
stobha-the accompanying sound of hum-is not explained". 

(c) BÄU 4,4,7. In athayam aiarfro 'm,:ta~ präryo brahmaiva teja eva, there is 
also an enumeration of nominal concepts; taken as an isolated sentence, the rela
tion between the concepts is ambiguous. Its context is found in the middle of the 
most explicit, most famous and most discussed exposition of what is called the 
Yäjnavalkya doctrine. It is not necessary here to state the whole content of BÄU 
4,3-4. Deussen has given the heading "Die Erlösung" in his translation of 
4,4,7-23. The passage tells of the destiny of akämayamäna, in contrast to the 
kämayamäna in the foregoing text, whose ätman is necessarily followed by his 
prärya, as well as his präryäs (4,4,2), owing to his karman, which in its turn 
depends on kratu and ultimately on kärna (4,4,5). For those in whom there are no 
kamas, the präryäs at death stay in the body (4,4,6), and the body lies like an emp
ty snakeskin on the anthill (tad yathä 'hi/nirvlayanf valmfke m,:tä pratyastä 
iayäaivam evedaf!Z iarfrarr; iete). This gives the idea of aiarfra; am,:ta is also 
given in the immediately preceding sloka, atha martyo 'm,:to bhavaty atra brahma 
samainuta iti. prärya is not mentioned here, but the contents may be compared 
with 4,4,2, so that prärya may be taken as more essential, more of a uniting ele
ment, than the praryäs, which usually stand for the distributed, manifest, vital 
forces of the individual. prärya may even be a companion or an equivalent to ät
man, the word expected here. Saqikara gives prakararyaväkyasamarthyac ca para 
evätmätra präryaiabdaväcyah. ätman is the main T in the whole doctrine, always 
present. This has caused Madhavananda to take ayam itself as the T in the 
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sentence discussed: "Then the selfbecomes disembodied and immortal, (becomes) 
the Prana (Supreme Self), Brahman, the Light." Ruben does the same and 
emphasizes ätman still more exactly: "Dann ist dieser (Erlöste) ohne Leib, un
sterblich, Atem, [footnote 'Brahman ist also gleich Atem ... '] Brahman allein, 
Glanz allein." When such an elusive, grand T as ätman remains unexpressed in 
the reasoning about it, it is nevertheless often suggested by same of its "qualities" 
(or even "names"), in this case aiarira and am,:ta. prärJa may either be a sheer 
glass in the text, not quite to the point, or a suggestive replacement for ätman, ac
cording to Saf!1kara. From the foregoing context, I thus conclude that not all the 
concepts are presented here as Cs upon ätman, as the translations of 
Madhavananda and Ruben do. aiariro 'm,:ta~ präf!O would then be the T of the 
sentence. The possibility of taking ayam as the T is not quite ruled out, as there are 
admittedly problems with the T /C identification when the idea of "summing up" 
may compete with the T/C style of "step by step" (cf. 4.3). 

As regards brahmaiva teja eva, an introductory value is suggested by eva, and 
the tension which the partide brings about by being placed after the second ele
ment of the equivalence and by being repeated makes it quite easy to take the 
phrase as a double C. 

The message being farily clear, the translation may, however, be somewhat 
modulated if we adopt a translation with apposed elements, like Deussen's " ... 
aber das Körperlose, das Unsterbliche, das Leben ist lauter Brahman, ist lauter 
Licht", or another type with attributed q ualities, like Senart's "Quant au souffle 
(la vie) incorporel, immortel, il est pur brahman, pure energie, 6 roi". 

Taken together with the few, incomplete, grammatical indications, the discus
sion of T/C helps to sort out more than one concept on each side of the 
equivalence. In this case, the more exact decision about the elements as T and C 
does not affect the idea of the passage, as every concept, whether apposed or at
tributed, isa qualification or the name of a superior concept, ätman. 

(d) AitU 5,3. sarvan:z tal prajiiänetran:z prajiiäne prali!flhitan:z prajiiänetro lokafJ pra
Jiiä prali!f(hä prajiiänan:i brahma. In this passage, some recognizable, syntactical struc
tures seem to organize the sentence. Shifts of gender and case provide some kind of punc
tuation. prati!f(hita and the composed prajiiänetra indicate the meaning of qualification, 
whether attributive or predicative. An application of T /C following these considerations 
shows that the first cancern is prajiiänetra and the second is prajiiä and prajiiäna. 
However, the final interpretation is totally a matt er of lexicon and context in a wide sense. 
What do prajiiä and prajiiäna (cf. Simonsson, I 977, on jiiäna) and also the composition 
prajiiänetra mean, and what is the intended relation between the world, prati!f(hä and 
brahman? 

Such is the use of syntax in interpretation. lf any clear syntactical indications (for ex
ample, adjectival function) are given, some interpretations of the individual sentence may 
be ruled out at once, but the identification of the grammatical structurc does not per se 
provide the interpretation. The examination of the context must necessarily follow. This 
procedure may start with the identification of T and C and proceed with an investigation 
of the concepts used in the text. 

3.2 Relative constructions 

Many instances of relative constructions as parts of nominal sentences are to be 
found in Sanskrit: they form at least a third ofthe passages used in this investiga
tion. They are not quite uniform among themselves, but, with regard to the in
dicating element, an expressed relative pronoun from the ya-stem, they are easily 
brought together under the heading of relative constructions. 73 Among the relative 
constructions there are to be found verbal clauses like BÄU 3,4,1 ya~ prärJena 
prärJiti sa ta ätmä sarväntaro; there are also purely nominal constructions like 
ChU 3,13,1 sa yo 'sya prän su~i~ sa prärJas tac cak!iu~ sa ädityas; yat is 
sometimes used instead of a congruent form (ChU 1,1,3 sa e~a rasänän:z 
rasatama~ parama~ parärdhyo •~{amo yad udgitha~), in same cases obviously 
bordering on an explicative use (ChU 4,10,5 vijänämy ahan:z yat prärJo brahma). 

Same questions must then be posed. What is the relation ofthese constructions 
to the language system in its entirety and specifically to the nominal mode of ex
pression? What is their effect upon the syntactical analysis in S/P; do they have 
any special influence upon the interpretation of the linguistic message, T /C; and 
do they, in fact, produce any agreement between the issues of S/P and T/C? 

3.2. l The relative mode oj expression. The predominance of subordination over 
coordination is a progressive feature 74 common to the IE languages, and a 
typological change from older periods would account for the long-standing 
question about the development of relative pronouns out of ana
phoric/ demonstrative/interrogative pronouns or the like. 75 An attributive relation 
of this kind demands a "head" and a "modifier" (cf. Lyans, 1968b, p. 233) and 
there is, in fact, a simple, uncontroversial grammatical analysis of both relative 
clauses and attributes in, for example, Latin or Russian. 

As we saw in 3.1, the head and the modifier in nominal relations are not easily 

73 I follow Seiler (1960, p. 76) in calling the verbal/nominal relative unity a relative group and 
this group, together with the correlate, a relative construction. The group is then formally defined, 
but the construction also has a national aspect. 

7
• Differences in the distribution between coordination and subordination are illustrated by the 

selected material from different language groups presented by Gonda (l 954-55) and Benveniste 
( 195 7-58). Meillet (I 915-16, pp. 13 f.) suggests that the development of strictly express ed subor
dination may be due to the claims of the written languages. Haudry (1973) derives the subordina
tion not from a sheer parataxis but from a correlative, oppositional structure, a "diptyque" 
(Minard, 1936) of two symmetrical clauses, which thus would be a special case of coordinating. 

75 Brugmann (1908, p. 49): "Das Relativum */6-s war ver w and t mit dem Demonstrativum *i-, 
war ein Derivatum oder, wenn man lieber will, eine morphologische Modifikation von ihm, aber 
nicht identisch mit ihm." Cf. also Hermann (1894, pp. 13-16), Jacobi (1897, p. 32), Gonda 
(1954-55, pp. 2, 8 f. and 39) and Monteil (1963, pp. 1-17). Cf. also the discussions on clause
linking (Watkins, 1963 and elsewhere; Haudry, 1973; Bader, 1973, who treats the IEyo as one of 
the original anaphoric particles). 



identified in Sanskrit, as these relations have a neutral value. In constructions with 
relative pronoun, however, the pronoun functions as an indicator of the modifier 
to a head, which may be expressed or unexpressed, definite or indefinite, plural or 
singular. 

The use of the term "attributive" for such a reiation introduces another issue of 
great importance for the relative mode of expression. The concept of attribution, 
as it develops in IE languages, must in most cases be distinguished from the con
cept of apposition. 76 Basically, this isa semantic issue, but the syntax may exhibit 
evidence of some underlying logical distinction in different languages, and this, in 
fäet, is the case as regards relative constructions. In the case of relative construc
tions the above distinction seems to be manifested in the distinction denoted in 
vari;us ways between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses ("the soldiers 
that were breve ran forward"/"the soldiers, who were brave, ran forward"; 
Jespersen, 1924,pp. 112 f.). 

"Restrictive" and "non-restrictive" are accepted as basic terms by modern gram
marians. Other, quite illustrative terms seem to be "determinative" as opposed to the "ex
plicative" (non-restrictive) relative clauses in the Port-Royal logic (Chomsky, 1966, pp._35 
ff.). This pair "determinative/explicative", however, both have the ~rop_erty of b_emg 
positively defined, and thus they eonstitute an equipollent and not a pnvat1ve opp?s1t'.on 
(Trubetzkoy, 1939, p. 67). It is therefore to be suspected that the Port-Royal d1stmctlon 
should rather be connected with the far more demanding, semantic terminology of 
"necessary/unnecessary" relative clauses; the semantic need for subordinate informati_on 
about a hitherto unknown or known concept is not satisfied by different kinds of relative 
clauses but has also to be expressed by indefinite or definite-or rather non
indefinite-forms of the group correlate + relative pronoun ("the one who", i.e. "anyone 
who", v. "X who"). There is, in fäet, a connection, which has caused a certain confusion 
between the restrictivity of the relative group and the indefiniteness of the relative pronoun 
(cf. for example Vendryes, 1947-48). lndefiniteness inevitably means restrictivity-when 
the indefinite concept has to be determined ("any soldier that")-but, although its presence 
announces restrictivity, its absence does not tel1 us whether the meaning of the relative 
group is restrictive or non-restrictive ("just that soldier that/who"). Chomsky (1966, pp. 
35 ff.) really presents the terms of Port-Royal as if t~ey wer: equi~~le~,ts to 
restrictive/non-restrictive, but he also designates the non-restnctlve as appos1t1ve . The 
issue af indefmite/non-indefinite relative clauses will be treated only in passing in the 
fo!lowing pages. For the connection of the issue of restrictive/non-r 7;,t,rictive with the dis
tinction between attributive and appositional, which are also privately opposed, see also 
Seiler (1960, pp. 26 f.). For a transformational-grammar mode! of how this connection 
can be explained as a relation between surface and deep structure, see Rohrer (1968, ~P• 
402 f.) and Motsch (1965), who even defines any apposition as a non-restrictive relative 
clause. 

The logical background to the grammatical terms "restrictive" and "non
restrictive" is constantly apparent. The distinction cancerns whether the relative 

The terms attributive/ apposition al will be used in the sense in which they are defined by Seiler 
(I 960, pp. 35-3 7). 

clause determines and restricts the extension of the head or whether it merely gives 
some additional

77 
explanation of it. The latter variety (non-restrictive use) is 

recognized as ha ving ajuxtapositional or even conjunctional nature, for example, 
by Quine (I 960, p. 110): " ... we may pass over unrestrictive clauses, for they are 
only stylistic variants of coordinate sentences." In modern languages (for the issue 
in transformational grammar, see Rohrer, 1971, pp. 204-223), there are some 
devices, which, although they are not of a mutually exclusive kind, suggest some 
semantic distinction. There are, for example, the rules for using the English 
relative pronouns who or that, the French qui or /equel, and the Swedish definite 
article before or after the noun. Yet, even in the older stages of IE languages there 
seems to have been a distinction. Delbriick (1900, pp. 316 ff.), discussing "das 
arisch-griechische Relativum", makes a distinction between "korrelative" and 
"anaphorische Verwendung". 78 The former is further described (p. 318) as "mit 
dem Hauptsatz so verkettet, dass er von ihm nicht losgelöst und also auch das 
Relativpronomen nicht durch ein anderes ersetzt werden kann", and thus a 
demonstrative pronoun-joined toa noun or independent-is expressed or must be 
inferred as antecedent. This fits well with the restrictive use of relative clauses, 
while Delbriick describes the second, non-restrictive use as characterizing and 
says (p. 317) "Bei Homer dagegen streift er bisweilen nahe an den Hauptsatz". 
Delbriick does not proceed any further in this matter in describing the relative 
dause in other IE languages, and he draws no general conclusions for the PIE. 

In Homeric Minard (1938, pp. 51 ff.) has observed one distinction that may be 
pertinent, the one bctween {k; re (that "decrit") and rn; (that "definit"). Watkins (I 963, 
p. 29) touches upon a distinction that may be semantically founded between nasalizing 
and leniting relative clauses in Old Irish, which may be of same importance for the issue. 
As regards the Germanic languages, the distinction is we!I known in modern languages (cf. 
above). There has also been a continuous renewal in the IE languages of relative 
pronouns, which, according toa general linguistic Jaw, indicates a gradual neutralizing an 
the morphological leve! of same kind of semantic opposition. 

In the case of Old Indian, according to Speijer ( I 886, p. 3 5 2), only the restric
tive variety of relative constructions is developed: "But in Sanskrit only such at
tributes as are of importance to the understanding of the main sentence, are fit for 
analytical expression by means of relative sentences." Jacobi (1897) also points 
out a preserved, but probably specific and individually developed kind of distinc
tion in the Sanskrit case at issue here (pp. 24 f.): " ... alle rein beschreibenden oder 
sonst nebensächlichen Zusätze werden nicht durch Relativsätze ausgedriickt, 

77 
Jespersen (J 924) has pointed out that restrictive use specializes and defines (p. 108). while 

rion-restrictive use characterizes (pp. 111 f.). 
7
~ Delbri.ick (1871, pp. 92 ff.) uses the terms "nothwendige" and "nicht nothwendige 

, but his point here is that the subordination in the former is more developed than in 
and he tends to see it as "entwickelt'' and "primitiv" and not as a continual distinction. 



sondern besonders in der höher entwickelten klassischen Prosa der späteren Zeit, 
wo dergleichen Beschreibungen häufiger sind, durch. Composita." Delbriick 
(1900, pp. 316 ff.), however, finds "anaphorische Rclativsätze", at least in the 

Veda (see further 3.2.2). 
Jacobi (1897, pp. 26-39) treats the "relative'' mode of expression in languages 

other than the IE ones. From this survey, we may conclude that the distinction 
between attributive and appositional is not a mode! in all languages and perhaps 
not even in PIE. Nevertheless, the IE languages in general obviously developed 
different syntactical devices of such an order that the subordinate information is 
given either about the logical dass or its exponents. 79 In the latter-ap
positional-case the relation continues to be logically more imprecise

80 
than in the 

attributive case. Same features in the development of the IE relative pronoun seem 
to suggest that the genesis is more of an appositional than an attributive kind, and 
this fäet is probably due to a vague anaphoric linking of the additional informa
tion at an earlier stage of the language. 

What I am claiming here is that the distinction between restrictive and non
restrictive relative clauses is a Iogically based and linguistically expressed, com
mon, IE device. As regards it is not possible to assume any distinction until 
the question of the linking of sentences has been completely explored. If the dis
tinction is original, it would not be possible historically to derive one use of the 
relative from the other. For the time being, I shall simply keep to the fact that the 
distinction is basically a privative opposition with one unmarked and one marked 

member. 
From the communicative point of view, the relative nesting always implies two 

Cs on the same concept, T. This T is sometimes expressed directly and sometimes 
by a ya-, which has this specific selection as its communicative function. In both 
the restrictive and the non-restrictive cases, the information has the form 
T C/T arranged, as regards order, according to the individual language. A 
difference between the restrictive and non-restrictive cases cannot be marked 
without introducing a secondary notation for the actual content of the T. The T of 
the non-restrictive relative clause is exactly the same as the T of the main clause, 
T

1 
C/T

1 
C, whereas in the restrictive case not only the T but also the information 

that T C gave in the relative clause is repeated as T in the main clause, T 1 C / T 2 

( = T 
I 

C) C. The difference thus pertains to the content and not to the forma! 

arrangement ofthe concepts ofT/C. 

79 Seiler ( 1960, pp. 20 ff.) presents a form al relation between "Klas se und Selektor•• in the follow
ing way: in the 115 relation-an attributive relation between nucleus (head) and satellite 
(modifier)-the selector s specifies the class n; in the s"-appositive-relation the class s 
characterizes the selector n. 

80 According to Seiler ( 1960, p. 22), no information is given about the class-selector relation in 
the case of "Charakterisierung" (="Apposition", p. 36). Syntactically (p. 84), the appositive 
relative group does not in itself say anything about any attributive force, so that "diese 
Relativgruppen eine Leerstelle signalisieren. Diese Leerstelle ist im Prinzip frei ... ". 

In a summary, the second distinction mentioned above (p. 52) should not be forgotten. 
This distinction affects the statc of the nucleus, i.e. the correlate (and in certain languages 
also the choice of relative pronoun). In a logical deseription, the distinction between in
definite and non-indefinite relative constructions necessitates a choice between different 
operators (all-operator and existential operator respectively). The distinction is 
linguistically realized by the correlate chosen, but it may also be pertinent to the develop
ment of the individual relative pronouns. It must, however, be kept apart from the distine
tion restrictive/non-restrictive which is not the result of an inherent logical state of any of 
the components of a relative construction but is based on their interna! relations. The 
choice of syntactical expressions for these relations must, of course, be made for both in
definite and non-indefinite relative constructions. The two issues have been constantly 
mixed up, because the indefinite relative group should preferably have restrictive meaning 
in order to enable any significant assertion to be made; the non-indefinite one may have 
both restrietive and non-restrictive relations. 

There is one more distinction, crossing over the one between restrictive and 
non-restrictive, to be considered in connection with relative constructions. 81 This 
one is presented by more obvious forma! evidence. The European branch ofthe IE 
languages has gradually developed a clear-cut contrast between nominal at
tributes and verbal relative clauses, and this development seems to go hand in 
hand with the increasing claim of sentences to be verbal, while nominal aggregates 
in general may merely function as syntagms of sentences. In such a fixed, 
dichotomic structure, even participial attributive constructions are not allowed to 
function independently but are instead nominally adjusted by means of con
gruence, which is not the case in all languages that make use of participial con
structions. 

Neither the general state of Sanskrit, nor even its further development, shows 
this polarity of verbal and nominal expressions. Thus, the difference between a 
nominal attribute and a relative group in Sanskrit is by no means a difference 
between nominal and verbal attribution, but a difference between unmarked and 
marked attribution, 82 and the relative pronoun may be called the means ofmark-
ing (cf. the definition of {o as an "includer", Gonda, p. 39). 

The nominal relative group, which has been retained in Sanskrit as a productive 
mode of expression, will be further discussed below (3.2.3). That the nominal 
relative group was a common JE feature at some stage is shown by the state of af
fairs in A vestan, Old lranian, and Old Greek and by reminiscences 81 in other IE 
languages (Latin, Balto-Slavic, Celtic), as shown by Benveniste (1957-58; cf. 
also Moreschini Quattordio, 1966, pp. 

81 The pertinence of this question, as regards the older stages of all IE languages, has been 
demonstrated by Benveniste (1957-58). 

s2 Cf. Seiler (l 960, pp. 108 f.), who for Avestan goes so far as to suspect that nominal attribution 
without ya· has something to do with appositive function, "d.h. mit der Klassenfunktion des 
Nukleus und der Selektionsfunktion des Satelliten" 

81 Some probable reminiscences of nominal relative groups are the Persian iqafat and the definite 
form of adjectives in the Baltic and Slavic languages. 



3.2.2 The relative mode oj expression in Sanskrit. Obviously, the relative func
tion in any individual language system is a complex one to describe. Concen
trating on the distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses, I 
shall take the liberty of making a very general survey of the Sanskrit relative mode 
of expression at an early stage, primarily based upon the investigation by Porzig 
(1923). In various respects, many of his results converge on hints and analyses 
made by others (Delbruck, 1888, Speijer, 1886, Jacobi, 1897, Gonda, 1954-55, 
Benveniste, 1957-58 and not least Seiler, 1960, who in his investigation ofLate 
A vestan both deliberately and unintentionally confirms the picture given by Por
zig). This convergence supplies the raison d'etre of the following summary, which 
should, nevertheless, be looked upon as merely one possible mode!. 

It is possible to avoid a choice between the strained views of Hermann (i 894), who re
jects subordination in PIE, and the modified parataxis hypothesis of Delbriick (1900), as a 
description of what happened in PIE is not required. Generally, mast authors are 
erroneously inclined to comprise every stage of development preceding the one they treat 
inta one unspecified and vaguely original stage. It is here surely better to start from a point 
of view which may embrace various, known, substantial realizations as deriving from one 
and the same feature, the general way of linking sentences in IE languages, as Meillet 
(1915-16) outlines. The sentence structure of Hittite, especially in comparison with the 
Celtic languages, has been instructive, as regards sentence linking, as has been the 
development of relative clauses, not least the clear-cut development in Sanskrit; IE (o as 
relative is retained only in India (Meillet, 1915-16, addition in reprint 1921, p. 162). 

Here, I shall merely enter into the process at some stage of the development 
preceding the Vedic language, in which an incidental circumstance (verbally ex
pressed) or property (nominal, but primarily neutral as to substantive or adjective) 
is expressed by conjunction and/or apposition. If the incidental information is 
necessary for the main idea, it is probably placed in front, in the role of an adjec
tival subjunct, and it may perhaps be repeated inside the main information by a 
substitute with anaphoric or even demonstrative function (pronoun). Ifthe indica
tion is not a necessary one, it is natura! to place it after the main idea, in the role of 
a substantival conjunct (or adnex; cf. Jespersen, 1924, p. 97), and no substitute 
for the subordinate and additional information to come is required in advance. A 
marker of some sort, something suggesting a definite indication, which at the same 
time functions as a conjunction (an "includer", Gonda), is tied to the incidental in
formation.84 

A post-positive, appositional clause may express something incidental, but 
probably a nominal composition will do the same. If the language generally ex
hibits a propensity to use nominal expressions to such an extent that even verbal 
expressions are nominalized, then the synthetic composita (type kumbhakära, 

84 Cf. "relative" constructions with demonstratives, esp. in Greek (Monteil, 1963, pp. 25 fT.) but 
also in other IE languages (Haudry, 1973, pp. 169 fT.). 

J acobi) and the bahuvrihi may be regarded as a competing mode of expression for 
non-necessary, incidental information, i.e. a variation without ya-. In judging the 
opposing assertions of Jacobi (1897, pp. 24 f.; unnecessary, incidental informa
tion is given by composita) and of Delbriick (1900, p. 317; there are non
restrictive relative clauses in the Veda), we must look at the corpus used by 
Delbruck (1888) and the one used by Porzig (1923), which both show that there 
are such clauses in the V eda. Jacobi's point may nevertheless perhaps be valid for 
a later stage of Sanskrit, i.e. when the tendency to nominalization through in
creasing compositional style affects the complex field of ya- constructions in its 
entirety, 85 just as participles may compete with relative clauses in most IE 
languages at any stage. 

Firstly, when the ya-marker affects a nominally expressed concept, it cannot 
develop very far. 86 It may only have one kind of function with regard to the 
nominal word, a determining one which shows some resemblance to the function 
of an article (Benveniste, 1957-58, p. 54, " ... le pronom relatif joue le role d'un 
'article syntaxique' determinatif'), although it is not primarily related to such 
semantic properties as definiteness or the like. The ya-, an the other hand, has a 
more independent state than any kind of developed article, formally shown by the 
fact that the order within the relative group may be either ya + nomen or nomen + 
ya. 81 Such a group (ya + nomen) may function attributively when placed before 
the head to be modified and probably appositionally when placed after.88 This be
ing granted, ya + nomen would compete with the simple nomen used attributively 
or appositionally to another nomen. B ut the introduction of a ya-marker seems to 
be selective of certain uses and is opposed to a possible predicative use of the 
neutral nomen + nomen combination. 89 

Porzig nevertheless does not seem to find the distinction between attribution and ap
position pertinent to "die syntaktischiYGruppen mitya- ohne Verbum finitum" in the cor
pus. He finds the adjectivally used nominal ya- groups (pp. 212-218) more important (p. 
259) than the substantivally used ones (pp. 284 f.). It seems as ifhe prefers to connect the 
formally independent state of the appositional relative clauses-given by their conjunc
tional nature-with the state of the nominally expressed incidental information, seman
tically more independent than the verbal. 

85 Renou ( 1961, p. 505) says that composita replace "surtout, proposition relative de description 
ou de narration, a l'infini". 

86 What in fact happens is described by Wackernagel & Debrunner (1929-30, pp. 554 f.). 
Because of the limited relations between pronoun and noun, yat is a frequent alternative to inflected 
ya-forms, especially in nominal relative groups, (ibid., pp. 555 f.; cf. footnote 91, below). 

87 Cf. Seiler, 1960, p. 131; the same is assumed as regards the Balto-Slavic languages on p. 132, 
but it is missing in his A vestan material. 

88 Porzig, 1923, pp. 214 fT. On p. 214, he states that "Der durch ya hervorgehobene Satzteil 
erschient meist als Apposition zum Subjekt oder Objekt des Satzes, und zwar folgt er 
naturgemäss in der Regel seinem Beziehungswort". 

89 Cf. 3.1.3. Seiler (I 960, pp. 84 f.) indicates that, unlike "das Einzelnomen", the relative nominal 
group "eine Leerstelle signalisiert", which means "Anschluss", and this is not compatible with 
predicative function, which means "Entgegenstellung". 



Secondly, when the conjunctional and indicating marker ya- is combined with a 

verbal expression, it acquires various potential relations and a dynamic of 

development. The verb may express modalities which affect the relative clause as 

a syntactic group related to the principal clause. Furthermore, ya- may have 

different syntactical relations to the verb, such as subject, object, etc. If it is then 

adjusted as regards case, there may arise such forma) ambiguities as will 

necessitate a demonstrative repetition in the main clause to show the syntactical 

function of the relative group there, at least when the relative clause precedes in 

the attributive, nested function. A verbal relative clause placed after the main idea 

should at an early stage preferably give additional information and is then rightly 

termed appositional; the well known explicative use of yat (Renou, 1961, p. 529) is 

an instance of an original, appositional use, which thus emerges in wbat many 

grammars call adverbial clauses. Post-position is probably more suited to some 

modalities than others. Speijer (1886, p. 354) finds that placing the relative pro

noun after the main sentence implies a causal meaning, " ... yet it may also import 

a consequence, a disposition, or even a purpose. In other terms, the relative pro

noun is sometimes used, where one would expect a relative adverb or conjunc

tion." In one respect, the verbal relative clause is, however, more limited than the 

nominal relative group. The ya- is dominated by the verb and only the order ya + 
verb can possibly be conceived of as grammatical in a stage of developed subor

dination. This order was not necessary in an earlier stage, where the ya- was 

probably in the main an anaphoric conjunction. (The genesis of cum inversum 
constructions may be relevant to the issue; cf. Haudry, 1973, pp. 159 f.). 

A distinction within the verbal relative clauses is not supposed by Seiler ( 1960), who 
claims that they may merely be apposition al (cf. the table on p. I 97). When such sentences 
nevertheless seem to be attributive, this is explained as merely an "okkasionelle 
Beziehung" and "nicht konstant" (p. 82). It seems to me that this is enforced by the fact 
that the verbal (and some nominal) sentences are predicative, "Satzäquivalente", in op
position to other nominal sentences, which are "nicht-Satzäquivalentc" (pp. 100 ff.), and 
this fact is put by Seiler on a par with the characterizing assertion versus the specilying 
assertion, as he previously contrasted them (p. 23). Yet, all his statements in this respect 
are semantically and not by any means morpho-syntactically based, as even the 
"Kasustransposition" (pp. 77 ff.) may occur in both cases. Why should a verbal clause not 
share with a nominal construction the capacity to specify, in addition to the capacity to 
qualify? Why should a verbal action not also be able to select an item from a class (pp. 99, 
inter alia, for cases like mi/Jrö yö .. . )? Strictly speaking, we have ta account for the follow
ing plain fäets. As there are both attributive and appositional specimens of nominal 
relative clauses, the dass constituting such clauses has both functions. If, on the other 
hand, one individual, verbal relative clause may be realized both attributively and ap
positionally, this tells us nothing about the class of relative verbal clauses that it does not 
tel1 us about the nominal ones, i.e. that this class also can be both appositional and at
tribut:ve. In his subsequent investigation of syntactic criteria, Seiler adheres to the idea of 
the appositive quality of the verbal relative clause. None of the other converging criteria 
(summarized by Seiler. 1960, pp. 196 f.) seem to demand it, even though there are verbal 
relative clauses in the material which may be interpreted as attributive, partieularly those 
with a demonstrative correlate. 

To sum up, the distinction between attribution and apposition in terms of 

restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses seems to be pertinent in Sanskrit 

and is expressed by differences of order between the clauses, viz. initial position of 

the restrictive and end position of the non-restrictive relative groups. 

Schalars who have attempted to arrange a corpus have also been ay,are of a distinction, 
even though no one before Seiler has observed its character of priviftfopposition. Porzig 
(1923) calls them "der korrelative" and "der attributive Typus" (pp. 291 ff.). Delbri.ick 
(I 900), who uses the terms "korrelative" and "anaphorische Verwendung" (cf. 3.2. I) 
traces this back to a distinction in the corpus of I 888 (pp. 554-562), 90 according to the 
expressed "korrelativ" relation and examples in which "die Bezugsmasse hat keinen cor
relativen Bestandtheil," Le. they are in fact non-restrictive. Jacobi (1896) observes syntac
tic differences and makes the same distinction, even though he discusses the later syntactic 
development as style. Gonda (1954-55, p. 23) notes the issue (and refers to Caland). 
Renou (1952b, pp. 387 f.) uses the terminology "type definissant", which, judging from 
his explanation, seems to be restrictive, and "type attributif' (non-restrictive), but his point 
is quite obscured when he claims that certain clearly restrictive cases are of the "type at
tributif'. Minard ( 19 36, p. 9) merely discusses the inversion of order between relative and 
main clause, which occurs both when the main clause is emphasized and when the subor
dinate clause provides secondary information. The first case is an "explication" and the 
second an addition, "precision accessoire". Seiler ( 1960) also considers the same issue, 
although hc does not let such a distinction break through the syntactically described ver
bal clauses. Strangely enough, Seiler does not even admit (p. 132) that Porzig really makes 
the same distinction between attributive and appositional (although the latter admittedly 
used other terms); immediately after having denied this, however, he confirms the förmal 
grounds which Porzig has proposed for the issue also as regards the A vestan material, in 
which, as he says, "gerade beim appositiven Typus Voranstellung der RN' -Gruppe nur 
dann zu kennen scheint wenn mit dem Relativum ein Demonstrativum korreliert". He also 
says: "Alle verbalen Relativgruppen mit Anfangsstellung haben ein dem Relativum 
entsprechendes nachfolgendes Demonstrativum: das Gesetz ist innerhalb meines 
Materials so gut wie ausnahmslos" (p. 122). Yet, in fact, such a clear forma] distinetion 
must be hypothetical, as it is mixed in the given material. It also obviously takes us back to 
same ditT use stage of the development before the Vedic and A vestan period. Porzig admits 
as regards Vedic that "Die fertige Periode zeigt in allen Typen Eigenschaften beider 
Ursprlinge" (p. 301). 

The hypothesis about the pertinence of the position ofthe relative group seems to have 
at least some semantic kind of support also in other IE languages. As regards Hittite, cf. 
Held (I 95 7, pp. 48-52) and Hahn ( 1946, p. 7 I). Laroche's assumptions (I 959, p. 85) that 
the position is mainly connected with the indefinite/ definite meaning of the relative would 
be better re-interpreted; at least indefiniteness must be Iimited to restrictive meaning and 
perhaps also to the front position of the relative sentence. Haudry (I 973, p. 154) follows 
Minard (1936; cf. above). and linds, as regards Latin (p. 156), that "Le diptyque inverse 
li.e. when the relative clause followsJ est, eomme en vedique, employe en valeur ex
pressive". In Greek, the same issue isat stake when Montei! (I 963, p. 38) summarizes the 
anaphoric clauses, otherwise contrasted with the correlative ones, by saying "Faisant suite 
presque toujours ... ä la principale, une telle subordonnce termine uniformement 
l'enonce". 

90 About cases in which "Das Relativum hat keine Sichtbare Bezugsmasse" in the Vedic prose 
material, he says, on p. 568, "Die gewöhnliche Stellung diirfte wohl die Nachstellung des Relativ
satzes sein ". 



3.2.3 Verbal and nominal relative clauses. The second interesting distinction 
mentioned in 3.2.1, in addition to the one between restrictive and non-restrictive 
relative clauses, is that between verbal and nominal groups. They are taken as 
secondary categories within restrictive and non-restrictive use (cf. above, pp. 57 f.) 
by Delbriick and Porzig and even by Seiler (1960), who indeed claims a 
homogeneous, appositional function for the verbal relative clause. Seiler refers to 
Benveniste and states concerning the pronoun ya- that "Das Relativum hat 
iiberall die gleiche Funktion, findet aber Verwendung in zwei scharfvon einander 
geschiedenen syntaktischen Hauptklassen" (p. 71). He even adds a logical distinc
tion "Der verbale Subtypus bezeichnet eine okkasionelle, nicht konstante 
Qualifikation. Der nominale Subtypus bezeichnet eine allgemeine konstante 
Qualifikation" (p. 101), an interpretation which is thus already laid down when he 
tests different morphological criteria on the corpus. Porzig (1923, pp. 294 ff.) is 
also willing to associate relative clauses containing perfect forms of the 
verb-"dieser nom i nale Rest in der Aktionsbedeutung der Perfektformation" (p. 
295)-more closely with nominal than with verbal clauses. 

Gonda (I 954-55) makes no distinction whatsoever between verbal and nominal 
sentences. They are similar with respect to the use of ya-, which to him, as to Benveniste 
(I 957-5 8), is precisely the means by which the genesis of the relative pronoun and the 
relative function can be brought out. 

Of course, the semantic difference resulting from the distinction between verbal 
and nominal sentences in a language system in which nominal sentences really are 
productive must also appear in the relative groups. Nominal and verbal relative 
sentences do not behave in the same way and should be described separately, even 
though the relative nesting in itself is like ly to be of the same genesis and function. 

Even if the structural relationship is taken for granted, the description of what a 
nominal relative group means is couched in terms of its own. Speyer (1896) says: 
"Ein Relativsatz mit Nominalprädicat ist oft nicht viel anderes, als der blosse 
emphatische Ausdruck eines Begriffs ... In solcher Anwendung streift ya an die 
Bedeutung des Artikels, besonders, wenn der Relativsatz mittels ca, vä, u.ä. coor
dinirten Substantiven angefiigt wird ... " (p. 84). Renou (I 952b, p. 387) states: 
"l'emploi typique [i.e. of the relative clause which 'peut se substituer a la simple 
mention d'un nom', p. 386] est au terme d'une enumeration." Nevertheless, there 
is no reason to explain it as "pseudo-relative", even if "Il emane directement de la 
phrase nominale". Renou (l 961, p. 523) also sorts out those nominal relative 
groups which start the sentence and he gives semantic reasons why this device is 
used at all; it is used "pour mettre en evidence, a l'initiale de phrase, et sous la 
forme nominative, un nom qui a une fonction oblique ... ou simplement pour 
obtenir une correlation, ye 'lpä!J kalahina!J ... te Ch U VII 6 1 'le vulgaire est 
querelleur' VIII 1 I". The nominalizingyat isa forceful competitor in this case. 91 

91 Examples like MaitrS 1,6,3 (89,8) asuryah ... et!iyado~ad~fa~ (quoted from Wackernagel & 

Seiler (1960, pp. 84 f.) also concludes that the relative group could not possibly 
function as a predicate (cf. further 3.2.5). 

3.2.4 Relative constructions in BÄU and ChU. The majority of instances of 
relative constructions in the oldest Upani~ads with flectional ya- 92 must be inter
preted as restrictive, from a simple consideration as to whether their content 
affects the information given in the whole composed sentence. From a förmal 
point of view, the majority of relative groups opens the sentence; this goes for 
more than half of the relative groups in BÄU and it is still more common in ChU. 
There also seems to be a concordance between the individual instances which are 
restrictive and those which open the sentences. The normal case would then be ex
emplified by the verbal relative group BÄU 3,4, 1 ya!J prär;ena prär;iti sa ta ätmä 
sarväntaro or the nominal one BÄU 1,5,3 ya!J kas ca sabdo väg eva sä. The more 
pregnant sa ya- ... , e~a ... (ChU 3,13,1 sa yo 'sya prän su~i!J sa präryas tac 
cak~u!J sa ädityas) is not frequent but belongs here (cf. below, p. 62). The above
mentioned concordance goes so far that no sentence with an opening relative 
group is obviously non-restrictive. The exceptions from the concordance are the 
constructions with a closing relative group, which are not so homogeneous or at 
least are less concise from the point of view of interpretation. 

In the material used here, the selective force and state of ya- ( cf. above, p. 54) is 
furthermore stressed in more than half the cases by an added demonstrative 93 of 
the stems eta- or idam. Such a demonstrative seems to denote on the com
municative leve! an explicit but unspecific indication of topicalization. 
Nevertheless, the principal clauses are even more often introduced by such 
demonstratives. This extensive, general use of demonstrative pronouns seems to 
indicate that any systemic, grammatical effect must be secondary when it is added 
to a relative pronoun. 

Here we approach the issue of indefinite and non-indefinite relative pronouns. 
The general meaning of "whoever" seems to be inherent in the neutral relative type ya
without joint element.94 There are certain other original and marked means of expre;sing 

Debrunner, 1929-30, p. 555) are frequent. Renou (1961, p. 523) has even found variety within the 
sarri.e sentence _in ChU 7, 10,l (äpa evemä mzlrtä yeyaf?l Pflhiviyad antarik:fal?I yad dyaur yat par
vata . .. ). In th1s case, the first relative in a series is congruent and the following ones show the 
general value of yat-it is a recurring phenomenon that one or more formally unmarked items often 
lollow upon a marked item in any serial expression. 

92 The relative .con_s~ructions _with yat are accounted for in this same frame. The specific, added 
feature-the nommahzmg functlon of yat-gives further perspectives and yat will be treated in a 
separate article. 

9
J A description of the words in the sentence which normally occupy the second place, including 

demonstrat1ve pronouns (pp. 67 IT.), is given by lckler (1973). The relation of order to the issue of 
topicalization does in fact clearly cmerge from her philological approach. 

94 Speijer, 1886, p. 351. Wackernagel & Debrunner (1929-30, pp. 553 f.)just makes an inciden
tal remark about it in small print. Renou (I 96 I, p. 3 77) says rightly "ya- seul peut donner a l'occa
sion le sens indefini" after a more dubious statement that "union avec un demonstr. ya~ sah" gives 



indefinite relative constructions, such as the double relative pronoun, ka- cit/ ca (Wacker
nagel & Debrunner, I 929-30, pp. 553; Speijer, 1886, pp. 214 f.). Later on, we find sa ya-, 
but in this phrase in the period of the U pani~ads sa is still -to be taken as only a sentence
introducing, anaphoric pronoun, in apposition to rathcr than coalesced with ya-. In the 
technical, definitional style of commentary, ya- ... ta- is important (Speijer, 1886, p. 215; 
Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1929-30, p. 554, "Erst episch-klassisch"). These gram
matical devices have to be remembered in any discussion concerning expressions of 
definiteness and indefiniteness in Sanskrit. 

Here I confine myself to observing and discussing the presence of a 
demonstrative pronoun added toa relative pronoun merely from the point ofview 
of communication in general. The demonstrative pronoun adds to the relative pro
noun without being a syntactic device. When the subordinate ya- clause precedes, 
a selected T is commented upon in the relative clause; in the following principal 
clause, this T is repeated and commented upon anew, but the T has already been 
both selected and modified by the foregoing relative clause and this information 
cannot be neglected. The correlative has an anaphoric force and is not restricted 
by any other functional unit. Thus, the individual semantic force-indication-with 
which the demonstrative pronoun is equipped is what makes it a correlative. 95 For 
example, ChU 4,15,1 ya eifO 'k~mJi puru~o d,:iyata e~a ätmeti hoväcaitad am,:tam 
abhayam etad brahmeti. The ya- informationally selects a certain concept and 
when the demonstrative e~a is immediately added, this pronoun takes on a 
reduced, anaphoric meaning. This combination also brings the T to the fore, as 
does the second demonstrative pronoun, e~a, but the latter has a general indicative 
character-it includes the given information-which is grammatically described as 
a correlative function of the demonstrative. 

The construction with a postposed relative clause, on the other hand, is 
different. When a demonstrative opens the sentence, it is, of course, also topicaliz
ing. The following relative also brings the T to the fore, whether combined with a 
demonstrative pronoun or not. The ya-, of course, contains in itself exactly the 
same informational value as in the first case: it selects. The selection is basically 
anaphoric, but with an added demonstrative the selected concept is even 
emphatically anaphoric; here the demonstrative pronoun points specifically 
backwards. The selection in this case is concentrated merely on the T of the 
foregoing principal clause, and the C given in the first clause is not a prerequisite 
but merely of equal value to the new C. That is why a case like BÄU 4,4,22 sa vä 

indefinite sen se. The reference to Kielhorn ( 1887) does not confirm the statement, as the conclusion 
ofKielhorn's discussion is that etad after a relative "is usedprasiddhau"; such a concept is definite
ly known from the beginning and it is not an indefinite concept, anything "whatever", to be 
restricted by the comment of the relative clause. Speijer ( 1886, p. 215) claims the same for ya~ sa~, 
but only one odd example is adduced. 

95 The close connection between the anaphoric and correlative uses of ta- has been made 
perspicuous by the discussion of Ickler (1973, pp. 4 ff.). 

eifa mahän aja ätmä yo 'yaf!1 vijiiänamaya!J prär;e~u may be translated roughly 
"he is the great unborn, ätman; this one (lit. this one who) is the one consisting of 
vijiiäna among the prär;as". 

lrrespective of how the syntactical device of relative construction has to be 
analysed, the observation of the material clearly shows that what information will 

be found in the first and second clauses depends on the context. Whether it is the 
foregoing T, as in BÄU 2,3,2 tad etan murtaf!1 yad anyad väyoi cäntariksäc 
caitan martyam etat sthitam etat sal or the forthcoming T, as in ChU 4,16,1 ~sa 
ha vai yajiio yo 'yaf!1 pavata or ChU 7,23,1 yo vai bhumä tat sukhaf!1, the concept 
primarily focussed upon in the context comes first, whether both clauses are cor
relatively or just anaphorically associated. 

From the communicative point of view, the suppression of the demonstrative 
pronoun of the group ya- eifa/ ayam shows only that the concept selected by ya-, 
even if mentioned, is not emphasized in the immediately preceding clause, which 
may be either an independent sentence preceding a relative group in front position 
or the principal clause to a postposed relative clause; the selected concept could 
very well have been emphasized earlier. The procedure of leaving the 
demonstrative pronoun out may also be taken as a progressive linguistic feature. 
The process could be described by saying that the anaphoric function of par
ticularly a postposed ya- group is thus grammaticalized: it is not a demonstration 
but solely a selection of a certain concept which presents the T. 96 Through this 

grammaticalization, the order is no !anger grammatically decisive (cf. below, 
p. 64). 

The omission of the demonstrative after the relative (ya-, instead of ya- esa/ 
ayam etc.) is more frequent in the case of nominal relative groups, particula~ly 

those in endposition. Of this type, yat + nomen predominates in the present texts. 
The nominal cases mentioned by Renou (1961, p. 523) as "des relatives purement 
formelles ... pour rompre une serie de noms coordonnes" and other kinds ofpost
posed nominal relative groups with the relative congruent with the noun (cf. 
above, p. 60) are frequent in the Veda. 97 Renou gives the example Mn 10,86 sar
vän rasän apoheta ... pasavo ye ca mänu~ä!J. In TaittU 2,3, there is one instance 
of this type: prär;an:z devä anu prär;anti I manuifyä!J paiavai ca ye I prär;o hi 
bhutänäm äyu!J ( cf. also Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1929-30, p. 55 7). The total, 

96 Th~ construction is probably retained in the spaken language, as is evidenced by the very 
product1ve use of ya + demonstrative pronoun in Pali; the anaphoric stress has faded even here, in 
sp1te of the present demonstrative, and it seems to be generalized for both nominal and verbal 
relative groups. Cf. Davids & Stede, 1921-25, s.v. ya 4. 

97 
Benveniste (1957-58, p. 47) gives such cases. Cf. also Delbriick, 1888, p. 561, and Renou, 

1952b, pp. 386 f. Examples from R V are lo be found in the corpus of Porzig (I 923, pp. 212 ff.). As 
regards. the coordmated type, he merely states their peculiarity in one respect on p. 215: "Nur 
selten b1ldet d1e ya-Gruppe selbst Subjekt oder Objekt des Satzes. Subjekt namentlich dann wenn 
von zwei koordinierten Subjekten das zweite durch ya hervorgehoben ist". ' 

"" 



communicative and conjunctional, synchronic description of the cases with 
relative groups in end position is only partly relevant to the nominal groups. There 
is merely selection from the outside and the addition of one special concept. 
Something is characterized by the apposed selection of the name of another con
cept or even by the enumeration of its parts. Benveniste (1957-58, p. 54; cf. 
above, p. 57) reminds us of one of the functions of an article, but in fact the 
relative pronoun, as a mere selecting element, has a connecting rather than a 
determining function. Secondarily, the selection by the relative pronoun may also 
be taken as a stylistic emphasis of the noun. 

The observation of how the message is organized on the communicative leve! 
seems to have a direct relation to the syntactic analysis in the case of relative con
structions. The order in which the information is given seems to be decisive, at 
least under certain stylistic circumstances. The archaic Sanskrit prose-like other 
archaic IE languages-is rather successive than nested and hierarchical. The 
priority given to the subordinate information seems to suggest restrictiveness, i.e. 
syntactic attribution. On the other hand, the suspension of such information until 
later in the sentence means unmarked non-restrictiveness. 98 The basic expression 
of non-restrictiveness would be an appositive conjunction, ofwhich even a relative 
pronoun might be a realization. The further development of the relative clause 
towards grammaticalization is one ofthe features that establish the gradual transi
tion to an hierarchically nested language system, in which order could not be ex
pected to have the same import as earlier. 

3.2.5 Concluding remarks about relative constructions. So far, I have pictured 
the relative mode of expression as a formally definable system of subordination. 
This issue is incontestable and obvious, as regards the relative constructions con
taining a verbal relative clause anda verbal (ChU 1,1,8 yad dhi kin:z cänujänäty 
om ity eva tad äha) or a nominal (BÄU 1,2,7 es_a ha vä asvamedho ya es_a tapati 
tasya san:zvatsara ätmä) principal clause. In such cases, two clearly independent 
assertions are exhibited in the sentence, and accordingly the predicative state of 
both the principal and the subordinate clause is shown. The predicative state is 
less conspicuous if two nominal components are involved (BÄU 1,4,14 yo vai sa 
dharma~ satyan:z vai tat) as well as in cases in which the subordination of a 
nominal relative group in relation to a verbal clause is not marked by anything 
other than the ya (AitBr 7 ,2 7 yas tvan:z kathan:z vett ha; from Delbriick, 18 71, p. 
94). The impression of subordinate assertion given by a nominal group when it is 
connected with a verbal assertion may be somewhat amplified by pronomina! 
repetition (ChU 3,6,1 tad yat prathamam am,:tan:z tad vasava upajfvanty agninä 

98 The possibility of a medial position of the relative group does not occur in Sanskrit, but the 
front position anyhow has the marked value, everything else being unmarked. 

4 

mukhena). The combination of relative pronoun and noun-whether in front or 
end position and interpreted as restrictive or non-restrictive-seems to have a 
special significance, a kind of emphatic value. It is not due to ya-, but the presence 
of ya- obviously suggests it. What is the reason for this? 

I start from the assumption that any nominal sentence may be equated, as 
regards its function, with the verbal sentence, leaving aside the close analysis of 
these sentences. Another assumption emerges more directly from the preceding 
discussion, viz. that there is a structural uniformity in all instances of ya- con
structions. Accordingly, and also on account ofthe existing corpus ofverbal/ver
bal, verbal/nominal and nominal/nominal combinations, I assume that the two 
nominal components of a nominal group with ya- are two clauses, one principal 
and one subordinate. Each clause contains an assertion approachable by T/C, as 
there are always two elements in each clause-at least one pronoun and one 
noun

99
-and a certain amount oftension may be recognized between them. There 

are reasons enough for not accepting ya- as having the function of an article (cf. 
also above, p. 64 ). lnstead, the presence of ya- may invariably be taken to indicate 
two assertions-even though they may be only nominal mentions. Both assertions 
refer to the same concept, identified by the pronouns. 

In the nominal clause, the assertion given may denote a property, preferably a 
naming one or, more explicitly, a name. Iftwo names are suggested-one in each 
clause of the construction-this resembles an equation between two concepts, 
which leads precisely to the idea that a nominal relative construction is only one 
assertion. The part marked with ya- seems to be selected and easily promoted to 
the Tand even the S ofthe whole_ wo Hence also the seeming emphatic value ofya
in a nominal context. 

Yetya- does not have the direct and compulsory effect ofpointing out the same 
T for the nominal relative sentence as a whole. In the nominal relative sentence 
there are two assertiori{ linked by ya-, about one concept; as regards the infor~ 
mational value, this concept may in both the assertions be called the T. Any 
relationship between two assertions thus linked must be linearly expressed, 
whether it is logically hierarchical or parallel. Thus, we start with the restrictive 
cases. The idea of restrictiveness on a deeper leve) stands fora clear subordination 
and a hierarchical relation. In that case, the concepts are arranged as x", x=b and 
the message-as suggested above (p. 54 )-would be express ed as T 

I 
C/T 

2
C. T 

2 
in

cludes T I C, an item of information coming from the context. The name given to 
the T in the first assertion is a basic prerequisite in relation to the second one. 101 

99 
Seiler ( 1960) has to use such an analysis to account for purely nominal sentences with ya

groups in his material. He claims (p. 109) that "kann er [ i.e. 'ein abgeschlossener Satz'I nie bloss 
aus einem Nomen N und einer Relativgruppe RN' (auch nicht R V) bestehen". 

"'
0 

It is thus used by Hartmann (1955, p. 66), who transfers the identificative function directly to 
a predicative. 

'
0

' Such nominal relative groups are, in fact, frequent in the informational function of definitions 
(cf. Bloch, 1906-08, p. 51). 



The restriction is formally given by the word order. The structure is Iogically 
hierarchical and grammatically expressed. Two interdependent assertions are 
made about the same concept in the principal clause, and this concept must be the 
S. A P is e definitione an independent assertion itself. 102 If the P is nominal, of 
course, another assertion may be made about it, but such an assertion does not in
terfere with the relation of S/P, and it cannot be restrictive. In other words, a T 2C 
in which may be directly transferable to the relation of S and P. 

The restrictive use by a ya- marker is also reciprocally used to form an expression, 
which presents or "focusses" an identification: ChU 1,5,l atha khalu ya udgfthafJ sa 
prarJaVo yafJ prarJavafJ sa udgftha ity, Kau~U 3,3 yo vai prär,afJ sä praj11ä yä vä praj11ä sa 
präf}as. Such cases should indeed properly be called identifications, two names for one 
concept being expressly equated. The i:dentification may also be described as being ac
complished by the intersection of the structurally ordered S/P and the sequentially ordered 
T/C. 

A ya- group used restrictively in a nominal sentence is the S of the sentence. 
This is not the case when it is used non-restrictively. The non-restrictive relative 
clause seems to exhibit logically a parallel relation and not an hierarchical one 
between two assertions (x=a, as is evidenced by the possibility of putting 
them on apar with coordinated structures (cf. above, p. 53). The message is two 
Cs upon one T, but in a sequence T1C/T 1C. Nor is this all. There is, in this case, 
purely forma! subordination, since ya- is the item used to represent the T in the se
cond assertion, which must be interpreted as a logically insignificant nesting; the 
selection by ya- is sufficient to replace the deixis when the T is expressly given in 
the immediately preceding text. Nonetheless, the two names given in the two 
assertions of a nominal relative construction are alternatives, neither of which is 
basic to the other. It may then perhaps be called an "unfocussed" identification. 
As neither of the two names has to be presupposed for the other one, nothing like 
a S/P structure is applicable to the nominal relative construction as a whole, if it is 
taken as non-restrictive. 

Speijer (1886, p. 353) discusses yo me 'ivafJ sa m,:tafJ instead of so 'ivo me m,:tafJ: "This 
periphrastic idiom is especially employed in giving definitions, and in general, if the chief 
predicate is nominal, it is a fit means for distinguishing the subject from the predicate by 
pointing out the former as something already known." This has to be modified by the 
different outcomes of restrictive and non-restrictive constructions pointed out above, 
which is also an explanation of the insufficient applicability of the statement. Delbriick 
(1871, p. 94) merely pointed this out as a possible use of the relative: "So wird ... im 
Sanskrit häufig das hochbetonte Subject durch einen Relativsatz umschrieben". It has 
furthermore been useful as an indication of a possible way of interpreting nominal relative 

10
' Seiler (1960, pp. 84 f. and 108 f.) suggests a logical reason and states (p. 85) "Und diese li.e. 

'die Leerstellen-signalisierung' which characterizes the relative group I ist der Punkt der sich mit der 
Prädikatsfunktion nicht vereinigen lässt. Leerstellen-Signalisierung bedeutet Ans c h I u s s. 
Prädikatsfunktion aber bedeutet gerade nicht Anschluss, sondern Entgegenstellung, Opposition 
zum Subjekt." 

constructions, and Speijer's general statement has won unhesitating acceptance. Whitney 
(1890, p. 422) refers to the "common syntactic device, involving a relative pronoun" as an 
obvious indication of how Böhtlingk should have translated the nominal sentences in the 
Upani~ads. Böhtlingk does not develop this further, nor does he include the relative group 
in the discussion of possible criteria for deciding which phrase is the S in a nominal 
sentence (I 897, pp. 83 f.). Gonda (1954-55, p. 11) quotes Speijer. He subsequently (p. 
13) reduces the value of the device from a grammatical to an informative one: "Often the 
ya- clause when opening the sentence contains a central complex idea, the theme of the 
utterance." When he repeats this statement in a later survey (1971, p. 139) he also in
troduces a modified function of ya-, perhaps in order to cover non-restrictive cases, by 
also claiming that it is able "to ascribe a new qualification to a word which is already 
qualified otherwise". 

To Ickler (1973, pp. 117 f.), relative nominal sentences are a means of recognizing the 
theme in nominal sentences with "identifizierende Prädikatsnomen".rn 3 This "Thema" is 
equated with the "Subjekt" (p. 117; cf. above, p. 26). The consequences ofthe definitions 
and distinctions used by Ickler would be that the _va-marker would suspend the identifica
tion and reduce and subordinate the concept to a wider one-a dass or a general property, 
expressed by the other noun, the predicate. The ya-marked concept would be unaffected, 
but the function of ya- would affect the interpretation of the second, principal concept. 
This may very well be admitted as a possible description of restrictively interpreted cases. 
But in non-restrictive ones, the identification may not be suspended, since both nouns are 
given as equal predications about one and the same concept. About the postposed yat
type, she has also remarked on interpretational grounds that "Hier dient also der 
relativische Nominalsatz nur der Einfiih(r)ung eines Synonyms, mit dem dann 
fortgefahren wird" (p. 118). 

Ickler sorts out two kinds of relative constructions: eta-/yad and ya-!ta-. Her judgment 
on the first kind is rather vague and she does not suggest any reason for a dominating 
"Nachtellung des Themas" (p. 118), although she mentions "Synonym". The second 
species is used only in the discussion of habitual and occasional order between "Subjekt" 
and "Prädikatsnomen". When she takes up the discussion of individual cases, the ya- is 
not really the mark of any "Thema" or "Subjekt". Either "Voranstellung des Themas" 
through ya- must be a deviation from the Delbri.ick rule of the habitual order P-S in 
nominal sentences, if "Thema" is identified with S (p. 113), or it is a construction which 
stresses the P ofthe habitual order P-S (recalled on p. 122); in practice, Ickler hasjudged 
the content simply and solely case by case, without any general use of the ya- construction 
whatsoever. She concludes (p. l 22) that in the corpus "kommt bei der ya- ... ta
Konstruktion oft Nachstellung des Prädikatsnomens, aber auch Nachstellung des Sub
jekts vor". 

3.2.6 Some passages interpreted. The linguistic part of the investigation indicates 
that the material of relative constructions may by distinguished in terms of at
tribution/apposition, viz. as restrictive/non-restrictive. A suggestion has also been 
made about two alternative formulas for the communicative leve! (above, p. 54). 
Such a mode! ought to be productive, as regards the purely philological inter
pretations, and the aim of this subsection is to put the formulas to the test by some 

JOJ These are more crueial than those with "nicht identifizierende Prädikatsnomen" (p. 113). The 
distinction is further discussed in 2.3.3d. 



more extensive reasoning on the interpretation of some passages in which the 
relative constructions are connected with nominal sentences. 

(a) BÄ U 2,2,J. In this stanza, the phrase ayan,i väva iiiur yo yan,i madhyama~ 
prär;as seems to be the focus, the presented knowl~dge. Two nominal concepts are 
put together not directly but intermediately by a relative construction. What 
would be the reason for such a device? The two first stanzas ofthis brähmarya run 

as follows: yo ha vai sisun,i sddhdnan,i sapratyddhänan,i sasthurJarr.z sadäman,i 
veda sapta ha dvi;i[ato bhrao:vyän avaruryaddhi I ayarr; väva iiiur yo yarr; 
madhyama~ prdlJas tasyedam evädhdnam idarr; pratyddhänarr; prärJa~ sthllf!,än
nan,i ddma 111 Il tam etd~ saptäk5iitaya upali5i(hante tad yä imä ak5ian lohinyo rä
jayas täbhir enarr; rudro 'nvjäyatto 'tha yä ak5iann äpas täbhi~ parjanyo yä 
kaninakä tayädityo yat kr:5!lJ~ff.l tenägnir yac chuklarr; tenendro 'dharayainan,i 
vartanyd p,:thivy anvdyattd dyaur uttarayd ndsyännarr; k5iiyate ya evarr; veda 112 I I• 

In the next stanza a sloka is quoted: tad e::fa sloka bhavati I arvägbilai camasa urdh
vabudhnas tasmin ya,fo nihitan:z visvarupam I tasyäsata ,:~aya!J sapta tire väg a:,uami 
brahmaryä san,ividäneti 1-This is further explained: arvägbilai camasa iirdhvabudhna 
itidan:z tac cira e!ia hy arvägbilas camasa urdhvabudhnas tasmin yaso nihitan,i visvarupam 
iti priiryfi vai yasofvisvarupan:z prdryän etad äha tasydsata ,:~ayafJ sapta tira iti prdryä vd 
t:!faya!J prdrJän etad aha väg a:i(am{ brahmarJä san:zvidäneti väg dhy a~(ami brahmaryä 
san:zvitte Il 3 Il-Such a sloka is usually fetched from another context-whether the tradition 
is Jiterary or oral-and this one refers to seven r:~is and väc as an eighth (:'ji; vac was 
probably the original main concern of the sloka as quoted here. 104 In this third stanza, the 
sloka is explicitly interpreted in line with the main content of the whole portion of BÄU, 
i.e. both prdrJds and brahman are taken as essentials. Such an explicit identification is not 
otherwise given in the text but only hinted at; the whole reminds one more or less of a com
rnentary device, connecting another existing idea aboutprä17äs as the seven r:1is.105 Thus, 
the expression of some doubt as to the age relation between the stanzas rnay not be out of 
place. The cornmentary-like nature of this part of the passage has even rendered it 
superf1uous for Sarµkara to proceed deeper into the interpretation ofthis stanza; this goes 
for the following stanza as well. It runs as follows: irnäv eva gotarnabharadväjäv ayam e1'a 
gotamo 'yan:z bharadväja imäv eva visvämitrajamadagnf ayarn eva visvdmitro 'yan:i 
jamadagnir imäv eva vasif;(hakasyapdv ayam eva l'aSi::j~ho 'yan:z kasyapo väg evätrir väcä 
hy annam adyate 'ttir ha vai nämaitad yad atrir iti sarvasydttä bhavati sarvarn asyännan;t 
bhavati ya eValfl veda 11411-As regards this last stanza ofthe brährna,7a, a sirnilar doubt 
about its chronological and technical relation to the preceding stanzas rnay be uttered, not 

104 The 1•dc is not present in the form it has in AV I 0,8,9 and Nir 12,38 tiryagbilai camasa 
iirdhvabudhno yasmin yaio nihital1J. visvariipam I atrdsata ,:!(ayalJ sapta sdkalfl ye asya gopd 
mahato babhiivulJ Il. Yäska concentrates upon explaining ,:~ayalJ which, in view of adhidaivatam, 
are ådityaraimaya~ and, in view of adhydtmam, are indriyåtJi. Al-George & Ro~u (! 957, pp, 
381 f.) point out the interna) parallelism of this passage to BÄU 2,2,3, showing that at a certain 
stage-probably late Vedic-the term indriyd!Ji concurs with the term prd!Jds. 

105 SBr 6, 1, l, I prd!Jd vd /'.~ayas. This passage sets out to explain the cosmogony based on the 
asad dhå idamagrads{l and obviously connects the primordial activity of l'!fi given in an etymology of 
V l'!f, as meaning "move", wilh a central property of prä11äs "to enliven, make active". But, in this 
connection, the ,:.fayas is an explicative, subsidiary concept. not concretely referring to the seers 
"such and such", 

,::o 

only from its contcnts but also from its poor commentary style. It is a pedantic identifica
tion and naming of seven ,:~is, combined with an exegetical etymology connected with väc, 
and moreover the identification between vdc as an eighth idea and brahman, made in the 
preceding stanza, is all forgotten in this explanation. All this may very well be brahmanic 
and typical, but some kind of editorial cornbination of two or three pieces must be 
assumed in this brährnarya, whether the redaction is early or late. In introducing this 
brähmarya in his translation, Deussen ( 1921, p. 411) also states: "Beide Hälften der 
Brahmanam scheinen aus verschiedenen Anschauungen entsprungen zu sein." I would 
not consider the second part as an expression of any coherent concept but would rather 
reduce it to a not quite thoroughly adapted but superficial and associative digression. The 
genuine character of the first two stanzas is anyhow evident, and they will be expounded in 
this analysis. 

Firstly, we have to look at the brähma!J-a 2,2 and its state in relation to the com
plex of ideas in this part of BÄU. The passage seems to be linked to the complex 
mainly by suggestive associations. Thus, the first adhyäya has presented as one of 
its main themes a form of prärJavidyä, 106 especially in 1,3 and 1,5, and the same 
theme is also present in the summing up of the foregoing adhydya, in 1,6. On the 
other flank, 2,3 goes on to present another angle of brahman, but prdrJa is still 
there. In between, the second adhydya has started in 2,1 with a story, anda new 
vidyä seems to be the main theme, i.e. the individual message of Ajätasatru about 
brahman. Definitions of brahman given by Gärgya are rejected and Ajiitasatru 
points how the senses disappear in a sleeping man but not prä!J,a. The same story 
is given in Kau~U 4 in greater detail. In that setting, the use of the story is more 
ordered, for example, in the arrangement of the concepts in the former part 
adhidaivatam/adhyatmam, and also more intrinsicly pertinent to the main point 
of the whole Kau~U. This Upani~ad contains, on the whole, an exposition ofhow 
general cosmic or psychological identifications of brahman are insufficient, but 
brahman in men must be called prdrJa/prajnätman. The Ajätasatru story is then 
used in Kau~U to corroborate the elaborate version of this idea expounded by 
Pratardana (cf. Frauwallner, 1953, pp. 80 ff., on Pratardanavidyä). In the version 
of the Ajätasatru story given in BÄU 2,1, also a human vijndna is claimed as a 
necessary holder of prär;ds, and the final proof is given by the process of sleep, 
which is more emphatically described in this version. 107 But still präf!,a is the main 
point and is positively promoted in 2,1,20, which immediately precedes the pre
sent passage. 

Whatever the genesis and the layers of BÄU 2,1-3 may be, up to the Yä
jiiavalkya story in 2,4, there isa grouping ofpieces around the prd!J-a concept, and 
this is the only possible presupposition to make in evaluating 2,1. What happens 

"'" Frauwallner, 1953, p. 56: " ... wieso dem Atem innerhalb dieser Lebenskräfte eine besondere 
Bedeutung als eigentlichern Lebensträger zugeschrieben werden kann." For the historical setting of 
theprdnavidyd and the development ofthe concepts prdtJds/prdrya, cf. Al-George & Ro~u (1957). 

'
0

' Frauwallner (I 953, pp. 57 f.) slresses this as a second aspect of the prd17aPidyä added to the 
original one of prd17a as a life-giving principle. 



when we encounter this stanza with prärJa in mind? First of all, the prärJa line of 
thought is interrupted and we suddenly get a new picture. The picture of a sisu in 
general is quite familiar to those acquainted with the Veda, but its introduction 
here is individual.108 For some special reason, one has to know a sisu, and such 
knowledge will be helpful. sisu is, however, secondary and is immediately reduced 
toa C upon something well known, the T, ayam (cf. 3.3.3b). The partide (väva; cf. 
3.4.3c) seems both to stress the introduction of ayam and to darify the relation 
between the nominal elements as actually predicative. ayam väva sisur may thus 
be taken as a sentence in which sisu is given as the name (C) of something pointed 
out, ayam (T). Yet, something more is required, an additional item ofinformation, 
another C on the T which is mentioned again in abbreviated form in the relative 
pronoun yo. This selects and brings forward the T (cf. above, p. 54) and, together 
with ayam, also tells us which definite concept is involved-in this case, the latent 
prär;a, here also specified by madhyama. 

Does such a descriptive interpretation, according to the duster T1C/T 1C (cf. 
above, p. 66), differ from a translation whichjust equates the main concepts ofthe 
construction (iisu and madhyamah prär;a)? In the latter case, the T is presented in 
the relative dause as a whole and is restricted to madhyama~ prär;a. The C on it is 
then the equation to a sisu. This description would be undoubtedly correct for a 
sentence like yo 'yam madhyamah prär;a~ salva siiu~. But here, in fact, as the use 
of an emphatic ayam and väva and the order suggest, the T seems to be given the 
name sisu, as well as being called madhyama~ prår;a. The T, when sisu is men
tioned, is not restricted to madhyama~ prär;a, but may also be something else, 
concerning which both sisu and madhyamah prärya are mentioned as pictures or 
suggestions, not as plain equations. Thus, a brahman is implied in the knowledge 
to be gained, in the defence against hostile powers, and in ayam in the sentence 
ayal?'l väva sisur, as well as in the further execution of the picture of sisu. 

The ädhänam-pratyddhänam-sthur;ä-däman are directly connected with the iisu as 
natura! properties, and they are perhaps also transferred to madhyamalJ prär;a. However, 
the concepts of idam-idam-prär;a-anna, even if added to the picture of iisu (see the con
necting tasya), are not directly fetched from some madhyama!J prär;a, in which they are 
not very natura! properties. They are rather fetched from a prär;a as brahman personified 
and individualized. In accordance with all this, I would suggest that idam-idam is not a 
reference to the body and head, as all translators following Sarµkara say, but a sweeping 
reference to the world; especially heaven and earth 10

9 may be identified when they are eon-

108 The hint in SBr 3,8,3, 15 prd11o vai pasur is connected with a primary stress on the animal to 
be sacrified, its essential properties being the heart and the prä11a. Al-George & Ro~u (1957, pp. 
369 f.) interpret the BÄU passage as an allusion to a constructed situation of sacrifice, an *ät
mayajiia. In spite of all the Vedic reminiscences, it seems to be far-fetcl:led to take sisu as "le jeune 
animal du sacrifice". The iisu, with its rope and post, is anyhow to be reflected upon and not to be 
killed in the BÄU passage. 

109 In contrast to the picture, both heaven and earth are close and concrete to the speaker. 
Brugmann (1904, p. 46) refers the ''Ich-Demonstrative" mainly to earth, but on p. 47 he does not 

trasted as ädhänam_lpratyädhänam. For those concepts, I would suggest a meaning which 
r~fers to a conceptlve act, the deposition and the reception of the sisu. 110 Moreover, the 
p1cture of heaven and earth as father and mother is Vedic and is fully confirmed (Mac
donell, 1897, p. 22). A vaguer Vedic reminiscence may even be found in two facts-that 
th~ Vedic and Brahmani~ [i~u _is par preference agni and agni is often looked upon as a 
ch1ld of Dyaus and Pfth1v1 (1b1d., pp. 90 f.)-the vidyäs about präna and agni could not 
always be kept ~part. 

111 
Through idam-idam, an adhidaivatam ;spect is presented. If, 

furthermore, pra~a and ann_a can be taken in the same way as general concepts, the 
probl:m of refernng them d!fectly to madhyama~ prår;a is removed; they are just the 
adhyatmam aspect of brahman and are, of course, not pertinent until the ii§u is born and 
the madhyama!J prär;a is realized as an individual, in need of post/breath and rope/food. 

The presented interpretation of 2, 1 would be roughly as follows: "The one who 
knows the child, its conception, its post and its rope, he wards off seven hostilities. 
That one is really a kid, he is the breath in the body. This is thus the begetter of 
~im and that is the receptade,prärJa is his post and food is his rope." The follow
ing stanza, 2,2, does not add to the general message, but the figure of seven en
tities, saptäk[iitaya, is easy to associate with the sapta ha dvisato bhråtrvyän in the 
first stanza, in spite of Sarpkara. Instead of possibly being hostil~, the gods 
enumerated are secretely connected and are ready to help, (upati~{hante). The 
seven are ak~itaya, an infrequent abstract name for deities; the choice ofthe word 
is probably due toan unexpressed, but typical etymology: ak[ii- refers to the eye. 
This etymology dominates the exposition, but its other aspect, the connection of 
ak~itaya with Vk~i, is brought out in the last sentence (näsyännal?'l kstyate). But 
who is the initial tam in tam etä~ saptäk[iitaya upatisthante? I would iike to refer 
it to the yo ha veda in the first stanza, and not t; sisu lmadhyama!J prårya/ 
brahman. There are no positive proofs of this, but it is quite possible to assume a 
stress on the initial idea of the first stanza, that "the one who knows siiu wards off 
the hostile ones". The picture of the sisu is then just situated in a narrow in
~ermediate field between prär;a in general and the specific knowledge ot· it. 
Sarµkara has made something more of the passage, going right into the middle of 
an exposition of prärya because of this picture of iisu. 112 

I have here suggested a precise interpretation of the passage, founded on the 
application of a systemic idea about the inserted relative construction ayam väva 
sisur yo 'yal?'l madhyamahprätJas as a T1C/T 1C duster. The general con~lusion 
about the whole brähma!Ja is that quite a simple and genuine piece of prär;avidyä 

deny that it may be referred to heaven as well ("auf alles im Anschauungsfeld des Sprechenden 
Befindhche kann ja ich-deiktisch hingewiesen werden"). Cf. Wackernagel & Debrunner J 929--30 
p. ~t 1: iddm - iddm "dies und jenes ... ". idam is further treated bclow (3.3.3b). ' ' 
,. , The etymology of sisu-, as derived from v\'u "swelr', does not exclude the possibility that 

s1su may be the embryo as well as the new-bom child. 
111 

Cf. Oberhammer (1953). There are many such indications of converging ideas in the survey 
of the vidyäs in Frauwallner (1953, pp. 55 ff.) . 

• 
112 

The quest_ion of Sarpkara's prärJa concept deserves special attention, and his commentary on 
th1s passage w1II be treated elsewhere. 



seems to be given in 2,2,1-2; a more complexpräf!äslpräYJa idea is not hinted at 
until the commentary-like portion in 2,2,3. 

(b) AitU 3,10. Also a case of the frequent construction with yat in post
position should be scrutinzied from the point of view of content. AitU 3,10 tad 
apänenäjigh,:k~·at tad ävayat I sai!io 'nnasya graho yad väyur annäyur vä e!ia yad 
väyuf?, 11 forms the final answer in a series of attempts to establish through which 
senses the human body assimilates anna, the food. AitU, as a whole, keeps strictly 
to a cosmogonic survey and Silburn ( 19 50, p. 5) defines this as a picture of "le jeu 
de l'inorganise et de l'organise". In general terms, the content of the Upani~ad 
may be described as variations of the puru!ia and the Prajapati myths. 113 In the 
first two khaFJefas, the man, puru!ia, has taken shape. The third one deals with the 
food, the anna which frequently recurs in the Upanil!ads. It is-probably in terms 
of ancient science-defined as the murti of äpas, by which fäculty it may be 
assimilated by the man; thus, the physiological aspect is involved. Starting with 
väc in 3,3 tad väcäjigh,:k:jat tan näiaknod väcä grahitum, the same failure is 
repeated by prdf!a, cak:jus, srotram, tvac, manas and sisna. That anna is impossi
ble to grasp is in all cases shown by real fäets, such as that in 3,3 sa yad dhainad 
vdcägrahai!iyad abhivyäh,:tya haivdnnam atrapsyat Il-It is proved to be impossi
ble to "seize" anna by any other means than apiina {3,10). We expect a parallel 
demonstration of some fäets to corroborate this, and such facts are stated as well 
known and are additionally emphasized by etymological means. 

The author simply tells us that, when a certain man, puru!ia, wished to grasp 
(ajigh,:kiiat) the food with apiina, he managed to devour it (ävayat). 114 Then there 
follows an explication, viz. that this is annasya graha, which also has the name 
väyu. väyu here is, through its association as to sounds, nothing else than the ob
vious re-mention of ävayat. This is the surfäce connection ofthe etymology; there 
is also a deeper connection, as regards the contents, and there could never be any 
doubt in the mind of anybody in the least fämiliar with the brahmanical milieu that 
any pråf!a, and thus also apäna, is fundamentally connected with, not to say the 
same as, våyu and that both väyu and präf!a have the effect of graha. 115 Since the 
puru!iasukta, R V 10,90, 13 präf!dd väyur ajiiyata, the two concepts priiYJa and 
vdyu are often distributed adhyätmam and adhidaivatam, but this distinction is 

iu This cancerns especially the first adhydya; the two following (=kha1p:ja 4-5) briefly deals 
with the shape of the already created puru~a-his earthly birth,janman and his relations to ät· 
man/prajiid. 

114 It is difficult to judge whether this is a causative form of V av or an äVvi (cf. Hume, 1921, p. 
297, footnote I). R V I 0, 113,8 has cinnam dvayal in the same meaning (agn{r ncijcimbhais tr~v cin
nam dvayat). 

115 graha in the terminology of sacrifice, the spoonful of the ablation, may also be the prdna of 
the ablation (SBr 4,1,1,1). graha is not far from saf?1Varga in ChU 4,3,1 vdyur väva saf?1vargo and 
ChU 4,3,3 prd!JO väva saf?lvargah, even though the replacement of the word in this case may in
dicate other connections too (cf. above, 3.l.4a). 

not expressly made in AitU (Silburn, 1950, p. 16). The physiological background 
of the präf!a concept has been stressed by Al-George & Ro~u (1957), who also 
describe the mythological paraphrase (p. 361 ): "Väyu penetre, en tant que präf!a 
central, dans le corps humain, gonflant le sac somatique de meme que le sac 
cosmique." The relation between Väyu and Indra and that betweenpräYJa and in
driya elucidate the introduction of Indra in the last stanza (3, 14) of this khaf!qa. 

The same substantial connection of apåna and väyu is repeated yet once more, 
but with a new superficial etymology; annäyur is the word given this time to repre
sent the sound of väyu. The association of anna- and the combination ii-y-u is im
portant, and it is impossible to give any accurate explanation of this hapax 
legomenon. It may be "Nom d'agent du denominatif annäy- chercher de la 
nourriture" (Silburn, 1950, p. 30, footnote 4) or anna+äyus (PW, s.v. annåyu). 
The tradition al association of präf!a and anna is also well attested. 116 

This first adhyäya kharJ.cfa 1-3) of AitU thus exhibits not only cosmogonic 
ideas in general but fixes them in the system of an early prårJ.a idea, 117 closely tied 
to physiological speculations, which stress the väyu character of präfJ.a, as well as 
its bodily functions with regard to anna. The yad väyu, repeated twice with the 
same function but in differing contexts, obviously stresllbe etymology. väyu is in
deed not mentioned before, but it is suggested in th~ words of similar sound 
(åvayat, annäyu), andyat is in fact a renewed reference to the main with the in
tention of mentioning the right name. Such etymologies are often given in the 
brahmanic texts with some term left unexpressed. Here, in fact, an explication is 
given; in case it does not occur to the listener, he is told that the connection 
between apdna in the sense of annasya graha and iivayat and between apäna and 
annäyu as well cannot be anything other than väyu. As regards the syntactic 
association, yad väyu is just apposed to e~a and logically it does not give anything 
more than another name-the phrase is not intended to refer toa specific property 
of apiina. 

A different interpretation is hinted at by Saiµkara, but, in order to specify the 
sense, he has to transfer and gloss yad viiyur yo väyur. He also conjures away 
the effect of the repeated end position of this phrase and selects instead yo 
väyur-already given before as a gloss on apäna-as the thing which is prasiddha, 
known, as annäyu, annabandhana, annajfvana: tena sa e/iO 'pänaväyur annasya 

116 This is well testified in the older Upani~ads; predominantly in discursive passages, there are 
statements like TaitlU 3,7 prd!JO vä annam, with following explanations, or ChU 1,8,4 prcidJasya kä 
gatir ity annam ilf hovdca. The two concepts are often close together in series (ChU 1,3,6 prd!Ja
vdc-anna) or the[ are presented as competing principles (BÄU 1.3,27). A conscious convergence is 
expounded in BAU 5, 12, I annaf?1 brahmety eka ähus Ian na tathd piiyati vä annam r:te prä1Jdt 
prä1Jo brahmety eka dhus Ian na tathd iu!iyali vai prdlJa rte 'nnäd ete ha tv eva devate ekadhä 
bhiiyan:z bhutvd paramatäny. gacchatas. Cf. also Al-George & Ro~u, 1957, pp. 359 f. 

117 According to Silbum (I 950, pp. 22 f.), AitU bears witness to a replacement that is in 
progress, prä11a/puru~a/prajdpati by dtman. 



graho 'nnagrahaka ity etat I yad väyur yo väyur annäyur annaban;zdhano 'n
najfvano vai prasiddha~ sa e(fa yo väyu~ Il• Thus it is no longer apäna but the 
identical väyu to which the different properties are ascribed. Sarpkara, as always, 
reduces any juxtaposed concepts of the original text to just one basic idea, and in 
this case väyu is the most comprehensive concept. 

(c) Reciprocal relative constructions. A plain nominal sentence does not relate 
the concepts hierarchically to each other, but obviously a nominal sentence which 
includes a restrictive relative construction does. There are some cases of double, 
reciprocal, relative constructions that may be discussed. Do the contents vindicate 
the actual choice of expression? ChU 1,5,1 atha khalu ya udgitha~ sa pralJavo 
ya~ pratJava~ sa udgitha ity asau vä äditya udgitha e~a pratJava om iti hy e~a 
svarann ett 111 Il• The double-relative construction is repeated in the fifth stanza. 
The passage is an interlude in the rather extensive portion of ChU (prapä(hakas 
1-2) which deals with udgitha and, more precisely, it follows upon certain 
specific discussions of udgitha as om ( ak~ara, svara). The word praf}ava is not in
troduced until this point, even though it is indicated in the preceding stanza, 1,4,5 
sa ya etad evan;z vidvän ak!faran;z pra!Jauty etad eväk~aran;z svaram am,:tam 
abhayan;z praviiati tat praviiya yad am,:tä deväs tad am,:to bhavati. 

The effect ofthe double-relative construction may be described as nothing less 
than an expressed identification which really concerns the concepts and not only 
the names; there is a hierarchy of the connection of the concepts and moreover it 
is reversibel. Not only is a certain x commented upon that is both udgftha and 
pratJava, but the x is both udgttha and pratJaVa, as they may have each other as 
predicates. A truth is established, a true predication about identity. This has been 
observed by Sarpkara, who presents the whole introduction as pratJavodgfthayor 
ekatvam. In the phrase in ChU 1,5,1, the authority ofthe statement is marked to 
some extent by the concluding iti, but still more by the introductory atha khalu. 
The establishment of the identity provides support for two connections in the 
shape of plain nominal sentences. One is adhidaivatam in stanza 1, asau vä äditya 
udgitha e!fa praryava, and may be translated, with regard to the possible value of 
the presupposition and the marking of predication in vai (suggested below in 
3.4.3b) as "that one, the sun is udgitha, it is pratJava". 118 The other connection is 
adhyätmam in stanza 3,ya eväyan;z mukhya~präryas tam udgftham upäsfta. What 
really ties the concepts together is the action of pralJava in the first case and the 
action of mukhya~ prätJa in the second; they are both svar an. 

The first phrase tums out to be an etymological explanation. In order to es
tablish the deeper connection between iiditya and udgitha, there is a need of a 

118 For the possibly appositional relation between asau and äditya, cf. Ickler (1973, p. 95): "Der 
Udgitha ist jene, die Sonne nämlich." vai she calls a "trennende Partikel" and, when translated 
"nämlich", it is not a marker of predication. She is also inclined to translate the nominal sentence 
by P-S in German. 

superficial one, pratJavalsvaran, and thus the identity between udgaha and 
pratJava performs its role, as well as the association of the syllable svar with the 
sun. The initial identification between udgftha and prafJaVa may perhaps !inger 
also in the second phrase, if an etymological association between präf}a and 
pratJaVa may be supposed, in addition to the more real connection between breath 
and sound. 

In stanza 5, the same double-relative phrase is used in another sense, but with 
the same förmal frame, atha khalu ... iti (perhaps indicating the meaning of"with 
the words", or "on the plea that"). The stanza runs: atha khalu ya udg[thaq sa 
pratJavo yaq pratJava~ sa udgftha iti hott;~adanäd dhaiviipi durgftam 
anusamäharatfty anusamiiharatrti. For lack of evidence from briihmafJa and 
sutra texts, it is impossible to tel1 whether such a practical use is the secondary or 
the primary application of the phrase. 119 It seems very useful from the magical 
point of view to reduce the meaningful song udgftha to merely a meaningless mur
muring, pralJaVa, when the sacrificial act has gone wrong. 

The same construction of double-relatives is used in a difficult passage in ChU 
4, lO. Here the brahmacärin Upakosala Kämaläyana has to wait for his teacher to 
reveal the knowledge he has asked for. Meantime, the three sacrificial fires have 
pity upon him and start the instruction. First, they say the following, 4,l0,4-5 
atha hiignayah samudire tapto brahmaciirf kuialan;z na~ paryacär{d dhantdsmai 
prabraviimeti tasmai hocu~ prdtJO brahma kan;z brahma khan;z brahmeti 114 Il sa 
hoväca vijäniimy ahan;z yat priitJo brahma kan;z ca tu khan;z ca na vijiinämfti te 
hocur yad viiva kan;z tad eva khan;z yad eva khan;z tad eva kam iti priitJan:z ca 
hiismai tad iikäsan;z cocuh Il 5 Il-

The concepts here are abstruse. There seems to be a network ofinternal and ex
terna! connections between such meaning-loaded concepts as brahman, prä11a 
and äkiiia, to which kam and kham are added as words which both give meaning 
and are to be played upon. kham is perhaps the weightier ofthe two concepts, giv
ing a wide, undefined sense of "atmosphere" or, more exactly, "space"; 120 in this 
sense, it can obviously be connected with both präfJa as the air and äkdsa as the 
space, and in this passage brahman is also attached to the concept. From the 
brähmatJa texts onwards, kham is also frequently used in etymologies, mainly as a 
part of sukha, which also imposes the meaning of "happiness" upon the word. 
kam is still more mysterious. It seems to have a predominant etymological use, 
but even so some sense is ascribed to it. It has usually been suggested that it means 
"happiness", 121 the positive pole of a-probably genuine-akam, "unhap-

119 Sarµkara takes the reflection on the given identity (prarJavodgithaikatvadarsanam) as primary 
and gives the acting of the hotar the designation phalam. 

"
0 In RV "hole", "canal", probably from Vkhan. 

121 The etymologies seem to be early; they are also repeated by Sarµkara (kan:ikhan:zsabdayor 
api sukhäkäsavi~ayatvena prasiddhapadärthakatvam). Cf. also Sarµkara more exhaustively in 
BSBh 1,2,15 I tatra khan:iiabdo bhutäkaie niriiqho loke I and I tathä kan:isabdasya vi~ayen
driyasan:iparkajanite slimaye sukhe prasiddhatvdt I respectively. 



piness",m but it is also a mystical name of Praji.ipati.123 Thus, when the two, kam 
and kham, are symmetrically connected, there is probably more of a word-play 
than a determination of their meaning, a show of the connections on both the leve! 
of sense and the level of sound. 

Provided that the expression of reversible predication between kam and kham 

means identity, as was suggested in the preceding case, ChU 1,5,1-and here also 
the generous use of restrictive particles (eva and väva), closely identifying each sin
gle concept, provides further support-this passage seems to reduce, in a sort of 
commentary, the initial threefold connections prär;o brahma kan:z brahma khan:,. 

brahmeti to a simpler twofold connection prär;o brahma kan:,./ khan:,. brahma. In 
the latter case, it is so expressed as to form an x, which is selected and commented 
upon as kam and also kham, which is combined with brahman. This suggestion 
accords with the preceding case treated. The same sequence is thereafter briefly 
suggested also by äkäsa, obviously instead of prär;a, although this is not com
pletely expressed. 

These features may indicate that the initial threefold connection is a väkya, a 
quoted, authoritative utterance which is not presented here but is commented up
on, perhaps with a growing awareness ofthe problem ofidentity. 

Sarpkara interprets the sentence kan:i ca tu kha11_1 ca na vijdndmfti not as doubting what 
kam and kham are in themse!ves (cf. footnote 121, above), but as doubting whether they 
are connected or-in the opinion of Sarpkara-identified with brahman. kam as meaning 
sukha is characterized by kffar;apradhvar,:isitva and kham as meaning äkäsa is acetana, 
properties that do not suit brahman. His answer to the problem is that, when kham 
qualifies kam (khena vise:-;yamdr;an:i ka11_1) and vice versa, the two concepts lose the 
properties which are incompatible with brahman. In the corresponding discussion in 
BSBh 1,2, 15, Sarpkara thinks that through thc double qualification, which should be 
regarded as reciprocal, dkäsa is more than a pratfka (Deussen, 1887: "Symbol") for 
brahman and sukham is more than laukikan:i sukham; brahman is also in fact not gur;a 
but gur;asya gur;ivat. In the Upani~adbhä~ya Sarpkara further discusses the possibility 
that a simple connection would be a satisfactory expression of an identification but finds 
that the double, reversible form is a necessary consequence of the initial, separate connec
tions, kan) brahma and kha11_1 brahma. There is a ka11_1kha11_1sabdayor itaretara
vise/far;aviieffyatva, which, according to the theology of Sarpkara, is a necessary 
condition for the identifications of kam and kham with brahman. It seems clear that the 
double, nominal relative construction discussed here means a logical, analysable iden• 
tification to Sarpkara, in a higher degree than any general, nominal sentences in the texts. 

122 Yäska gives in Nir 2,13 six synonyms of div and äditya. In 2,14, he says näka ädityo bhavati 
lnetd rasänämJ netä bhäsam I jyoliifalfl prartayalJ I atha dyaulJ I kam iti sukhanäm I tat/ 
prati:fiddhalfl prali:fidhyeta I na va amU/?1 /okan:z jagmu,re kilfl ca näkam I na vä amun;i lokan:z 
jagmuife kilfl ca nasukham I puqyakr:to hy ava tatra gacchanti I-Cf. also ChU 2,10,5 ekavin:ziaty 
adityam apnoty ekavilflSO va ito 'sav adityo dvävilfliena paramädityäj jayati tan näkan;i tad 
visokam IJ S 11, The numbers in this passage refer to the syllables of the words hilikära, prastäva, 
etc., whioh are names of the parts of saman. 

m The two may be combined: SBr 2,5,2,1 l tayor ubhayor eva karfrdriy ävapati I kan;i val pra
jäpatilJ prajäbhyalJ karfrair akuruta kam v evai/fa etat prajäbhyalJ kurute Il 11 11 and so forth. 

These seem to be more freely interpreted by San;ikara, not only as simple connections but 
as "metaphysical" identifications between concepts indifferent degrees, according to their 
contents and to the context. 

There is a double-relative construction also in Kau 9U 3,3, repeated twice. We 
are here brought right into the middle of the Pratardanavidyä ( cf. above, p. 69), 
where prär;a is demonstrated. Starting from the existence of mutilated people, the 
properties of prärJa are actually discussed in the text: atha khalu I prär;a eva pra

jiiätmedan:,. sadran:z parig,:hyotthäpayati tasmäd etad evoktham upäsrteti sai!iä 
prär;e sarväptir yo vai prär;alJ. sä prajiiä yä vä prajfiä sa prä!Jas tasyai!jaiva d,:i?fir 
etad vijiiänam yatraitat . .. There follows a proof in the description of what 
happens in sleep and then the same phrases are repeated; 124 the statement in
troducing atha khalu is replaced by a simple sa ei?a and the final d,:i?(ir by siddhir; 
there follows another proof in the fact that prätJa leaves the dying man. There are 
two alternative ways of interpreting the initial nominal combination. prär;a is 
either described as merely ha ving the property of prajiiä or equated with an ätman 
consisting of prajiiä. 125 prär;a eva prajiiätmä seems anyhow both to form an in
dependent assertion, indicated in the phrasing by eva, and to represent the S, ac
ting both in parig,:hya (cf. graha/atigraha in BÄU 3,2) and utthäpayati. The 
uktham, as the theme of the upäsana, I would prefer to look upon as "prärJa [as 
qualified by prajiiäJ". 126 To witness the upäsana, there was, however, a need of a 
further C. The feminine form of sai!iä is certainly congruent with äpti but may 
also be an indication of prajfiä. The whole syntactic construction is loose; 
anyhow, it gives an impression that every nominal concept may glide over from 
one function, as related to the foregoing, to another, as related to the following. 

Without deciding about the syntactic expression, it is obvious that the statement about 
sarvdpti has a deeper connection with the following, reversible, relative constructions, no 
matter whether it is an addition or is original in the text-iti sai!fd prdr;e sarvdptir is not in 
all the MSS. The exact meaning of dpti, 127 combined with a noun in locative form (Speijer, 
1886, pp. I 03 f., "locative of the spot whither") is difficult to find out, but the text exhibits 
a process of (or a something that is) all-pertaining with reference to prär;a. One possibility 
would be to infer prajfid from the foregoing or the following context. By doing this, we 
come close to some meaning of identity, i.e. a complete, more or less substantial blend of 
prajfiä and prdr;a. In this case, a variety of the identity is expressed by the following 
double-relative construction. Another possibility would be to interpret the all•pertaining 

. . m Frenz (l 968-69, p. 96) excludes the first occurrence of idan:z ... sarvaptir as a textual error; 
m some MSS, the second occurrence is missing. 

125 
Frauwallner (195], e.g., p. 84) choses to say "der Atem, oder wie er hier auch heisst, der aus 

Erkennen bestehende Atmä ... ". 
126 

Ifthere is anything in the wordplay uktha/uttha, as suggested by Cowell (1861, p. 162, foot
this is merely secondary and not the whole content of the uktha. Instead, it must be recalied 

that 2,6 tells us that uktham brahmeti ha smäha fu~kabh,:ligäras. In this context, uktha/präna is 
obviously associated rather with the process of Vvac than with a result. · 

rn The dpta of Nyäya is a "trustworthy" person. He has attained knowledge (through iabda; cf. 
Kunjunni Raja, 1963, pp. 28 f.). In this sense, the concepts of äpti and prajfiä may coincide. 



process sarväpti on a metaconceptual leve! (cf. vyäpti), as covering the meaning of präf!a 
and to translate it as "this is a (complete) definition of präf!a". Also in this case, it un
derlines the following statement of identity between präJJa and prajnä, which perhaps has 
a shade of explicative meaning incorporated by the addition of vai in the relative clause, 
"since" (cf. 3.4.3b). 

The conduding tasyai~aiva d,:~(ir )1 siddhir etad vijiianam would tel1 us that 
"this is the view (and the final explanation) of prd1Ja (tasya)". tasya may have a 
direct connection with the foregoingprd1Jas, ifwe accept that the syntactic style of 
the whole passage is transitional to a high degree. 

0
'.f ad vijiidnam would then be 

followed by the description and yield the acceptable sense of "the knowledge, 
analysed and proved in detail, of the whole thing". The passage is undear, but it 
seems to be an interesting instance of the deliberate use of phrases to account for a 
reasoning of some sort about logical identity. 

To the commentator Sarµkarananda, of course, the identity is not of a logical 
but of a metaphysical kind; the possible, logical importance of dpti is not dis
cussed, since there is no gloss on the word. He means that one prd1Ja of the sen ses 
is described by the initial series ofthe passage, showing mutilated people who lack 
some sense but are alive (Jivati), and this is not paramdtmd; but, through the in-, .. 
termediary prajiia, prd1Ja may be identical with paramdtmd, i.e/prd1JO ya evdtra 
prd1Jaiabdabhidheyaf? sa prasiddha prajiid sarvabodhasdk!iini san:,,vit yd vd yaiva 
prajiia ukta sa prasiddha prd1Jaf? prdfJopddhikafJ paramdtmd 1-In the view of the 
commentator, this passage defines the prd1Ja concept; in one aspect, i.e. paramdt
md, it has a relation of mutual qualification to prajiid. The x is thus designated in 
accordance with the analysis used for the two preceding passages, and it may be 
argued that the passage deals with an x which is selected both as prd1Ja and 
prajiid. 

3.3 Demonstrative pronouns 

The frequency of pronouns, i.e. demonstrative pronouns, in the texts treated here 
and in the brdhma1Ja texts is impressively high. This may be seen as a linguistic 
proof of a specific kind of sentence-structure and a characteristic of a certain 
genre. Thus, the pronouns may serve as a possible means of identifying the 
stylistic leve! of the archaic prose texts. The limited purpose of this section, 
however, is to judge the occurrences of demonstrative pronouns in the material of 
nominal sentences in the oldest Upani~ads. 

The general difficulties of analysing nominal sentences are reflected in such 
specimens as BÄU 1,3,20 e!ia u eva b,:haspatir, ChU 3,1,1, asau vd adityo 
devamadhu and ChU 3,18,2 tad etac catu![pdd brahma. The function of one ofthe 
members of the nominal sentence seems to be affected to different degrees, from 
the case in which a pronoun takes on the whole function of a noun to the case in 
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which it modifies a noun. My main purpose here will be to investigate whether the 
presence of a demonstrative pronoun in a nominal sentence in any capacity 
affects the individual interpretation of the sentence and its general function. 

3.3.1 The concept oj demonstrative pronouns. It seems that the vast discussion on 
pronouns has to a great extent been concentrated, on the one hand, on defining the 
pronomina! dass of words and its subdass, the demonstrative pronouns, and, on 
the other, on describing how the psychological function of demonstration operates 
linguistically. To these issues are usually added incidental observations on es
pecially the diachronic and mainly early IE material (cf. 3.3.2). 

The basic terms in connection with the pronouns have been inherited from 
Apollonios Dyskolos (cf. Harweg, 1968, pp. 18 f.), who defines the pronoun 
(avrwvvµfa) as either demonstrative (öezKnKor;; the first- and second-person 
pronouns are solely deictic) or anaphoric (avmpopzKor;). Both values may be 
ascribed to third-person pronouns, though it is doubtful whether they are, or were 
intended by Apollonios to be, mutually exclusive in constituting different groups 
of pronouns. The term "deictic" denotes the act of pointing and is thus established 
as an extra-linguistic fact; the term "anaphoric" indicates only a reference 
backwards within the text. 128 An anaphoron isa linguistic dummy, more precise
ly, a referential dummy. 

Without the burden of later interpretations, which indude a notion of non
reality in "anaphoric", the forma! term anvadeia used by Indian grammarians 
seems to show the same meaning; it is connected with the issue of pronouns, but 
not in any opposition to deixis. Nir 4,25 asyd iti cdsyeti codattan:z prathamddeie I 
anudattam anvddeie I tivrdrthataram udattam I alpiyo 'rthataram anudattam I 
seems to give the simple meaning "the second and following reference to 
something", regardless of the character of this something in the first place. And 
the same meaning should be kept in mind in reading Pan 2,4,32-34 (cf. also 
below, p. 81), where anvddeia is used, glossed in Kasika as ddeiaf? kathanam I 
anvadeio 'nukathanam I-This Indian parallel is a hint not to over-interpret the 
term "anaphoric". 

The terms "deictic" and "anaphoric" have in fact, mostly in the western gram
matical tradition, been interpreted as establishing dasses of pronouns. Some 
alterations of the definition of the dass of pronouns in order to cover both dasses 
have been suggested, for example, by Bloomfield (1933, pp. 146 f.), who discussed 
the pronouns as "substitutes", and Biihler (1934, pp. 107 ff.), who discussed 
"Zeigwörter" (cf. Harweg, 1968, pp. 43 ff.). By keeping to the substitute theory, 
the whole function of the dass may possibly be accepted as being anaphoric. This 

128 
Lyans, 1975, pp. 81 f.: "Anaphora involves ... the reinterpretation of deictic existence in 

terms of what might be called textual existence." The derivation of anaphoric from deictic functions 
is thus purely structural and is by no means thought to be of a synchronical nature here. 



is the procedure in transformational grammar, in which rules may most easily in
troduce substitutes. The "Zeigwörter" theory has quite other connections, as it in

volves paying regard to the reference of the concept. Thus, the whole deixis dis
cussion is brought up by both the logicians and the semanticists (Poulsen, 1975, 
Part 1); such issues as logical classes and definiteness and their expressions in the 
language must be considered. There is no grammatical theory for the pronouns in 
general 129 and the demonstrative pronouns in particular which accounts for their 
ability to represent both concepts that are "real" and present and concepts that 
are actualized in the imagination. For lack of such a theory, the grammatical dis
cussion about the pronouns may be supplemented with observations from a com

municative point ofview. 

The concept of communication has been integrated into part of the discussion of deixis 
as an ontological concept, most generally in the socio-linguistic debate;130 the same deixis 
has been emphatically established as a prerequisite of every linguistic communication, i.e. 
as a linguistic universal, mainly by Kurylowicz.131 On the basis ofthe substitute theory, 
Harweg (I 968, Chapter 3, "Textkonstitution durch Pronomina") has worked out a 
system which, he claims, takes account of both the message of the text and the syntaetic 
expressions on the logical leve!. Harweg applied a strong theory when he associated two 
systems, one in which the pronouns are defined and classified as types of substitutes and a 
second, resulting system in which, he claimed, the pronouns show the organization of any 
text to such an extent that they may be used as abasis for general stylistic judgments. In 
other words, Harweg's subject is the texts and not the syntax of pronouns; this is also ob
vious from the fact that he eonfines himself to the written language (the spoken language is 
discussed on pp. 317 ff.). As regards the pronouns, he only makes use of assumptions and 
does not pass any final judgment on their linguistic functions. 

In accordance with the method applied throughout this paper, Ishall here discuss the 
demonstrative pronouns in Sanskrit from two angles-on the linguistic and the com
municative levels-without any theoretical interlacing. The two are complements to each 
other. To a certain extent, I have points in common with Harweg 1968, since I have to 
handle only written texts. Harweg starts with a discussion on "Textkosmos" (pp. 143 ff.) 
and "Textdelimitation" (pp. 150 ff.), but he does so initially, while a discussion on the syn
tax of the pronouns and a close observation of the texts would rather have made 
suggestions about the structure ofthe text and its pauses the final aim. 

3.3.2 Demonstrative pronouns in Sanskrit. The material from the old Upani~ads 
corresponds well to the general stock of demonstrative pronouns in Sanskrit, 
usually described in the grammars. The material consists of the fairly frequent 
idam and the not-so-frequent adas, a few instances of ena- and, above all, ta- and 
eta-, which continually recur in the texts. Combinations with ta- and the other 

129 Most promising so far are the syntactic rules established by Lyons (1975). 
13° Cf., for example, Poulsen (1975, part 2) and Togeby (1975), both with further references. 
131 Kurylowicz (1974) and elsewhere. From this angle Lyans (l 975) has tried to establish syn-

tactic rules whieh seem to suggest how the grammaticalization of deictic and referential com
munication-Lyons uses the term "semiotic"-proceeds. 

demonstratives are usual and in this case ta- eta- is by far the most frequent 
(Ickler, 1973, p. 67). Already, from the impression given by the frequency, the 
demonstratives adas, ena- and even the more frequent idam seem to be more lex
ically pertinent in contrast to ta-, eta-, which are so frequent that a higher degree 
of syntactic pertinence may be supposed. Such an observation seems to underlie 
the current grammatical descriptions of the individual pronouns, which are accor
dingly ranged on a scale of which the extremes have been called "deictic" and 
"anaphoric". 

The grammarians (Speijer, 1886, Delbriick, 1888, Speyer, 1896, Wackernagel 
& Debrunner, 1929-30, and Renou, 1961) all give a full and descriptive picture 
of the demonstrative pronouns in Sanskrit. Speijer (1886, p. 202) tries to 
some keywords: "e!fa is expressive of nearness but asau of remoteness" and 
"ayam implies presence, but sa absence" .132 Such oppositions may be of some use 
and perhaps contribute to our understanding of the opposition between the ego
orientated eta-, idam, and the non-ego-orientated ta-, adas. Such summary op
positions, however, are not the whole story, as will be seen in the material. The 
pronouns may also be rang ed in a series ta-I eta-l idaml adas, in which the capacity 
for purely anaphoric function gradually diminishes. W e should also remember 
that, as was hinted at above with regard to the present texts, ta- is always by far 
the most frequent pronoun. This fact may lead to the supposition of a different 
value for ta-, whether such a value is basic or developed, as is demonstrated also 
by its ability to combine with other pronouns. Yet another occurrence is the use of 
demonstratives in opposite pairs in the texts, in which cases some combinations 
are more convenient than others, i.e. the referentially used eta-idam (the 
foregoing-the following), 133 idam-ta- (the present-the other one), and the well 
known, concretely used idam-adas (this one-that one). 

_ Though rules about pronouns are given indiscriminately from rules about nouns by 
Pary.i~i, the Indian tradition at an early stage designated the pronouns as a group by a 
special term (sarvanaman); this was natura! as Sanskrit has actually preserved evident, 
forma! distinctions (Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1929-30, pp. 432 ff.). Besides, Pänini 

up the matter of pronomina! stems in sutras 2,4,32-34. Here, he points out ·the 
anudätta of such pronomina! stems as a- and ena-. This usage occurs in cases in which the 
pronoun is anvadesa (cf. above, p. 79), a reference, an anaphoron. 134 Pä1.1ini actually gives 
rules for a fundamental feature of the demonstrative pronouns which has to do with their 
genesis and which is also directly observab!e in their paradigms: the difference between 
direct and oblique cases. Such an enclitic, anaphoric state of the oblique forms of the 

• 
132 Speijer takes as a basis a stanza quoted in a footnote. The interpretation of this-followed by 

L1ebert (1954, p. 15)-may, however, be further discussed. 
133 Renou (1961, p. 375): "sensible dans les formules de transition". 
134 Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1929-30, p. 508: "Ein entsprechender indischer Terminus ist 

anvädesa-"; so also Renou in his grammatical dictionary on Piu:iini. Böhtlingk is not so elaborate in 
his edition of Pi11:iini; he notes two concepts for anvädesa-the idea of "following" and the idea of 
"substitute", the usual translation of the plain iideia. 

81 



pronouns (Delbrilck, 1888, pp. 28 ff.; cf. Renou, 1961, p. 376) is due to the textual fact 
that words integrated in a sentence in oblique forms have most often a sort of dependence 
on the S/P; we may even say that they add supplementary information to T and C. 

Enclitic pronouns obviously form apart of the IE inheritance of Sanskrit, even 
though they tend to paradigmatic independence. Enclitic pronouns, seem, in fact, 

n 5 f . h . . h d I to be an original and popular IE feature, · o wh1c H1tt1te as preserve a c ear 
picture. However, the forma! side ofthe pronominal function is not the only thing 
that must be observed; the semantic meanings of the pronouns also govern the 
development. In this respect, Brugmann (1904) settled the concept of deixis 
and-with a side-glance at "anaphoric" pronouns-sorted out a "der-Deixis" from 
the triadic "ich-, du-, jener-Deixis", of which he found more or less systematic oc
currences in the IE languages and with which certain different PIE pronomina! 
stems might be equated (cf. Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1929-30, pp. 509 ff., on 
remnants in Sanskrit). The discussion on this matter that followed contained an 
arrangement of the categories enumerated by Brugmann and a classification into 
possible general oppositions, with regard to both the stems (Liebert, 1954) and the 
concepts (Kurylowicz, 1974 and elsewhere). 

Besides enclisis and deixis, the notion of anaphora is also important in the dis
cussion of the IE genesis of the Sanskrit pronouns. It has been remarked 
(Benveniste, 1933, pp. 124 ff.) that the anaphoric function does not basically imp
ly that the anaphoric word is inflected; it would suffice if it served as "une indica
tion mecanique". This should also be possible for demonstrative pronouns, and it 
seems to hold good for the different IE demonstrative stems (*i/*u) that "les 
demonstratifs n'ont pas eu de formes casuelles a l'origine" (Meillet, 1935, p. 142). 
Such an uninflected state is not perspicuous in Sanskrit, as it has been preserved, 
either as regards the demonstrative pronouns or as regards the relative pronouns, 
which also have an anaphoric origin of a similar kind (cf. footnote 75, above); 
however, perhaps it is somewhat more perspicuous in the case ofta-. Lane ( 1961, 
pp. 472 ff.) presents the material available to-day and touches upon the special 
issue of interest as regards the peculiar Sanskrit ta- stem-its possible connection 
with a sentence-opening *ta (and also a *so). The peculiarity ofta- in the system of 
Sanskrit demonstrative pronouns may then be traced back to a different genesis 
than the supposed, original, deictic stems. ta- may very well have originated in a 
sentence particle rather than in a deictic partide. Not only general comparative 
fäets, as they have developed, are in favour of this distinction. The archaic 
Sanskrit material of anaphoric ta- has been exhibited by Delbriick (1888, pp. 212 
ff.) 136 and he says (p. 213) that "die häufige Verbindung mittels ta bleibt ein her 

rn This was clear to Delbriick (1893, pp. 467 ff.) and the Sanskrit material was first presented 
from this point ofview by him (1888, pp. 28 ff.}. For the comparative side ofthe problem, cf .. for 
example Sturtevant ( 1927), who points out the en7litic genesis of a- on p. _ l 7 4. . . 

'-16 Delbriick's material caused Speyer (1896) to give a short survey of th1s 1ssue (pp. 82 f.), smce 
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vorstechender, unterscheidender Zug des altindischen Stiles". He shows how it is 
bound to take up nomina anew and thus carries on the narrative through these 
concepts and not through "die ganzen Satzgedanken", as does the corresponding 
use of particles. In this connection, sa, the nominative form, seems to be not only a 
paradigmatic variation of the pronoun but also an alternative, sentence
connecting word (W atkins, 196 3, pp. 18 f.; Lane, 1961, p. 4 72 ). 1 n An interesting 
observation has also been made by Ickler (1973, pp. 11 f., following Delbriick, 
1893, p. 503), that the relation of a ta- to ajoined, following noun-not a frequent 
combination-is rather appositional than attributive; this may easily be explained 
by saying that *ta was originally an independent sentence-particle. 

It is natura! that the anaphoric ta- should play the part of the most frequent 
correlate to ya-, above all, when it follows. Even when a ta- begins a preceding, 
principal clause-the restrictive case-it has its basic, "anaphoric", partide-like 
function (cf. above, p. 62). In the special and infrequent cases of a sa ya- ... sa, 
Delbriick (1888, pp. 215 f.) classifies "sa als Partikel" and as "iiberleitende", a 
transitional device of the narrative and not evoked by any logical claims of the 
relative clause. A still more generalized function may evidently be performed by 
the neutral tad, and in such functions it is classified "als Adverbium" (Delbriick, 
1888, pp. 216 ff.). 

It may be concluded that the anaphoric pronouns are not simply "faded", deic
tic pronouns. The genetical fäets in IE do not favour that view and, as we saw in 
the preceding subsection, the terms from Apollonios Dyskolos and later dis
cussions have been used for structurally different categories. If there is an 
anaphoric use of a deictic pronoun, it is not exclusive but additional-such a pro
noun always keeps some of its genuine, deictic character. 

There is y7t another aspect to -:onsider, the semantic result of an anaphorically used 
pronoun. Wh1tney ( 1890, pp. 422 f.) has examined the possible devices which may be used 
to stress one of the concepts of a nominal sentence, and he proceeds to call the stressed 
concept the subject (2.3.3a). He also pays some attention to the demonstrative pronouns 
by saying, about an Upani~adic passage, that "In the next paragraph, there is no 
demonstrative to cast its influence on either side". The discussion is carried on from 
stressed or unstressed elements to known or unknown elements by Böhtlingk (1897, p. 
84). As pointed out above (2.3.3a), such arguments are not enough to settle the syntax but 
pertain only to the individual contents of the passages. 

In addition to the discussion of deictic and anaphoric modes, the western Sanskrit 
grammarians make use, as regards the demonstrative pronouns, and ta- in particular, of 
the terms "known" and "unknown" concepts. These nations refer to the semantic func
tions of the pronouns and, as far as I can see, they do not give the demonstratives any 

he had only very briefly mentioned it in his previous book (1886, p. 337). Cf. also Sturtevant, 1927, 
pp. 175 f. 

rn As an illustrative example from the older Upani~ads, I quote a narrative, verbal passage in 
Kau~U 1,3 sa etm?7 devayänan:z panthänam äpadytignilokam ägacchati sa väyulokam sa 
varUIJalokan,i sa indralokan,i sa prajäpatilokan,i sa brahmalokan:z. · 



settled syntactic ro les. Speijer (I 886, pp. 11 f.) says: " ... in connecting sentences it is 
necess~rv to commence a new sentence or a new clause at the word, which relates to 
somebody or something mentioned in the foregoing. Hem;~ demonstratives ?ften head the 
sentence." Further on, after having treated the anaphonc use of the obhque forms of 
ayam, he says (p. 206).: "sa likewise points at somebody or s_orI?ething ~nov.:n". Delbri.ick 
(1888, p. 210) goes further into this matter and says that "ta .. : we1st m:ht_aufetwas 
N eues, sondern auf etwas Bekanntes hin", whether it has been ment1oned earher m the text 
or not. He even goes as far as to argue (p. 214) that "Tritt ein Begriffneu_auf,_so kan~ 
keine Form von td mit ihm verbunden sein." Since ta· indicates one concept m th1s way, it 
is more pronomina! than sentence-connecting (p. 211). He repeats the same statement _as 
regards etd-, it is (p. 219) "ein stärkeres ta, weist auf_etw~s dem Hörenden Bekanntes _ht~: 
sei es:dass es vor seinen Augen Iiegt, sei es, dass es m semer Vorstellung vorhanden 1st. 
Brugmann (1904, p. 20) gives the historical background on the sa~~ lines: "Das 
Pronomen *to- erscheint in den meisten Sprachen so gebraucht, dass m1t 1hm auf e1~en 
Gegenstand als auf etwas Bekanntes hingewiesen wird." Lastly, Ickler ( 1973, p. 11) pomts 
out this function, as far as eta- is concerned. 

A distinction between known and unknown concepts could easily, and at least casually, 
pass over into a distinction between definit_e and ind~fi_nite concepts. _Since ta- has b_oth for
ma! and semantic features in common w1th the ongmal Greek art1cle (and certam other 
items in IE languages), we lack an explanation of why ta- does not, in fäet, have the nature 
of a regular definite article in Sanskrit. 138 

On the basis of the fäets put forward, mainly about ta-, it seems justifiable to 
maintain a primary distinction between idam/ adas as basically deictic ( even 
though they may be anaphorically used), on the one hand, and the ta- as basically 
anaphoric, on the other. What about the Indian innovation eta-? In relation tota-, 
it is easy just to say "volontier emphatique" (Renou, 1961, p. 375; cf. Ic~Ie:, 
1973, p. 11: "stärkere Aussagekraft"); in relation to the supposed, IE, de1ct1c 
stems, the *i-deixis is usually said to be combined with the sentence-connecting 
*to .(Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1929-30, pp. 544 f.). However, Brugmann 
(1904, pp. 75 f.) could not fit the deixis of eta- in Sanskrit into his system. If e
really has its genesis inside the deictic words, its function in the texts, when com
bined with an anaphoric ta-, necessarily turns out to be very complex. Unfor
tunately, the assumption of such a genesis does not provide any solution and a 
vague, relating description is insufficient, such as "Der begrifflichen Mi~telstellung 
des Pronomens zwischen ayam und sa entspricht seine Bildung: das e- 1st dem ay-
vom ayam gleich" (Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1929-30, p. 544). . 

Another solution would be not to take for granted the clear and exclus1vely 
deictic character of e-, which is indeed the same e- as in ayam and also as in eva, 
eka ( cf. also 3.4.3a on eva). Such an *ai may be connected with a deictic *i/*e, 139 

but neither its function nor its meaning must be exactly the same; it may perhaps 

118 It is my intention to discuss the matter elsewhere. 
i- and (*e-, Sanskrit) a- are supposed to have a paradigmatic relation (Mayrhofer, 1956- 76, 

s.v. it). 

QA 

be a more sophisticated form of deixis, a "localization" of a concept. 140 Leaving 
the complex, comparative material aside, it may be stated that both ta- and eta
are a kind of syntactic marks, used to distinguish a concept from others. The 
choice between them, however, seems to depend on the semantic needs. A sugges
tion as to what this semantic need may be will be given here only as a very ten
tative hypothesis. Is perhaps only the bare, singular concept or, in the plural, the 
enumerated, additive concepts expressed in a purely referential ta-, while eta-, by 
reference and, in addition, by localization within a system of concepts, dis
tinguishes the concept as a whole and thus the plural concepts as a total sum? 

For any final proof, such a suggestion about contrasting ta-i eta- in terms of 
singularity/collectivity has to be tested on an extensive material, far greater than the 
material treated here. Many more observations, moreover, must be made in the 
Upani~adic texts than are possible here. Above all, the function and meaning ofta-leta- in 
word groups in both verbal and nominal sentences have to be observed and analysed. 
However, the idea may be borne in mind in treating the material of pure nominal sentences 
with demonstrative pronouns. As this treatment will be carried out on the communcative 
leve!, the counterpart in this respect must be whether a concept in a new sentence seems to 

fuller information about this concept if eta- is given instead ofta-. If eta- really seems 
to announce a more "total" view of a concept than ta-, this would constitute an appeal for 
a more serious effort to linguistically establish a logical contrast, in which case also eka 
and eva must be involved in the discussion. 

Another, rather enigmatic relation seems to exist between eta- and idam. On the one 
hand, they are contrasted by the grammarians transitionally as referring to the preceding 
and the following text respectively (cf. footnote 133, above). On the other hand, they seem 
to be interchangeable to a certain extent from the anaphoric point of view, and probably 
also in accordance with their meanings. Cf. further 3.3.3e. 

The genesis of the pronouns does not explain anything, and it remains to ac
count for the respects in which they correspond and differ. 

('r 

3.3.3 Demonstrative pronouns in nominal sentences in the oldest Upan,(~ds. 
Some suggestions about the individual pronouns, based on a survey of the 
material, are given here. 141 A thorough, philological interpretation of the whole 
text would afford the only confirmation possible of the summary views of the in
dividual pronouns presented here, and such an interpretational scrutiny will be ex
emplified in subsection 3.3.4. 

(a) adas. This is the least frequent and at the same time the most semantically 

14° For ayam and its interpretation, which may basically imply something else than deixis, cf. 
3.3.3b. In the developed paradigm of idam, e is, however, just one of several means of amplifying 
the deictic "stern". Other means, like im-, an-, asm-, asy- and d·, are all very differently discussed. 
Cf. Brugrnann, 1908, pp. 41 IT. 

"
1 

Same very good philological interpretations from the point of view of pronouns in ChU are 
available in Ickler ( l 973). Her linguistic conelusions on the pronouns are, however, meagre, as she 
concentrates upon the problem of word order. 



full of the demonstrative pronouns used in these texts, and it seems to be rather 
lexicalized in certain combinations. A check of 23 instances of adas from ChU 142 

shows that asau in 9 cases obviously refers to åditya (e.g., 1,3,1 ya evåsau tapati 
or 3,1,1 asau vd ådityo and in 9 cases to "the other world" (asau loka}J,, e.g., 
1,8,5); in this case there is often, but not always (5 cases out of 9) an expressed 
contrast with ayan:z [oka!J (e.g., 4,11,2). One instance hasa similar quality when 
asau refers to åkåsa (8,12,2). The main stress on the semantic value is also pre
sent in the only case of a concrete this/that distinction in 8,6,2. The three remain
ing cases in ChU are better translated by "such and such" (Wackernagel & 
Debrunner, 1929-30, pp. 533 f.; Liebert, 1954, pp. 46 ff.), for example, 1,10,6 
räjåsau yak~yate, 6,9,2 amu~yåharr1 w:k~asya rasa 'smfty. In 3, 15,3 ari~{an:z 
kolan; prapadye 'munåmunåmunå prårJ.an:z prapadye 'munämunåmunä the pro
noun probably means "so and so". Also this meaning seems to be semantically 
fixed and rather specialized; it is used either independently in a nominal sentence 
or as an attribute. 

Concerning the meaning of adas, it seems not to suffice to reckon it among the 
"Jener-Demonstrativa" (Brugmann, 1904, pp. 83 ff.) in every use that has to be 
explained. All the different uses, even the later, narrative equation with ta-, 143 

seem to be far better accounted for by the more structural analysis presenting the 
meaning of egensätzliche oder gegeniiberstellende und nicht 
ferndeiktische Funktion" (Liebert, 1954, p. 79). It seems possible even to go 
behind such a meaning and to assume the notion of a thing which is not finally 
determined and which is not even very well known-in contrast to what is already 
a commonly presupposed notion in the text. It has turned out to be helpful in the 
interpretation of the individual passages in which adas occurs to start by trying 
the basic meaning of "that" in the sense of "such and such", "anyone". Such a 
provisional translation will yield perspectives also on cases in which the reference 
to "the other world" seems to be present. In the text, anything may serve as the 
basis of a sen se of contrast; in the field of the pronouns, it is clear that idam most 
conveniently serves as the opposite to adas, 144 even though the main function and 
semantic value of this pronoun have other sources. 

(b) idam. The opposite meaning to "such and such" would be "something well 
known (to both you and me)". A reference to something well known is also pre
sent in the use usually termed deictic in frequent expressions like ayan:z lokal! 

142 Liebert ( 1954, p. 16) states that there are 58 instances in the whole of Ch U; I have not 
counted uninformative repetitions of phrases. 

143 Wackernagel & Debrunner (1929-30, p. 533) point out that the same also applies to Iranian, 
especial!y Old Persian. Renou (1961, p. 376) states that in certain texts this is "un instrument 
stylistique"; the use of nom. asau instead of sa/så is especially current ( cf. Liebert, 1954, pp. 21 f., 
who also questions whether a purely stylistic variation is thc reason). 

144 The opposition may be emphatically used: BÄU 1,4,7 tan nåmarupåbhyåm eva 
vyåkriyatåsau nåmåyam idar,:znlpa iti. This passage is treated in 3.3.4a. 

(ChU 1,13,1), iyan:z p,:thivr (3,12,2), sarvam idam (ChU 3,14,1) or even a ayam 
äkäsa}J (ChU 8,1,3). In view ofthe contrast with an adas of"indefinite" reference, 
idam can probably to some extent cover the lack ofthe definite article, i.e. it may 
be used casually if the person who is talking wishes to suggest that the concept is 
or should be known to the hearer. The possible deictic origin is not of great impor
tance. Even more or less deictic uses (ChU 7,5,2) may thus be seen in the light of 
this basic structure. 

The acquaintance with the concept is not the same as the concept given, T, 
which only exists on the leve! of the text and of the communication. It is by no 
means immediately clear that idam indicates the T (ChU 1,13,1 ayan:z våva laka 
häiikaro, or iyam, ChU 1,6,1 iyam eva rg agni!J såma). The possibility that idam 
indicates S on the syntactic leve) is still less probable, as long as the "definiteness" 
of idam cannot be recognized as a logically and grammatically obligatory 
category. 

Thus, the same statement must be made for adas ar,id idam-though idam may 
be described in more general terms than adas-viz. they do not have any specific, 
syntactic influence on the nominal sentence. 

(c) ta-. The oldest Upani~ads, especially BÄU abound with ta-, and it is hard to 
find examples that definitely contradict the description ofta- given above (pp. 82 
f.), as being close to an introductory sentence partide, in spite of congruence, and 
rather in appositional than attributive relation to nouns. 

The anaphoric character ofta- may be re-formulated as "referential" with regard to its 
communicative function. Also adas in its meaning of "such and such" exhibits a general 
refere~ce, and actually it often occurs as a stressed substitute for ta-, especially in 
narratJve texts and mostly in nominative. 

The qualities ofta- as an article are surely not exhibited in the material used here. An 
appositional and non-attributive interpretation of ta- is often most suitable and it may 
even be said that it can be used to establish predication, for example, ChU 1,7,5. No 
overall, demanding, logical structure is evident; certainly no distinction between individual 
and genus is indicated by the presence or lack ofta- respectively; sa putra~ in BÄU 1,5,17 
sa putra~ pratyäha may be "the son" or "any son"; in BÄU 1,4,15 tad etad brahma 
k'iatra,ri vi{ illdras, either the caste or the members of the castes may be referred to; in 
ChU 6,8, 7 tal tvam asi, the tat may refer to the matters described or to any matters thus 
describable. A rather more adequate comparison with the features of ta- would be the 
"distinguishing character" of the Greek article (Carnoy, 1927), not to mention its very 
c!ear, presenting or introducing function. Both are perspectives which would agree with 
e1ther the attributive or the appositional position and thus also with the neutral state in this 
respect ofta-. 

The properties of ta-, as far as they are referential-and may also be called 
"presenting" -will show that a ta- is decisive as regards T /C. My hypothesis is 
that, by virtue of its referential, i.e. non-deictic, character, an individually used ta
introduces the T, irrespective of whether it is attributive or appositional or even 
just sentence-introducing. 

(d) eta-. The properties of eta-, as regards its functional distribution, do not 



conspicuously differ from those ofta-. The distinction between ta- and eta- (cf. 
above, pp. 84 f.) should probably be made in logical terms. Just as idam perhaps 
takes care of one of the aspects missing in a Ianguage without an article-the 
marking of a concept as well known (Carnoy, 1927, p. 152 "Jamiliarite intellec
tuelle")-perhaps ta-leta- to some extent takes care of another aspect, the distinc
tion between a concept as an individual one and a concept in a manifold represen
tation-a vicarious class concept. In this way, it is perhaps even possible to say 
that the presenting or distinguishing properties ofta-I eta- are still more stressed in 
the direction of determinedness in eta- than in ta-. 145 This would also show a 
slightly more independent meaning of eta- than of ta-, though syntactic in
dependence is not perspicuous. 

The suggestion of such a distinction between ta- and eta- will remain a 
hypothesis until an extensive material has been extensively discussed; in a follow
ing subsection (3.3.4), only a few examples will be adduced. Since the discussion 
will then be held on the communicative leve!, it will anyhow be provisionally 
assumed that eta- provides us with fuller information about the concept it belongs 
to than ta-. 

(e) idam and eta-. The hypotheses about idam and eta- ought to lit together in the con
frontation of these two pronouns. The hypotheses presented here may in fäet explain why 
these pronouns are generally accepted as being rather close to each other (Renou, 1961, p. 

"les formes des deux pronoms s'echangent aisement"). If idam is bound to the 
"familiarity" of the concept and its contents and if eta- refers toa concept in all its aspects 
(summarized), they both tend to carry the meaning of determinedness, and the practical 
semantic distinction must really be minute and probably confined to the situation. Cf. 
BÄU 2,5,15 sa vä ayam ätmä sarvefän:z bhutänäm adhipati~ sarvefän:z bhutänäm räjä 
with BÄU 4,4,24 sa vä efa mahän aja ätmä 'nnädo vasudäno vindate vasu ya eva,v veda. 
The distinction between the pronouns in these two cases may, of course, be applied in in
terpretational terms, in so far as ayam ätmä in the first case was well known and defined 
before, but e• a ätmd in the second case is in the process of being defined. In the alleged 
transitional character of the combination eta-1 idam (cf. footnote 133, above), on the other 
hand, the existing basic features of the two pronouns are brought out as a distinction: the 
referential function of eta- preferably points backwards and idam must consequently in
troduce what follows; the general, "familiarizing" meaning could easily be used as an in
troductory device. 

(j) ena-. The pronomina! stem ena- will not be treated here, as it is used only in ac
cusative form in the material, as the object in verbal sentences, such as ChU 4,4,2 sä 
hainam uväca. The exceptional series of enad to upaVäs in BÄU 4,l,2 prajiiety enad up
dsita etc. up to stanza 6 is textually rather questionable; it seems that many of the MSS 
have etad for enad more or less consistently. 

145 This would account for the meaning of eta- of "etwas dem Hörenden Bekanntes" (Delbriick, 
I 888, p. 219: cf. Ickler, 1973, p. I I) better than the referential properties (cf. above, pp. 83 f.). Cf. 
also the preference of eta- to ta- in connection with hi (lckler. 1973, p. 23). 

In summing up the viewpoints on the individual pronouns, I shall refrain from 
lining them up as pointing towards some more or less "close" concept. It seems 
better to use certain parameters ad hoc, mainly those ofinternal contrasts between 
the individual pronouns. adaslidam and ta-leta- differ, in so far as the formerare 
chosen for semantic reasons and the latter for functional. If the semantic opposi
tion between idam and adas, as it is shown in the texts, may be generalized, the 
terms of "familiarity" and "contrariness" respectively are suggested as being as 
little demanding as possible on the logical leve!. A semantic opposition between 
ta- and eta- is secondary to their common function and is accordingly more dif
ficult to define. 

Finally, the occurrence of a demonstrative pronoun in a nominal sentence does 
not tel1 us anything about the SIP construction ofthe sentence. The demonstrative 
pronoun does not exhibit a syntactic state that is decisive enough. Since syntactic 
vagueness may be compensated by semantic choices, the abundant supply of 
competing pronouns is of importance for the interpretation of nominal sentences. 
It is thus on the communicative level that the pronouns are useful. This is especial
ly valid as regards ta- and eta-, which seem to be regularly connected with the T
member in any nominal sentence. 

Accordingly, another perspective is opened. The fairly unsettled sentence-structure in 
Sanskrit, which is most obvious in the frequent nominal combinations, creates problems in 
a written text of how to bind sentences together and how to separate them. One of the 
means is the pronouns (cf. Ickler, 1973, pp. 129 IT.), and at least ta- has probably retained 
the inherited quality of initiating sentences, even though it has also acquired syntactic 
functions. This may also be suspected to be true of the other demonstrative pronouns, as 
far as they were originally uninflected demonstrative particles; they seem, however, to 
have taken on purely syntactic functions, and their presence never merely signals a 
sentence-introducing reference. In addition to their semantic and syntactic functions, they 
may be referential and play the part of sentence-introducer casually. 

The sentence-structure, as we meet it in the oldest Upani~ads, requires some marks by 
which to establish transitions-a necessity in written texts and texts recited without in
tonation-in order to enable the text to be unravelled, especially when written without 
punctuation. For this purpose, the pronouns in the texts treated here are extremely 
suggestive; another mark ofthe same kind is the particles treated in the next section (3.4). 

3.3.4 Some passages interpreted. (a) BÄU 1,4,7. A close look at the pronouns 
would perhaps help us to adjust some imprecise translations and contribute to our 
understanding of the often-discussed concepts ntiman and riipa in this important 
stanza: tad dhedan} tarhy avyäk1:tam ästt tan ntimariipäbhyäm eva vytikriyattisau 
nämäyam idan}riipa iti tad idam apy etarhi ntimariiptibhyäm eva vyäkriyate 'sau 
ntimtiyam idan}riipa iti sa e~a iha pravi~fa}J I ä nakhägrebhyo yathä k~ura~ 
k~uradhäne 'vahita}J syäd visvan}bharo vä visvan}bharakuläye tall} na pasyanti I 
ak,:tsno hi sa prä1J.ann eva prå1J.0 näma bhavati I vadan väk pasyan}s cak!fu~ 
s,:1J.vaii srotran} manväno manas täny asyaitiini karmanämäny eva I sa yo 'ta 
ekaikam upäste na sa vedäk,:tsno hy eifo 'ta ekaikena bhavaty ätmety evopäsitätra 



hy ete sarva ekan:i bhavanti I tad etat padanfyam asya sarvasya yad ayam ät
mänena hy etat sarvan:i veda I yathä ha vai padenänuvinded evan:i kfrtin:i slokan:i 
vindate ya evan:i veda Il-This passage has given rise· toa very extensive discussion 
by Sarµkara, mainly dedicated to some true Vediintin problems concerning what 
logical and philosophical assumptions about ätman are possible. Sarµkara dwells 
on how the omnipresent ätman has entered (pravi~(a), the problem of subject
object and the process of ätmä ity eva upäsrta. 

The stanza occurs in the textat a point where the s,:~(i, accomplished by ätman, 
has been fully developed and another theme, the presence of ätman in everything, 
takes over. The creation is thus achieved by stages, something that is stressed also 
in later Indian philosophy. The state which initiates the stanza is located in some 
past time by tarhi and the verbal form äsft, and this state of the world is more 
closely defined in avyäkt:tam. 

Saipkara picks out the stage "before utpatti" and is so very insistent upon the inter
pretation of the past tense that he involves it already in tad. The first explanation of tad as 
tad iti is a plain presentation of its anaphoric value, but there is also a reference to what 
tad stands for when Saipkara expound thus: tad iti bijävasthaffZ jagat prdg utpattes 
tarhi tasmin käle; then he proceeds to give this "anaphoric" function also a semantic 
meaning, parokfia (invisible). He says parokfiatvät sarvandmnäpratyakfiåbhidhån
enäbhidhtyate. This indication of "remoteness" has to be justified by a connection with the 
past tense of the sentence: bhiitakålasaff!bandhitväd avyåk,:tabhävino jagatah 1-The 
"remoteness" is also confirmed by ha, which should indicate a reported and not a current 
event: sukhagrahatJdrtham aitihyaprayogo hasabdah 1-Saipkara actually has to squeeze 
all this meaning out of tad ha when the proceeds to idam. Though idam was hinted at in 
the rewriting by jagat, the explicit interpretation of idam-the world as "this", here and 
now, settled and well known to us-is idam iti vyäk,:tanämariipätmakan:i sädhya
sådhanalakfial)anJ yathä vartJitam abhidhiyate. Saipkara's intention is revealed and he 
maintains that the two words tad and idam, though differing in sense, refer to the same en
tity and thus establish ekatvam eva parok[iapratyak[iävasthasya jagato. His whole inten
tion seems to be to present the meaning "that world, which then was this world, was at the 
time being not made manifested",14

<• i.e. the world is the same, at whatever time and on 
whatever leve! it may be. 

The specific Advaitin interpretation may be avoided. It is possible to restrict the 
function of tad to having the sense of introducing, proposing the T, in apposition 
to idam, and excluding the meaning of "remoteness". The evidence of ha is un
clear, especially with the lack of any reliable theory on the particle. It seems to oc
cur mainly in verbal sentences and narrative passages (cf. footnote 171, below); if 
it really, as Sarµkara thinks, indicates a reference to past time here, this is anyhow 
to be seen in the light of the whole sentence and not only tad. In itself, when not 
taken to support tad, tarhi is rather a sort of"topicalization" ofthe time expressed 
by the verb. These considerations indicate that the Upani~adic process of creation 

146 The word "manifested" is used here to express the probable interpretation Samkara makes of 
a-vyäVk1:; in BSBh 1,4,2, he puts avyäk,:tam together with ai,yaktam. · 

is not quite the same as the Vedäntin. The preceding acting of ätman, his creation 
of various beings and his close ritual ties with the gods do not in this place point to 
ekatvam. Instead, the manifoldness of being is already in mind when the product 
of s,:~(i is scrutinized "as regards this, the world, it was at the time being not 
promulgated (made explicit)". The following tad in tan nämanlpäbhyäm eva 
vyåkriyata brings the T to the före, in order to bring the same "world" to mind; it 
may be translated "regarding this". For vyäkriyata, I would keep to an imper
sonal translation ("there was a promulgation through näma and riipa"). 

In the first place, Saf!1kara is keen on taking vyäkriyata as a reflexive action karmakar
t,:prayogåt tat svayam evätmaiva vyäkriyata. The necessity of an actor is underlined, as it 
is in the treatment of the same passage in BSBh 1,4, 15. The reason for the passive form in 
the Jatter place is alternatively explained, either by the easiness of the action, saukaryam, 
as sati eva parameivare vyäkartari, or by the mere presupposition of an actor, arthäkfiip
lalfl kartäram apek~ya. 

The act of promulgation is further described by an iti-construction (asau nåmä
yam idan:iriipan/iti). The discussion about näma (see Hahn, 1969, pp. 46-54 for 
material and references) has vacillated as regards case-nominative, accusative or 
even caseless-but as regards function, the form has always tended to be evaluated 
as a kind of indeclinable, for example, adverbially used (Delbriick, 1888, pp. 
184 f.) or particle (Speijer, 1886, p. 42, "a particle 'namely' "). In this case, it is 
actually impossible to decide about the function internally and to tel! on the gram
matical leve! whether the assertion is twofold (S-P, S-P) or just simple (apposition, 
S-P). The lexical position of näman, anyhow, favours an appositive interpretation 
not only of näma hut of the whole name-phrase asau näma. On the com
municative leve!, however, it is clear that two items of information about one T are 
given. asau is already a T, "that indefinite one" = "such and such"; then 
something very like a C is added ("by name"); after that, T is repeated, and "this 
(now familiar) one" is further commented upon as idan:iriipa (C), it "(is) having 
the shape of idam". Not only some merely referential tadriipa is established, huta 
riipa with the content idam, "this", "the well known", even "this world"; Saf!"lkara 

says tathedam iti .iuklak,:.pJädfnäm avise~al! I idan:i suklam idan:i k,:~1Jan:i vä 
riipam asyetfdan:i riipal! I, by which he also seems to mean a riipa which is in fact 
chosen and determined. 

The phrases are repeated in order to state the present condition of the world, in 
which case the present form vyäkriyate replaces the past tense vyäkriyata; the ex
change of tarhi for etarhi may perhaps, in accordance with the distinction 
between tad and etad suggested above (3.3.3c-d), be said to emphasize the 
character of a general fact, a repetition "now, every time", rather than just telling 
us about the time of the action. 

The whole interpretation suggested here modifies to some extent the relation between 
näman and riipa. This very passage witnesses by its phrasing that näman has a second 
range and is applied to something which has nlpa. näman actually performs a weak func-



tion-bordering on an iti-but suggests at the same time the relation of näman and rupa. 
These two concepts seem to be used on equal terms and they appear only gradually as a 
dvandva compositum. Thus, they both seem, in the few R V passages where they occur 
together (3,38,7, 5,43,10, 7,103,6, 10,169,2) not yet to be composed, and ofthis there also 
seem to be reminiscences in the Buddhist concept of nåmariipa. 147 In both these cases, 
they denote a statement about things present in this tangible world; together, they account 
approximately for the distinction we usually assume between the form (nåman, sic!) and 
the matter (riipa) of a separate concept. 14s However, when the two concepts are used in 
ontological speculations 149 about the origin and development of the world and about the 
relations between soul and world, as in this passage and other brahmanic texts, there 
seems to be an interna! modification, even a ranging, of the concepts. 150 

The questions about the genesis of näman in a creative process, on the one hand, and 
about its relations to the psyche, on the other (näman corresponds to väc in SBr 11,2,3,6), 
both go hand in hand with the extensive and varied speculations about names and words 
in India in which the discussion about the convention or revelation ofthe word is essential. 
The still more obscure questions of the genesis of riipa and its psychophysical implications 
(riipa corresponds to manas in SBr 11,2,3,6) must be based on another, more fundamental 
question, the attitude towards materia (Oldenberg, 19 I 9, pp. 99-109), whether it is 
various or uniform in In dia. The problem of the place of nåman, nlpa and nåmarupa is 
recurrently posed in the development of Indian thought and the extension of these 
problems is realized also in Buddhism (Falk, 1943, pp. 56 ff.). Even though it may be said 
that "the contrast between the categories näma and riipa is confined to sensuous 
reality"-and there is always "potential continuity between the two categories", the solu
tion in the end being a "yogic process" (Falk, 1943, p. 20)-their settlement is never 
definitive. 

In this passage, the notions of näman and riipa in the context only prepare for 
the idea of the presence of ätman in everything. sa e~a iha praviHalJ I ä 
nakhägrebhyo has unanimously been interpreted as referring to ätman. In an 
analysis, this may be corroborated by the sa e~a, not only a reference to 
somebody through sa but to an e~a-somebody who should be known (more or 
less) totally, not so much through the preceding text but by given continual atten
tion. Saqikara describes the concept in an obvious way by its content in five, ex
tensive, relative clauses, yad artha~ sarvasästrärambho etc., thus circumscribing 
the class of sa e~a. 

This passage seems to indicate that it is better not to approach passages containing 
both asau and ayam with the presupposition that they are immediately contrasted, even 

141 Oldenberg (1959, p. 428, Anm. 21) refers the mutual independence ofthe two concepts toan 
early stage of Buddhism. Frauwallner (i 953, pp. 205 ff.) sees the simplification as a later develop
ment. 

,,rn Cf. Falk, 1943, p. 19: "While the näma is the inner power of the individual being or thing, the 
nlpa is its sensuous appearance." 

149 Especially the speculation on satyam is close to the subject, for example, BÄU 1,6,3 and very 
much so in Uddälaka's teaching in ChU 6,1-4 (cf. Falk, 1943, pp. 31 ff.; cf. also below, p, 96). 

150 In SBr 11,2,3,5, we are, in fact, told that tayor anyatarajjyäyo riipam eva yad dhy api näma 
nlpam eva tat. This whole passage is quoted in Deussen (1894, pp. 259 f.) and is essential in the dis
cussion of the concepts (cf. Oldenberg, 1919, p. 103, and Falk, 1943, pp. 20 ff.), 

though the two pronouns may be so structurally in the individual passage in which they 
occur. It seems often to be quite possible to use the translation "this familiar"/"that 
whichever"; BÄU 4,4,5 tad yad etad idan;mayo 'domaya iti, Hume translates "This is 
what is meant by the saying 'made of this, made of that' ", but it is not impossible in the 
eon text of what follows to translate "the one who has (this) well known shape, he has that 
or that (=any) shape (according to his different acts)". 

(b) BÄ U 1,2,3. This passage will be men tio ned briefly in order to elucidate the 
problems often caused by asau. There are two instances of asau ca asau ca in 
BÄU 1,2,3, which have caused some trouble with regard to the precision of the 
translations (Deussen "hier und dort"; Hume "yonder one and yonder one"). The 
concept of arka is introduced in 1,2,1, where m,:tyu~-also named as~iiyä-plays 
the part of a creating god. The text from stanza 2 goes on äpo vä arkas tad yad 
apän:i sara äsft tat samahanyata I sä p,:thivy abhavat tasyäm asrämyat tasya 
sräntasya taptasya tejoraso niravartatägni~ 11211 sa tredhätmänan:i vyaku
rutädityan:i t,:tfyan:i väyun:i t,:uyan:i sa e~a präfJaS tredhä vihita~ I tasya präd dik 
siro 'sau cäsau cermau I athäsya pratfd dik puccham asau cäsau ca sakthyau 
dak[iiqä cod{cf ca pärsve dyau~i p,:~{ham antarik~am udaram iyam ura~ sa e~a 
'psu prati~{hito yatra kva caiti tad eva pratiti~(haty evan:i vidvän Il 3 Il-The origins 
of the elements are described as they are elsewhere in brahmanic texts, though the 
choice of m,:tyu seems to be rather particular in this case. 151 The interesting part is 
the description of a creature, most like an animal in a standing position, of which 
the head and tail are the eastern and western directions, the flanks are the 
southem and northem directions, etc. But two arms/fore-legs and two 
thighs/hind-legs are also indicated; they are, however, indicated by the seemingly 
unclear asau cäsau ca. This is not the place to analyse how this variant of the 
puru~a picture (Senart in a footnote: "Il semble qu'ici s'insinue !'image du puru~a 
classique") is related to the sacrificial hor se in BÄ U 1, l; the two passages which 
are placed in close connection have obvious features in common. They were 
probably evoked by each other, but the one in 1,2 seems to be more of a concrete 
picture and less elaborate. It seems, however, to be in the preceding asva picture, 
where one sequence runs disa~ pärsve aväntaradiia~ parsava, that Saqikara has 
found grounds to conclude that asau cäsau caisänyägneyyau (north-east, south
east) are frmau bähu and later on that asau cäsau ca väyavyanair,:tyau (north
west, south-west) are sakthyau sakthinf. 

Yet, observation of the pronouns of the sequence shows that af ter the subject sa 
to vyakuruta, which is also the T, this sa recurs first as a sa e• a which is prälJ.a and 
vihita but then in tasya, a tasya which is valid both for irmau and after a feeble 
repetition in asya also for puccham and sakthyau: "He has a head which is the 

,;, This description of the development of the universe recurs very often in the Upani~ads. The 
instigator may be prajäpati, brahman or ätman. The story is also often connected with the puru~a 
myth, as hcre. Cf,, of course, thc preccding BÄU l,l and also BÄU 1,4, treated just above. 



eastern direction, he has före legs which are two such and such; this (presented) 
one has as well a hinder part which is the western direction and he has hind legs 
which are two such and such." By this translation, I mean to suggest that it is 
possible that it does not matter to the author what the legs are in fact; he only 
wishes to tel1 us that they are there. Thus, he provides a concrete picture of an 
animal and connects it with the picture of the horse in the preceding part of the 
text. This interpretation is suggested as a possible alternative, based on the con
text, the fact that the T is the picture itself, and the effect of the pronouns. I would 
not, however, definitely rule out the possibility of there actually being a more 
developed meaning of asau in this case, viz. dis. 152 

(c) ChU 2,7,1. In order to isolate the interpretation of eta-, I choose the phrase 
paravanyän:zsi vä etäni in ChU 2,7,1-2 präfJes,u pancavidhan:z paravarzyaf? 
sämapäsfta präfJa hinkära väk prastävai caks,ur udgithaf? iratran:z pratihäro 
mana nidhanan:z paravarzyän:zsi vä etäni 111 Il paravarzya häsya bhavati 
parovarzyasa ha lakän jayati ya etad evan:z vidvän präfJe!fu pancavidhan:z 
parovarzyaf? sämapästa iti tu pancavidhasya 11211-The most interesting word in 
this khafJ<f,a is the repeated paravarzyas, which is an addition to the formula about 
pancavidhan:z säman used in 2,2-6. The equivalents previously presented are 
rather concrete and naturalistic-the parts of the visible world, the weather, the 
seasons and the beings. In this 7th khafJ<f,a, the equivalents may be called more 
abstract phenomena, even though the text still deals with bodily organs. The eon
text here points to a rather early stage in the development of the concept of sense
organs, the development which Frauwallner (1953, p. 63) summarizes as follows: 
"Aus den selbständigen Lebenskräften werden Organe der Seele, und der spätere 
Begriff der Sinnesorgane bereitet sich vor." There is, however, a conscious promo
tion ofthese concepts inparavarzyas. This word conceals a problem ofinterpreta
tion, which has been ignored by all western translators, who translate it as "most 
excellent" (Hume), "allervortreffiichste" (Deussen), etc. 153 Sarpkara's interpreta
tion has not been noticed and no interpretation of that kind is made even by 
Deussen. Sarpkara has in fact taken the original meaning of the member para- of 
the word paran:z paran:z varzyastvagufJavat präfJad,:!ffivisi!ffan:z sämapäsrtety 
arthaf? I and he goes on to declare that väk is variyas than präfJa, cak!fUS than väk, 
iratram than cak!fUS, manas than iratram. What meaning Sarpkara intends to 
give to varzyas is not clear; the etymology from uru as well as that from varam is 
quite possible with his interpretation of para-. Historically, with regard to the 
stage of the language, the connection with uru in this text would be preferable 

152 Liebert, 1954, p. 27. However, it seems not to be generally true that dis is marked by the pro
noun asau (cf. ibidem, p. 29). 

153 They have all resorted to the grammatical fäets about the comparative form of adjectives 
which have been stated by Renou (1961, p. 239): "s'adapte parfaitement it marquer un etat absolu, 
'trop, assez', 'tres' ( ... ) et meme 'le plus' bouddh." 

Q4 

(thus Hoffmann, 1960, pp. 28 ff.); this instance ofparavarzyas has, however, been 
pointed out as a starting-point for the meaning "better" instead of "wider". 154 

In an attempt to use the probably original etymology, I would propose the 
possibility of translating paravarzyas by "wider and wider" in the sense that every 
new stage contains the preceding stage and adds to it. This is a familiar Indian 
idea with regard to the construction of both the common and the individual uni
verse. If this is allowed, the 7th khafJ<f,a tells us something new about pan
cavidhan:z säma/z: it is seen under the aspect of its construction. The introductory 
hin is present in the following prastäva and further on is present together with 
prastäva, in the following udgitha etc., also with regard to pratihära and nidhana. 
Such a säman, constructed, coherent and total is found in the präfJäs, which 
gradually contain more and more in the sequence präfJa, väc, caksus, iratram, 
manas. That both these and the parts of säman become gradually ~ider is con
firmed by the essential phrase parovarzyän:zsi vä etäni; this phrase gives us 
something more than a täny eva paravanyän:zsi would do. Such a phrase would 
select the sense-organs and comment upon their quality (paravarzyän:zsi). Instead 
of this, the phrase, as it occurs, renews the T, i.e. focusses our attention again on 
the property of being paravarzyas. etäni suggests that the C on such a T is not 
merely the sense-organs but the sense-organs according to a certain definition of 
the class they constitute, i.e. the sense-organs in the shape they have after the 
preceding presentation, in which the präfJas are enumerated and seen as the parts 
of säman. The choice of etäni, the presence of vä, and the word order show that 
paravanyän:zsi vä etäni is a total, conclusive and concluding phrase. Probably this 
general effect is still in mind when there follows the phrase paravanya häsya 
bhavati; in this case paravarzyas means an abstract entity "that which is 
paravarzyas", a "substantivization" (cf. 3.1.2), which in a later stage of the 
language would be expressed by a formation with -tva (Sarpkara adds a noun 
paravarzya häsyajfvanan:z bhavati). 

The suggested interpretation of parovariyas is, of course, not the only possible one for 
the phrase with etdni, if this is interpreted on the above lines. Interpreting parovartydmsi 
vd etdni as meaning only "they (the sense-organs) are in fact eminent" would merely tell.us 
that the mast eminent sdman is to be found there; assuming a special meaning "gradually 
more" in para- would induce a parallelism between sdman and the prdrJas, and in my view 
this is necessary in order to do justice to etdni in the phrase. It is more difficult to judge 
whether it is better to interpret varlyas as "wider", "more extensive", instead of"better"; it 
can only be said that the former interpretation would give deeper perspectives on the 
relations between the concepts and show how the mind behind the text apprehended the 
world as gradually created. It is, however, possible that this interpretation is too elaborate 
with regard to the general context. As I remarked above, the preceding equations with the 
fivefold sdman apply to natura! phenomena; when two equational series with the seven-

154 
Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1954, pp. 452 f. It seems probable that the semantic connection 

of the existing var[yas, vari~fha with varam, instead of uru, relies upon a popular etymology. 



fold sdman follow immediately, they pertain to rather performative and ritualistic 
facts-the sounds and the times ofthe day. 

(d) BÄ U 5,4,1. How then, are we to handle the <pronouns ~n this stanza: tad vai 

tad etad eva tad asa satyam eva sa yo haitafl} lhaitan i,s' some MSSl mahad 
yak/'iafl} prathamajafl} veda satyaJ?! brahmeti jayatfmåJ?Zl lokän jita in. nv asäv 

asad ya evam etan mahad yakl'!aJ?l prathama)afl} veda satyaJ?l brahmett ~~tyaJ?Z 
hy eva brahma 111 I\? The initial difftculty here lies in the pronouns, and it 1s not 
obvious how to phrase the stanza. The translators have interpolated contrasts of 
the kind "this/that" (Hume; van Buitenen, 1968, p. 55), "dieses/jenes" (Deussen, 
to whom "jenes" was nothing less than "das Brahman"), but for lack_of an~ fixed 
meaning of that kind in tad/ etad, such a translation tums out to be qmte arb1trary. 
The western translators start from the apprehension of this brähma11a as a 
separate piece of khilaka114am which includes adhyåy~ 5-6. v~n_Buitenen (1_968, 
pp. 55 f.) discusses the passage and recognizes certam assoc1ative connect10ns. 
Samkara for his part, assumes a deep and immediate connection and takes the 
eq~ation 'between h,:dayam and brahman in the precedi~g bräh":a11a 3 as a 
starting-point and even the T of this brähmarya 4. Acc~rdmg _to h1~, tat refers 
back to a total concept; in accordance with my prev1ous d1scuss1on, s~ch a 
reference back would rather call for an initial tad etat. The three tat present m the 
phrase are all accounted for by Sarµkara as referring to the same h,:daya11J 

brahmarz and etad merely connects (saJ?lbadhyate) the tat No. 1 and No. ~• w~ich 
togethe; are not yet more than h,:dayal1J brahmap with the tat No. 2,_wh!ch hmts 
at what is to come (prakäräntare11a). With this equilibristic analys1s, Sarµkara 
decides that there is no contrast but just one and the same thing, in the words of 

the Upanisad, satvam brahma iti. 
It is te~pting t~ tr; to do the same as Sarµkara, because of this main_ content of 

the brähma 11a, i.e. satyaJ?! brahma iti, but on linguistic grounds w1thout any 
monistic prejudice. It would thus not be allowable to fetch any concept from ~he 
surrounding context, as it seems necessary to accept only a very loose con~ect10n 
between the pieces of khilakäry4am. Before approaching the pronouns direct'.y, 
the intention put forward in the brähmarya must be observed. We have to do w1th 
the difficult concept of satyam and I omit any final suggestion o'.it~ meaning. T~e 
description of the concept by van Buitenen (1968) carries conv1chon (thou~h hls 

suggestions about its chronological, se~~tic development d~ no,:). satyam 1s n~,t 
only "the real", "the true", but had ongmally rather ~o do w1th th_e sum-total ,' 
the manifestable as well as the manifest, all that m1ght be an obJect of ma_:1 s 
thought. satyam is anyway an essential, Upani~adic, doctrinal conc:pt (B~U 
2,1,20), especially in BÄU. It is connected with passages on the creation (B~U 

1 4 14 5 5 1) and especially on a sophisticated, developed stage of the creat10r1 
' ' ' ' ' f which is connected with nämarupa (BÄU 1,6,3, 2,3,6; cf. also ChU 6,1-4; c · 

above, pp. 91 f.). In the passage treated here, there is a hint of such a con.necti01: in 
mahad yakl'!afl} prathamajam and it seems to be that process of creation wh1ch 

brings about the essential equivalence satyaJ?l brahmeti. van Buitenen (1968) 
locates this, phrase in the context (p. 56): " ... I suggest to regard the clause 
satyafl} brajheti as precisely the content of the esoteric knowledge by which one 
'knows' the mahad yak!faJ?l prathamajam". Such is the knowledge of the eon-

The following jita in nv asdv asad ya evam etan mahad yak$an:t prathamaja1r_1 veda 
satyan:i brahmeti does not convey any new perspective if, for the sake of the sense, it is 
taken as a question by the translators. The defeated one,jita, could hardly be positivelv 
identified with the knower; he would rather be thejetä. van Buitenen (1968, p. 56) hasa~ 
explicit argument for taking the phrase as a question: " ... the inversion ofjita, supported 
by in nu, makes it almost certain that the sentence is interrogative.'' The key phrase isjita 
in nu asdv asat. Firstly, I would recall the possibility of interpreting asau as "a person 
such and such, N.N." (cf. 3.3.3a). Secondly, it is necessary to point out that asat isa sub
junctive form. It has been indicated by Delbriick (1888, p. 313) that "In der Prosa linde 
ich den Conj. nicht im aufforderenden Sinne. Er erscheint bei Ausbedingungen und 
Versprechungen (Verfluchungen)." Additionally, it should be remarked that in nu is clear
ly an archaic combination of particles, not current in the Upani~ads. Their exact values 
are pertincnt, but a satisfactory discussion cannot be given here. It is, however, tempting 
to interpret the whole phrase as a more or less hidden quotation and to translate "by the 
spell 'N.N. may be defeated' ". In such a case, however, asau may not be a correlate to ya, 
and there seem to be just two strained alternatives, either to assume a suppressed anena as 
correlate ("anyone may be defeated by the one who ... ") or to take ya evam together with 
the "spel!" and the rest as the main clause: (" 'N.N. may be defeated', the one who says 
(and acts) thus, he knows ... "). The advantage of the suggested interpretation thus mostly 
cancerns the contents, since the period beginning withjita would not only be a repetitive 
confirmation of the preceding jayati but would also describe a cause or at least a way of 
acting. Anyhow, the suggestion could not be accepted without a clear defence ofthe rela· 
tion of the phrases. The difficulties are just as evident in the interpretation of Saf!lkara: 
kilfl ca jito vaitk,:ta in nv itthan:i yathd brahma17dsau iatrur iti väkyase!fah I asac cdsad 
~haved asau iatrur jito bhaved ity arthah I kasyaitat phalam iti punar nigamayati I, 
Sarpkara transfers the archaic particles in nu to the meaning of ittham, in which yathä 
brahma17dsau iatrur is implied. The meaning artha he then gives may in fact be a magic 
formula against an enemy. He has really transferred the subjunctive asat to the optative 
form bhavet, buc_ he seems to do so in an ambiguous way. According to the sub
commentary of Anandagiri, his gloss should be [se. jital asat = asat (non-existence) 
bhavet. The following comments made by Saf!lkara focus attention only on the one who 
gets the benefits, kasyaitat phalam, referring to ya evam . .. in the text, and never touches 
on the question of what phalam is-to be defeated or to have the enemy defeated. Thus, he 
ignores the syntactic problem of a correlate to ya evam . .. 

The conclusion of the latter part of the brdhma!JQ in any interpretation is that it 
is effective to know satvam brahmalz. It should be remembered that there is one - . , 
conspicuous occurrence of satyam in the well known phrases of ChU 6,8-6,16, 
etac{_,,ätmyam idaJ?Z sarvanJ tat satyaJ?l sa ätmd tat tvam asi ivetaketo iti. Between 
that passage and the passage treated here, there is also a connection in the intense 
use of tat, etat. It is not improbable that in this passage, as in the mahävåkya: lat 
tvam asi, and in Ka!haU 4-6 passim: etad vai tat (cf. Deussen, I 921, p. 265), we 

the background of the important later concept of tattva, a word which does 



not occur before SvetU. The histories ofthe concepts of satyam and tattva would 
then be deeply commingled and this passage may be a point of intersection. If it is 
right that at the earlier stage satyam tells us something about the constituents 
which establish existence and about the ability to be given some name, this is more 
precisely the basic meaning of tattva in any later philosophy. It remains to be 
shown whether this meaning is transferred from an increasingly faded satyam to a 
tattva, which may even be a created word, based upon a common knowledge of 

the essence of the Upanieyads. 
Thus, taking into consideration both these associations of the words, the dis

position of the text, the consequences of the interpretation of the pronouns 
suggested earlier and also to a certain extent the interpretation of the particles 
suggested below {3.4.3), I shall try the following interpretation of tad vai tad etad 
eva tad äsa satyam eva. The first tad tells us the T of the text; it ref ers to some en
tity. This entity is not mentioned in this text but is easily recalled-it is nothing else 
than tad etad eva. As a help in judging the sentence in this way, there is vai, which, 
it is suggested below (3.4.3b), indicates predication in nominal sentences. tad, 
together with its apposition etad-this apposition is phrased by eva-tells us that 
tad denotes a class of its own, something total. This function of etad-not the enti
ty that the word denotes-is stressed here by the phrasing eva. The third tat is the 
T anew, and it is commented upon by äsa in a sentence which is the second 
member of a two-member argument starting with vai. The final, appositional 
satyam also refers to this same whole class, the apposition also here being phrased 
by an eva. A translation would give: "Since (indicated by vai) it (tad No. 1) was 
[precisely] this (tad No. 2), just the [ whole] lot (etad: the class definition of tad), it 
(tad No. 3) was [there], i.e. (eva) satyam [e definitione]". All the tad are justified 
and the phrase presents the T of the brähmarya in a certain aspect, äsa, "it was 
there" already at the creation. This is emphasized still more by mahad yakclanJ 

prathamajan:z. 
In spite ofthe dispersed character ofthe whole, there are associative transitions 

in the context. In the foregoing text, there is a tad etad and tad etad trayam in 
5,2,3 anda tad etat tryakclaram in 5,3,1 which may have induced the focussing of 
tad etad in 5,4,1. And the equivalence established in 5,4 between tal and satyam 
recurs in the following 5,5,2 tad yat tat satyam asau sa ädityo. 

3 .4 Particles 

The designation of a special group ofwords as "particles" has to be defined initial
ly, as it is used here in a more limited sense than it generally is elsewhere in the 
grammatical literature. This limited sense is based on how the existing material of 
small words is distributed in the older IE languages, especially Sanskrit, Old 
Greek and Anatolian. The term "particles" has generally been used in the gram-

matical literature to refer to small, indeclinable words of secondary range, but 
many of these small words may be assigned by quite clear, forma! and functional 
criteria to different classes, such as adverbs, conjunctions and prepositions, or 
even, on easily recognizable, semantic grounds, called interjections or ne
gations.155 But there isa remainder of small words which do not overtly perform 
any syntactic function or have any superior, clear, semantic description. The Jack 
of a positive definition of this group leaves us no alternative but to define it by 
enumeration, but this procedure will just be suggested here by mentioning such ex
amples as the Sanskrit eva, the Old Greek o~, the Hittite -pat and the Latin 
equidem. In spite of their traditional classification as adverbs, it would be possible 
to adduce the German doch and the English even. These are particles in the sense 
in which the word is used here. 

. There is an abundant use of various such particles in Old Sanskrit in parallel 
w1t~ the frequent use of demonstrative pronouns, which is treated in the preceding 
section. The frequency and the corpus of these particles have varied in the 
development ofthe Sanskrit language: the occurrences seem to have been at their 
maximum in the Brahmanic prose (Oldenberg, 1917, pp. 22 ff.), but the use never 
bec~me quite extinct. These particles have been exclusively interpreted as they oc
cur m the texts, and any individual interpretation is suggested from the content. 
From this, a vague and superficial kind of meaning has been derived and assigned 
to each particle. It remains to find out, however, whether a theory more coherent 
than these scattered semantic observations can be produced from an internal 
stu?y ~f the Sa_ns~rit particles and from a comparison with Old Greek, a Janguage 
wh1ch 1s very s1m1lar to Sanskrit in its use of particles. A thorough investigation of 
these two languages from a typological point ofview, in contrast, on the one hand, 
to other IE languages, in which rather similar words are better classified as inter
je:tions or conjunctions, and, on the other to other types of languages, like Sino
T1betan, which are rich in particles, may perhaps give rise to an explanatory 
theory of the particles. 156 Yet the typology of particles has, in fäet, not even been 
outlined. The correspondences between Sanskrit and Greek, have only been 
noticed intermittently from the genetical point of view. 

My limited purpose here is to discuss the particles in nominal sentences in 
Sanskrit, but first I shall make some observations about particles in general (3 .4.1) 

155 ( 
Jespersen 1924, pp. 8_7 IT.) finds reason to assign the term "particle" as a superior term to all 

the classes of words_ mentlon~d. he~e, except the negations. Even though it is only negatively 
defined, such a umfymg class is Justified, he thinks, by the fact that the particles are formally in· 
vanable ~nd also by the fact that a particular item may belong to more than one of tbe four classes 
by funct10n. 

156 
The only effort to add an explanatory theory to the descriptive investigations of particles in 

IE languages 1s---as far as I know-that made by Fraenkel (1947) as regards Old Greek and is 
based on the accent. A. discussion about the particles in the Anatolian Ianguages has :ecently 
started but seems to pomt to another, possibly quite productive explanation (cf. below, 3.4.1). 



and in Sanskrit (3.4.2) as a background. In subsection 3.4.3, I shall call attention 
to and analyse the most important particles connected with nominal sentences in 
the Upanisads (eva, vai, väva). The suggestions about these particles will also re
main preliminary until they have been closely observed in relation to other par
ticles. In order to get a clear picture of the effect of any particle on a nominal 
sentence, many questions must be answered regarding the interna! relations 
between the particles. Considering only the nominal sentences, it may be asked, 
for example, whether the presence or the absence of a particle establishes any 
difference between two nominal sentences like BÄU 3,2,2 prä!Jo vai graha" and 
ChU 3,19,1 ädityo brahmety ädesas and whether there are differing contextual or 
merely stylistic reasons for the two ways of putting the phrase. Is there any 
difference between the assertions ChU 3,14,1 sarvan-:i khalv idan-:i brahma and 
ChU 3,18,3 väg eva brahma!JaS caturtha" päda!J or between ChU 3,12,2 yä vai 
så gäyatr( and BÄU 2,1,2 ya eväsäv aditye purufia, or between yad väva kan-:i and 
yad eva khan-:i in ChU 4,10,5, according to the choice of particle? What can be 
concluded about the partide eva, which is very frequent in nominal sentences, es
pecially in the first phrase of repetitions like ChU 1,6,1 iyam eva ,:g agni!J säma, 
from the fact that it also occurs in verbal sentences like BÄU 1,4,12 sa naiva 
vyabhavat? What do the combinations ofparticles mean? For example, the parti
cle ha, which normally signals verbal sentences, especially with verbs of saying 
(BÄU 2,1,2 sa hoväca Gärgyo), may be met with in nominal sentences, mostly as 
ha vai (ChU 5,2,1 ana ha vai näma pratyak{iam), whereas a single ha in a nominal 
sentence seems to have very specific contextual reasons behind it. 

3.4.1 The concept ofparticles. It is ofthe greatest interest to see how the ancient 
Greeks themselves located their frequent and varying particles in their efforts to 
categorize the words. Underlying the western grammatical tradition of arranging 
and incorporating all words in classes according to their main functions (cf. 
above, p. 35), there is the Aristotelian view of Uc;1i;-including atSv&aµoi;-, but 
this is fundamentally based upon the proposition 157 and does not concern the 
whole corpus of the language. 158 It was not until this corpus was considered and 
the lexical interest developed that, starting with Dionysios Thrax, the category of 
avv&aµoi; became not only a functionally defined category,1 59 but also a class of 

1
" Aristotle's Poetika, chapter 20. Aristotle is here evidently concentrating upon the terms ofthe 

syllogism: ui äxpa, ro 
158 Hockett ( 1958, p. 222) resorts to such an Aristotelian and clearly functional analysis when he 

says that "Setting all subclasses aside. the basic scheme oflatin tripartite: nouns (in the broadest 
sense), verbs, and particles. This is the most widespread basic scheme in the languages of the 
world". From this, one would expect a theory oflanguage which integrates the particles, but, in dis
cussing different models, Hockett excludes the particles. By "Setting aside the particles" on p. 225, 
they simply drop out of the typology. 

159 Dionysios Thrax gives in § 20 an initial definition of the particles which is functional, but to 

words to which the individual particles might be assigned one by one and which 
also, according to the corpus, had sub-categories. This system of avv&aµoz of 
various types was taken over by the Latin grammarians, and thus small words in 
any language ended up in the category of coniunctio. This turned out to be useful 
in any language, and the differences between the Ianguages on this point are, after 
all, only in the numbers of words assigned to the sub-categories of conjunction, 
"copulative", "disjunctive", "final", "expletive", etc. In the transfer, however, to 
the Latin language and later, the term "conjunctive words" seems to have been 
bound to a stock of words defined on syntactic rather than on semantic grounds, 
and in this process many words of a more indefinite syntactic value seem to have 
dropped out. The extent of this remainder, in a classification which strives to 
cover every item, varies indifferent Ianguages and the words have been subsidiari
ly termed "emphasizing" words. 

The definitions have thus come to be vague and negative in contemporary 
grammar, the traditional as well as the post-Saussurean. This seems, in fäet, to be 
the great difference, compared with the grammar of the ancient Greeks 
themselves. When the particles were included in the class of conjunctions, they 
could also be positively defined and their syntactic and semantic aspects were un
derstood as being integrated. Within the framework of the contemporary gram
mar, for lack of a positive overall definition of the particles, the treatment of the 
Greek particles has been a material one in a descriptive tradition. There is an 
emphasis on observations of the semantic value of each particle, and this study is 
chiefly represented by Denniston (1954), who both tried to group the material as a 
whole and studied the individual particles. Denniston should not be forgotten in 
the study of the Sanskrit particles, but perhaps should neither the views of the an
cient Greek grammarians. 

Before suggesting a combined approach of this kind, it is equally necessary to 
find out how the indigenous Indian grammarians treated the particles of their 
language. The material has been collected by Dyen (1939). One approach that 
may be followed in studying the treatment of the indeclinables in Sanskrit gram
mar is the forma! one, expressed in the early development of the method of 
ga!Japäfha. Dyen (1939) makes a close, critical study of prädi, iiryädi, säk[iiit
prabh,:ti, ti!jfhadguprabh,:ti, svarädi, and ciidi. These indeclinables, which are here 
called particles, belong altogether to cädi, which is an äk,:tiga!Ja. In this method of 
charting the grammar, no profound grammatical views are revealed. 

Yäska made his well known classificatlon of words as näman (nomina), 
äkhyäta (verbs), upasarga (prepositions) and (in Nir 1,4-11; cf. also 
Brhaddevatä 2,89-93) nipäta (particles). From the examples, it will be seen that 

him the semantic meaning of the particles does not bring about a logical value, as with Aristotle, 
but a ~yntactic value: m5vöcaµor;; ean U,;u;-av1>ö1:ovaa öuivo,av µera rci,;ewr;; Kai' ro ,fir;; tpµ11vdar;; 
KöXf/l'Or;; ö11}.01Jaa. 



this last class excludes such indeclinables as adverbs and interjections, which thus 
drop out ofthe whole system-a rather "Aristotelian" or pre-Alexandrian system, 
in the sense that it does not concern the corpus of the language, something which 
comes with garJ.apii{ ha. The nipiitas of Yäska, as he exemplifies them, are quite 
close to those words which I here call particles; the negations na and mä are in
cluded and so are the few items-ca, vä and hi-that might be classified as con
junctions in paralleling Sanskrit with a contemporary language. The interesting 
thing is that also these particles, negations and conjunctions, which, to our think
ing, are quite different, are fully integrated in the semantic subdivision of the 
nipiitas on the same leve! as other particles. This subdivision is in principle the 
same as that in the Alexandrian grammar, but it comprises only three classes in
stead of eight. Yäska tries to find more overall functions where Dionysios Thrax 
aims at more exhaustive ones; they have in common the fact that they both look 
for the semantic meaning. The first group is a plain semantic and stylistic group, 
upamärthe (Sarup: "in a comparative sense"). The second one is karmopa
san:zgrahiirthe (Sarup: "in a conjunctive sense") and is the most comprehensive of 
the three. The definition seems in fact to imply a syntactic process, which was dif
ficult to grasp for the author of Brhaddevatä, who treats this group very summari
ly (2,9 Ib: they are anekiirthäs, "of various senses"). The third group, 
padapiirarJäs (Sarup: "as expletives") is a kind of remainder, such as always 
seems to recur in connection with particles and is most similar to the avv&aµoi 
napanÅr/foµanKoi of Dionysios. 

The ~ay in which Yäska points out the connective force of the particles by 
defining their central group by karmopasan;zgrahårthe reminds one of how Den
niston (1954) transcribed a syntactic fact in semantic terms by the definition "a 
mode of thought, considered either in isolation or in relation to another thought 
[my italics], or a mood of emotion" (p. XXXVII). 

It is not quite satisfactory to leave the Indian grammarians with Yaska; at least Päl)ini 
must be considered. Of course, Pal)ini never directly tells us anything about the functions 
of the particles. Yet, when he uses terms for the category, it is necessary to know precisely 
to what these terms apply, so that his rules are meaningful. Faddegon (l 936) has devoted 
a chapter to the indeclinables from the point of view of Pai:iinean technique; in the case of 
the term nipäta, he has pointed out (pp. 15 f.) that it is used in a double sense by Pai:iini. ln 
detail, the sutras tel1 us that the term avyaya comprises svarädi + nipäta (l,1,37) and that 
nipäta in its turn comprises (l,4,56-96), nipäta (par preference = cädi) + upasarga 
(which latter in its turn comprises gati + pravacaniya). This hierarchical ordering reveals 
that the superior use of the terms avyaya and nipata is elaborate and forma!, based on the 
appearance and not the function. But traditional terms may very well have crept into 
Pä.i:iini's system and may represent an inherited semantic value, as does the secondary 
nipäta, which, however, tums out to have a clear, forma! restriction through references to 
cädi in garJ.apti[ha (l,4,57). It is obvious that Pai:iini gives no important clues in this 
matter; the reflections in Nirukta are more productive. The most original ideas about the 
particles are, of course, hidden in the term nipäta, but the etymology of any inherited 
grammatical term is rather a delicate matter. The connections of the word nipäta have 

mostly caused it to be interpreted as something that "drops in" to the speech as a ready
made word (cf. Renou, 1942 (!), pp. 174 f. and 1942 (3), pp. 82 f., on nipäta and the 
method of nipätana). Another interpretation on a more theoretical leve!, compatible with 
the first one, would be that a nipäta "drops out" of the system of speech and is thus 
something accidentally employed. It is not quite as natura! to impose such a notion on the 
word that it has to be described as causative-a possibility which cannot be ruled out (cf. 
Wackernagel & Debrunner, 1954, pp. 63 f.)-and interpreted as something which "causes 
some other thing to drop out" of the speech. 

Ancient and Indian grammars witness to the possibility of a syntactic approach 
to the particles but treat them mainly semantically as do also the western gram
marians for the most part. Not until we consider Hittite (and other Anatolian 
languages) does it seem possible to transfer the same features and fäets of the 
language from a semantic to a syntactic interpretation-and this may be linked 
with the syntax of the text, in which "connection" is a main subject of concern 
(Dressler, 1971, pp. 17 ff.)-rather than with the syntax of sentences. 

In a substantial study, which proceeds from Old Irish and includes com
parisons with Hittite and other IE languages, Watkins (1963) described the issue 
of sentence connections in the early stages of IE; he calls the particles "sentence 
connectives". There were reasons for touching on this subject already in discuss
ing demonstrative pronouns ( cf. above, pp. 82 f.; the issue of sentence connection 
is pertinent also to the discussion of relative constructions; cf. above, p. 56), and it 
seems fairly clear that many particles and pronouns have a common anaphoric 
origin in the function of connecting sentences. As regards Sanskrit, his study per
tains to salta-, ya-, as well as to ca, nu, u, and other particles. The same line of 
thought is pursued by Bader (I 973), and in her investigation the general syntactic 
function of the particles is hinted at by the term "particules de phrase" (p. 30, cf. 
also footnote 7). The approach in her discussion is that she has found reasons for 
treating together a stock of small words in the IE languages, traditionally 
classified as conjunctions, adverbs, and emphatic words (ibid., pp. 30 f.). The dis
cussion thus reveals the very great importance of the particles at some early stage 
in the development of IE languages. In their varied appearances they seem to play 
certain necessary roles in the syntax, above all, roles that in later IE languages are 
expressed by syntactically more sophisticated means, belonging to the hier
archical ordering ofthe language anda developed hyoptax (cf. Dressler, 1970, pp. 
386 f.; cf. also Haudry, 1973) but also by less sophisticated means, such as deictic 
or adverbial devices (cf. Bader, 1973, p. 68). One intermediate stage is represented 
by Sanskrit and Old Greek. 160 

It is in this framework-the basic anaphoric or connective origin of particles 
and pronouns-that the specific use of any individual particle, its "fonction ar-

160 The discussion of the stage of development ofthe Anatolian languages in respect of particles 
has been very variable (cf. Josephson, 1972, pp. 1-20). 



ticulaire" (Bader, 1973, p. 64), and its modifying effect on the linguistic message 
starts to be of interest. The particles seem to begin by being tools of the syntax of 
the text; for example, in the Anatolian languages the manifold particles have 
"textsyntaktische" value for lack of certain syntactic means (Dressler, 1970, p. 
386). The particles may develop in various ways (Bader, 1973, p. 68), but they 
seem to become gradually referable to the syntax of the sentence. 161 This transfer 
of the function of particles to the syntax is accomplished when a particle becomes 
obligatory with a certain syntactic structure. In approaching Sanskrit, however, it 
still seems necessary to remember the connective (anaphoric) value. It would thus 
be possible to treat the particles in Sanskrit primarily as a matter of the syntax of 
the text ("supra-syntax"). 162 This leads us to observe the transition between 
sentences (or assertions) and once again to apply the method ofT/C in the sector 
of nominal sentences with particles. Of course, the modalities of the message are 
closely connected and thus the meaning of the individual particles in the actual 
stage has to be considered too. However, it will be necessary to postpone the dis
cussion of the question whether we can finally assign any precise sentence
syntactic function to any individual particle in Sanskrit. 

3.4.2 Particles in Sanskrit. As we saw above, it is difficult to decide upon the ex
act syntactic function of the Sanskrit particles; should they be assigned to the 
sphere of syntax (of the sentence) or of "supra-syntax" (i.e. syntax of the text)? If 
it is accepted that the value of particles proceeds from suprasyntax to syntax in 
the development of a language, Sanskrit probably represents some transitory 
stage. A possible evidence of this would be the actual impossibility, on the one 
hand, of including all the usages of the Sanskrit particles under one single head on 
one unequivocal leve! and, on the other, of drawing an exact line between different 
usages and levels. Another evidence is probably provided by the general confusion 
as to whether syntactic or semantic categories are applicable in the description of 
the particles. Semantic categories are, of course, more natura! in describing 
suprasyntactic relations; the only current re-interpretation of the suprasyntactic 
issue of connection in syntactic categories has been made in terms of "conjunc
tion", which is not satisfactory for the particles in Sanskrit. 

The indecisive stage of Sanskrit in the development of particles is revealed in 
the efforts made to define them. Speijer (1886) starts his exhaustive and infor
mative survey ofthe particles in Sanskrit with this statement (p. 310): "As to the 

161 For example, some Anatolian particles have been assigned a pronounced sentence-syntactic 
value by some authors (cf., for example, Josephson, 1972). 

162 Cf. Dressler, 1970, p. 386, "iibersatzmässig". On p. 387, he also maintains the necessity to 
interpret the precise kind of connection in the syntax of the text: "bidirektionell"/"unidirektionell", 
"anaphorisch"/"kataphorisch". However, such distinctions can be drawn only if semantic entities 
are actually present; in the semantic anaiysis, presuppositions and zero representations have to be 
allowed. 

1 (),I 

employment of the particles, they serve different purposes, but they may be 
brought under two general heads: modality and connection. When modal, they are 
expressive of emphasis, negation, interrogation, exclamation and the like, when 
connective they are wanted to connect either whole sentences or parts of them. 
The distinction between these two classes of particles is, however, not an essential 
one. The same word may be sometimes a modal, sometimes a connective." In his 
more rigid treatment ofthe subject in 1896 (p. 69), Speyer reformulates the value 
of "connection" as "wirksames Mittel zum Verständnis des logischen Zusam
menhanges der Satzteile oder Sätze", and the value of "modality" as "stilistische 
Zwecke". Also Delbriick (1888, pp. 471-540) has difficulty in finding relevant 
distinctions by which to classify the particles; he evades the problem by observing 
their place in the sentence instead of their function in relation to the sentence. 
Ickler (1973, pp. 22 ff.) is a recent pupil of Delbriick. She has, however, on the 
basis of the semantic property of "emphasis" assigned toa number of particles, 
hinted at another suprasyntactic issue than "connection", i.e. the accent. Yet she 
takes into account only the accent of the sentence and not that of the 
whole narrative, the text. Of course, it will be necessary, in recording both the 
genesis and the functions of the particles, to observe whether they bear an accent 
or not; it seems that some of the most plainly connective particles (ca, vä, u, ha, 
and also iva) have no accent, unlike those which also have some loaded, special 
significance (/sma and svid, having no accent either, seem to deserve special atten
tion). 

Hartman (1966) gets caught between syntax and semantic properties: he 
assumes a semantic effect ofthe particle upon the preceding word and then tries to 
translate this into syntactic terms by registering the class of words to which the 
word before the particle belongs. By this procedure, all the suprasyntactic value of 
the particle alm ost completely disappears in the classification; it only appears oc
casionally in the discussions or translations he gives of individual particles. 

The approach to the Sanskrit particles via the issue of "connection" has been 
more rewarding. Speijer (1886) returns to the particles in his chapter entitled "On 
the connection of sentences" (pp. 336 ff.). As means of connection, he discusses 
demonstrative pronouns, asyndeton and particles. He finds different Iogical 
categories in the case of particles but does not adduce all the particles there are. 
Besides this discussion and another observation on the supplementary character 
of initial sa and particles in Speyer (1896, p. 82), the most satisfactory and in
tegrated account of the particles there is, is the one given by Renou ( 1961, pp. 514 
tf.), who finds it natura! to include the syntax of the text in the general syntax. He 
treats the issue of "coordination" under the heading of "La phrase" and by in
cluding also the logical relations in a text, he finds a place for most particles in the 
range of connection. Even the pronouns and the anaphoric basis they have in 
common with the particles are not forgotten in the introduction to the section en
titled "Coordination" (p. 514): "Le lien entre propositions ou elements de proposi-



tion situes sur le meme plan n'est pas note de fac;:on stricte; souvent l'anaphorique 
suffit ä marquer la jonction; souvent aussi appara'it une particule." He proves that 
it is possible to make the vague, arbitrary nation of"emphatic words" into a ques
tion of the syntax of the text and, just as the connective force is present in particles 
that are "copulatives", "disjonctives", "adversatives", "conclusives" and "com
paratives", it is also present in particles that are "assertatives et restrictives" (the 
latter term was first used by Speijer in 1886, p. 313). 

The discussion thus passes over to the general function of the particles as con
nectives and this may, of course, be based upon logical nations. It must, however, 
be remembered that every representation of a particle is also a contextual use. 
This should be the course in approaching the particles, and "a !arge variety of 
contextual uses" does not preclude a "fundamental unity of its so-called senses" 
(Gonda, 1968, p. 196). It is also quite obvious with regard to the particles "that a 
variety of so-called different senses of a word in an ancient language is nothing 
else but a translational difficulty in disguise or the tacit admission ofthe fact that 
English, Dutch or German vocabularies do not contain a word which may under 
all circumstances be used to 'translate' a Greek or Sanskrit term" (ibid., p. I 84). 

The following assumptions may be made. (a) With regard to the particles the 
issue of connection must be observed (the "coordination" of Renou) or, in other 
words, the text as it goes forward. (b) The general sense of any particle may be 
identified, but its individual meaning within the sentence is a secondary matter, as 
regards the grammar of particles. All the particles in my material deserve to be 
observed on these lines, but in this investigation I have to concentrate upon the 
particles which are strikingly frequent in the nominal sentences. 

3.4.3 eva, vai and väva in the old Upani!fads. 

There may perhaps be some semantic reasons for an etymological bringing together of u, 
uta!tulnu/su. 163 If this is possible, the task of sorting them out is probably far more 
delicate. There is a considerable frequency of u and va elements in the particles, on the 
whole, in Sanskrit, but it is far too difficult to prove that the compass of an inherited u ex
tends to include also other particles than those just mentioned, such as i-va, e-va (e-vam), 
vai, vä and väva; the vague possibility may be merely mentioned here in selecting the par
ticles eva, vai and väva, which contain va-elements, fora doser study. 

The particles eva, vai and våva are of most interest in the study of nominal 
sentences, as we see from such straight examples as BÄU 1,3,23 våg eva githd, 
BÄU 3,2,2prå1Jo vai graha/J, and ChU 4,3,1 våyur väva san:ivargo. They cannot, 
of course, be quite disconnected from the great majority of particles, 164 and in the 

163 On the lines ofthe suggestion made by Liebert (1951, p. 87) about the syntactic pertinence of 
tu and su, "temporale Deixis", perhaps the semantic pertinence of an u or u-containing partide as 
presenting a well known fact, valid for the present moment, may be suggested. 

164 Yäska includes none of them in the discussion of nipiitas in Nir 1,4 ff. eva and vai, but not 
vdva, are in galJapii(ha. viiva is mentioned together with vai in Pär, 8,1,64; cf. on this siitra below, 
footnote 173. 

following discussion they will not be excluded from the assumption about a basic 
connective function of all particles in Sanskrit. It is, however, their individual 
behaviour that will be especially carefully observed here, mainly in nominal 
sentences in general and individually. 

(a) eva. Throughout the grammatical and interpretational literature, eva is 
called "emphasizing". Such an unanimous observation must be assumed to have 
its reasons, but, on the other hand, the formulation in terms of emphasis is far too 
vague to be linguistically satisfactory. A general discussion of some alternative 
concepts on clearly settled levels would perhaps be illuminating. To start with the 
aspect of communication, eva seems in the individual message to give prominence 
to same part of a nation or assertion, more or less in the form of a presentation. 
On the logical leve! it seems to have some distinguishing effect, to which I suggest 
that we should assign the term "restriction", which also occurs in the Indian 
grammatical tradition as avadhäralJa (PäQ 8,1,62; cf. Renou 1942 (l), p. 65, s.v. 
avadhäralJa "La particule eva est chez tous les commentateurs depuis M. 
avadhåraf!ärtha"). "Restrictive" has also been used with reference to eva by 
Speijer (1886, p. 313) and Renou (1961, p. 519). 

The forma! characteristic of eva, commonly observed, is its position after the 
word it is supposed to emphasize. It has also been said that it may follow any 
word in the sentence. Ickler (1973), however, has clearly shown that "In Bezug 
auf die ChU lässt sich dann feststellen, dass eva sehr oft die erste Stelle des Satzes 
unterstreicht, also mit vai konkurriert" (p. 26). This observation could perhaps 
have been extended by another observation, which would have effaced the 
"Ausnahmen" of Ickler (p. 29), namely, that this "Stelle" is not only a word but 
may be a group ofwords (BÄU 1,3,25 tasya vai svara eva sVaJ?1), a clause or sub
ordinate group (BÄU 1,2,7 tam anavarudhyaivdmanyata) or even a sentence unit 
(BÄU 1,4,3 tasmåd ayam dkdsa!J, striyå piiryata eva tåf'(l samabhavat tato 
manu!fyå ajdyanta). In spite of the impression which eva makes as an emphasizer, 
it also has some of the general value of connection 165 adhering to all particles, as it 
is nested with the periodizing of the text. Such a periodizing comes out clearly in a 
passage like BÄU 4,3,15 sa vä e!fa etasmin san:iprasåde ratvd caritvä d,:!f(Vaiva 
PUIJYaJ?1 ca pdpaf'(l ca I puna~ pratinyäyaf'(l pratiyony ådravati svapnäyaiva. 

The positional nature of eva described here seems to bear witness to some kind of 
enclitic origin, in spite of its long vowel and accent. As the IE connections of the 
initial i/e-vowel of the particle, I just wish to mention that a concept-marker i, generally 
considered to be the pronomina! i, may appear as enclitic and also prolonged and stressed 
(cf. Frisk, 1954- 72, s.v. -l). In Sanskrit, a possible förmal relation to iva may be suggested 
(cf. Przyluski, 1932-34); such a forma! association would, however, be uninteresting ifit 
were not also for some possible functional and semantic associations. The idea worth 

165 
Vedic evd may even occur "comme particule deictique initiale de strophe 'ainsi' (visant ä ce 

qui suit ou å ce qui precede)" (Renou, 1952b, p. 375). 



looking further into is that iva is formally bound to adjectives and verbs (and very rarely to 
substantives), in the same way as eva is bound to substantives; they both seem to select the 
concept to which they are bound with some kind of emphasis. Formally, eva looks like a 
variant of iva extended by the change of vowel and by the addition of an accent. If these 
readings are right, there seems to be a minute, logical difference between iva and eva in, for 
example ChU 5, 1, 7 yasmin va utkränte iarfran:z päpi!i(hataram iva d,:iyeta sa vah ire!i(ha 
iti and BÄU 1,4,17 sa yävad apy ete!iäm ekaikan:z na präpnoty ak,:tsna eva tävan 
manyate. There may also be orthographic confusion like ChU 8,10,2 ghnanti tv evainan:z 
lcorrected by most editors to iva] vicchädayantfväpriyavetteva bhavaty api roditfva. The 
difference, on the other hand, as it tums out, may semantically have a logical basis. iva 
seems to be connected with (restrict) the actual "concrete" concept ("something that 
is ... "), and eva seems to restrict in a more general way the concept as generic ("anything 
that is ... "). If a logical significance of this sort could be observed in an extensive material, 
it might be compared with the suggestion made above about the initial e- in eta- (pp. 84 f.), 
as a kind oftotalizing, generalizing marker, a lexical subsitute fora marker oflogical class. 

Another application of the original meaning of restriction in eva may be seen in the 
choice in the lranian languages of the related aiva for the stressed numera! "one", "one 
only" (cf. also Homeric ozoc;, "alone"). What could in fact be more restricted than an item 
counted as one? 

The use of eva to indicate a restriction, even referring to a generic locus, finds 

support in the Vedic language. Just as eva may be "emphatic", i.e.just localizing a 

concept, it is also claimed that it may occur in an adverbial sense, i.e. it may 
localize the general fact expressed in the sentence (Speyer, 1896, p. 70, even 
assumes an original, adverbial value of eva, which becomes "partikelartig"). This 
double use of eva is combined with the fact that there is one single occurrence of 
evam in R V 166 to show that these two applications were not kept apart by the 

demands of the syntax until later. The problem has to be related to the question of 
how to structurally interpret -m (cf. Pryzyluski, 1932-34 and 1934-36, "du 

genre impersonel"). Even though evam is derived from eva and was mixed up with 

it by orthographic obscurities, they came to stand out clearly as distinct from each 
other on the logical leve! because of their different grammatical applications. 
There are no doubts in interpreting, for example ChU 1,4,4 yadä ,:cam äpnoty om 
ity evätisvaraty evaf!Z sämaivaf!Z yajur. The adverb evam gives a sense of logical 
restriction that produces a summary statement in the text, Ch U 4, 1,2 tad dhaivarr; 
haf!ZSO harr;sam abhyuväda; as an adverb, it may even function independently as a 
condensed assertion, ChU 5, 1,8 evam iti pravivesa ha väk. eva, on the other hand, 

tums out to be merely restrictive and, as such, it occurs only in dependence on 

another word, for example BÄU 4,1,1 ubhayam eva samräcf, iti hoväca. A cor
relative use is possible for both of them (Renou, 1961, p. 528), but evam in its in
dependent function is the only true correlative word of the two (especially with 

166 In Brahmanic prose, eva still predominates. evam is certainly frequent in the Upani~ads, but 
there are, in fact, few cases of common use, since it appears for the most part together with the verb 
Vvid. 

yathd, BÄU l,5,20yathai!iddevataivarr;sa). eva may repeat the restriction ofthe 
relative clause also in the principal clause (ChU 3,2,1 atha ye 'sya dak!iirJä 

rasmayas tä eväsya dak!ihJä madhunäcf,yo ), but, in fact, eva occurs to signal the 
restriction in either (BÄU 1,2,5 sa yad yad eväsrjata tat tad attum adhriyata) or 

in both (BÄU 5,14,4 saydm evämiif!Z sävitr{m anvdhai1?aiva sä) members ofthe 

relative construction. 167 Both eva and evam did in fact keep their grammatical and 

logical, semantic positions throughout the development of Sanskrit without 
becoming mixed up. 

The fact that eva keeps its position and is even apprehended as a word used in
stead of restrictive conjunctions 168 indicates that eva really satisfies a necessary 

and permanent requirement in the language (cf., for example its elucidating effect 
in the otherwise laconic Piif.lini siitras). A restriction that corresponds toa gram

matical paraphrase may perhaps be of the same order as the definite article in 
languages possessing definite articles, and also in this respect its use as a vague in

dicator of logical class is natura!. Such a kind of"article" would be apt to substan
tivize not only adjectives and adverbs but also finite verbs or participles or even 
"absolutives". By this, Ido not mean that eva is an "article"; whether eva is one of 
the not quite grammaticalized means which Sanskrit has of compensating the lack 

of articles also remains to be seen by examining a vast material; the suggestion 
can only be tried on a small scale here. 

As regards the informational value of a sentence, the restriction by eva brings about a 
presentation of the concept. In terms of translation, the lack of a general particle of this 
kind in modern languages brings about variations in which mostly different topicalizing 
possibilities of sub-order may be used. If eva is joined to a word or a phrase, the outcome 
of the translation differs in the following ways. 169 An entity-noun or pronoun-has to be 
pointed out by special lexemes, such as "indeed", "just" (ChU 7,10,1 äpa evemä murtä 
yeyan:z p,:thM ... , Hume: "It is just Water solidified that is this earth ... "; BÄU 1,2,1 tad 
evärkasyärkatvan:z, Hume: "This, indeed, is the arka-nature of what pertains to 
brightness") or even by sentence-like extensions, such as "c'est ... que" etc. (BÄU 1,1,2 
samudra eväsya bandhuh samudro yonih, Senart: "C'est de !'ocean qu'il nait, !'ocean est 
sa matrice"; ChU 7,11,1 teja eva tal purvan:z dariayitväthäpah s,:Jate, Böhtlingk: "Die 
Glut istes, die dieses zuerst anzeigt und hierauf das Wasser erschafft", Morgenroth: "Die 
Glut gerade zeigt das vorher an ... "). Used together with an adjective expressing "proper
ty", it is often translated by "only" (BÄU 4,4,5 kämamaya eväyan:z puru!ia iti, Hume: A 
person is made lnot of acts, but] of desires only", Deussen: "Der Mensch ist ganz und gar 
gebildet aus Begierde"; ChU 4,16,3 anyat/räm eva vartanin:z san:zskaroti hi"yate 'nyatarä, 

167 
Strikingly enaugh, eva occurs frequently in anteposed (restrictive) but not in postposed (non

restrictive) relative clauses (cf. above, 3.2), as far as I can see from my material. Confirmation of 
this from an extensive material would constitute good support for assigning the notion of "restric
tion" to eva. 

168 
The meaning "only", "even", is more widespread in translations of later texts, Renou (1961, 

p. 519) sees a development "En cl. se developpe fortement une nuance restrictive 'seulement' ". 
169 For the description of this matter, i.e. the translational deviations regarding this special parti

cle eva, the otherwise inadequate method of recording the particles according to the parts of speech 
which occur before them, used by Hartman (1966), seems to be to a certain extent justified. 



Hume: " ... he forms only one path. The other becomes discontinued"). A circumstance 
(ex~r~ssed syntactica!ly by adverb, participle or absolutive) becomes more precise by the 
add1t10n of eva. The 1mplied meaning is "(when and it) this exactly is the circumstance" 
(AitU 4,4 sa ita!J prayann eva punar jäyate (participle), Silburn: " ... et, partant de Ja il 
ren~it"; ChU 5'.11,7 tän hänupanij;aivaitad uväca (absolutive), Hume: "Then, with~ut 
havmg first rece1ved them as pupils, he spoke to them as follows", a translation in which a 
slight hint at eva is present in "first"; ChU 7,5,2 näyam astfty evainam ähur yad ayan:z 
veda (adverb), Morgenroth: " ... so sagen sie iiber ihn: 'Nicht ist dieser (wissend) was 
(auch immer) er weiss' "). With reference toan event (verb), eva seems to tel1 us tha; "the 
matter is i? fa~t that" (Kau~U 3,2 asti tv eva prä!Jänän:z ni!Jsreyasam iti). Finally, in short 
sentences 1t m1ght be taken as generally referring to the whole matter and any translation 
of -~va as "thu~''., "then", "i.e.", "the matter is", etc. is vindicable (BÄU 1,2, 7 tad 
ev~svamedhasyasyamedhatvam, Hume: "Therefore the horse-sacrifice is called 
Asvamedha"; BAU 1,4,17 mana eväsyätmä, Hume: " ... his mind truly is his self'; 
Kau~U 3,3 tasyai!iaiva siddhir, Renou (1948): "Et voici l'attestation"). Also the answer 
"yes" implies "the matter is" and eva is useful in confirmative replies: BÄU 4,1,l 
ubhayam eva sa1:7räq iti hoväca. All these uses horder on the meaning of "only", and, as 
far as the matenal from the Upani~ads is concerned, such a translation is often, but not 
generally applicable. Such an interpretation, useful later on in Sanskrit (cf. footnote 168, 
above) has often been applied in the translations ofthe Upani~ads (BÄU 1,4,8 ätmänam 
evq priyam ~päs'.-ta, Senart: "Il ne faut considerer comme cher que l'ätman (son soi)"; 
BAU l_,4,1 atmazvedam agra äsft, Hume: "In the beginning this world was Soul (Ätman) 
alon_e_ m the form of a Person"; ChU 5,3,7 tasmäd u sarvei/U loke!iu kiiatrasyaiva 
prasasanam obhiid iti, Hume: " ... and therefore in all the worlds has the rule belonged to 
the Kshatriya only"). 

What then has eva to perform so frequently in the nominal sentences, starting 
from the assumptions made above? In a nominal sentence, a restriction by eva 
affects the w~ole matter, as the initially mentioned concept is thus picked out and 
presented, BAU 1,5,4-5 ff. trayo lokä eta eva väg eväya1?7 loko mana 'ntariksa
loka!J prät70 'sau loka!J 114 Il trayo vedä eta eva väg eva rgvedo mana yajurved,ah 
prät7a!J sämaveda!J Il 511 , .. A concept pointed out intially, i.e. restricted by eva·, 
tums out to be the T in the passage, as soon as some C follows. eva does not mark 
the T of any sentence, but its positional character in a short nominal sentence un
derlines its T /C sequence in that minimal part of a text. If there is a need to present 
the T by eva, there is probably a shift of T in the text. 

It does not seem possible neither to extend the interpretation of the function of 
eva to a grammatical one, as far as to some copula function. I would argue that 
even a seemingly sentence-establishing eva in a tathä eva is only an effect of the 
restriction and not an independent "is"; it means rather "yes, in fäet" than "yes, it 
is'~ (for the meaning of "yes" of tathä, see Speijer, 1886, p. 3 Il). A phrase like 
BAU 1,2,l tad !!värkasyärkatvam may be understood as just a mentioning 
phrase, and in BAU 1,3,25 tasya vai svara eva sva1?7 an interpretation in which a 
colon is placed after eva is an alternative. In BÄ U 1,4,6 etävad vä idam sarvam 
anna1?7 caivännädas ca, the last two concepts look rather appositionai. On the 
other hand, a nominal sentence with eva tells us something else, compared with a 
plain, nominal composition, to which eva is notjoined. When present in a nominal 
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sentence, eva certainly indicates that it is an assertion. Presentations like "just" or 
"the matter is" are assertions, whether they are appositional or predicative 
(Kau~U 3,3 tasyai~aiva siddhir). Yet, an eva is notat all obligatory in an assertion 
(BÄU 5,7,1 vidyud brahmeti vidyud dhy eva brahma). 

eva performs a function which, ad hoc and ungrammaticalized, compensates to 
a certain extent the lack of a copula; it phrases a nominal sentence. 

The use of eva should be judged as not grammaticalized also by the fäet that, 
most often in nominal sentences, it appears only in the initial nominal combination 
in a series, This is found in long series, for example, TaittU 2,2 tasya prät7a eva 

sira!J I vyäno dak~itJalJ pak~a!J I apäna uttara!J pak~a!J I äkäsa ätmä /p,:thivi 
pucchaf?1 prati~(hä I, most frequently so in ChU (e.g., 5,4,1). The great majority of 
such serial nominal sentences are twofold: ChU 1,6,2 antarik~am eva rg väyu!J 
säma and BÄU 3,9,6 stanayitnur evendro yajna!J prajäpatir iti. Sometimes eva 
may occur in the last part of a series (BÄU 1,1,1 , , . asvasya medhyasya dyau!J 
p,:~(ham antarik~am udara1?7 .. , väg eväsya väk). I have found no clear series in 
which eva recurs in every juxtaposed nominal sentence, but it may occur when 
some additional information develops the content of each nominal sentence (cf. 
also väva, below, p. 118), as in ChU 3,18,3 ff. väg eva brahmat7as caturthalJ 
päda!J so 'gninä jyoti~ä bhäti ca tapati ca... Il 3 11 prätJa eva brahma
tJascaturthalJ päda!J sa väyunäjyoti:jä bhäti ca tapati ca ... Il 4 ll-170 Yet it does 
not occur in every such series: ChU 2,2,1 loke:jupancavidhaf?1 sämopästtap,:thivi 
hinkära!J I agni!J prastävo 'ntarik:jam udgttha äditya!J pratihäro dyaur nidhanam 
ity urdhve~u (cf. BÄU 4,2,4). eva may also introduce verbal series (BÄU 1,5,21 
vadi:jyämy eväham iti väg dadhre drak:jyämi aham iti cak:ju/J sro:jyämy aham iti 
srotram) or clauses (BÄU 1,5,3 manasä hy eva pasyati manasä s,:t7oti). 

Is it necessary to look upon this as some peculiar, distinct use of eva? In these 
connections, eva performs a suprasyntactic role in phrasing and arranging the text 
when words of the same value, especially nominal words, are accumulated. In 
ChU 1,3,7 dyaur evad antarik~af?1 g(IJ p,:[hivi tham äditya evad väyur gfr agnis 
tha1?7 sämaveda evad yajurvedo gir ,:gvedas tha1?7, where eva marks one leve! of the 
series (cf. BÄU 2,2,4), the phrasing by eva replaces deixis, Also an answer in a 
dialogue often has this phrase-making eva; BÄU 4,1,4 kä satyatä yäjnavalkya 
cak:jur eva samrä<f iti hoväca. Its phrasing effect is obvious when it concludes a 
phrase; BÄU 1,4,7 täny asyaitäni karmanämäny eva. This phrasing is the 
suprasyntactic function of eva, which is quite consistent with its presentational 
character on the communicative leve!. The logical counterpart to presentation is 

170 In ChU 5,18,2 (ÄSS) tasya ha vä etasyätmano vaisvdnarasya miirdhaiva sutejäs caksur 
visvariipa!J prärJalJ p,:thagvartmätmä san:zdeho bahulo etc. the MSS are ambiguous as to whether 
eva should just be added to the first member or recurs the whole way; some editors, for example, 
Morgenroth (1958), even let it recur half-way, taking ura eva vedir lomäni barhir h,:dayan:z 
gärhapatyo mano 'nvähäryapacana äsyam ähavanzya!J as a separate, interpolated series. 



restriction, and it seems to be very useful and therefore frequent in this kind of 
serial, nominal context; the restriction turns out to be a selection of the concepts, 
"on the one hand, there is ... [and there is also]". 

In view of the restrictive meaning of eva, a position elsewhere in a nominal 
sentence than between the two nominal elements would affect, if not the T/C, at 
least the focus ofthe message. This is observed by Saqikara in BSBh 4,1,6, when, 
together with other arguments about what is the locus and the thing localized in a 
nominal sentence ( cf. 2.6), he finds that iyam eva ,:k iti ca yathäkij,aranyäsam ,:ca 
eva p,:thivftvam avadhärayati p,:thivyä hy ,:ktve 'vadhäryamälJa iyam ,:g evety 
ak!j_aranyäsa~ syät. Saqikara does not suggest anything about the grammatical or 
the contextual relations but merely something about the actual ranking of the con
cepts, the semantic result of restriction. 

In the field of stylistics, the distribution of eva in BÄU and ChU ought to be looked 
upon as a result of how the function of presentation is applied in the actual kind of con
tents. It seems, however, very difficult to reconcile any generalizations about the contents 
with the distribution of eva. For the whole Upani~ads, Hartman (1966, p. 34) gives the 
figures (single eva) 357 for ChU and 417 for BÄU. eva is infrequent in ChU 2 and BÄU 6, 
which both repeat and systematize obviously well known teachings and it is rather fre
quent in ChU 3 and 8 and in BÄU 1 and 4, all of which emphatically present central 
aspects of brahman. Further, more detailed studies are required. 

The general conclusions about eva are twofold. On the leve! of syntax, the 
restriction by eva of a concept in a nominal sentence turns out to be a selection of 
concepts not in an S/P phrase but in relation to other phrases. Thus, eva tells us 
nothing about S/P in nominal sentences. 

On the leve! of communication, it is clear that any concept may be presented by 
an eva and in the interpretation, an "emphasis" -strictly speaking a restriction-by 
eva should not be taken to bring about the intended T; on the other hand, in the 
confined sequence noun + eva + noun, the presented noun + eva coincides with T 
and the presence of eva indicates a shift ofT. The effect, finally, is phrasing. In ad
dition, it has to be concluded that, also in the nominal sentences in which eva oc
curs, their ungrammatical nature must be accepted and that, even in identifying 
T/C, it is necessary to turn to other means than the observation of eva. 

(b) vai. vai is less frequent in the Upani~ads than eva and, unlike that particle, it 
is not very common in R V and disappears also gradually after Brahmanic prose 
and epos. That is to say, unlike eva, it probably expresses something for which 
other means of expression are also available. According to Hartman's figures 
(1966, p. 63), vai is more than twice as frequent in BÄU than in ChU; the figures 
311 and 13 5 respectively are related to texts of the same extent. 

The distinction between the chapters in BÄU and ChU looks significant; even with 
regard to the length, there is quite a !arge number of vai in BÄU 4, ChU 3 and 7, and 
rather few in BÄU 6, ChU 2 and 6. Such observations are of interest in the discussion of 
style and genres if also evaluated together with other features; the frequency of other par
ticles is one related matter, for example ha hasa comparatively higher frequency in ChU 
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than in BÄU, 171 but eva, which is ofmost interest in comparison with vai, is slightly more 
frequent in BÄU than in ChU (cf. above, p. 112). Another important matter to judge in 
this connection is the contents. 

Synchronic evaluations seem to be more suggestive in the search for a special 
meaning of vai than any discussion about genetical relations. There are different 
opinions about its relation to the disjunctive unaccented vä-of which it anyhow 
appears as a homonym in many cases by sandhi. 172 Only tests of the respective 
meanings would settle this problem, as well as observations of possible relations to 
other particles which have not yet been examined. On the förmal side, the position 
of vai has been observed; it acts like most connective particles-it "strebt der Stelle 
hinter dem ersten Wort des Satzes zu" (Delbriick, 1888, p. 482; cf. Ickler, 1973, 
pp. 22 and 24). vai has been supposed to be an emphatic particle (Speijer, 1886, p. 
312; Renou, 1961, p. 520, "soulignant un membre de phrase"). Hartman (1966, 
pp. 62- 77), on the other hand, eagerly argues that vai gives emphasis to the 
sentence in many cases. Renou (1952b) has one statement (p. 376, "emphatique 
de phrase dans un recit explicatif') which seems to link up with observations on 
the material made by Delbriick (1888, pp. 482-491). The frequent use of vai 
together with anaphoric words and relative pronouns (BÄU 4,4,5 sa vä ayam ät
mä brahma, TaittU 2,7 tato vai sad ajäyata, BÄU 6,1,14 yad vä ahan:z 
vasiij,(häsmi tvan:z tad vasiij,(ho 'sfti) would not be explicable without referring to a 
genuine connective function, and neither would the claim that vai gives emphasis 
to a whole sentence. Why then does it in some cases look as if it emphasizes some 
single word? Probably the semantic effect of vai is of such a kind that it does not 
delete its connective function in any case. The basic meaning seems to be of an 
argumentative order and seems to express some presupposition. Even though this 
presupposition may have a rather independent state, "there is the presupposition 
that", "in fäet the matter is that" (KenaU 3,4 agnir vä aham asmity abravij 
jätavedä vä aham asmiti, ChU 1,11,1 bhagavantan:z vä ahan:z vividiij,ärJrty), a 
sentence with vai seems also very often to make up one member of a two-member 
(or more) argument. vai, following upon a relative word would, of course, show 
this (ChU 7,16,1 e!j_a tu vä ativadati ya~ satyenätivadati, ChU 7,23,1 yo vai 

171 The distribution of ha in BÄU and ChU is such that it is relatively frequent in BÄU 3 and 
ChU 4, which contain more anecdotes than the other chapters, and quite infrequent in ChU 3 and 7 
which contain surveys of systems and lack anecdotes. Delbriick (1888, pp. 497 ff.) finds differences 
in the use of ha in "erörtende und historische Stil". 

172 For example, Speyer (1897, p. 70) about vai: "Die Nebenform vä ... ist wahrscheinlich die 
durch Satzsandhi zu Stande gekommene Doublette von vai, nicht die enklitische Disjunctivpar
tikel" and, more vaguely, Renou (I 961, p. 517) says about vä: "A date ancienne, vä est aussi un 
doublet de vai". Disjunctive vä has been put together with Latin -ve and Greek 11<,fc, ,jl-whether it 
is a composed particle or not-but, in spite of its use, the particle vai has never been examined in 
relation to Greek ,f, through which "Affirmation is expressed par exce/lence" (Denniston, I 954, p. 
XXXVIII). 
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bhumä tat sukhan:z). There are, however, much more complex arguments. vai may 
occur in both the subordinate and the principal clause of a relative construction, 

and a double use is current in BÄU. The whole construction may then be a 
presupposition in the context. For example, in BÄU 1,4,14 ya vai sa dharma~ 

satyan:z vai tal etc., the foregoing unfolding of dharma described could not have 
happened if dharma were not the same thing as satyam. In TaittU 2,7 the phrase 
yad vai tal suk,:tam rasa vai sa~ is the basic reason for the following rasan:z hy 
eväyan:z labdhvänandr bhavati. The arguments are just as often composed of prin
cipal clauses (BÄU 6,2,6 daive[iu vai gautama tad vare[iu mänu[iälJän:z bruhfti, 
ChU 7,11,l tasmäd ähur vidyatate stanayati var[ii[iyati vä iti teja eva tal purvan:z 
dariayitväthäpa~ srjate teja upässveti (cf. also BÄU 1,5,21; ChU 4,5,2). 

It is in its capacity to form one of two arguments in the text that we may search for a 
possible relation to the disjunctive vä. Any common state is, however, difficult to grasp in 
the available material and the forma! difference between vai with an accent and vä with no 
accent is enough to indicate a significant difference. 

The evaluation of vai proposed above does by no means imply that the particle 
expresses a syntactic causal relation, but it seems to express a reinforcing fäct-a 
cause, a condition, a pertinent state of things, meaning "[since,) in fäet, the matter 
is that" -before or after the main argument. When such a vai occurs together with 
nominal concepts, it seems to bring about an emphasis on the initial concept, but 
this is only a consequence of the whole function. In fäet, vai occurs together with 
nominal concepts only in nominal sentences of a clearly assertive character. vai 
frequently occurs with combinations of two independent nouns (BÄU 1,2,2 äpa 
vä arkas, TaittU 3, 7 prälJa vä annam etc.). In ChU such a vai seems to occur only 
when there isa need for clarification (ChU 3,12,1 väg vai gäyatrfor ChU 8,14,1 
äkäsa vai näma). On the whole, single independent noun + noun sentences are 
less frequent in ChU and serial sentences ofthis kind take eva in the initial noun + 
noun combination (cf. above, p. 11 I) or väva the whole way (cf. below, p. 118). 
When separated in the text by argumentation, such nominal serial sentences take 
eva or väva. Nominal sentences with pronoun + noun are marked as arguments, 
and consequently as assertions, by vai just as much in ChU as in BÄU (BÄU 
1,3,19 e[ia hi vä angänäf!l rasa~, ChU 1,1,8 tad vä etad anujfiäk[iaraf!Z). 

Through vai, the nominal concepts and their relations in a sentence seem to be 
stated as fäets, as existing entities or relations; vai thus gives a settled type of 
sentence emphasis also in nominal sentences, by turning the concept into an argu
ment. This argument in its tum may angle the concepts in a certain way that can 
be traced from the context. The effect of the function of vai is that it really un
derlines the T/C sequence of the sentence and consequently confirms the state of 
T of the initial concept. This is most perspicuous in nominal sentences with "ad
jectival" members, like BÄU 3,1,9 anantan:z vai mana 'nantä visve devä or ChU 
2, 7, I paravarijläf!Zsi vä etäni. 
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The difficulties of retaining a strong interpretation of vai and leaving the "emphasis" as 
a secondary effect are to be seen already in Sarµkara, to whom vai was not a living word. 
He has a standard interpretation of vai with a general argumentative outlook, viz. 
smäralJa and prasiddha; to BÄU 1,3,20 he says väg vai b,:hatfti prasiddhavad vaktum. 
Yet he prefers to interpret vai as an emphatic particle; to BÄU 1,1,1 u~ä vä asvasya 
medhyasya siralJ I, he says vai sabdalJ smära1JärthalJ prasiddham kälam smärayati, 
referring to u~ä; in BÄU 1,2,2 äpo vä arkas, he replaces vai without any discussion by eva. 

In certain cases, in order to explain vai, Hartman resorted to the notion of emphasis on 
a word, mostly in nominal sentences. He might have found reasons in the context for 
observing an emphasis on the whole sentence intended to express something factual in an 
argumentative discussion. BÄU 2,4,5 (Hartman, 1966, p. 65) ätmä vä are drafi(avyalJ 
srotavyo mantavyo nididhyäsitavyo maitreyy ätmano vä are darsanena sraValJena matyä 
vijiiänenedan:z sarvan:z viditam tells us that, supposing that ätmä may be seen etc. and sup
posing that the instruments of darsana etc. are used, all is known. In BÄU 4,5,6 where the 
passage is repeated, the second part ofthe phrase is changed to maitreyy ätmani khalv are 
d,:fi(e srute mate vijiiäta idan:z sarvan:z viditam. vai is here replaced by khalu, which has 
been claimed to be a true, argumentative particle (Emeneau, 1968-69, p. 252). In BÄU 
3,2, Yiijiiavalkya sets out to give names to eight grahas; he assumes them one by one, 
prälJo vai grahalJ, väg vai grahalJ, etc. and by these eight arguments he completes the 
number. (Cf. also Hartman's other material with vai.) 

The interpretation here suggested describes a more precise notion of the textual 
qualities of vai than is usually given. The notion must not be logically vague, even if the 
lexical, semantic definitions and the translations are. It is said to be of an explicative order 
by Renou (cf. above, p. 113) when he says that it functions "dans un recit explicatif' and 
by Hartman (I 966, p. 77, "explicative force") or of an affirmative order by Speyer (1896, 
p. 70), who calls it a "Beteuerungspartikel" and by Delbriick (1888, p. 483), when he says 
"Man iibersetzt durch 'wahrlich' oder ähnlich"; ve in Piili has also been called "part. of af
firmation" (Davids & Stede 1921-25, s.v.). However, by his observations of material, 
Delbriick has more expressly touched upon the notion of presupposition, still without 
departing from the idea of emphasis (p. 486): "Ausserordentlich häufig hebt vai das erste 
Wort solcher Sätze hervor, welche die Grund I ag e eines folgenden bilden. In diesem 
Falle können wires durch unser 'ja' ersetzen", and he also says that "Häufig erscheint der 
Satz mit vai wie in Klammern geschlossen". 

In the translations, vai is most often observed (except by Böhtlingk, who does not usual
ly add any account of the particles in his translation). Morgenroth translates always by 
"wahrlich" and "fiirwahr", and Hume by "verily": BÄU 1,1,l Ufiä vä asvasya medhyasya 
siralJ "Verily, the dawn is the head ofthe sacrifical horse"; BÄU 1,2,2 äpo vä arkaf/, "The 
water, verily, was brightness", etc. Senart uses frequently, but not consistently, "en 
verite"; BÄU 1,1,1, "C'est, en verite, l'aurore qui est la tete du cheval du sacrifice", but 
BÄU 1,2,2, "Les eaux sont arka". Deussen varies much more; in BÄU l,1,1 he uses 
"wahrlich"; sometimes he uses "nämlich"-a translation that is natura! when the argu
ment with vai follows upon the reasoning. In BÄ U 1,2,2, his translation proposes a 
presupposition through a subordinate clause ("Denn der Strahl ist das Wasser"). 

A presupposition, expressed as an argument, corresponds to a certain extent to 
a cause. A sentence with vai is usually paratactically linked; it isa statement on a 
par with others. vai in itself does not denote the syntactic causal relation which, 
when grammaticalized, belongs rather to hypotactical linking. Thus, it may be in 
the development of grammatically subordinate means-subordinate clauses and 
composita-that the explanation of the disappearance of vai has to be looked for. 
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On the other hand, an explanation of the scarcity of vai in R V may be found in its 
use of accented or unaccented verbs to indicate hypotactical ranging. 173 It is, 
however, not necessary to refer the frequency only to the stage oflanguage; it may 
also be a question of different genres, a question of style. vai expresses a sort of 
!ogical, argumentative value, but, as it is not grammaticalized, it is not at all a 
necessary means of expressing some presupposition. Any assertion may act as an 
expressed presupposition and vai, as an indication that the assertion should be 
related as an argument to the context, is optional, just like a stylistic feature. The 
difference in frequency between ChU and BÄU is illustrative of this. As we 
noticed above, (p. 114), the plain, single, nominal sentences in BÄU take vai very 
often, but not so in ChU, which has another, predominantly serial type ofnominal 
sentences. As a support of anaphoric pronouns, on the other hand, it is used just 
as much in ChU. This would mean that, even though the connective force and the 
basic meaning of vai are probably the same in both texts, BÄU seems to take ad
vantage of the meaning of vai and its consequences for the nominal sentences 
much more than ChU. There seems to be a need to stress as arguments the 
equivalences that are expressed in nominal sentences in BÄU. They are most 
often emphasized as arguments by vai. The serial, nominal sentences, which occur 
also in BÄU but are predominant in ChU, perhaps exhibit the nominal 
equivalences more as fäets of a doctrine and a system than as arguments. 

In summary, the integrated state of vai may be seen as the connection of an in
dependent assertion with the text and also as an underlining of the argumentative, 
presuppositional nature of this assertion. For example, in combinations of par
ticles it goes very well with ha (ha vai is "by far the commonest combination", 
Hartman, 1966, p. 113), which seems to have a narrative, text-developing effect, 
which is modified by a vai to sort out an assertion as an argumentative presup
position. vai mainly pertains to suprasyntax and, when frequent, it exhibits a 
paratactical state of the language. 

In one sector, however, vai seems to have almost a syntactic use. The meaning 
of vai acts upon the specific surroundings of nominal sentences in a decided way. 
vai in a nominal sentence expresses a fäet, to be used as an argumentative presup
position in the text. In the nominal sentence, it establishes that "there is an x, such 
that x is y/y is x"; in other words, it looks like a true existential predication, of 
which vai is the forma! marker (ha, which usually signals verbal sentences, is not 
accepted in nominal ones without a vai). vai is, however, still only the marker of 
the fäet, not of any member, and the sentence is less sophisticated if more rightly 
paraphrased "there is the fäet of x and y". Still Sand P are unsettled; as regards T 
and C, they are given only by the context. vai comes rather more close to being a 

173 Pän 8, 1,64 shows that optionally something that might be called the state of subordinate 
clauses, i.e. accented verb forms is allowed in Veda in sentences with vai and väva when they 
precede another verbal sentence. 
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copula, as it marks out the relation in the nominal sentence than does eva, which 
marks a concept. They have in common the fact that they act as markers in the 
text, not in the sentence, but they are as far apart as are the English phrases "it is 
... that" (eva) and "there is, in fact, ... " (vai). 

The distinction between vai and eva may very well be retained along these lines also 
with regard to the periodizing with vai and a following eva (Delbrilck, 1888, pp. 486 ff., 
has discussed a vast material of this character). From the general fact stated in the 
sentence with vai, merely a furth_er exposition of a selected concept is inaugurated by eva. 
This goes for transitions, like BA U 4, 1,2 väg vai brahmeti, followed at a distance by väg 
eväyatanam äkäia!J ... , and also for transitions the other way round (BÄU 1,3,23 esa u 
vä udgftha!J following upon the earlier phrases efia u eva b,:haspatir etc). In fact, such t~an
sitions between vai and eva are not remarkable in the present material and are easily ex
plained by the specific characters of the two particles. There is another transition which is 
at least as frequent, the transition from vai to hi. It happens now and then that the expres
sion of an argument calls for some further corroboration, like BÄU 5,12,1 präfJO vai ram 
prä!Je Mmäni sarvä!Ji bhutäni ramante (cf. also BÄU 1,3,19 and ChU 3,5,4). eva and v~i 
have both a suprasyntactic function and their use also exhibits individual, semantic 
results. In the interpretations of text, the differences in all respects-position, occurrences, 
function and meaning-between the two must be observed; there are different reasons for 
the fact that they are both frequent in nominal sentences. The most important difference is 
found in the fact that eva has survived in the language. It seems to correspond to some 
constant logical need, for which no other syntactic device has developed. vai, on the other 
hand, is an alternative way of expression and has been superseded by other syntactic 
means. 

To sum up, the assessment of vai in a nominal sentence should be as follows. 
As its intention is to argue a fact in the text, at the leve! of syntax it also marks the 
state of predication, but not the S or P of the nominal sentence. At the leve! of 
communication, vai does not select T /C, but it is of importance for the interpreta
tion of T and C. It connects the whole assertion in a way of its own, as an argu
ment, and this suggests that it involves a transition from one T to another; in such 
cases, the new T is presented first (cf. above, p. 114). 

(c) väva. Like vai, of which it is usually called a strengthened variant, väva 
takes the second place in the sentence. It exhibits two accents, vdvci, a fact which 
has been the main reason for analysing it as a combined particle. Its etymology is, 
however, not quite perspicuous, and the assumption that the strengthening of vcii 
is due to vcii + eva has been refuted without explicit arguments by W ackernagel 
(1896, p. 317; cf. Mayrhofer, 1956- 76, s.v.). Of course, a combination ofvdi + 
iva would fit the fairly current contraction described by Wackernagel better in this 
connection. Yet, since iva derives its meaning from relation, i.e. when it is attached 
to an independent concept, and therefore has no accent of its own which could 
have brought about the double accent ofväva, this is in any case a dubious sugges
tion even from the forma! point ofview. The charting ofväva and the suggestion of 
function and meaning that this brings about will perhaps cast some light upon the 
genesis of the particle. 



väva is a particle characteristic of Ch U, which contains 61 occurrences, compared with 
5 occurrences in BÄU. It is even more tied up with the nominal sentence than eva and vai 
are. It occurs in the present material in but a few cases in nominal sentences, of which 
about three-quarters are strictly nominal (ChU 3,16,1 purU!iO väva yajiias), while about 
one-quarter of them exhibit some form of V as (ChU 7,1,5 nämna väva bhuyo 'stfti). A 
look at the occurrences in ChU shows that 52 cases out of a total of 61 (according to Lit
tle, 1900, s.v.) appear in clearly nominal sentences. Like vai, it is infrequent inprapä(haka 
2 (no occurrence) and 6 (two occurrences of the specific väva kila). For the rest, the 
following holds good: one case is in fact a nested nominal sentence, ChU 8,12,1 (cf. also 
KenaU 4,7, see below,p. 120); in one passage, ChU 3,11,5, the phrase idaYf! väva tajmay 
in fact be interpreted as an independent, nominal sentence (cf. ChU 3,13,7); four cases 
happen to be the difficult passages in which väva is combined with kila (ChU 4,14,3, 5,3,4, 
6,11,3 and 6,13,2). After this inspection, there remains only one verbal sentence with väva 
in ChU, in 7,13,1 yadä väva te smareyur atha i,:ryuyur atha manvfrann atha vijänfran 
(European eds. vijäniyu!J). In addition, there is one other such item in the Upani~ads, 
TaittU 1,5,2 maha ity äditya!J I ädityena väva sarve lokä mahiyante (cf. below, p. 120). 

The five occurrences in BÄU are one item with väva kila (BÄU 6,2,3), and four 
nominal sentences (BÄU 1,4,5 with Vas, 1,5,16, 2,2,1 and 2,3,1). 

These two trends of distribution, firstly between the Upani~ads in favour of ChU and 
secondly in favour of nominal sentences, are, however, not the whole story. There are also 
observations to be made in the material of nominal sentences with väva in Ch U before any 
conclusions can be drawn. Of the 52 cases of nominal sentences with väva in ChU very 
few are independent, single, nominal sentences; in fact, there are only three cases, 3,13,7 
idaTfl väva tad (cf. above), 3,16,1 puru!io väva yajiias, and 4,10,5 yad väva kam tad eva 
khaYf! yad eva khaYf! tad eva kam iti. The rest all occur in series of parallel," nominal 
phrases, like repetitive formulas. In one case, väva behaves exactly like an eva, 1,13, 1 
ayaYf! väva loko häiikäro väyur häfkäras candramä athakära!J I ätmehakäro 'gnir fkära!J. 
In one case, there are only two members of the nominal series, 4,3,1 väyur väva 
saYf!vargo. . . I 4,3,3 ... präryo väva saYf!Varga!J. For the rest there may be three 
(3,16,1-5), five (5,1,1-5; 5,4-8) and 15 (7,1,5 and 7,2-15) etc. repetitions. The series of 
nominal sentences in question are of the type mixed with additional reasoning on each 
point. 

At first sight, the figures for the frequency ofväva in nominal sentences in ChU, 
compared with BÄU, seemed to hint at a direct, supplementary use of väva with 
vai, which is frequent in plain nominal sentences in BÄU but quite infrequent in 
ChU (cf. above, p. 114). The supplementary use of väva with vai has been tacitly 
accepted both in the grammars which treat väva as a variation of vai and also by 
the translators, who throughout keep to the same translations of väva as of vai. 
Thus, Hume translates väva systematically by "verily", sometimes replaced by 
"assuredly", and Morgenroth is just as consistent with "wahrlich" or "fiirwahr". 
Other translators-except Böhtlingk, who ignores also this particle-use affir
mative expressions now and then; in some cases (ChU 3,12,2 yä vai sä 
gäyatri'yalJJ väva sä yeyalJJ p,:thivy), Deussen and Senart have stressed the transla
tion by using väva for a subordinate period with "denn" and "car" respectively. 

Y et, the kind of occurrences of väva should also be considered. The frequent 
choice ofväva in ChU coincides directly with the style ofrepetitive, serial, nominal 
sentences which characterizes ChU as a whole; the series are most extensive, uni-

form, and not too complex on different levels inprapä(hakas 3,5, and 7, in which 
väva is most frequent. BÄU obviously prefers vai even in such cases, as is seen 
directly in the differences between BÄU 6,1,1 ff.präryo vaijye:i{has ca sresthas ca 
···väg vai vasi~(hä ... and ChU 5,1,1 ff.präryo vävajyefi(has ca sresthai ca .. . 
väg väva vasi~(hal? ... and between BÄU 6,2,9 ff. asau vai loko 'gnir g~utama . . . 
parjanyo vä agnir gautama ... and ChU 5,4 ff. asau väva loko gautamägnis .. . 
parjanyo v~va gautamägnis . .. Euphonic reasons may not explain the difference 
between BAU and ChU, but such considerations seem to be present when the 
readings differ in some cases in ChU. In the long series in the 7th prapä(haka, 
where the concepts are connected by bhiiyal?, most MSS have vä and not väva in 
7,10,1, 7,11,1, 7,13,1 and 7,15,1, where the following word begins with a- or ä-. 
The same goes for ChU 5,1,5 mana ha vä äyatanam, in spite of väva in the 
preceding members of the series. 

What are then the function and meaning of väva, judging from these basic 
~bservations? There is some connective value, demonstrated by its regular posi
tion, but it is difficult to maintain that this connection has the same value ofmean
ing as vai, as the material of väva passages corresponds closely only to one part of 
the material of vai passages, i.e. the nominal sentences with vai, which, as was 
shown above (pp. 116 f.), behave in a peculiar way. väva could be assumed to be a 
semantic marker of a "fact", and on the syntactic level an optional marker of 
predication in nominal sentences by virtue of its occurrence and not by virtue of 
the meaning "presupposition" assigned to vai above. A nominal sentence with 
väva may perhaps be interpreted as a member of a two-member argument, but it is 
not as obvious for väva as for vai. The use of väva should be compared with the 
use of eva as well, as they are both associated with serial nominal sentences. The 
difference tums out to be in favour of the assumption of väva as a marker of 
predication. eva is mainly used in the first of a series of nominal sentences im
mediately following upon each other, but väva recurs in every instance of a series 
~rovided that it makes an explanatory addition to each item. As regards th~ 
hkenesses, the free position of eva does not come out differently from the second
place position of väva in these cases. It is reasonable to point out a similarity in the 
phrasing effect of väva as well as of eva, but it is difficult, on account of the 
limitations of the material, to go further and ascribe the semantic effect of eva 
"restriction", to väva. SaJ:?lkara, who gives no personal use of väva, actuall; 
glosses it mostly by eva (e.g. ChU 1,13,1 and BÄU 1,4,5) or says väva sabdo 
'vadhäraryärthal? (ChU 3,16,1 and BÄU 2,3,1). The phrasing by väva, however, is 
rather emphatic, as it is bound to the type of series in which each nominal sentence 
is extended by reasoning. Such a consistent use of väva may be in favour of a 
deeper connection with the vai element as being argumentative. 

Thus, väva seems to exhibit two different effects-one comparable with vai and 
the other with eva, even though it does not seem to attain the whole functions of 
these two particles. It is possible to find that its meaning is to a certain degree 



argumentative, on the one hand, and presentational, on the other, in the material, 
but the semantic definition of the particle, i.e. the kind of argument and the inten
tion of the presentation, is not perspicuous in the material of nominal sentences. 
What do the more dubious cases convey in this question? In all the odd cases 
mentioned initially (semi-nominal and nested nominal phrases, etc.), the part with 
väva really establishes one member in a two-member argument as if the particle 
were vai. Perhaps this would be more obvious if the material were extended to 
other texts than the Upani~ads; an indication of this is the judgment on väva in 
PW: "Besonders häufig im ersten von zwei correlaten Sätze, daher namentlich im 
Relativsatz gebraucht", which fits very well with the features of vai demonstrated 
above. There are also reasons for comparing the effect of väva in these cases with 
the "restriction" imposed by an eva-or even iva?-upon the preceding word or 
phrase. In ChU 7,13,1 yadä väva te smareyur atha i,:-1uyur atha manvfrann atha 
vijänfran (European eds. vijäni"yu~) the yadä is then stressed both as a restriction 
and as a cause by väva to atha i,:r;uyur etc. In TaittU 1,5,2 maha ity äditya~ I 
ädityena väva sarve lokä mahi'yante I, of course, the whole etymology is an ex
planation and the sun is stressed as the basic concept ofthe etymology. In KenaU 
4, 7 upanis_adan; bho briihfty uktä ta upanis_ad brähmi"n; väva ta upanis_adam 
abriimeti, both the fäet that the upanis_ad is about brahman and the fäet that its 
existence precedes its telling are underlined; in ChU 8,12,1 aiarfran; väva santan; 
na priyäpriye sp,:iata~, the fäet of the aiarfratvam is stressed, as well as its 
property ofnot being affected by good and bad. And in ChU 3,11,5 idan:i väva taj 
jyes_fhäya puträya pitä brahma prabriiyät prar;äyyäya vänteväsine, the doctrine 
tad is of just this kind, idam eva, referring to the content of the doctrine or to the 
fäet of its being hand ed down in a special way, which is the reason why it should 
be told to the eldest son or to the preferred pupil. There is nothing in these cases 
that rejects the functional or the semantic interpretation of väva as both a vai and 
an eva (an iva is less applicable and may be rejected). 

An application of this view to väva would perhaps also contribute to the interpretation 
of the special cases with väva kila ( cf. above, p. 118). ' 74 These cases were treated by 
Emeneau (I 968-69, pp. 250 f.) in accordance with his interpretation of kila: the 
acknowledgement of some "recent event" (p. 247). He remarks (p. 251) that: " ... the 
combinations of partic!es in all these passages ... may in fact necessitate same other inter
pretation". It seems to me that the recent suggestion made by lckler (1976) about kila-it 
tells (p. 85) "das Schliessen von einem vor Augen liegenden Sachverhalt auf eine ver
borgene Ursache"-may be compatible with the present interpretation of väva (and vai) in 
the Upani~adic cases (treated by lckler on pp. 71 ff.). 

According to the interpetation of väva suggested here, it seems as if both the 
combined summaries of eva and vai would partly be valid. At the leve! of syntax, it 

174 Also vai kila occurs. Both combinations are frequent in the Brähmai:ia material adduced by 
Ickler (1976). 
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is not out of the question that väva marks the predication when it occurs but not 
the S or P. At the communicative leve!, it may be said that it promotes the 
sentence as an argument and the first concept actually tends to coincide with T. 

The particles eva, vai and väva were selected for a detailed discussion because 
of their remarkable occurrences in nominal sentences. None of the particles adds 
to the information about how the assertion is organized grammatically, but they 
correspond to some syntactic values in the place of certain grammatical devices. 
As presentational (eva and väva) and transitional (vai and väva), they seem in
directly to influence the order of T/C. The suggestions about the function and 
meaning of each individual particle have to be verified by studies of individual 
passages. 

There are some conclusions to be drawn about the general issue of particles 
from the discussions above about some particles used in old Sanskrit prose. The 
double function of particles traditionally advocated (cf. above, pp. 104 f.) is based 
on loose, semantic considerations but tums out to be fäirly adequate when applied 
at different levels. The particles are sentence-connectives and pertain to the 
suprasyntax, the linguistics of the text. The particles are also sentence-modifiers 
and, as lexical units, they pertain to the semantic choices; in this function, they 
compensate the lack of developed syntax. An abundance of particles also in
dicates sophisticated possibilities of expression. This picture may very well hold 
true of any archaic IE language, and perhaps neither the Greek nor the Anatolian 
particles should be judged as syntactic by rights-without any paradigmatic 
system, they merely convey some syntactic functions; thus, for example, a vai in 
a nominal sentence may indicate a "fäet" but not a logical predication or an 
aspect. The development of a language would then be expected either to replace 
the particles with a strict hypotax or to develop them as compulsory elements in 
more formalized, syntactic functions, such as, nesting conjunctions. The use of 
particles has also a stylistic value, and their archaic effect seems, in fäet, to be 
used to suggest genres and ages in Sanskrit as well as in Greek (Blomqvist, 1969). 

3.4.4 Same passages interpreted. In no case does the understanding of a particle 
seem to be fundamentally decisive of the interpretation, in the same way that the 
determining of the contents of a lexical unit or the analysis of a developed, syntac
tic structure is. Anyhow, a consistent view of the small words of the text and a 
carefulness about them really do provide us with nuances in the interpretation. In 
order to understand the texts of a certain language, we must find out what means 
it uses to express nuances of thought, and it may be important to recognize such 
means as grammatical or semantic. The particles are, according to the discussion 
above, borderline cases and the following interpretations of some passages will in
dicate which nuances this brings about, if not in translations, then in understan
ding. In this section, no re-interpretations are to be expected with reference to the 



particles but rather elucidations of passages that have in general been clumsily or 
inadequately translated. 

(a) BÄU 1,5,4-8. trayo lokä eta eva väg eväyaf!l loko mano 'ntarikffaloka!J 
präryo 'sau loka!J 11411 trayo vedä eta eva väg eva rgvedo mano yajurveda!J prärya!J 
sämaveda!J 11 5 11 devä!J pitaro manuffyä eta eva väg eva devä mana!J pitara!J präryo 
manuffyä!J Il 6 Il pitä mätä prajaita eva mana eva pitä vän mätä prärya!J prajä 
Il 7 Il vijiiätaf!l vijijiiäsyam avijiiätam eta eva yat kif!l ca vijiiätaf!l väcas tad riipaf!l 
väg dhi vijiiätä väg enaf!l tad bhiitvävati Il 811 ... How does eva phrase the text and 
distribute the concepts in this passage? Section 1,5 starts with a metrical quota
tion regarding creation and this actual passage forms part of the exposition 
following upon this of the three concepts manas, väc, and prär;a. The exposition 
covers l,5,3-1,5,13 and contains definitions of the three concepts (1,5,3), the 
system of nominal equations (1,5,4-7), an exposition of the relation to viVjiiä 
(1,5,8-10), and yet another explicative serial system (1,5,11-13). The main T is 
obviously the three concepts. In this passage, each link starts with another con
cept, such as T, trayo lokäs etc., and all of them are commented upon by an eta 
eva. ete are the three concepts well known from both the preceding and the follow
ing text, considered as a whole (eta-) and also presented and restricted (eva). For 
example, in the translation of Hume, "These same are the three worlds", they are 
presented as the same as before, but they may also be presented in order to be 
further clarified in the following phrases. In the first place, it may look as if eva 
phrases the whole trayo lokä eta, thus forming a T superior to all the rest (väg 
eväyaf!l loko mano 'ntarikfjaloka!J prär;o 'sau loka!J ), but such a very special, 
hierarchical ordering is finally contradicted in 1,5,8, where the difference in 
gender brings out a certain tension between vijiiätaf!l vijijiiäsyam avijiiätam and 
ete. Even though there is no forma! mark distinguishing apposition and predica
tion in trayo lokä eta eva, the pronoun eta- and eva hint in the same direction as a 
parallelism to stanza 8 (Saqikara: eta eva vän mana!J prär;äs). When used in quite 
regular series with eva-Q-Q, like väg eväyaf!l loko mano 'ntarikffaloka!J prär;o 'sau 
loka!J, eva phrases the first concept and this is enough to arrange the row of 
nominal concepts systematically in couples, and at the same time the restriction to 
väc by eva hints at the species of väc, as intended. 

The passage has been chosen to exhibit the standard way in which eva is used. 
It is fairly clear, but it exemplifies how the presence of particles rather craves a dis
cussion of such a passage than a translation, which can account only for the 
nuances by hints or in selected grammatical paraphrases: "Three worlds, such are 
these (following concepts) all together: it is väc that is this world, mind is an
tarikffaloka, breath is that other world." The problems hidden in this passage are 
not due to the forma! state of the sentences but to the choice and ordering of con
cepts. For example, for stanza 4 (quoted), the question would be how to judge the 
individual associations between väc and this world etc., whether it is based on 
some interna! association or whether it is just a consequence of a systemic order-
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ing of concepts in triads, which are accidentally associated. Such problems are not 
solved here by the observation of particles, pronouns, etc. but must be in
vestigated elsewhere, with regard to what the entire literature may tel1 us about the 
concepts, i.e. primarily in a lexical study of semantic fields. 

(b) ChU 4,9,2. Is eva of any help in solving textual problems? There isa not very im
portant and unclear formula in ChU 4,9,2, where conjectures have been made regarding 
the sentence bhagavän:zs tv eva me käme bruyät. The whole kha1J4a ChU 4,9 runs as 
follows: präpa häcäryakulan:z tam äcäryo 'bhyuväda satyakäma3iti bhagava iti ha 
pratiiuiräva 111 Il brahmavid iva vai saumya bhäsi ko nu tvänuiaiäsety anye 
manu~yebhya iti ha pratijajiie bhagavän:zs tv eva me käme bruyät Il 21/ irutan:z hy eva me 
bhagavadd,:iebhya äcäryäd dhaiva vidyä viditä sädhi~(han:z präpatfti tasmai haitad 
evoväcätra ha na kin:z cana vfyäyeti viyäyeti I/ 3 /1. This is the end of the story of how 
Satyakäma J äbäla gets his instruction. He has learnt about the four quarters of brahman 
(brahmalJafJ päda) from ,:~abha, agni, han:zsa and madgu, and finally he gets it all con
firmed by his äcärya, Häridrumata Gautama. Other beings than people have instructed 
him, "but now (tu + opt.) you sir, must tel!..."; it is for käme that the readings differ (com
mented upon by Morgenroth, 1958, pp. 4 72 f.). Senart follows the printed Indian texts, 
which do not record any deviant MSS. Böhtlingk is not satisfied and conjectures evam 
eko me; by introducing eka, he probably followed the intentions of the context, which, 
however, are well enough suggested by eva. Deussen (I 921, p. 124, footnote) finds kame 
to be unsatisfactory as an equivalent to icchäyäm (the gloss ofthe commentaries), but re
jects the reading of Böhtlingk because of evam and prefers, more grammatically, to read 
kämarn. Liiders ( 1922, pp. 235 f.) suggests kärno and is followed by Morgenroth, who 
translates between dashes "-(so) ist mir der Wunsch-". The translators seem, in fact to 
have found two problems in connection with kärne. One is the choice of the word 
kärna-but that is most easily defended as a play on the name of Satyakäma, which is 
already important at the start of the story. The second problem concerns the form käme, 
which Morgenroth only finds defendable if "Man könnte auch 'il! diesen Lokativ einem 
von der klassischen Grammatik abweichenden volksti.imlichen"-Sanskrit zuordnen" (p. 
473). The other possibility, locativus absolutus, he rejects when it occurs in the commen
tary of Rangarämänuja (kärna icchäyän:z satyän:z). But with regard to the play on the 
name, such a locative is well founded; the reason why the teacher would instruct is not any 
wish in general but the wish founded on the name, "as there is my kärna (i.e. for satya)". 
The play on the name is, however, just as relevant to the conjecture kärno, which looks 
rather ingenious with regard to the examples in Käsikä (Päl) 3,3,153) kärno rne bhuiijfta 
bhavän, quoted by Liiders (1922, p. 236). 

These are two quite satisfactory interpretations. Yet another one may perhaps also 
receive some slight support from eva. Li.iders rejected without arguments (p. 235) the 
isolated interpretation of Rangarämänuja, that it is not me but you who have the wish 
(itaraprärthanarn). It must, however, be considered whether kärne may mean that "a wish 
on behalf of me" on the part of the teacher may induce him to talk. When eva phrases 
bhagavän:zs, it may seem that "in fact it is only you that may talk now and nobody else, 
since it is you who are the one obliged to me-and I have really earned your devotion, as I 
have tended and augmented your herd of cows". The reference to kärna in the name of 
Satyakäma is, of course, weaker in this interpretation. 

I leave the choice at this point and conclude that eva is not enough in the case of 
this passage to be a decisive factor in the interpretation. It affects formally the 
phrasing of the text, and it affects more or less formally the state of the concept, 



but it does not have such an independent, lexical, semantic function that it unam-
biguously and directly predetermines the individual context. . 

(c) idam agra dsit. A closer look at some uses of vai may sta'.t with the quest1~n 
of its relation with eva, with which in nominal sentences 1t _seems to be m
terchangeable. I would argue that they are not interchangeable, only t_hat th_e 
presence ofthe almost syntactic particle vai makes the rather more semant1~ part1-
cle eva superfluous, at least as far as the material of nominal sentences 1s con
cerned. The cases that present themselves are stock phrases of the kind seen in 
BÄU 1 4 10 brahma vd idam agra asa and ChU 3,19,1 asad evedam agra dsrt. In 
additio~ ~o the quoted BÄU 1,4,10, vai is also used in BÄU 1,4,11 brahma vd 
idam agra asid ekam eva, AitU 1,1 dtmd vd idam eka evdgra dsin and TaittU 2'.7 
asad vd idam agra dsit. In addition to the quoted ChU 3,19,1, eva is als~ used m 
ChU 6,2,1 (and 2) sad eva saumyedam agra dsid ekam evddvitiyam, BAU 1,4,1 
atmaivedam agra asit puru[iavidhalJ, BÄU 1,4,17 dtmaivedam agra dsid eka eva 

and BÄU 5,5,1 apa evedam agra dsus. 175 

The different concepts seem to vary the cosmogonic doctrine infinitely, but the 
strict formula anyhow re-establishes a conformable view, the main interests being 
idam (the world), agre (in the beginning), and the expressed fact, dsft (it was). A 
mention of eka is often integrated into or follows upon this initial phrase. Finally, 
there follows in all cases a differentiating act of creation, mostly in the expressed 

name of Prajapati. . 
Is any difference intended between the choice of eva and vai? The presentation 

and restriction ofthe fundamental matter ofthe world by eva implies rather clear
ly that "this matter only and nothing else was the world, it was so in the _begin~ 
ning". If the argumentative value of vai is accepted, the same phrase w1th vaz 
would mean that "there is the fact that this matter was the world, it was so in the 

beginning". . 
Support for such a distinction between emphasis on concept and emphas1~ on 

fact is vaguely given in the contexts. It is possible to observe that the construct10ns 
with vai are used as the basis for the following discussion, and this is not so easy to 
imply in the cases with eva, in which the initial sentence seems to form part of the 
whole narrative of the creation. From the eon text, it is possible to discern that, by 
the use of eva, the concept is given prominence in surroundings where the main T 
is a different one, i.e., ChU 3,19,1 connects with a discussion about brahman, 
ChU 6,2,1 and BÄU 5,5,1 refer to satyam, BÄU 1,4,1 connects withp~rufia, and 
BÄU 1,4,17 is concentrated upon ätman, as far as it is brahman. In Sarpkara's 
commentary, this means that he is anxious to define these presented concepts and 
nest them into the context. In the cases with vai, on the other hand, it is not a 

175 The more specific BÄU 1,2,1 naiveha kilfl canägra äsln may be mentioned here, but eva is 
associated with the negation itself and thus w1th the sentence m general, not w1th any concept. 
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singled-out concept which is focussed on, but the whole fäet. BÄU 1,4, 10 and 11 
are given as arguments in the discussion about brahman; as regards AitU 1,1, this 
Upani~ad in its entirety concerns dtman, and TaittU 2,7 connects with a discus
sion precisely about asad. Sarpkara also devoted his commentary on extensive 
and theological discussions to all these very topics. 

Such indications from the context entice us to apply explicitly the suggestions 
made above about the nature of eva and vai respectively. By deepening the com
municative features of "phrasing" and "argumentative" to a logical (syntactic) 
leve! as "restricting" and "predicating" respectively, the interpretations of these 
passages will acquire a certain syntactic difference when translated. The instances 
with eva will provide a translation in one single sentence (ChU 3,19,1: "it was asat 
that was this (the world) in the beginning"), but the cases with vai will provide a 
double assertion (BÄU 1,4,10 "(there is the fact that) brahman was this (the 
world), it was in the beginning; (thus ... )"). Such a difference in translation 
suggests something about a linguistically and contextually founded difference 
between eva and vai, and it is obvious that such a choice contributes at least to the 
structure of the narrative. It means that eva seems to indicate a more narrative 
type, in which the fäets are enumerated, but vai seems to bring about an argumen
tative type, in which the fäets are arranged systematically, to some extent 
hierarchically and even causally. In that both the particles contribute to the shap
ing of the narrative, it is also a matter of course that they cancel each other out. 

(d) ChU 3,16,J. puru[io väva yajiias tasya yäni caturvinyiati var[idryi tal 
prdtafJ.savanan:z caturvin:zsaty akfiarä gdyatri gäyatran:z prätalJsavanaf!Z tad asya 
vasavo 'nvdyattdlJ präryd va.va vasava ete hidan:z sarvan:z väsayanti 111 Il-This is 
justified in the following stanza: tan:z ced etasmin vayasi kif!l cid upatapet sa 
bruyät prdryd vasava idan:z me prdtafJ.savanan:z mddhyan:zdinan:z savanam 
anusar,:ztanuteti mdhaf!l prdryändm vasundn:z madhye yajiio vilopsiyety ud dhaiva 
lata ety agado ha bhavati Il 211. Stanzas 3-4 treat the 44 years, mddhyan:zdinan:z 
savanam, trifi(ubh, rudrds (prdryd va.va rudrd), and stanzas 5-6 treat the 48 years, 
t,:tiyasavanam,jagat1~ ddityds (prdryd vdvdditya). In stanza 7, finally, the lifetime 
of 116 years of Mahidasa AitareyaJ:i is mentioned. The examination of the initial 
purufio väva yajiias has to deal with several questions. Do the theoretical con
siderations about väva above (3.4.3c) provide a satisfactory interpretation? Ifvai 
and eva usually cancel each other out, as supposed in the discussion above (in c), 
is the genesis of va.va from vai + eva defendable from the interpretational point of 
view? What does it mean that väva in this case is used in a separate sentence, not 
integrated in any series? 

This discussion about the equivalence of man and sacrifice probably keeps its 
place only in virtue of a very superficial association back to 3, 15 ,5- 7, to the men
tion of bhulJ, bhuvalJ and svafJ. Perhaps also the counting of the years of the 
lifetime may be associated with the fact that the preceding kharycf.a regards prdrya 
in the sense of "vital force", the desired life of the son. Sarpkara finds the link in 



upäsana andjapa in 3,15 regardingputräyu~, in 3,16 regarding ätmano dfrgha
jivanam. The 16th kharyq,a is mainly engaged in the counting of the stages of life 
and the years of man within the compass of the three savana of the day. The per
formance of sacrifice-the verses to utter and the gods to invoke-are discussed, 
but the equivalence of man and sacrifice is pushed aside. It recurs clearly at the 
beginning of the next kharyq,a 3, 17, 1 sa yad asisi~ati yat pipäsati yan na ramate tä 
asya di7qä~, where asya is directly connected with puru~a in the initial phrase of 
3,16 puru~o väva yajfia~. The idea ofthis phrase is largely confirmed in 3,17 by a 
second exposition, in which a real equivalence, part by part, between man (his 
human actions) and sacrifice (its forma! parts) is described. The main idea about 
connecting man and sacrifice has always been appreciated as an odd kind of 
vidyä. Even Sarµkara in BSBh 3,3,24 excluded it from the preceding vidyä of 
Sä9cjilya (ChU 3,14), and also from other evidence of a relation between man and 
sacrifice. He thinks that this relation differs from the principal one (mukhyo 
'rtha~), which is ätmä yajamäna~. In his commentary on ChU 3,16, he also 
cautiously tells us that "man provides himself as sacrifice" (ätmänam yajfian; 
san;pädayati puru~a~), not that he is sacrificed. Deussen (I 921, p. 111) refers to 
this difference established by Sarµkara and stresses also the different views of 3, 16 
and 3,17. Senart (1930, p. 41, footnote 2) gives a clue about how to adapt this 
special passage and to avoid the offence of the view puru~a/yajfia: "Naturelle
ment ceci represente un jeu de mots au second degre. La sentence repose sur 
l'identification connue du sacrifice avec le puru~a cosmogonique. De la par un 
nouveau pas on descend au puru~a ordinaire, a l'homme." 

Is this uneasy feeling with regard to the contents of the text founded upon an 
oversight ofthe actual nuance expressed by väva? Ifit is to account for all the ad
duced possible fäets about väva (as a vai + eva), an extended translation must run 
as follows: "It is puru~a, and this predication is a fäet, that is yajfia, and since it is 
so the following is applicable." It should then rather persuasively introduce a new, 
possibly isolated statement. It was argued above (p. 119) that in a nominal 
sentence in general a väva did not reveal much more than the presentation of a 
concept and perhaps the argument of a fäet; in this case, there is no obstacle to ad
ducing the more semantic functions of restriction and an almost causal argument. 
It is tempting to assume that, when used in a separate, non-serial chain, väva really 
has such semantic functions and a deep significance in the text. The use of väva in 
the same stanza präryä väva vasava, which is followed by präryä väva rudrä in 
stanza 3 and präryä vävädityä in stanza 5, looks more ordinary and forma!. In 
these cases, the sentence with väva is immediately followed by hi, explicitly taking 
up the argument, and it is possible to see that präryäs is simply re-introduced in 
each single recurrence phrased by väva, which is then preferred to eva, as it is also 
the basis of an etymology. vai and eva have different scopes but are in fäet com
patible with each other from the logical point of view, since an argument through 
vai might incorporate a restriction by eva. It is more complicated on the com-
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municative leve], with a double type of transition-both a general one through vai 
and _a presentational one through eva-but it seems to be an unusually stressed 
part1cle from t_he point of view of narrative. The ordinary narrative usually 
demands a ch01ce between eva and vai. A stressed, communicative value of väva 
may, of course, be used to call attention to serial, nominal sentences and the fäet 
they express; when it calls attention toan isolated sentence like the nominal one 
puru~o väva yajfias, it also calls attention to the logical state of this assertion. väva 
does not merely communicate that "here is puru~a and in fäet it is yajfia" but that 
"on the one hand, there is puru~a, on the other hand, there is yajfia and it is now 
suggested that they mi_ght be equated according to the following arguments", and 
there are even two senes of arguments (in 3,16 and in 3,17). In the same way, it 
may be argued that other isolated sentences with väva are pure, more or less con
scious, logical assertions, for example, ChU 3,13, 7 idam väva tad and ChU 4,10,5 
yad väva kan; tad eva khan; yad eva kham tad eva kam iti. 

The nuances of väva are, in fäet, dangero~sly subtle to handle and the discus
sion given here is to be looked upon as rather providing a pa~aphrase than a 
translation. 

3.5 Some remarks on other aspects ofnominal sentences 

Four major grammatical issues have been closely examined in relation to nominal 
sentences in the oldest Upani~ads. Though such sentences have a basic and 
li~iti~g syntax_oftheir own, they can in principle be constructed from the general 
bmldm~ m_atenal _provided by the Ianguage. Thus, the phenomena of grammar 
~ppean~g m ~om~nal sentences are by no means exhausted by this survey. One 
lme of mvest1gat1on in the field of interactions between Iinguistic and com
municative factors is, of course, intonation and word order. This is very difficult 
t,o get hold of, especially in a historical material of this kind. Accented texts, like 
SBr, may give some ideas about the structure of sentences. The issue has been 
mentioned in so far as it seems in general to pertain to the particles (3.4) and the 
concepts of S/P (2.2-3) and T/C (4.3). 

Th~re are furthermore some linguistic issues worth examining, for example, the 
occas1onal occurrence of attributes to one of the members of the nominal 
sentence, genitive forms that may be interpreted as attributive to one member of 
the nominal sentence or as adverbial pertaining to the whole nominal sentence. 
There a:e al~o other kinds of adverbs and in the same field locative forms may oc
cur, wh1ch give the concepts ofthe nominal sentence or the whole assertion a loca
tion of some sort-in space and time. Likewise, in the initial definitions of nominal 
sentences, the question of how to judge the presence of Vas and Vbhu has 
already arisen. 



These questions, when treated, immediately widen the persp~ctives and must be dis
cussed with reference to quite fundamental properties ofthe nommal sentence. For exam
ple a discussion of genitive and locative forms may be useful, in order}o ~escribe the s~ate 
of the nominal sentence in Sanskrit in the conceptual complex of ~x1stence, lo~at1on, 
possession" (Lyons, 1968a). Ther~ isa close ~~latio~ ~~t;;'~en an ,~ssert1on about ~x1stence 
and an assertion about existence m a place ( there 1s , c1 sono ). To the assert10n C:hU 
2,7,1 prä!Jefiu paiicavidhaf?I parovarryalJ. sämopäsfta _are ad_ded the pur~ly_ nommal 
sentences prälJO hilikäro väk prastävas cakfiur udgzthafJ srotran;z_ pratzharo m_ano 
nidhanaf?I parovarfyäf?Isi vä etäni, and in C_hU. 2, 12: 1 the ~om~~al_ c_onstruct1~ns 
abhimanthati sa hilikäro dhiimo jayate sa prastav~_Jvalatz sa udgz tho ngara bhav~nfl sa 
pratihära upasämyati tan nidhanam lsaf?Isämyat tan nidhanam] are c?nfirmed m etad 
rathamtaram agnau protam. The examples thus found are not grammatically relevan~ to 
the no~inal sentences, which in themselves are as neutral as before, as regar?s the relation 
between the nominal elements. The use of a locative form in a sentence 1~ the context 
parallel to the nominal sentence does not add any information about the nommal sentence, 
which must not be judged to be an assertion of existence _for such a reaso_n alone.:,76 Cer,~ 
tainly, Indian grammar and logic pay much attention to the notion _of locus 
(adhikara1Ja) 177 and locative forms seem also to have been ta~en ~s. a poss1ble sur~ace 
structure, as far as the aspect of existence is involved (cf. the d1spos1tio_n to use _locatzv~s 
absolutus dissolved as x sati). Y et, such an interpretation as an express1on ?f e_x1stence_ 1s 
not mechanically imposed on any nominal sentence, as the nation _of ident1ty_ 1_s also d1s
cussed by the Indian thinkers. "Nyäya puts great emph~sis on the simple empmcal fact of 
the Sanskrit Janguage that in the case of a svariipa relation between ~ and b one c~n c~n
strue b as a locus of a and accordingly use the locative case for b, but m the case of 1dent1ty 
of a and b one cannot do so" (Matilal, 1968, p. 50). The linguistic fact referred to ~Y 
Matilal here must, however, be rather a semantic effect than a grammatical ru_le, s~own 1_n 
morphological facts. The purely nominal sentence in itself, ~s a. grammat1c~I 1t~m, 1s 
neutral to the distinction between a locative predication-wh1ch 1s an _ass~rt10n 1~ the 
sphere of class-logic, involving the notio~ of existence-~nd a pred1cat1?n of 1?~n
tity-which is a special issue. To overcome th1s neutral state, e1ther a gram~atical addition 
to the nominal sentence or a semantic interpretation based on the context _is necess~ry. In 
the sequence ChU 7,23,1, nälpe sukham asti bhiimaiva sukhaf?I, the two d1fferent kmds of 
assertion are clearly exhibited. . 

The same more distinct logical apprehension may also be sometimes suggested by the 
genitive and \s so by adverbs when added to pure and neutral no~inal sen~ences. I? ChU 
3, 13, 1 tasya ha vä etasya h,:dayasya paiica devaSUfiayafJ, the gemt1ve pred1cates _ex1sten~e 
and also with the anaphoric genitive (Ickler, 1973, pp. 122 f.) a nuance of ex1~tence 1s 
added-not to a concept but to the whole assertion: Ch~ . 5,4,1 a~au vava loko 
gautamägnis tasyäditya eva samid. This adverbial use of the ~emtive pe:ta~ns to the_ ~hole 
sentence, as clearly adverbs do (ChU 7,25, 1 sa evädhastat sa upanfitat sa pascat sa 

176 As regards the "nominal" sentence of the type consisting of two nouns, one in locative and 
one in accusative form+ upaVäs, Sarpkara (BSBh 4,1,6; cf. 2.6 above) e~en ~nds two oppo_s1~e, 
logical interpetations possible. He suggests for ChU 2,2,1 lokqu pancavzd~an:z sam_o1:a~1t~ 
(a) adhikara!Janirdesäl lokequ sämädhyasitavyam iti pra!1yate _and (b) y~dy GP_Z sapta1:11nzrd1~(a 
/okäs tathä 'pi sämny eva te 'dhyasyeran dvitiyänirdesena samna upasyatvavagamat, and he 
decides, for purely pragmatic reasons, in favour of the second one. . " . 

177 Ingalls, 1951, p. 43; according to Renou (1946, p. 60, note_6) adh~kara!Ja ~UJ note chez les 
grammairiens !'ensemble des valeurs assumees par le locauf et qm parallelemen~ des1gne le pomt de 
contact des actions, le domaine des interfi:rences" is of general 1mportance m grammar. 
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purastät sa dakf!i!JatafJ sa uttaratafJ sa evedan:z sarvam ity, BÄU 5,14,4 evam v esä 
gäyatry adhyätman:z pralifi(hitä). It may even be possible on the basis of the adverb in· a 
case like ChU 1,1,10 nänä tu vidyä cävidyä ca to suspect that the intention is not only to 
express that the vidyä and the avidyä are different but that there are different things with 
regard to vidyä and avidyä; Senart, in fact, translates "Cependant la science et l'ignorance 
different [par leurs effets]". Thus, adverbs, the adverbial locative and adverbially used 
anaphoric genitives pertain to the whole of the sentence. There are other instances in 
which the genitive is not anaphorically and adverbially used but is merely attributive to 
one ofthe concepts (BÄU 1,1,1 u~ä vä asvasya medhyasya sirafJ). In dependence on other 
members ofthe nominal sentences, of course, also other case forms may occur occasional
ly like the ablative case in ChU 7,2,l väg väva nämna bhiiyasi or the instrumental case in 
ChU 8,12,1 maghavan martyan:z vä idan:z sarfram ättam m,:tyunä. 

The issue of locatives and adverbs thus brings us to the discussion of the logical state of 
the nominal sentence. As I have already hinted, the mode! of a basic, grammatically 
neutral state of nominal sentences is still probable and the local and identifying meanings 
are special features added, according to the demands of the text, to overcome the specific 
neutrality of the nominal sentence. Possibly the same goes for the presence of Vas and 
Vbhii. A discussion on the presence or absence of verbal forms in nominal sentences 
brings us immediately to the vast grammatical and logical field of discussion on the copula 
and logical predications and therefore to all the central issues concerning the general 
structure of nominal sentences as a general linguistic and philosophical phenomenon. The 
forms of V as in Sanskrit occur as in other IE languages obviously to mark "tense, mood 
and aspect" (Lyons, 1968b, p. 322), 178 as well as person (other than the third-person 
singular):

179 
ChU 3,19,1 asad evedam agra äs{t (tense), ChU 5,2,6 aham evedam sarvam 

asänrti (mood), ChU 4,4, 1 kif?lgotro nv aham asmrty (person). The presence of the form 
asti seems to be a semantic marker of existence (Hendriksen, 1946-48, pp. 206 f.), an 
idea which is never present in an ordinary nominal assertion in Sanskrit (ChU 3,14,4 
addhä na vicikitsästrti: "There exists no doubt", ChU 7,1,5 nämna väva bhiiyo 'stfti: 
Senart "Assurement il y a quelque chose qui est plus que les mots"). This exponent Vas of 
certain verbal features leaves the relation between the nominal elements without a 
hierarchy, neutral, just mentioned together, not actional. A form of V as binds the whole 
nominal assertion situationally. Whether this mode! of nominal sentences in Sanskrit is 
applicable to other languages with obligatory copulas or to other languages lacking 
copulas remains to be investigated. Vbhii seems to have certain specific qualities and in 
nominal sentences is most often combined with adjectival words (ChU 7,8,1 sayadä balf 
bhavaty atha .. . ), especially in the most frequent type in the present material ChU 1,2,14 
ägätä ha vai kämänäf?I bhavati ya etad evan:z vidvän akf!aram udgftham upästa ity. Even 
when connected with substantives, the state ofthe matter is in the focus ofattention (ChU 
5,10,5 väyur bhiitvä dhiimo bhavati .. . ). The central meaning of Vbhii at this stage in the 
development ofthe language is not by any means "become" but apparently "to be in a cer
tain state".

180 
This state is then conditioned and given a time relation by expressed or un-

178 Hjelmslev (1948) pointed out the same thing, in talking about "le morpheme de relief'. The 
presences and absences of *es in the IE material are considered by Moreschini Quattordio, 1966. 179 

Meillet, 1906-08, p. 20: "La phrase nominale pure ne se justifie donc generalement en indo
europeen que dans les cas ou une forme verbale eventuelle serait a la 3' personne au present in
dicatif; et l'emploi en etat, en effet, normal dans ce cas special." 

"
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Lyons (I 968b, pp. 323 and 397 ff.) thinks that "to become" is the marked term regarding the 
stative aspect, i.e. the oppositional term with regard to the "dynamic" feature in the verb "to be" 
(just as "to get" is in relation to "to have"). In Sanskrit, the opposition between Vas and Vbhii 
seems to operate at an even more modest leve!, unmarked "to be in a relation" and marked "to be in 
a state". 



expressed circumstances, 181 which in some case~ ?1ay be of inchoativ~ value ~nd give a 
secondary meaning ofbecome to Vbhii. The add1t1on offorms of Vbhu would 1mply that 
the assertion expresses a qualification, a hierarchical ordering of S and P, even a tem
porary state. From this, it must be assumed that sentences with nominal elements together 
with a form of V bhii are not nominal sentences but barder upon verbal sentences from a 
semantic and logical aspect as well as formally. In a total mapping ofnominal sentences in 
Sanskrit, of course, they have to be further investigated and located. . . 

There are also other issues that deserve consideration in connection w1th nommal 
sentences. Firstly, there is the nominal composition that is so important in _Sanskrit. The 
charting of these has to take into account the parallel occurrences of nommal sentences 
from the historical and stylistic point of view, as well as the parallel scheme noun+noun 
from the structural point of view; the functions as phrases and/or sentences_ have to be 
considered and an attempt must be made to identify endocentric and exocentnc construc
tions (cf. Lyons, 1968b, pp. 231 ff.). It would be interesting to _discuss the issues of the 
absence of aspect, tense and mode in nominal sentences (Benvemste, 1950, p. 34, footnote 
1), though it isa negative issue with regard to the nominal ~ent~nces._ These a_bsence~ have 
to be defined as unmarked issues, not only the aspect wh1ch 1s statlve and 1mposs1bl~ to 
raise on other lev els· also lack of time means absence and unmarkedness, not lack of t1me 
in the dichotomic s:nse of "eternity" v. time. 182 Lack of mode in the nominal sentence is 
also unmarked and "indicative" in the true sense of the word, not indicative as actionally 
based (Hjelmslev, 1948). . . . . 

How the operation of negation tums out would be another mterestmg 11l~strat10n ofthe 
nominal sentences. The lack of decisive predicate would probably necess1tate the use of 
~F(x) and not F(~x)(cf. footnote 191, below). The application of the I~dian discussio_n of 
negation to the nominal sentences may reveal whether the~ are ~ppr~~iated as asse_rt1ons 
of identity or not and may also tel1 us something about their pre~1cat1V1ty. The fact 1s t~at 
paryuddsaprati~edha ("positive" negation) would not be_ a smtable name_ for neg_ati~e 
assertions of identity, as would a prasajyaprati~edha (stra1ghtforward negation), wh1ch 1s 
also the natura! negation of the verbal quality (Staal, 1962). . 

Another issue in the semantic field is the judgment of the actual concepts used m a 
nominal sentence, as regards their logical state as particular and uni~ersa_l concepts_ (cf. 
footnote 199, below)183

, and also the judgment of how far metaphoncal mterpretat10ns 
would be correct. 

Some special, recurrent, lexical appearances in individual nominal sentences in _the 
material might also be observed, in order to elucidate the general structure of the nom_mal 
sentence. There are such expressions as adhydtmam! adhidaivatam, ndman, express1ons 
of knowledge (V vid, viVjnd), expressions of quotation (iti, dV dis) and implied quotation, 
etymologies and even such central concepts of the actual material as upa Vds and 
brahman. 

181 This part ofmy suggestion is also emphatically advocated by Hendriksen, 1946-48, pp. 209 
ff. He has not touched upon the meaning "to be in a certain state", which was the first part of my 
suggestion. Instead, he is rather bound to an "original" meaning of "become", though he has 
treated his material synchronically. 

182 Benveniste (1950, pp. 30 f.; cf. below, 4.4) claims that the nominal senten_ce expresses ''.une 
verite generale" because of its function "intemporel"; such a non-temporal functJon would, stnctly 
speaking, convey a mere ad hoc assertion. . 

183 This matter is a very demanding one (cf., for example, ChU 3,14,1 sarvan:z khalv 1dan:z 
brahma). 
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4 Evaluations of the nominal sentence and of the approach via 
the T/C concepts 

The basic method of the present investigation has been to heuristically assume a 
specific character ofthe nominal sentence, mainly because ofthe linguistic and in
terpretational problems shown in Chapters 1-2. The aim of the analyses in 
Chapter 3 has been to test this assumption as a mode! and to find out whether a 
view of the nominal sentence as separate from verbal sentences would assist the 
understanding of the text. The effort not to adjust the nominal sentences to the 
verbal ones theoretically as well as pragmatically seems to be justified as a mode! 
approach to the interpretation. There are, in fact, no decisive contradictions in the 
linguistic evaluation of the material which would quite rule out the possibility of 
giving the mode! a good theoretical foundation. The mode! has, of course, to be 
tested and its theory has to be exhaustively discussed. 

4.1 The grammatical structure of the nominal sentence 

In the material presented here, it seems evident so far that a lack of criteria for 
deciding Sand Pin purely nominal sentences isa common feature. Not until some 
linguistic phenomenon that accounts for the logical ranking of the concepts is 
added can S and P emerge in an analysis. The linguistic phenomena of adjectives, 
pronouns and particles discussed above are not correlated to functions of such a 
nature, but the developed, grammatical issue of relative construction seems to be 
so, in so far as the more sophisticated type, the restrictive, relative construction 
(3.2) is involved. The presence of certain classes of words, such as adjectives and 
demonstrative pronouns, is due to lexical choices and, as they are interchangeable 
with nouns, they seem not to alter the analysis of the structure of the nominal 
sentence. The class of particles, on the other hand, is used for the sake of the 
whole assertion and may, in fact, in a nominal sentence signal its assertive state in 
distinction to phrases consisting of nominal elements; vai with invariable position 
seems to signal the predicative state, even though S and P are not distinguishable. 

The main conclusion about the nominal sentences is that their structure evades 
an analysis in which S and P are defined, since the elements are not logically 
ordered with morphological signs. However, they are functioning linguistic units 
constructed of separate elements, and there should be some other, analytic, 
linguistic description. The simple fact that two nominal elements are juxtaposed in 
a sentence, for example, could be described with the apparatus of transfor
mational grammar. 



It would first be necessary to sketch a reasonable mode! of the constituent structure. 
(a) Constitutent structure. There are two traditional descriptions of nominal sentences 

(without copula), both based upon a derivation from verbal sentences: 184 Acco'.ding to one 
of them, predicative function has been assigned to one of the occurrmg constltuents and, 
according to the other one, the predicative noun should include zero-occurrence of copula, 
in order to be more universally applicable. 

(la) (lb) 
s s 

/~ /~ 
NP VP NP VP 

I 
NP 

/~ 
NP ,el-copula 

The first mode! (la) has been used (Staal, 1967, p. 52) as a formalization of the view of 
word order in nominal sentences exhibited by the traditional Sanskrit syntax (Delbriick; 
cf. 2.3). Staal proceeds with 

(2) 

Of course, (Ib) may also be transposed in the same way. This, however, shows that th_ese 
models do not, in fact, include any factor decisive of the order of the elements unt1l a 
semantic factor of contrast between the two nominal elements is introduced, allowing 
them to be identified. There are actually other views giving a derivation of (2) also in the 
form 

s 

/~ 
NP1 NP2 

The ambiguity of a Sanskrit sentence (ChU 3,16,1 puru:;;o väva yajiias) in the surface 
structure seems to be a basic feature, since the deep structure from which it is generated 
has to account for the idea "the man is sacrifice" as well as the idea "the sacrifice is man" 
(Hägg, 1972). The ambiguity is not a real one but an inherent feature, a reciprocity in the 
deep structure. The sentence does not look ambiguous until we come to the modern 
Janguages, in which word order and definite form are mostly significant features, two 
different surface structures account for two different meanings and it is necessary to 
choose between them; an "ambiguous" or reciprocal deep structure 185 must be expressed 
in a third way: "the man is sacrifice and vice versa". 

184 This presupposition has been definitely rejected, as regards nominal sentences in Old Greek, 
by Kurzova (1972; cf. footnote 186, below). 

185 Whether the "ambiguous" deep structure-two unlinearized constituents in a certain, 
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Would the following assumed, constituent structure ofthe nominal sentence in Sanskrit 
be satisfactory? 

(3) 
s 

NP/ ~NP 

Even if the difference from verbal sentences is appreciated as basic and it is possible to 
assume that nominal sentences are not decidedly predicative, such a mode! would be 
rather unsatisfactory, as the alleged definition of S in a mode! of this kind is disregarded 
and such a [NP NP J coincides with any attributive structure. The most satisfactory 
assumption is that the nominal sentence implies some other factor that would distinguish it 
from other nominal juxtapositions. Assuming that this factor is unknown, I would prefer 
to complete (3) as follows: 

(4) 

Under such circumstances, there is no point in abandoning the mode! of 

(5) 

in which actually NP and VP are defined from their functional places in the system and 
not from their function of meaning. It would be possible even with regard to the nominal 
sentence to accept the operational definition ofpredicativity, i.e. that a sentence is defined 
from the property of being predicative, without implying predicativity in a national 
sense. 186 

(b) Phrase structure. The mode! suggested here would be 

(6) 

equative relation to each other-is universally acceptable for certain nominal sentences remains to 
be discussed. It has, in fäet, been partially accepted in a distinction between two sub-types of 
relational clauses, attributive and equative, as pertinent to the latter (cf. Halliday, 1970, pp. 154 f.). 

18
" K urzova (1972), who records the nominal sentence in Greek, chooses to keep it as a separate 

phrase-structure in the inventory of the language (pp. 28 ff.). On the other hand, Kahn (I 973) finds 
it necessary to understand the nominal sentence in Greek as a surface structure, the problem being 
a question merely of rules for omitting copula. His views are summarized on p. 436. 



For such an analysis of the phrase structure, the following rewriting rules may be 
suggested: 
(1) S • NP, VP 
(2) NP • NP 1 + NP 2 

(3) VP • X (NP 2 + NP 1) 
A sub-categorization rule is needed which accounts for the fäet that the design of NP is 
optional 187 with regard to parts of speech and morphological realization: 
(4) NP (IJ (2) • N (Subst.) (Pron.) (Adj.) (Verb) (Adv.) (S) or is perhaps expressed in two 
steps: 
(a) NP • N 
(b) N • N function of (Subst.) etc. 
This important, evidently context-sensitive rule (4) is complicated to formulate exactly. It 
has to be elaborated so as to exclude unacceptable combinations of the two NPs. The ter
minal symbols show a certain distribution, which illustrates the fäet that the lexical inven
tory of the nominal sentences differs from that of the verbal ones. Thus, the classes of sub
stantives and pronouns may combine freely, adjectives and verbs combine with all except 
themselves, and adverbs combine only with substantives and pronouns. It seems that S 
combines freely, but a close study of the material is necessary. 

Another sub-categorization rule is required for X, which in the deep structure merely 
represents NP 2+NP 1. The form of its realization would be X(()) (copula) (word order) 
... , but we have ta leave the question open. As regards archaic Sanskrit, probably an op
tional vai would be a realization of X. In the mode!, the X has a vital and semantic func
tion. By keeping it as an unidentified element, it may optionally represent a semantic func
tion which may be predicative, a copula, a verbal element with a semantic value of its own, 
deixis or even some case-function, like the locative (cf. 3.5), or it may merely constitute the 
dominating element of an embedded sentence NP 2 +NP 1. It may, of course, be realized as 
zero (cf. Kahn, 1973; cf. footnote 186, above). In this last case, the mode! would equal the 
logical mode! of F(x,y) (cf. 4.2). The semantic interpretation of a composition "a is b" is 
satisfied by X and the structure would mean "the fäet of a,b is (the fäet of b,a)". The more 
definite semantic interpretation, i.e. the relation expressed in"+" interpreted in terms of, 
for example, class inclusion, dass membership, identity, etc. is not connected with the ac
tual structure of the nominal sentence and is not accounted for until the distribution of the 
terminal symbols. 

(c) Transformations. The mode! also implies the linguistic fäet emphasized in this in
vestigation (cf. Chapter 2) that the word order is syntactically irrelevant in the nominal 
sentences (as far as they express an equative relation). It could perhaps be accounted for 
by the T-rules in the field of emphasis. Such transformations T emph are, of course, optional 
and context-dependent. Except replacement, the insertion of particles is one possible 
T emph' and also the intonation, if discoverable, could be formulated by an T emph• 188 It is 
not, in fäet, necessary to apply many other transformations to the nominal sentences-at 
least in Sanskrit, which does not even have any compulsory, transformation-introducing 
copula-and this fäet shows that such sentences do not differ much from the kernel strings 
generated after the application ofthe suggested rules (1)-(4). They are, on the whole, en
titled to the denomination "kernel sentences", and, as such, their significance is com
paratively small. 

187 In the material from the Upani~ads, there occur substantives, pronouns, adjectives, verbs in 
finite and infinite form, adverbs and adverbially used cases, and sentences, especially relative 
sentences. 

188 The part of the PS rule (4) NP .... S may alternatively be formulated as an Temph• an insertion; 
cf. the relative construction in ChU 7,23,1 yo vai bhiimä tat sukhan:z. 

I must immediately remind the reader that this picture is just one kind of 

linguistic description of the nominal sentence. It is presented here as a rather 

suggestive and elaborate picture of what in traditional grammar might be termed 

merely juxtaposition of nominal elements in a sentence. 189 Another descriptive 

mo_del would be to try to adjust the fäets to the mode! of dependency grammar, in 

wh1ch case the sentence function (the relation) has to be taken as the centre and 

the two nominal words may be assigned to it functionally as "actants". Such 
structurings are, however, merely descriptional models. 

When used here, they all also imply a more fundamental fact-that we are con

cern~d with a sentence. The linguistic definition of the sentence when it appears as 

nommal has to account for the fact that the nominal words function syntactically 

together in it, though not according to the definitions of S and P. The Jinguistic 

definition of the sentence, however, has to evaluate it also as a member of a 

greater whole. One of the total aspects is the text; the role of the sentence has to be 
observed with regard to the message carried by the text. 

The most demanding total aspect, hcwever, is the system of language, as it expresses a 
system of thought. Here the logical aspect and also the semantic value of the sentence are 
concerned. The l?gical_ state _of the nominal sentence cannot be evaluated conclusively 
here; only a few hmts w11l be given in the following section. 

4.2 The nominal sentence as an assertion 

Th~ i~vestigation of_ certain linguistic features in a limited stage of one language has mere
ly md1cated the maJor problems of the theoretical evaluation of nominal sentences. The 
shor~comings of th~ analysis by S and P established in this investigation give rise to a dis
cuss10n about the 1ssue of predication. 

A final description ofthe basic features ofthe nominal sentence has on the one hand to 
distin_guish them from phrases. In order to understand the text, i; is necessary to iden;ify 
t~e _d1fference between a nominal sentence with two nominal members and a phrase con
s1stmg of a noun with an attribute or a nominal composition. On the other hand the 
nominal sentence has to be related to defined notions of predication and assertion. Nor
mally, the rel~tion between the members in a predication is understood as implying that 
one member 1s a property of the other one. In the material, we have more than once 
observed that, in the stage treated here, the Sanskrit language often seems to be neutral to 
the distinction between attributive and appositional and that that seems to be one reason 
why the issue of predication is not felt to be clear-cut. 

There is the possibility of using the logi ca! formula of predication F(x). In order to over
come the seeming boundedness to terms in the logical language when it thus generalizes 
the S/P function (i.e. the interpretation F=P and x=S), the nominal sentence, as it is 
treated here, might perhaps be better described by F(x,y). 190 (F may be compared to the x 

" 
189 

J:Ia~tmann (1955, p. 153) uses the term "Appositionalsatz" and says that, as far as 
klass1fiz1erende Exponenten am Wort" are lacking, there is only juxtaposition. 1

_
90 

The F of this formula denotes the "predication" of the sentence in the sense of the basic 
desired assertlon, the pragmatic_ discrimination of a certain fact. Staal ( I 960) used the notation [x: 
y] for relat10nal sentences and tned to find out by which criteria it can be rewritten as F(x) and F(y). 



of the grammatical mode! in 4.1.) In such a case, the nominal elements are the variables 
and Fis the function of the nominal sentence-not necessarily a (present or absent) copula. 
It still remains to state without any help from linguistic criteria, whether there is, in fact, a 
logically relevant relation between the nominal elements x and y; 191 probably mere jux
taposition is not satisfactory in this case. The suggested formula F(x,y) must, of course, be 
inspected with regard to accepted, logical, forma! language and the definition of Fis essen
tial. Even though this formula may be admissible as a logical description of pure nominal 
sentences in Sanskrit, it remains to decide whether the term "predication" may be 
transferred to such a revised formula from the simpler one, F(x). 

This line of discussion, not to mention the notion of "existence" and the definition by 
"truth" of predications-in all of which, of course, a comparison with the corresponding 
conceptions of Indian logic 192 may also be elucidative-is only hinted at and cannot be 
pursued here. The problems are noted here as they are revealed by the discussion of 
linguistic facts. In the course of the discussion, I have just felt it necessary to avoid the 
term "predication" as far as possible, and I have tried to use the term "assertion", which I 
announced at the beginning as a neutral term ( cf. 1.2.2). 

4.3 The nominal sentence as an organized communication 

The use of the term "assertion" is rather appropriate with regard to the second 
major aspect ofthe sentence-its relation to the text. The continuum ofthe text as 
a manifold message can hardly be analysed in any smaller units than assertions. 
U sing the notions of sentence and predication, one is committed to further 
analyses-linguistic and logical respectively-but this is not so as regards the no
tion of assertion, which may be applied individually and signify the "assertion 
about something". At this point, we have to decide about the interpretational part 
of this investigation. 

What is to be the final judgment on the concepts of T and C used in the in
vestigation? Disregarding the extensive recent literature on the matter, 193 I es
tablished at the outset (1.2.2) merely working definitions ofthe concepts Tand C 
and I have used them for the interpretation of passages, not as a means of describ-

191 As expressible means of relation, Staal (I 960) rejected conjunction and disjunction and found 
quantification not universally applicable and nominalizations only formally pertinent. Finally, he 
found the relation to be expressible only by means of negation. The förmal construction was, 
however, based on negations of the type F(~x), which is perhaps not valid for nominal sentences 
(cf. above, p. 130). 

192 The kind of formula F(x,y) has been attractive in discussions on certain features of Indian 
logic and language, such as definitions, "qualificative cognition" (visi~(avijfiäna), nominal composi
tion, etc. Cf., for example Matilal, 1968, pp. 29 f. The concepts ofbeing and oftruth are inexhausti
ble topics of Indian philosophy. 

193 The linguistic perspectives of the concepts are most clearly expressed by Kirkwood (I 969). 
The later discussion considers both the theory of language and the theory of literature and is in
tegrated in the rapidly developing field of "Textlinguistik" (discourse analysis) and semiotics. Cf. 
Dressler (1972) and also the bibliography of Petöfi (1975, pp. 168-170). 
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ing the general structure of the text. 194 This approach to the contents by judging 
the context suggests the following reflections. T and C may not be regarded as 
analysable units of the assertion; T is rather the aspect of its starting-point and C 
is the aspect ofits accomplishment. Neither ofthe two concepts is more important 
than the other in the message. Thus, to ask what is Tand what is C in a sentence is 
not to ask what terms have these symbols but to ask what initiates the assertion 
(T) and how it is concluded (C). This means a relational and not a term-bound 
definition, which will, in fäet, make the initial presentation (1.2.2) of T as "the 
given" and C as "the new" concept rather unsatisfactory. 195 It would not matter 
whether the T of a passage was mentioned earlier in the text or not (cf. Petöfi, 
1975, pp. 128 ff.). It is merely the linearity ofthe discourse that is accounted for 
(Hutchins, 1975, pp. 128 ff.). From the efforts to identify T/C as such aspects of 
the assertions, the following conclusion has emerged from the examination of the 
material and may elucidate the method of T/C and the nominal sentences in the 
text. There is only one recurring phenomenon of any forma! import connected 
with T/C and that isa certain value ofinitial anaphora and reference, 196 expressed 
as pronouns (relative constructions, ya-, demonstrative pronouns, ta-) or brought 
forward as order (particles, eva). 

This issue, which is formally marked occasionally in the context, represents, 
however, only one possible aspect of the contents of a passage-the rest must be 
the individual observation of implied semantic function and expressed lexical 
meaning. One operational criterion for T /C has been suggested. According to 
Danes (1970), "comment" is always the answer toa question. This is necessarily 
of no use until the observational method has been applied. 

As regards the arrangement of T /C, an unmarked order of the kind T-C must 
so far be accepted as predominating in the nominal sentences of Sanskrit. 197 From 

194 
The structuring by T/C may be of a logico-grammatical order (Dahl, 1969, T/C and calculus 

of propositions; Petöfi, 1975, T/C and modality), or logico-semantic (Staal, I 960, p. 9 I, T/C as an 
heuristical alternative to S/P, accounting for the asymmetrical relation between two terms of a 
functioning sentence; Brekle, 1970, pp. 128 ff., T/C as deep structure; Raible, 1971, T/C and 
dependency grammar; Rohrer, 1971, and Hutchins, 1975, T/C as semantic entities operating on 
the syntactic leve!). The communicative aspect may also be taken as a structure of linguistic order 
(Danes, 1970, Kirkwood, 1969, and other, earlier, Czech works, T/C in FSP as a description of 
communicative dynamism). 

195 
A survey of the discussion of the concepts T/C (Thema-Rhema) is given by Fries (I 971, pp. 

226 f.). 
196 

Pronouns, order and conjunctions have been pointed out as essential to the study of the 
"Textsyntax" of IE languages by Dressler (I 971, pp. 17 ff.). He also presents the interesting nation 
of anaphoric ellipsis, which, however, seems not to be pertinent to the purely nominal sentences and 
their insertion in the text. The issue of anaphora has in general been much observed in the discus
sion of _T/C (J?ressler, 1972, pp. 22 ff.). Cf. Hutchins, 1975, pp. 120 ff.: in the "Textlinguistik", 
referent1al dev1ces have been main subjects of investigation, for example, pronomina (Harweg, 
1968, and Raible 1971) and the article (Raible 1972). 

197 
Sa111kara treats ChU 3,19,1 ädityo brahmety ädeias among other passages of this kind in 

BSBh 4,1,6 (cf. above, 2.6). In the discussion, it is adduced that brahman is the comment upon 



the available data, which to a certain extent consist of the anaphoric feature men
tioned above but which are mostly interpretational, the concept of this order is 
clearly favoured as a mode!, not the order C-T as unmarked. The mode! may 
possibly incorporate the idea of a marked position of C-T, but, in fact, we are not 
allowed to find criteria for "particular intonation patterns" in Sanskrit which 
could introduce this reverse, marked sequence, and, as regards the nominal 
sentences at least, there also seem to be very few "particular lexical frames" with 
such an effect (Hutchins, 1975, p. 101). The particles are not likely to have such a 
capacity but seem instead to be conventional and frequent enough to emphasize 
the unmarked order. This gives us a way oftesting the nominal sentences. As long 
as a close investigation of the matter of T/C in the whole material of all kinds of 
sentences in Sanskrit does not change the picture, I suggest that the first step in in
terpreting nominal sentences in the Upani~ads should be to assume that the first 
element is put there as the best initiator of what has to be told by the nominal 

sentence. 
Once again, it must be explained that the concept of the linguistic message as a 

synthetic unit is quite a different thing from the identification of S and P ( or even 
the lak~yam and lak~a1Jam)198 of a nominal sentence in an analytic approach. 
Moreover, it certainly neither indicates an order S-P in nominal sentences nor how 
to translate the sentence (cf. Chapter 2). As I declared in the introduction (1.2), I 
prefer to see S/P and T /C as different levels of the linguistic message and these 
aspects may be applied one by one.199 I wish to maintain this in order to avoid any 
implied, psycholinguistic presuppositions about mental processes. A certain, un
defined interdependence between the levels may be assumed from one effect ofthe 
method, viz. that the observation of one leve! also provides positive or negative 
material for the other one. It may, of course, even be possible to assume a 
processional acting upon the sentence, as Hutchins (1975) does. 200 According to 
him, T and C operate on a semantic leve! as a factor which integrates some 
semantic structure in a linear and conventional discourse, and this is followed by 
the operations on a grammatical leve!, among them, S/P. With regard to the 
nominal sentences, the grammatical operations must be seen as rather feeble and, 

äditya, because of the order: prathamanirdi:f{e:fU cädityädi:fU caramanirdi~{an:z brahmädhyastam. 
The counter-argument does not deny this but shows that it is not a rule, as it may be suspended by 
other, metaphysical conditions. 

198 In the initial siitra of Pänini, the order of the terms, which may be interpreted as lak~ya and 
lak~alJa, is reversed ( cf. the di;cussion ofStaal, 1961, p. 123). Yet there is no doubt that v,:ddhir is 
the forma! point of departure of the assertion, even though the contrary aden is so in 1, 1,2. 

199 Cf. also Lyons (1975, pp. 63 f.), who sorts out three levels by distinguishing the linguistic 
terms of subject and predicate from the traditionally associated, logical terms of particulars and 
universals and the semiotic terms topic and comment. 

200 Hutchins, 1975, pp. 128 f.; Rohrer (1971, p. 180) also thinks that "topicalization" is an early 
process, operating before the part of the process which is transformations. 
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as not quite grammaticalized items, they are only describable at an earlier leve! or 
stage.201 

It seems reasonable to approach the text by T/C, which isa method of organiz
ing the context, especially useful when the grammatical organization is weak, as it 
is in nominal sentences. With regard to the study ofthe content, of course, a "for
ma!" observation ofthe context in terms ofT/C is merely a preliminary approach, 
the initial stage. 

The identification of a leve! of T/C thus provides a method, apart from the 
method of parsing sentences. In what sense does the same method differ from 
direct philological interpretation? By using the terms T/C and applying them to 
the context, we do, in fact, gain an advantage also over the intuitive method of 
asking for the "content" of the special message. It is possible to describe the 
successive chain of switches in the exposition, for example, not only to tel1 that 
brahman is the main T ofthe text but that it may be seen in many aspects, even as 
C on another T in the same frame. Such an interpretation may follow the 
associative flux ofthe text and tel1 us about continuity and discontinuity. This isa 
way of following the contextual structure of the text, and it would probably be 
possible to use T/C to characterize the stylistics of the texts. In this case, the 
observation of how the pieces of T +C are related 202 may illuminate the intu/itive, 
stylistic descriptions ofthe old Sanskrit prose (Oldenberg, 1917, Gonda, 1975, pp. 
410-422), in interna! and externa! contrastive studies. 

4.4 The semantic aspect ofthe nominal sentence 

In attempts to establish a linguistic description of the nominal sentences and in searching 
for some förmal interpretation of a communicative order, we are, however, constantly 
faced with the same question to which an answer is also sought by those who assign S/P 
structure to them, namely, what is meant to be expressed by the nominal sentence? 

The answer has to be compatible with the linguistic description, but, in the end, we are 
obliged to consider the purely semantic aspect itself. It is not until this aspect is explored 

201 This is shown by the fäet that the nominal sentence in Sanskrit escapes the sädhana analysis, 
which is dependent upon a grammatical expression. Instead, it may merely be subject to individual 
semantic speculation, as any grammatically indistinct relation is (cf. above, 2.6). The Arabic gram
marians are aware of the reduced description and the terminology which the nominal sentences 
crave. They define a nominal sentence merely from the order; in such a sentence, -4-.._ 1\ "das 
Angelehnte" (P), follows upon .c,.'l ..L.......'1 "das woran angelehnt ist" (S); in the verbal sentence, 
these constituents may be named according to semantic function, J.._;JI "action" and cYli.!l "agent", 
but in the nominal sentence the constituents are named merely from their communicative function, 
~I "the communicated" and i .,_;_,.JI "the preceding". (The terms are adopted from Caspari's 
Arabic grammar.) 

202 According to the effectual outlines drawn by Danes (I 970), the structure of the chains of 
nominal sentences which are characteristic of the Upani~ads would provide a natura] starting
point. 



that we know how to translate a nominal sentence in Sanskrit. The question of what it 
means will certainly remain unanswered, but some very slight hints may be allowed. 

The tradition al assignment of a special semantic quality to the nominal sentence-whic_h 
has to be based upon a linguistic sorting out ofnominal sentences from other sent_ence~-1s 
the one initiated by Meillet (1906-08, p. 15; cf. also a~ove, Chapter 1) w_hen he 1den~,~~d 
one surviving type of nominal sentences in IE languages as "Phrases expnmant des ven~es 
generales". Bloch (1906-08, p. 50) says about "appositi?n de noms" ~hat '.'l~s idees 
qu'elle exprime sont principalement des reflexions de portee plus ou moms generale ... 
Elles servent d'abord dans les expositions de caractere theorique". I may also quote 
Brugmann (1925, p. 59): " ... war der nominale Typus, da es sich bei ihm u_m ein dem 
Subjekt zugesprochenes Attribut handelt, hauptsächlich in Wesensbest1mmungen, 
Erklärungen, Beschreibungen zu Hause". Chantraine (1963, p. 1) says:"; .. un rappo,'.'t 
qui etablit dans l'absolu une equivalence entre deux termes. Il c~ncer~e I essence _plutot 
que J'existence". 203 Finally, Benveniste (1950, pp. 33 f.) seems unmtentlonally to d1scl_ose 
the occidental bias of time underlying this whole concept. He works out the nommal 
sentence in the following description: "La premiere [i.e. the nominal sentence] est du dis
cours; la seconde [i.e. the verbal sentencel, de la narration. L'une pose un absolu; l'autre 
decrit une situation ... Etant apte a des assertions absolues, la phrase nominale a valeur 
d'argument, de preuve, de reference. On l'introduit dans le discours pour_ agir et convain
cre, non pour informer. C'est, hors du temps, des personnes et de la C!fconstance, une 
verite proferee comme telle". He even refers this description to certain genres and says, 
among other things, "La phrase nominale en vedique est l'expression par excellence de la 
definition intemporelle" (ibid., p. 34). 

This description may be more or less accurate, suggestive as it is; the central fact to be 
singled out is that the nominal sentence expresses "des assertions absolues", as a conse
quence of its lack of the variable, material element which is constituted by t?e verb._ Such a 
semantic property of the nominal sentence, in fact, tums out to account _mamly for 1ts_ state 
within the system. The question answered is how the message of a nommal sentence 1s ~p
preciated, and the exposition is based on a negative fact, its non-verba_l (though m
dependent) character. It still remains to find out whether any interna! semantic prop:rty of 
the nominal sentence can be defined from its own positive existence and shape, 1.e. an 
answer to the question what (kind of) message a nominal sentence conveys. This-t?e in
terna! structure ofthe nominal sentence-is the subject of speculations about the not1on of 
identity. Benveniste (1950), who is concerne~ about_ the former issu,7-the ~~min~! 
sentence in the linguistic system-has accordmgly reJected the term propos1t1on e
quationnelle" (p. 27) for the nominal sentence in general, confining the use of the term to 
the specific variety of sentences of the kind "the sooner the better" etc. 204 

Yet the two viewpoints may be combined-the interna! semantic property of the 
nominal sentence and its semantic status in the system. Lyons (I 975) draws a linguistical
ly based distinction between "two subtypes ofkernel sentences" (p. 63), ~nd when he giv~s 
them names, he seems to give a non-committal hint about their semantic background_ m 
both the respects mentioned above ("equative and predicative"). The same idea under'.ies 
this whole investigation, i.e. that the nominal sentence is intended to express an equat1on 

203 Guiraud (I 976) focusses the attention on the notion of essence and says that the natura! 
capacity of nominal sentences in archaic languages must be to express "essence", while "existence" 
is a later concern. 

204 Later on, Benveniste (1960, p. 113) seems to accept an interna! value of this kind when he 
says "L'assertion d'identite entre deux termes a pour expression la phrase nominale" (cf. also the 
quotation below, p. 141). 
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between two concepts-no more, no less-and as such an assertion, it functions in the 
system of language. So much may actually be stated from the linguistic point ofview. The 
notions of Indian grammar and logic are usually semantic and the most natura! one to ac
count for the basic, semantic idea of nominal sentences seems to be sämänädhikäralJya; 
this is, however, a wider notion with an ontological basis and is appropriate to any jux
taposition of nominal items, whatever their forma! character may be.205 

It still remains to find out whether the equation expressed is basically neutral or may be 
differentiated by such logical terms as equivalence, identity or definition. 206 Halliday 
(1970, pp. 154 f.) identifies "two major sub-types" ofrelational sentences, attributive and 
equative (and by this second term he means identification). Reichenbach (194 7, pp. 254 f.) 
points out that nominal sentences may express "relation of class membership" or "relation 
of class inclusion" or even introduce some existential factor. Benveniste (1960, p. 114) 
finds the concept of identity basic and variable, saying of "la phrase nominale" that it 
"assure la jonction entre deux termes eten asserte l'identite-quelle que soit, au point de 
vue logique, la modalite de cette identite: equation formelle ... inclusion de classe ... par
ticipation a un ensemble ... etc." Also Hartmann (1955, pp. 151 f.) finds "Identifikation" 
basic to "Seinsurteile", as all nominal sentences are to him. These are then subdivided into 
"logische Klassifizierung" and "Bereichsidentifikation". Different relations are also 
presented in the somewhat differing Indian discussion, such as viies_yavises.arJabhävasal1}
bandha, svabhävasaJ?lbandha etc. 

It seems impossible to carry on a discussion of such types of relations as are expressed 
in different structures in a purely formalized frame; the pragmatic interpretation has 
necessarily to be brought forward (for example, Ingalls, 1951, pp. 40 ff., Matilal, 1968, pp. 
31 ff.). Thus, the extensive debate on the logical semantics of all analytical philosophy 
about relations between single terms (Frege, Russell, Wittgenstein) presupposes 
judgments and conscious arranging ofthe terms discussed. This is still more obvious in the 
Indian discussion about san:zbandha,207 in which not free but only bound variables like 
viies_ya-viies.arJa208 are used. 

Just as we stop at a grammatical, minimal and non-committal description of 
the nominal sentence as juxtaposition, we have to confine ourselves in the seman
tic description to the nation of"equation". Ishall finally remind the reader ofthe 
necessity of avoiding any concept oftime and truth in a general system ofthought 
to which such nations are not central and thus even the idea of "eternal truths" 
should be avoided, at least as far as the Sanskrit nominal sentences are concerned. 
They are merely equative assertions ad hoc. Lastly, it should also be recalled that 
such information shares with all linguistic messages the need to be communicated 
in a linearized order, which was the focal point of this investigation. 

205 Samkara discusses this notion in BSBh 4,1,5 (cf. above, 2.6). 
206 Re~ou (196 I, p. 507) encompasses "definitions, constatations, equivalences" in his semantic 

dcscription, but the general feature of these is "des types rudimentaires". 
207 Samkara linds the nation of sämdnädhikara!Jya unsatisfactory in BSBh 4, 1,5 and has to 

sol ve the ·problem of relation with regard to the hierarchy (utkar~a) of the concepts, their meaning 
(artha). 

208 Cf. above, footnote 198 on lak~ya/lak~alJa and the initial Piir:iini siitras. 
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